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Abstract
In this thesis, we present our original theoretical investigations of SiC microstruc-
tures for extreme light control in the Reststrahlen band of Silicon Carbide (SiC),
that occurs in the Mid-IR spectral regime. In this frequency regime, most of the
light will be reected from bulk SiC, due to the extreme permittivity response of SiC.
However, we demonstrate that it is possible to control light to be absorbed or ultra
refracted within the microstructures constructed from SiC in the Reststrahlen band
of SiC. In particular, we show that this high reective behaviour of SiC can be over-
come via dierent mechanisms: by achieving a Photonic Crystal (PC) band-edge
reectionless condition in a SiC terminated one-dimensional (1D)-PC, by tailoring
the eective phonon-polariton gap in SiC-based eective metamaterials, or by cou-
pling to cavity modes in SiC structures made of rectangular-cross-section pillars.
Furthermore, we demonstrate that by varying the thickness of SiC layers and lling
ratio throughout SiC 1D-PC structures or by using SiC pillars of dierent size in a
pyramid arrangement, we can achieve a broad absorption bandwidth with the SiC
microstructures. This absorption control provides insight for the design of ecient
thermal emitters, which can be used in thermal conversion devices. Moreover, us-
ing the concept of Bloch impedance, we nd that translucent spectral regions can
exist in SiC 1D-PCs. This possibility is highly desirable for constructing optical
components in the Mid-IR spectrum where suitable bulk highly refractive materials
are rare. In addition, we also present a complete theory of propagation in lossy
1D-PCs, by systematically extending the comprehensive theory for lossless 1D-PCs.
Relying on this theory, we report superbending of light, beyond 900 in a judiciously
designed superprism constructed with a SiC 1D-PC. Since, the ndings reported
in this thesis are in principle applicable to any polar material, we believe that our
work will inspire the design of a variety of absorptive/emissive and ultra-refractive
devices across the THz/Mid-IR spectrum.
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can be considered. The yellow shaded region represents the regime
where a user dened mesh was used. The brown region represent the
region where the default Lumerical simulator [176] mesh has been
used. (b) same as (a) but for the TH-polarization case. . . . . . . . . 87
2.22 Schematic diagram of the part of the frequency-domain prole mon-
itor to show the computation of the electric and magnetic elds in
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ne the numerical mesh. . . . . . . . . 88
2.23 Same as Fig. 2.21, but the simulation set-up for systems of nite
extent. The main dierences from the periodic systems set-up in
Fig. 2.21 are the open boundary conditions in both x- and y-directions
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le. The incident angle,
inc is also indicated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90
2.24 The eldmap of the z-component of the electric eld, Ez obtained
for a Gaussian beam propagating in free space, at an angle inc = 45
0
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2.25 Same as Fig. 2.21, but here the simulation set-up aims to calculate
the transmittance and re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2.26 Schematic diagram of the frequency-domain power monitor to show
the computation of the Poynting vector in the FDTD method, for
the TH-polarization case. x and y designate the discretisation in
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3.1 (a) Normal incidence at the 1D SiC-air PC structure (rst two unit
cells are shown). The geometric and material parameters of the PC
system are indicated. (b) Absorptance versus free space wavelength,
free, for a 20-unit-cell SiC-air PC with lling ratio 0.07 (red dashed
lines), 0.15 (green dotted-dashed lines) and 0.30 (blue dotted lines)
(a=10.3 m). The absorptance of a bulk SiC block of thickness equal
to 14.42 m is shown for reference as a black solid line. The magenta
vertical lines encompass the SiC phonon-polariton spectral gap region.
(c) Same as in (b), but for reectance versus the free space wavelength. 114
3.2 (a) Band structure of the SiC PC with a lling ratio 0.07 within the
SiC phonon-polariton gap spectrum. The left (right) panel depicts
the modal free space wavelength free, with respect to the real (imag-
inary) part of the Bloch wavevector q (dimensionless units). We nd
an allowed propagation band for the SiC PC, with spectral limits
designated with the shaded region in the gure. (b) Corresponding
spectral response of the averaged normalized intensity at the rst
(black line), second (red line) and third (green line) SiC layer for the
semi-innite SiC-air PC. (c) Energy velocity in the innite PC struc-
ture averaged within the SiC layer (red solid line). Energy velocity
within bulk SiC is shown for comparison (green dashed line). The
blue solid vertical line designates the PC band-gap edge, while the
vertical blue dotted line designates the free space wavelength where
absorptance peaks [see Fig. 3.1(b)]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
3.3 (a) Energy velocity at the interfacial SiC layer as a function of posi-
tion, x, for the periodic PC at 10.9 m free space wavelength. (b)
The same but for a terminated PC, with a half-sized SiC end face at
11.4 m free space wavelength (red dashed line). The black solid line
represents the corresponding periodic PC case. Note, in all cases x=0
was taken at the front face of the second PC cell. . . . . . . . . . . . 118
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3.4 (a) Normal incidence at the 1D SiC-air PC, with the rst SiC layer
truncated. The geometric parameters of the PC system, and trun-
cated layer, are indicated. (b) Absorptance versus free space wave-
length, free, and termination ratio, tratio = dint=d1, for a twenty-cell
SiC-air PC with a lling ratio 0.07. The two vertical white lines des-
ignate the phonon-polariton gap region. (c) Same as in (b) plotted
for the case with tratio=0.5. The inset shows the absorptance versus
the number of total cells, N, for the peak wavelength of 11.4 m. . . 120
3.5 Spectral response of the averaged normalized intensity, Ienha at the
rst (black line), second (red line) and third (green line) SiC layer for
the semi-innite truncated SiC PC with tratio = 0:5. The result for
the rst layer of the corresponding full periodic PC is also shown as
dashed blue lines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 121
3.6 (a) TE-polarization incidence on the truncated PC design (b) TH-
polarization incidence on the truncated PC design . . . . . . . . . . . 122
3.7 Absorptance versus incident angle, I and free space wavelength free
for TE-polarization (gures in the left) and TH-polarization (gures
in the right) for dierent termination ratios: tratio=0.5 in (a) and (b),
tratio=1.0 (implying a fully periodic PC) in (c) and (d) and tratio=0.25
in (e) and (f) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123
3.8 (a) Polarization insensitive absorptance when incident angle is 30 deg.
(yellow shaded region) (b) Polarization selective absorptance when
incident angle is 65 deg. (cyan region for a TE-mode absorber and
salmon region for a TH-mode absorber). In all cases, the black solid
and dashed green lines represent the absorptance for the TE- and TH-
modes respectively, while the red dashed and blue dotted represent
the reectance for TE- and TH-modes respectively. . . . . . . . . . . 124
3.9 Energy velocity, ve along the propagation direction x versus free space
wavelength, free for the innite PC, with a non-zero wave vector along
z [dened in Fig. 3.1(a)] , kz. In (a), (b) kz corresponds to the mode
that couples at an incident angle of 30 deg. and 65 deg. respectively.
In all cases, the solid black line represents the TE polarization result
and the dashed red lines represents the TH polarization result. . . . . 125
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4.1 Spectral response of absorptance A (black line), reectance R (red
line) and extinction coecient,  (blue line) of a semi-innite SiC
block. The green dashed lines indicate the wavelengths corresponding
to the LO and TO phonon frequencies in Eq. 4.1. The low and high
reectance region are indicated with the orange and yellow shadings
respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 133
4.2 Spectral response of absorptance, A of a semi-innite SiC block
(black-solid line), and a 20 m thick SiC block (red-solid line). The
corresponding reectance results of these two structures are shown
with a black-dotted line and a red-dotted line respectively. The or-
ange colour shading indicates the low reectance spectral regime cor-
responding to 0 < "0  1. The green dashed lines indicate the wave-
lengths corresponding to the LO and TO phonon frequencies in Eq. 4.1.134
4.3 Schematics of the 1D-PC metamaterial with the geometric and ma-
terial parameters indicated. The lattice constant, a, is much smaller
than the impinging EM wave's (green curve) wavelength, free. . . . . 135
4.4 (a) The dielectric function of bulk SiC. (b), (c) and (d) same as (a),
but for the eective medium PC corresponding to the three lling
ratios: fr = 0:05, fr = 0:15 and fr = 0:30. The shaded region
in panel (a) indicates the phonon-polariton gap of SiC. The shaded
regions in panel (b), (c) and (d) indicate the phonon-polariton gap of
the eective homogenised PC metamaterials. Note, that the dielectric
function values are scaled down 100 times relative to their original
values. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
4.5 (a) Absorptance A, versus free the space wavelength, free, for three
200 m thick homogeneous media corresponding to the metamaterials
constructed from the PCs with lling ratios fr = 0:05 (black circles),
fr = 0:15 (red circles) and fr = 0:30 (green circles) respectively. We
show the respective TMM absorption results of the corresponding
precise PC structures with a lattice constant a, of 1m as black-
dashed line, red-dashed line and green-dashed line respectively. (b)
same as (a), but for the reectance R, versus the free space wavelength.141
4.6 (a) Absorptance A, versus the free space wavelength free, and the
termination ratio tratio =
dint
d1
, for the 200 m thick homogeneous
metamaterial PC of lling ratio fr = 0:05. (b) same as (a), but
for the reectance R, versus the free space wavelength free, and the
termination ratio tratio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142
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4.7 (a) Absorptance, A of homogeneous media corresponding to the meta-
materials constructed from the PCs with lling ratios fr = 0:05 (black
line), fr = 0:15 (red line) and fr = 0:30 (green line) is plotted versus
the SiC cumulative thickness. (b) and (c) same as (a), but for the
absorption enhancement, Aenha, and the reectance, R respectively
versus the SiC cumulative thickness. The free space wavelengths,
free, at which we evaluated each of these cases are indicated. These
wavelengths are chosen at the absorption peak values of the 200 m
thick homogeneous metamaterial PCs of Fig. 4.5. We also indicate
the extinction coecient values, SiC of bulk SiC at these wavelengths.143
4.8 Absorption, A versus SiC cumulative thickness for an homogeneous
medium corresponding to the metamaterial constructed from a PC
with a lattice constant of 1 m and a lling ratio of 0:05 (black-solid
line), a terminated Bragg PC with a lattice constant of 10 m and
a lling ratio of 0:05 (red-dashed line), and a periodic Bragg PC
with a lattice constant of 10 m and a lling ratio fr = 0:05 (green
dot-dashed line). (b) and (c) same as (a), but for the absorption
enhancement, Aenha, and the reectance, R respectively, versus the
SiC cumulative thickness. The free space wavelengths, free, at which
we evaluated each of these cases are indicated. These wavelengths are
chosen to coincide with the absorption peak values of the PCs with
200 m total thickness. We also indicate the extinction coecient
values, SiC of bulk SiC at these wavelengths. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 145
4.9 (a) Dissipated to incident power ratio in the individual SiC layers,
versus the position of the center of the SiC layer xc, for three SiC-air
1D-PCs: a two-hundred-unit-cell eective metamaterial PC with a
lattice constant of 1 m and a lling ratio of 0:05 (black circles), a
twenty-unit-cell terminated Bragg PC with a lattice constant of 10
m and a lling ratio of 0:05 (red diamonds) and a twenty-unit-cell
periodic Bragg PC with a lattice constant of 10 m and lling ratio
of 0:05 (blue triangles). The free space wavelengths, free, at which
we evaluated the power dissipation ratio for each case are same as in
Fig. 4.8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146
5.1 (a) Schematics of the SiC-air 1D-PC with the geometric parameters
indicated. (b) Spectral response of the real (solid) and imaginary
(dashed) parts of the SiC permittivity model of Eq. 5.3. (c) Ab-
sorption (dashed line) and reection (solid line) for a thick bulk SiC
block. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154
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5.2 Spectral response of the energy velocity at the interface ve,int of a semi-
innite SiC-air PCs structure is shown as solid lines. The dashed lines
depict the corresponding values for the same PCs but with 50% of
their entry face being cut-o. The results in (a), (b) and (c) represent
the PC cases with a lattice constant of a equal to 5 m, 8 m and
10 m, respectively. In all cases, the interface-energy velocity value
of the reectionless condition, ve,0 of Eq. 5.1, is depicted with dotted
lines. Note, all energy velocity values are expressed in terms of the
speed of light c. The vertical solid lines represent the spectral position
of the absorption peaks that we will observe in Fig. 5.5. . . . . . . . . 155
5.3 The energy-velocity gradient is shown for two PC systems with a lat-
tice constant equal to 5 m and 10 m in panels (a) and (b) respec-
tively.1The horizontal dashed line represents the reectionless condi-
tion value dictated by Eq. 5.2. Note the coordinate within the PC
entry layer, x  is expressed in terms of the lattice constant a, while
the energy velocity gradient is expressed in terms of c=a, with c being
the speed of light. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157
5.4 Reection (in color-map) versus termination ratio, dint=d1 and free
space wavelength, free calculated from TMM. Panels (a) and (b) rep-
resent the result corresponding to the semi-innite PCs with lattice
constant a, of 5 m, and 10 m respectively. Same is shown in (c)
and (d) but for 200 m-thick PCs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157
5.5 Absorptance versus free space wavelength, free, for three 200 m
thick SiC-air PCs of 0.05 lling ratio and 50% front layer truncation.
The solid, dashed and dot-dashed curves correspond to PCs with a
lattice constant a equal to 10 m, 8 m, and 5 m respectively. The
front SiC layer is terminated to half its original size. . . . . . . . . . . 159
5.6 Complex band structure (free space wavelength versus Bloch wavevec-
tor q) for the PC cases of lattice constant a, 5 m [in (a) and (b)]
and 10 m [in (c) and (d)] . The respective reectionless-condition
wavelengths are indicated with horizontal dashed lines. Note, both
the real and imaginary parts of the Bloch wave vector q is expressed
in terms of =a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160
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5.7 Dissipated to incident power ratio versus free space wavelength, free,
for the 200m thick SiC-air PCs with 50% truncated front layer,
within the rst Nc PC unit cells. The result in (a) [(b)] corresponds
to the PC case with 5 m [10 m] lattice constant. The respective
absorptance is shown for reference with the dark solid line. Note, the
total number of PC unit cells, N, is 40 for the case in (a) and 20 for
the case in (b). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162
5.8 Absorptance enhancement of the two terminated SiC-air PCs with
lattice constant a, 5 m (dot-dashed line with diamonds), and 10 m
(solid line with lled circles) with respect to the absorption of a SiC
block about a wavelength-thick is plotted against the total thickness
of SiC encountered by the EM wave as it travels through the PC. . . 162
5.9 (a) Schematics of the compact PC-based design with all structural
information indicated. (b) Reectance (color-map) versus free space
wavelength free and front-layer truncation ratio dint=d1. (c) Absorp-
tance (solid lines) and reectance (dotted lines), for the design in (a)
with (c) [(d)] showing the case of dint=d1 = 0:5 [dint=d1 = 0:05]. For
comparison absorptance through a single layer is also shown for bulk
SiC (dot-dashed) and an ultra-thin SiC lm as thick as the front layer
of the structure of Fig. 5.9(d). The vertical line designates the SiC
Reststrahlen band-edge. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164
5.10 Electric eld amplitude, jEj, proles (left vertical axis) versus the co-
ordinate x within the compact superabsorber design. The depicted
proles are normalized with the incident electric eld amplitude jE0j.
The dotted lines represent the jEj-decay, from the front to the back
layer, as predicted by the complex band structure of Fig. 5.6. The
solid circles represent the ratio of incident power that is absorbed in
each layer (see right vertical axis for values). Panel (a) and (b) repre-
sent the respective cases with front-to-back-layer truncation ratio of
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5.11 (a) Schematics of the realizable compact PC with all structural in-
formation indicated. (b) Same as the design in (a) but resting on a
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5.12 Energy velocity versus free space wavelength at the interface of a semi-
innite SiC-BaF2 PC of lattice constant a=3.5 m and SiC lling
ratio equal to 0.065 (dashed lines). The required optimum of Eq.
5.1 is shown with a solid line. The inset highlights the wavelength
region where the interface energy velocity intersects with the required
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5.13 Reectance (color-map), versus free space wavelength free, and front-
layer truncation ratio, dint/d1 for the SiC-BaF2 system. In (a) the
result of the semi-innite PC is shown. In (b) the corresponding
compact system of Fig. 5.11(a) is shown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 168
5.14 Absorptance [(a)] and Reectance [(b)] versus free space wavelength
free for the compact SiC-BaF2-SiC system corresponding to a PC
with a lattice constant a=3.5 m and a SiC lling ratio of f=0.065.
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dashed lines. The corresponding circles and diamonds represent the
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6.1 Schematic diagrams of the two types of aperiodic SiC-air 1D-PC
structures. (a) The thickness of the SiC layer in each building block
changes linearly while the thickness of the air layers remains the same.
(b) The lling ratio in each building block changes linearly while the
lattice constant remains the same. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179
6.2 Structural parameters of the aperiodic PCs of Fig. 6.1(a) (blue circles)
and Fig. 6.1(b) (red squares) in each building block j. (a) thickness
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(d) 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6.3 EM waves incident on a multilayer structure with lamellae along the
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6.4 Schematic of an aperiodic PC indicating eld amplitudes upon en-
trance and exit at normal incidence. The amplitudes within the SiC
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6.5 (a) Absorptance A, versus free space wavelength, free, for the aperi-
odic PC of Fig. 6.1(a). We show the results for N = 3 (black solid), 6
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ectance from a bulk SiC block with solid-orange
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6.7 (a) Cumulative absorptance enhancement CAenha, of the aperiodic
PCs of Figs. 6.1(a) (blue circles) and 6.1(b) (red squares) versus
the total number of building blocks N. (b) Same as (a) but for the
absorptance gure of merit FOMA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 188
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eld distributions (red solid lines) and dissipated to
incident power ratio in the individual absorbing layers (blue circles)
versus the location x, within the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(a), with
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6.9 Same as in Fig. 6.8, but for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(b). First
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6.10 Band structure properties of the aperiodic PC building blocks versus
the location xc of their respective centres. The imaginary part of the
Floquet-Bloch phase of the corresponding periodic structure, Im(q),
is plotted at a certain free space wavelength that is designated inside
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the right [(d), (e), and (f)] represent the case of the aperiodic PC of
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6.11 Angular response of the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.5. The absorptance,
A and reectance, R are shown versus the impinging's wave angle
of incidence I and wavelength free for both polarisations. The re-
sults in (a) and (b) represent absorptance and reectance for the
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6.14 Comparison of the absorptance spectra [in (a)] and reectance spec-
tra [in (b)] between the cases of the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.5 with
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lling ratio of
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(d) same as in (c) but for the spectrally averaged reectance R.The
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6.18 (a) Spectral response of the absorptance for the modied PCs from
the original aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(a). We show the results for the
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ed PCs in which the 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ectance versus free space wavelength. For com-
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7.1 (a) Schematic diagram of the grating structure consisting of peri-
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Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
The objective of this thesis is to achieve extreme control of light in the Mid-IR
regime, which is highly desirable for applications such as biosensing [1{3], thermal
emission [4{7] and detection applications [8]. Furthermore, this frequency regime is
also an important atmospheric transparency window for observations of astronomi-
cal objects colder than 500 K [9, 10]. But attention to this important part of the
electromagnetic (EM) spectra is missed until recently, mainly due to the lack of
availability of materials that work in this frequency regime [8]. In this thesis, we
aim to accomplish extreme light control within the Mid-IR frequency regime, with
particular focus on near-unity absorption, i.e. near-perfect absorption [11, 12] and
extreme deection of light [13{15].
Natural materials oer limited opportunity for such extreme control of light in
their bulk form [16{18]. Therefore, many research eorts focus on extraordinary
light control by employing structured materials. Two large classes of structured
materials that have been employed thus far for extreme light control are EM
metamaterials [16{18] and photonic crystals (PCs) [19{21]. Both are periodic
media, but the periodicity-size scales with respect to the wavelength of incident
light are very dierent [22]. In particular, metamaterials are subwavelength, which
allows them to behave as eective homogeneous media [16{18]. On the other hand
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PCs have a periodicity of the order of the wavelength of operation and derive
their light controlling properties from multiple scattering of light between their
building blocks [21, 23]. These two classes of structured materials are discussed
further in Chapter 2. Another strategy for extreme light control that has also been
widely adopted involve exciting resonances via collective oscillations of charges in
metallic-structured materials, which has given rise to the eld of plasmonics [24].
Moreover, localised Mie-type of resonances in dielectric particles are also explored
for extreme light enhancement and absorption [25].
As we mentioned above, one of the objectives of this thesis is absorption enhance-
ment in the Mid-IR regime. In this frequency regime, extraordinary absorption
phenomena that have been reported have been achieved mainly by two strategies.
The rst strategy involves an impedance-matching metallic metamaterial layer on
top of an absorbing material. The metallic layer reduces reection, thus eciently
coupling light inside the absorbing material [12, 26], resulting in near-perfect
absorption. The second reported strategy involves a lossless structured material, in
particular Silicon, exciting microresonances in the vicinity of an absorbing material,
in particular Indium Arsenide, thus directing high electric elds and enhancing the
absorption in the latter [27].
Both of these reported strategies required two kinds of material in order to achieve
absorption enhancement, one of which being the relevant absorbing material, where
absorption is aimed. In the rst reported strategy, the metallic material is necessary
for a large EM coupling [12, 26]. In the second strategy, the lossless material
(Silicon) [27] is necessary for an enhanced light-matter interaction and reduced
reection achieved through the conical shape of the nano-resonators constructed
from this lossless material. However, the additional metallic layer in the rst
strategy introduces undesired loss in the metallic layer, thus funneling less light in
the relevant absorbing material. This limitation has been overcome with the second
strategy by having only one kind of lossy material. However, the performance in the
second strategy heavily depends on the lossless material and its structural features
which may involve complex designs and pose certain limitations in the ability to
conceive and realise a variety of designs.
Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to propose a new strategy for absorption
control, with an operating mechanism that relies only on a single-kind of absorbing
material. Specically, we are proposing in this thesis a new PC-based absorption en-
hancement route by tailoring the propagation of lossy EM waves. We present these
results in Chapters 3, 5 and 6. Moreover, in Chapter 4 we make a comparison of the
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PC-based superabsorbers to corresponding structures that are deep-subwavelength
and behave as a metamaterial. In addition, by building up on the knowledge from
related structures operating in the optical regime [28], we have achieved absorption
enhancement in the Mid-IR regime with micro-resonators made up only of highly
reecting absorbing material, which is not a suitable absorber in bulk form. We
present these results in Chapter 7.
As mentioned earlier in this section, the second objective of this thesis is to achieve
ultra-deection of light in the Mid-IR regime, at free-space wavelengths around
10m, which is crucial for biosensing [1{3] and astronomical observations [9, 10].
This is very important since in this frequency regime there are very few suitable
materials available for constructing optical components for beam manipulation [29],
since many materials that are transparent in the visible regime become opaque in
the Mid-IR regime [29]. Extreme beam manipulation has actually been studied
throughout the EM spectrum [30{35]. In the optical/near-IR regime extraordinary
beam deection was reported with wedged structures constructed from negative
refractive index metamaterials [30], engineered metamaterial Huygens surfaces
[31], graded photonic crystals [32] and smartly designed coaxial plasmonic corner
waveguides [33]. Furthermore, extreme bending of light was achieved by dispersion
engineering of plasmonic waveguides based on rectangular metal blocks [34] that
operate at a free-space wavelength around 1.5 mm. In the THz regime, a 300
bending of normally incident light with simultaneous polarisation conversion has
been achieved [35] by exploiting the optical anisotropy in a carefully designed
metamaterial. Now in the Mid-IR regime, although negative refraction has been re-
ported [36] using a hyperbolic metamaterial (uniaxial material with opposite in sign
permittivity for the directions parallel and perpendicular to the optical axis [22]),
extreme bending of light was not demonstrated thus far. Since many materials can
be lossy in the Mid-IR spectrum, it is interesting to investigate whether translucence
and extreme beam bending can be achieved with structures made up of opaque
materials. We present our results related to this line of research in Chapters 8 and 9.
For all the structures we consider throughout Chapters 3 to 9, we have chosen
Silicon Carbide (SiC) as the key constituent material. We made this choice of SiC
because of its negative permittivity values that change rapidly within the Mid-IR
spectrum, in a regime spanning from 10:3m to 12:6m [37, 38]. As we mentioned
before, this frequency regime is of high interest for biological [1{3] and astrophysical
[9, 10] applications. These extreme values of permittivity emanate from the coupling
of the incident EM eld with the crystal vibrations of SiC (in particular with the
transverse optical phonons), resulting in the phonon-polariton gap [39, 40], which
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is also referred to as the Reststrahlen band [41, 42]. We will discuss about the Rest-
strahlen band in more detail in Chapter 2, where we also explain that bulk materials
are nearly 100% reective in the Reststrahlen-band frequency regime. Therefore,
achieving extraordinary light control as absorption or deection with this extremely
reective material will provide invaluable insight that can be transferred to other
structures that comprise semiconductor materials around their Mid-IR absorption
spectrum. Note that the permittivity of semiconductors close to their absorption
edge can be described in many cases with a Lorentzian function or a summation
of Lorentzian functions [27] similar to the case of SiC in the Reststrahlen band as
we will see in Chapter 2. In other words, by achieving extreme light control with
these SiC-based structures, we are setting example designs that are transferable to
other structures with semiconductor constituents around their absorption spectrum.
Accordingly, our results presented with SiC structures here in this thesis open up ex-
citing new research directions in the Mid-IR regime with absorbing semiconductors,
beyond metallic structures. There are certain limitations for employing metallic
structures for Mid-IR light control [8]. For example, due to the ohmic losses in
metals [39], the light that gets absorbed by the metallic components is not useful
for a carrier generation that is required for certain detection devices. Moreover, the
melting point of metals is around 10000C [39], which limits metals for constructing
thermal absorbers/emitters that operate at very high temperatures (note that emis-
sion is directly related to absorption [43]). On the other hand, SiC has a very high
melting point of 27000C. This combined with an extraordinary mechanical stability
and high thermal conductivity [44] makes SiC an excellent material to work as ther-
mal absorber/emitter. Moreover, within the Mid-IR regime around 10m metals
have a very small skin depth in the range of  0=300 to  0=500 [45] with 0
being the free-space wavelength. This means metals are capable of only a very small
light-matter interaction path length. In contrast, within the Reststrahlen band, SiC
has a larger skin depth that varies from  0 to  0=100 within that frequency
range [38]. This suggests metals have a more limited capability for mode engineering
in the Mid-IR frequency range, in comparison with SiC or other absorbing materials.
As a background, in the following, we review the properties of bulk SiC and
the SiC-based microstructures studied in the photonics eld thus far. SiC is a
compound of Silicon and Carbon, consisting of equal number of atoms from both
the elements. It was rst accidentally synthesized by Edward Acheson [46, 47]
in 1891, and later discovered in nature [48]. SiC exists in a large number of
crystalline forms such as cubic, hexagonal, and rhombohedral [49]. Each crystalline
form of SiC is characterized by a unique stacking sequence of Silicon and Carbon
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layers [47, 50]. SiC possesses extraordinary material properties [44, 46, 51, 52]
such as extreme hardness, high chemical-inertness, large thermal conductivity,
low thermal expansion and wide bandgap. It has therefore become one of the
important commercial compounds since the beginning of twentieth century, nding
applications in abrasive machining [46], automobile parts [53{56], light emitting
diodes [57, 58], high-power electronics [59{63], thermal detection [64{66], iron
production [67{69] and in many other elds [70{72].
SiC is also interesting for photonic applications. Early applications of SiC photonics
were focussed within the optical and near-IR regime. For example, SiC mirrors
were employed in a large number of space telescopes due to the above mentioned
extraordinary mechanical and thermal properties of SiC [73{79]. New advances
of SiC applications in this frequency regime include exploiting crystal defects in
SiC to generate single-photons [80{83], that operate similarly to nitrogen-vacancy
centers in diamond [84]. In addition, high-photoluminescence SiC quantum dots
have been used as biological labels [85{87] (SiC possesses excellent biocompatible
properties [87]). Furthermore, high quality factor (high-Q) optical cavities with
2D-SiC PCs were proposed for thermally stable optical systems [88] that can
operate at multiple wavelengths from IR to visible regime [89]. More recently,
2D-SiC PCs were explored for applications such as second-harmonic generation [90]
and quantum information processing [91]. In addition, SiC based high-Q microdisk
resonators were proposed for cavity optomechanical applications [92].
In recent years, the attention of SiC photonics research is increasingly shifting
towards the Mid-IR regime, where the phonon-polariton gap of SiC exists. This
increased interest in the Mid-IR regime is helped by the invention of quantum
cascade lasers [93{95] that provide quality, compact and aordable light sources to
work in the entire phonon-polariton gap of SiC. Furthermore, recent improvements
in the fabrication of large diameter ultrahigh-quality SiC single-crystals [96, 97],
availability of SiC wafers on insulating material [98, 99] and direct wafer bonding
of SiC wafers [100] inspire to realise high quality, complex SiC microstructures that
operate in the Mid-IR regime.
In the earlier years of SiC Mid-IR photonics research, SiC microstructures were
explored for thermal emission applications. In particular, SiC surface relief
gratings were considered for coherent thermal emission by exciting the surface
phonon-polaritons [4, 5]. Thereafter, many research directions have emerged
around SiC structures in the Mid-IR regime. For example, SiC surfaces and
micro-particles are studied for Scanning Near-eld Optical Microscopy applications
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(SNOM) by taking advantage of the phonon-enhanced near-eld coupling [101, 102].
Furthermore, a Mid-IR superlensing eect, i.e a lens with subwavelength resolution,
was demonstrated using a thin SiC layer [103]. This SiC superlens operates in a
narrow spectral bandwidth within the Reststrahlen regime by exciting the surface
phonon-polariton modes at the interfaces of the SiC layer, in an analogous manner
to Pendry's silver superlens [105]. Operation of such a superlens at a wider
spectral range was extended in Ref. [104], by adding thin lm lenses made of other
polaritonic materials.
Other interesting phenomena with SiC microstructures that have been reported
include extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) using SiC slabs with hole arrays
in the Reststrahlen band of SiC [37, 106, 107]. This was achieved by exciting propa-
gating modes inside the subwavelength holes and surface resonances on the SiC layer
interfaces [37]. In addition, an eective magnetic response was realised with SiC
microparticle media [108{110] by exciting the magnetic-mode Mie resonances on the
particles [111, 112]. Moreover, sub-diraction light connement was demonstrated
with SiC nanopillar antennas by exciting localized surface phonon-polariton modes
[113]. In addition, in Ref. [114] a similar principle was used to guide and concentrate
high EM energy with SiC microstructures that has led to optical force enhancement.
As mentioned above, absorption enhancement within the Mid-IR regime was
reported before with SiC surface relief gratings [4, 5]. Recent advances for absorp-
tion/emission with SiC microstructures include SiC antenna structures [115, 116].
However, in all these works [4, 5, 115, 116] only a narrow band absorption/emission
is reported. In Ref. [117] a larger absorption bandwidth was achieved with a low
reecting SiC metasurface. However the absorption is moderate and peaks at a
wavelength of about  11:8m with an absorption value of about 50%. Although,
emission at multiple wavelengths was reported with microstructures consisting of
SiC photonic crystals [118], these structures are complicated designs involving ve
dierent materials. So far, near-perfect absorption or a high absorption exceeding
80% over a broad range of wavelengths with designs relying on structuring a single
kind of material has not been achieved.
To recap, the main ndings of this thesis with respect to extra-ordinary absorption
control in the Mid-IR regime involve uncovering a new PC-based absorption
mechanism, in a PC comprising absorbing and highly reective SiC. Furthermore,
broadband cavity-mode-based absorption enhancement reported in the optical
regime [28] is extended to the Mid-IR regime with a SiC micropyramid design.
This design not only yields a broadband absorption of more than 80%, but also
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rests on an insulator, which suggests a potential for realisation of more power
ecient thermal sources, in comparison to the surface relief grating structures in
Refs. [4] and [5]. Moreover, we have extended the theoretical studies of 1D-lossy
PCs and developed a complete theoretical framework for propagation analysis for
such lossy structures. Based on this framework, we have designed a superprism
with SiC 1D-PC that can deect light beyond 900. In the following, we present the
organisation of the thesis, where we discuss these results in individual Chapters.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
For completeness we present in Chapter 2, the key background on both concepts
and methodology that this thesis relies on. We start by discussing the EM wave
propagation in natural polaritonic materials. In particular, we describe the lossy,
dispersive nature of natural polaritonic media, through their permittivity response
and dene their phonon-polaritonic gap. Then we describe the energy propagation
in such lossy material through Poynting's theorem, from which we derive the
expression for the power dissipation rate and energy density in these lossy materials.
These properties are crucial to understand and optimise the absorption in the SiC
microstructures, that we will study in the following chapters.
Furthermore, we discuss the limitations of natural materials to control light in the
Mid-IR regime and explain the necessity of articial structures. We briey review
the two broad categories of articial structures: photonic crystals and eective
metamaterials, that we will be investigating in this thesis. In addition, we describe
the propagation theory in lossless 1D-PCs, which will form the basis to understand
later the propagation theory in lossy 1D-PCs in Chapter 8. Finally, we describe
the methodologies, namely the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) [119{122], the
wavevector diagram formalism [14, 15, 123{125] and the Finite-Dierence Time-
Domain (FDTD) method [126{128] that we employ in this thesis to investigate the
optical properties of the SiC microstructures under study.
In Chapter 3, we demonstrate a near-perfect Mid-IR absorption with a 1D-SiC PC
structure within the Reststrahlen band of SiC. The design of this structure was
based on a theoretically derived condition for zero reection at the interface of the
1D-SiC PCs. Furthermore, we demonstrate in this Chapter, that this near-perfect
absorptive property can be tuned with the incident light angle, to be polarization
insensitive or polarization selective.
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The previous chapter dealt with the absorption enhancement in a PC-based
system. However, it is interesting to see how the absorption performance of the
SiC multilayer structures will change in the limit, where the spacing between the
building blocks is extremely subwavelength, so that the structure would behave as
an eective medium. Therefore, in Chapter 4, we investigate SiC multilayer stacks
with a deep-subwavelength lattice spacing that behave as eective homogeneous
materials, with eective permittivity. We nd that near-perfect absorption can
also be achieved with these eective metamaterial structures within the phonon-
polariton gap of the SiC material. This is because the eective phonon-polaritonic
gap of these metamaterials shifts, yielding a near-zero reection peak towards the
middle of the Reststrahlen band of SiC, which normally appears outside of latter.
However, these eective metamaterials require many thin SiC layers to achieve such
superabsorption, compared to the large lattice constant SiC 1D-PCs in the previous
Chapter that require few SiC layers. Since, fabrication of several SiC layers may
be challenging, we will explore only PC-based absorber designs in the rest of the
thesis.
The total thickness of the PC based absorber in Chapter 3 is roughly of the order of
twenty-free-space-wavelengths, which makes it quite bulky. Therefore, in Chapter
5, we optimise this SiC 1D-PC design relying on the reectionless conditions we
derived in Chapter 3. In particular, we propose a compact three layer SiC-BaF2-SiC
structure that absorbs more than 90% light in the top SiC layer of thickness =1000,
and is practically realisable.
Although, the SiC-BaF2-SiC absorber design in Chapter 5 is compact, its operation
bandwidth is narrow. To overcome this, we investigate aperiodic SiC 1D-PC
systems in Chapter 6, inspired by the broadband capabilities observed in chirped
gratings. We demonstrate that near-perfect absorption over a broad wavelength
regime covering the entire Reststrahlen band of SiC can be achieved with aperiodic
SiC PCs consisting of large number of building blocks of linearly varying widths.
Furthermore, we nd that if we compromise on the near-perfect absorptance, then
we can obtain broadband absorption with a compact aperiodic PC design. We
also investigate the inuence of the order of the building blocks on the absorption
bandwidth of aperiodic PCs.
Relying on the insights gained in 1D-PC superabsorber designs in Chapters 3,
4 and 6, and inspired by the subwavelength structures in the eyes of the Moth
insects, we propose a new SiC micropyramid absorber paradigm in Chapter
7. With the total thickness of just one-third of the operating wavelength, this
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micropyramid system absorbs more than 80% of light over a broad wavelength
regime within the Reststrahlen band of SiC. Moreover, we nd that absorptivity
of these micropyramid structures is asymmetric and polarization dependent. Since
the emissivity is directly related to absorption [43], these structures are promising
for highly directional polarization-selective emitters.
From Chapter 3 to Chapter 7, we discuss only the absorption properties of SiC
microstructures. In Chapter 8, we investigate an opposite eect where the SiC
1D-PCs are nearly translucent, yet can bend light beyond the capabilities of natural
prisms. For this purpose, we explore the concept of eective Bloch impedance
and nd that SiC 1D-PCs have smoother transmission spectra in the Reststrahlen
band of SiC. This translucent eect of lossy PCs is attractive for Mid-IR optical
components, where suitable materials for constructing such components are rare.
Furthermore, in this Chapter, we systematically extend the propagation theory of
lossless 1D-PCs that we discussed in Chapter 2, to include the lossy constituents.
Based on this propagation theory of lossy PCs, we demonstrate both theoretically
and numerically that although backward-type modes exist for lossy 1D-PCs, they
do not guarantee negative refraction inside these PCs.
We follow up the theoretical analysis in Chapter 8, and demonstrate extreme
bending of light beyond 900 with a carefully designed superprism constructed from
a SiC-BaF2 1D-PC in Chapter 9.
Finally, we present our conclusions and suggestions for further study in Chapter 10.
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2
Background concepts, principles and
methods
2.1 Electromagnetic (EM) properties of natural
materials
2.1.1 EM wave propagation and extinction in natural mate-
rials: dielectrics vs. polar materials
The crucial material parameters that determine the electromagnetic wave propaga-
tion in most materials are the relative permittivity, "r, and the relative permeability,
r. The relative permittivity relates the electric eld E with the electrical displace-
ment vector, D. Conversely, the relative permeability, r relates the magnetic eld
strength H with the magnetic eld B. In simple systems, these relations are given
by the following constitutive equations [1] 1:
D = "0"rE; (2.1)
where
D = "0E+P; (2.2)
1Throughout the thesis for representation of all EM wave equations S.I units are used.
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and
H =
B
0r
: (2.3)
In Eq. 2.2, P denotes the electric polarization of the material. Throughout the
thesis we will deal only with non-magnetic media, thus from now on we consider
r = 1. Also, we will deal only with isotropic linear materials, where the above
constitutive relations are valid. However, in general the constitutive relations can
take more complex form for anisotropic materials [2{6], non-linear [7, 8] and chiral
materials [9{13]. If Eq. 2.1 and 2.3 are valid, and we assume that an EM wave
with an angular frequency ! is propagating inside the material, then the electric
and magnetic elds E, and H at any time, t and position, r inside that material can
be expressed through the following expressions [1]:
E(r; t) = E0e
i(kr !t); (2.4)
and
H(r; t) = H0e
i(kr !t); (2.5)
where E0 and H0 represent the electric and magnetic eld amplitudes. In Eq. 2.4
and Eq. 2.5, k represents the wavevector inside the material, with its magnitude, k
given by [1]:
k = jkj = p"r!
c
=
p
"r
2
free
=
2
m
where m =
freep
"r
: (2.6)
In Eq. 2.6, c designates the speed of light in vacuum, free represents the wavelength
of the EM wave in free space and m represents the wavelength of the EM wave in
the material. The wavevector determines the phase of the EM wave propagation
inside the material.
Lossless dielectrics would have a real and positive relative permittivity, "r. There are
materials with a negative real part for the relative permittivity, "r, such as metals
[14{39], but the permittivity is complex in such case. At this stage, for simplicity
lets ignore the imaginary part in the permittivity in metals, in order to make a brief
comparison of the dramatic dierence in wave behaviour inside a material with a
positive permittivity and a material with a negative permittivity. In particular, in
Fig. 2.1, we qualitatively illustrate the consequences of the sign of the permittivity
on the EM wave propagation inside a material. We assume an EM wave is incident
normally on the material slab (the yellow shaded regime in Fig. 2.1) from free space
(at the left side of the material slab in Fig. 2.1). In particular, in Fig. 2.1(a) [2.1(b)],
we show the real part of the electric eld amplitude of an EM wave for the case
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of a material slab with positive (negative) permittivity. As expected the EM wave
continues to propagate inside the dielectric ("r > 0), but its wavelength inside the
material, m is shortened, as predicted by Eq. 2.6, implying that the dielectric is an
optically denser medium in comparison to vacuum.
Figure 2.1: (a) Real part of the electric eld amplitude of an EM wave incident normally
on a material slab with a positive permittivity. (b) same as in (a), but in a material with
a negative permittivity.
However for the case of the metal depicted in Fig. 2.1(b), we observe that the eld
is not propagating, but it is rapidly decaying inside. This is because, for negative
values of the relative permittivity, the magnitude of the wavevector, k in Eq. 2.6
will become imaginary for the ideal but ctitious case of a purely real and negative
permittivity, yielding the exponential decay.
Now realistic materials, even dielectrics in certain frequency regions, but most cer-
tainly metals and polaritonic materials, which will be the subject matter of this
thesis, have complex permittivity values. i.e:
"r(!) = "
0
r(!) + i"
00
r(!); (2.7)
where "0r(!) and "
00
r(!) are the real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity.
For example, metals have a complex permittivity in the optical regime with a
negative real part, "0r(!), and a positive imaginary part, "
00
r(!) [14{39]. As a
result, EM waves in such materials will be attenuated similar to what we have
seen in the idealised case of Fig. 2.1(b). This phenomenon can be exploited to
drive collective oscillation of electrons at the surface of metals [14{39], which in
turn can lead to huge electric eld enhancement in structures with subwavelength
geometry [14{16, 34, 35, 40]. This has led to many revolutionary applications in the
optical regime such as photovoltaics [17, 18], EM superabsorbers [19{21], chemical
sensors [23{26], high resolution microscopy [27{30], imaging applications [31{33]
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and nanoscale optical circuit elements [34{38]. However, these plasmon-based
phenomena in metals are not transferable to the Mid-IR/THz regime, because
of the small metal skin depth in this spectral region, that limits the interaction
between the incoming eld and the plasmon oscillations [41{43].
There is another class of materials known as polaritonic media that also have a
negative permittivity within a particular spectral regime, which is also referred to as
Reststrahlen-band regime, which can fall in the IR/THz spectrum. Therefore, the
interesting applications that are possible with the metals in the visible regime can be
extended to the THz/Mid-IR regime with these polaritonic media [44]. This is espe-
cially important since there is no abundance of materials for EM wave control in the
THz/Mid-IR spectrum. The possibility to use such phonon-polariton excitations to
control the EM waves has opened up the exciting new eld of polaritonics [4, 44{50].
The electrons in the metals are free, but in polaritonic media the electrons are bound
to the nucleus of atoms. When an EM wave is incident on such material, these bound
electrons behave as damped harmonic oscillators. The Newton's equation of motion
of such electrons can be expressed as [5, 51, 52]:
m
@2x
@t2
+m 
@x
@t
+ kex =  eE0e i!t; (2.8)
where m and  e designate the mass and charge of an electron, x denotes the
displacement vector of the electron,   denotes the intrinsic damping parameter
and ke = m!0
2 denotes the restoring force constant. Here, !0 designates the
natural frequency of the oscillator. In the above equation, the rst term, i.e. m
@2x
@t2
represents the total force experienced by the bound electron, the second term, i.e.
m 
@x
@t
represents the damping force, the third term kex represents the restoring
force from the ion core, and qE0e
 i!t represents the driving force due to the electric
eld of the incident EM wave. The damping in the oscillations results from the
scattering at crystal defects [53].
The solution for the above dierential equation can be obtained as [51]:
x(t) = xee
 i!t; where xe =
 e
m
1
(!20   !2   i! )
E0: (2.9)
The dipole moment of the individual electron will be p =  ex [1, 5]. The magnitude
of the electric polarization, P of a material is dened as the dipole moment per unit
volume [1], i.e.
P (!) = nep =  neex; (2.10)
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where ne is the number of electrons per unit volume. With the use of Eq. 2.9, the
above equation yields for the electric polarization, P :
P (!) =
nee
2E0
m
e i!t
(!20   !2   i! )
: (2.11)
Thus by using Eq. 2.1, we obtain for the relative permittivity of the polaritonic
material, "r(!):
"r(!) =
D
E
= 1+
P
"0E
= 1+
nee
2E0
m
e i!t
(!20   !2   i! )
= 1+
!2p
!20   !2   i! 
; (2.12)
where !p =
nee
2
m"0
. In a more realistic picture the contribution of the ion cores in the
polarizability should be included [51], which implies:
"r(!) = "1 +
!2p
!20   !2   i! 
; (2.13)
where "1 is the relative permittivity response of the material at high frequencies.
In Eq. 2.13, in the absence of the electronic contributions of the ion cores to the
polarizability, "1 becomes one as was the case of Eq. 2.12. In the above equation,
the frequency at which "r(!) becomes zero (in the absence of absorption,   = 0)
is referred to as the longitudinal optical phonon frequency, !L i.e. "r(!L) = 0,
where   = 0 [51, 54{57]. Similarly, the frequency at which "r(!) becomes 1 (in
the absence of absorption,   = 0) is referred to as the transverse optical phonon
frequency, !T i.e. "r(!T ) = 1, at   = 0 [51, 54{57]. Therefore, by using the !L
and !T frequency values, we obtain:
"r(!) = "1

1 +
!2L   !2T
!2T   !2   i! 

: (2.14)
We can identify that the above equation has the Lorentzian functional form.
Moreover, the above equation essentially represents the phonon-polariton dispersion
that emanates from the coupling of the transverse optical phonon with the incident
transverse EM waves [51]. Note that although the frequency of the longitudinal
optical phonon, !L, appears in Eq. 2.14, there is no physical origin [51] for its
appearance other than designating the zero crossing of the permittivity as discussed
above. Note that longitudinal optical phonons do not couple to the EM eld. This
is because EM waves are transverse in free space and thus do not couple with the
longitudinal phonon modes [51].
From Eq. 2.14, we can obtain the real and imaginary parts of "r(!) as:
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"0r(!) = "1

1 +
(!L
2   !2T )(!2T   !2)
(!2T   !2)2 + (! )2

; (2.15)
and
"00r(!) = "1

(!L
2   !2T )! 
(!2T   !2)2 + (! )2

: (2.16)
We can observe from Eq. 2.15, that "0r(!) becomes negative in the frequency regime
between !T and !L. Therefore, the propagation of light is prohibited in this region,
implying a very high reection from these polar materials. This frequency regime
between !T and !L is referred to as phonon-polaritonic gap [57] or Reststrahlen-band
[58, 59]. Most of the semiconductors and ionic crystals have their Reststrahlen-band
in the THz/Mid-IR region [4, 51, 59].
Figure 2.2: (a) and (b): The spectral response of the real and imaginary parts of the
permittivity of SiC. (c) and (d): The spectral response of the real and imaginary parts
of the refractive index of SiC. The blue circles represent the experimental optical data of
Palik [60], while the red lines represent the modelled data from Eqs. 2.15, 2.16, 2.19a(a)
and 2.19a(b) with use of the tting parameters from Ref. [49]. The shaded region in each
panel indicates the phonon-polariton gap of SiC.
In this thesis, we will explore the perfect absorption and extraordinary deection
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of light using SiC. We have particularly chosen SiC because the Reststrahlen
band of the SiC is around 10 m, where many pathogens and bio-molecules have
their ngerprints [61{63]. Moreover this frequency regime is also an important
atmospheric transparency window [64{66]. We model the permittivity response
of SiC with Eq. 2.15 by using the parameters "1=6.7, !T =223.79 THz,
!L =229.07 THz and   =20.1428 THz, which we have taken from Ref. [49].
In Fig. 2.2(a) and (b), we plot the spectral response of the real and imaginary parts
of the permittivities, "0r and "
00
r respectively, of the Lorentzian model with red lines
and the experimental optical Palik data [60, 67] with blue circles. We can observe
an excellent agreement between the model and the experimental data. We notice
from Fig. 2.2 that the Reststrahlen band of SiC spans from 10.3 m to 12.6 m,
which we highlighted with the yellow shading.
Now, the refractive index of the material is the square root of its relative permittivity:
n+ i  =
p
"0r + i "00r ; (2.17)
where n and  represent the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index re-
spectively. The imaginary part of the refractive index,  is known as the extinction
coecient of the material. From Eq. 2.17, we have that:
"0r = n
2   2; (2.18a)
"00r = 2n: (2.18b)
That implies [68]:
n =
sp
"02r + "00
2
r + "
0
r
2
; (2.19a)
 =
sp
"02r + "00
2
r   "0r
2
: (2.19b)
In Fig. 2.2 (c) and (d), we show the real and imaginary parts for the refractive index,
n and  of SiC. Note for complex-refractive-index-materials, the wavevector will also
become complex as:
k = jkj = p"r!
c
= (n+ i )
!
c
: (2.20)
From the above equation for the wavevector, k, and Eq. 2.4, it becomes evident
that the wave decays inside materials with a complex permittivity. In metals and
polar materials or more general materials with complex permittivity [4, 14{39, 45{
50], where elds decay inside the material, it is useful to have a measure of the
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penetration depth of the EM elds. For this purpose, the skin depth, , is introduced
to represent such measure of the eld penetration depth. It is dened as the distance
inside the material where the amplitude of the EM eld decays by a factor of 1=e
from the surface [1]. That means:
jE0j
e
= jE0eikj = jE0ei(n+i)!c j = jE0ein !c e !c j = jE0je !c : (2.21)
That implies:
1
e
= e 
!
c
: (2.22)
From the above equation, we obtain the expression for the skin depth,  as:
 = c=!: (2.23)
in terms of the EM wave frequency, ! and material extinction coecient, . From the
above equation, it is obvious that elds will be quickly attenuated inside materials
that have a large extinction coecient, .
2.1.2 Poynting vector
The EM waves carry energy while they propagate through materials or free space.
The Poynting vector, S represents the directional ow of this EM energy, which is
given by [1, 69]:
S = ER HR: (2.24)
Note that in the above equation, the superscript R designates that the real valued
elds are used. The time averaged Poynting vector S is given by:
S =
1
2
Re(EH): (2.25)
Now, if we consider a TE-polarized EM wave propagating inside a material along
the x-direction, then with the use of Eqs. 2.4 and 2.6, we can obtain the electric and
magnetic elds inside the material as:
E = Ey(x; t)y^ = E0e
i(kxx !t)y^; (2.26)
and
H = Hz(x; t)z^ = H0e
i(kx !t)z^; (2.27)
where Ey represents the y-component of the electric eld, Hz represents the z com-
ponent of the magnetic eld, and kx represents the x-component of the wavevector
inside the material. From Maxwell's equations in a non-magnetic medium, we get:
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Hz(x; t) =
kx
!0
E0e
i(kxx !t): (2.28)
With the use of Eqs. 2.26 and 2.28, Eq. 2.25 yields the time-averaged Poynting's
vector along the propagation direction:
Sx =
jE0j2
2!0
Re(kx): (2.29)
The above equation determines the energy carried by the EM waves inside the
material along the propagation direction, i.e. the x-direction. From Eq. 2.29, we
can infer that purely evanescent waves, which have a purely imaginary part of the
wavevector, carry absolutely no energy, while highly lossy waves would carry some
energy.
2.1.3 Poynting's Theorem
By using the divergence theorem [1], we can express Eq. 2.24 as:I
A
(S  n) dA =
Z
V
 r  (ER HR) dV; (2.30)
where A is a closed surface surrounding the volume V. That implies:I
A
(S  n) dA =
Z
V
 r ER HR  rHR  ER dV: (2.31)
With the use of Maxwell's equations, the above equation yields:I
A
(S  n) dA =
Z
V

 @B
R
@t
HR   (JRf +
@DR
@t
)  ER

dV; (2.32)
where Jf is the current density due to the free electrons in the medium. With the
use of constitutive relation Eq. 2.2, Eq. 2.32 can be written as:
I
A
(Sn) dA =  
Z
V

@BR
@t
HR

dV "0
Z
V

@ER
@t

ER dV 
Z
V

@PR
@t

ER dV
 
Z
V
 
JRf  ER

dV: (2.33)
In the above equation, the left-hand side expression represents the energy ow
through the surrounding surface, A. On the right-hand-side expression, terms that
can be expressed as a perfect time-dierential represent the rate of decrease of the
energy stored within the volume, V and the rest of the terms represent the rate of
energy loss due to dissipation within the volume, V [52]. The above equation is
referred to as Poynting's theorem, which is essentially a statement of conservation
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of energy [1, 5, 52, 70].
As we mentioned before, one of the main objectives of this thesis is to evaluate the
absorptance of the microstructures constructed from polaritonic media. Therefore,
evaluating the energy dissipation rate from the above Poynting's theorem for the
particular case of polaritonic material will allow us to calculate where exactly the
light gets absorbed within these media. This is key information for designing our
proposed superabsorbing structures in Chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7. Therefore, in the
following we proceed in expressing Poynting's theorem for the particular case of
phonon-polaritonic media.
2.1.4 Poynting's Theorem for polaritonic media
In the case of polaritonic media, Jf = 0 since there are no free electrons. Therefore,
Eq. 2.33 will become:
I
A
(Sn) dA =  
Z
V

@BR
@t
HR

dV  "0
Z
V

@ER
@t

ER dV  
Z
V

@PR
@t

ER dV:
(2.34)
In the following, we will derive an expression for

@PR
@t

ER in Eq. 2.34 that will
be appropriate for the polaritonic materials. From Eqs. 2.8 and 2.11, we can write
[70]:
m
nee
@2PR
@t2
+
m 
nee
@PR
@t
+
m!20
nee
PR = eE: (2.35)
With the use of !p =
nee
2
m"0
, Eq. 2.35 can be simplied as:
@2PR
@t2
+  
@PR
@t
+ !20P
R = "0!
2
pE
R; (2.36)
By multiplying

@PR
@t

on each hand side of Eq. 2.36, we obtain:
@PR
@t
 ER = 1
"0!2p
@PR
@t


@2PR
@t2
+  
@PR
@t
+ !20P
R

: (2.37)
=) @P
R
@t
 ER = 1
2"0!2p
@
@t
"
@PR
@t
2
+ !20(P
R)
2
#
+
 
"0!2p

@PR
@t
2
: (2.38)
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With the use of Eq. 2.38, Eq. 2.34 yields:
I
A
(S  n) dA =  
Z
V

@BR
@t
HR

dV   "0
Z
V

@ER
@t

 ER dV
  1
2"0!2p
Z
V
@
@t
"
@PR
@t
2
+ !20(P
R)
2
#
dV    
"0!2p
Z
V

@PR
@t
2
dV: (2.39)
Using the assumption of non-magnetic medium, which is our case, we obtain:
I
A
(Sn)dA= 0
2
Z
V
 
@(HR)
2
@t
!
dV "0
2
Z
V
 
@(ER)
2
@t
!
dV
  1
2"0!2p
Z
V
@
@t
"
@PR
@t
2
+ !20(P
R)
2
#
dV    
"0!2p
Z
V

@PR
@t
2
dV: (2.40)
The above equation is a representation of Poynting's theorem for the particular case
of the polaritonic medium. Since in Eq. 2.40, S represents the Poynting vector,
the left-hand-side integral represents the EM energy ow through the surface A.
Now this energy ow will cause a change in the stored energy within the volume
enclosed by that surface A. However to account for that energy change, we should
also consider the decrease of the EM energy stored within the volume V , that is
caused by dissipation and would be converted to some other form of energy, such
as heat for the case of polaritonic media. In order to be able to better identify the
contribution of each term, we rearrange some terms and also express in the form of
a perfect dierential with respect to time the terms for which this is possible. After
doing this, we get:
I
A
(S  n) dA+  
"0!2p
Z
V

@PR
@t
2
dV =
  @
@t
Z
V
(
"0
2
(ER)
2
+
0
2
(HR)2 +
1
2"0!2p
"
@PR
@t
2
+ !20(P
R)
2
#)
dV: (2.41)
Notice that in the above equation, the term on the right-hand side is a perfect
time-dierential, therefore it represents the rate of decrease of the energy stored
within the volume, V of the material [52]. As we explained above, this decrease of
energy can only be caused by energy escaping through surface A (given by the rst
term in the left-hand side) and the dissipation due to the damping mechanism [52].
Therefore the second term in the left-hand side represents the energy dissipated
due to the damping mechanism.
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2.1.5 Power dissipation in a polaritonic material slab
Now we proceed in relating the rate of energy dissipation per volume, i.e. power
dissipation per volume, with the intrinsic material parameters of the polaritonic
material. From Eq. 2.41, we can express the power dissipation per volume, Ploss;v
as:
Ploss;v =
 
"0!2p

@PR
@t
2
: (2.42)
Since, in the above equation PR is the real valued electric polarization, it will be
PR = P0cos(!t). Therefore, Eq. 2.42 yields:
Ploss;v =
 
"0!2p
(!P0sin(!t))
2 : (2.43)
By using the time averaged real electric polarization (PR)2 = 1
2
PP  [52], the time-
averaged power dissipation, Ploss;v can be obtained as:
Ploss;v =
 !2
"0!2p
P 20 sin
2 (!t) =
 !2
2"0!2p
P 20 =
 !2
2"0!2p
jP j2; (2.44)
since P0
2 = PP . Now with the use of Eq. 2.11, Eq. 2.44 yields:
Ploss;v =
 !2"0!
2
p
2((!2T   !2)2 + (! )2)
jEj2: (2.45)
Finally, from Eqs. 2.16 and 2.45, we can obtain the expression for Ploss;v as:
Ploss;v =
!"0"
00
r
2
jEj2: (2.46)
From the above equation, it is obvious that materials with larger "00r imply a large
EM power dissipation, provided that the light enters inside them.
In this thesis, most of the cases we study are 1D-PCs. In such cases, we will require
to calculate how much power is absorbed within the slabs of the 1D-PCs. Therefore,
we consider a slab of a material, with thickness, d in the x direction, and innitely
extending in y-and z-directions (see the schematics in Fig. 2.3). However, the same
principles would apply for more complicated geometries such as micropyramid struc-
tures that we present in Appendix B.The EM power dissipation within a volume Ad
of such material can be obtained from Eq. 2.46 as:
Ploss =
A!"0"
00
r
2
Z d
0
jE(x)j2 dx; (2.47)
where A represents the area on the face of the slab in the yz plane and d represents
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram to illustrate the power dissipation of an EM wave within
a volume equal to Ad of a material slab. Here A represents the selected area (red-line
rectangle) on the face of the material slab and d indicates the thickness of the material
slab. The wavevector, kinc, electric eld, Einc and the magnetic eld, Hinc of the incident
EM wave are also indicated.
the thickness of the material slab, along the x axis. Furthermore, in Chapters, 4, 5,
6 and 7, we will require the ratio of dissipated to incident power, Pratio within the
absorbing material slabs, which is dened as:
Pratio =
Ploss
Pinc
; (2.48)
where Pinc is the time-averaged power of the incident EM wave. Note:
Pinc = jSincjA = jERinc HRincj =
ERinc  (kinc  ERinc)!0
 ; (2.49)
where ERinc, H
R
inc and kinc denote the electric eld, magnetic eld and wavevector
of the incident EM wave (see the schematics in Fig. 2.3).
That implies:
Pinc =
A
!0

kincE
R
inc
2

: (2.50)
From the above equation, the time-averaged incident power, Pinc can be obtained
as:
Pinc =
A
2c0
jEincj2: (2.51)
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From Eqs. 2.47, 2.48 and 2.51, we can obtain Pratio as:
Pratio =
!"00r
cjEincj2
Z d
0
jE(x)j2 dx = !"
00
r
c
Z d
0
jEenha(x)j2 dx; (2.52)
where Eenha(x) =
E(x)
Einc
represents the enhanced electric eld. We use Eq. 2.52 in
Chapters 4, 5, 6 to calculate the power dissipation in a particular slab within the
1D-PCs.
2.1.6 Energy density expression for phonon-polaritonic ma-
terial
The EM energy density, U is a measure of the energy stored in the electric and
magnetic elds. In normal dielectrics, the time-averaged EM wave energy density is
dened as:
U =
1
4
 
"r"0jEj2 + 0jHj2

: (2.53)
However, for highly dispersive materials such as polaritonic media, the above
expression for energy density is not applicable. This is because, in the Reststrahlen
band of polaritonic media, "r is negative. Thus according to Eq. 2.53, polaritonic
media would have a negative energy density, which is unphysical. We note for the
interested reader, the above expression for the energy density is also inappropriate
for metals, since they also have a negative permittivity. We will not discuss the
energy density of metals further as these materials are out of the scope of this thesis.
To deal with such highly dispersive materials, Ruppin [70], following Loudon's work
[52], has derived the general expression for the energy density considering materials
with a dispersive nature for both their permittivity and permeability. However, in
this thesis we only deal with non-magnetic media, therefore in the following, we
present the derivation for the appropriate energy density for media with polaritonic
permittivity. For this purpose, we start from the energy density, U expression
contained in Eq. 2.41, which we write again below [52, 70]:
U =
"0
2
(ER)
2
+
0
2
(HR)
2
+
1
2"0!2p
"
@PR
@t
2
+ !20(P
R)
2
#
: (2.54)
Since, in the above equation PR is the real valued electric polarization, it will be
PR = P0cos(!t). Therefore, Eq. 2.54 can be written as:
U =
"0
2
(ER)
2
+
0
2
(HR)2 +
1
2"0!2p
h
(!P0sin(!t))
2 + !20(P
R)
2
i
: (2.55)
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With the use of the time-averaged values of the electric polarization, (PR)2 = 1
2
PP ,
electric eld, (ER)2 = 1
2
EE, and the magnetic eld, (HR)2 = 1
2
HH, we can obtain
the the time-averaged energy density U as:
U =
"0
4
jEj2 + 0
4
jHj2 + 1
4"0!2p
 
!2 + !20
 jP j2; (2.56)
Further, with the use of Eq. 2.11, Eq. 2.55 can be written as:
U =
"0
4
jEj2 + 0
4
jHj2 + (!
2 + !20)"0!
2
p
4((!2T   !2)2 + (! )2)
jEj2: (2.57)
Finally, with the use of Eqs. 2.15 and 2.16, Eq. 2.57 yields for the time-averaged
energy density, U :
U =
"0
4

"0r +
2!"00r
 e

jEj2 + 0
4
jHj2: (2.58)
In the above equation, the rst and second terms on the right-hand side represent
the time-averaged values of the energy stored in the electric eld and magnetic eld
respectively. The energy density given in Eq. 2.58 must always be a positive quantity.
That implies that in the Reststrahlen band regime, where "0r becomes negative, "
00
r
should have a non-zero value, meaning that the negative permittivity "0r regime
always coexists with loss. Clearly, in general, lossless material with a negative
permittivity do not exist. Therefore, we always nd that metals and polaritonic
materials are lossy materials. In this thesis it is this loss in polaritonic materials we
try to exploit to manage superabsorption beyond the capabilities of bulk materials.
2.1.7 Phase velocity, group velocity and energy velocity
Phase velocity
The phase velocity, vp is dened as the velocity of the constant phase, k  x of an
EM wave travelling in the x direction with the wavevector, k, for a single frequency
component, ! [1, 71]. Then vp can be dened as [71]:
vp =
dx
dt
x^ =
!
k
x^: (2.59)
The phase velocity is a useful quantity to nd the angle of refraction when crossing
an interface between two homogeneous media, i.e. in Snell's law. The phase velocity
does not contain any information about the speed the signal travels.
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Group velocity
The group velocity, vg is dened as the velocity at which the envelope of a wave
packet of many frequencies propagate through space [1, 71]. If we assume the prop-
agation of an EM wave is along the x-direction, then vg is dened as:
vg =
d!
dk
x^: (2.60)
The group velocity is a useful quantity, when the group delay has to be calculated
for a signal passing through a certain structure. Group velocity is not useful when
the medium is highly frequency dispersive [1]. This is because the dispersion will
distort the shape of the pulse signicantly, so it is not possible to clearly identify
the maximum amplitude of the pulse coming in and the maximum amplitude of the
pulse going out to be able to nd the group delay.
Energy velocity
The energy velocity for general cases (including lossy dispersive mediums) is dened
as [52, 70, 72]:
ve =
S
U
: (2.61)
where S and U are the time-averaged Poynting vector and energy density respectively.
The energy velocity represents the velocity of the energy transport of the EM waves
in a material. As mentioned above, the group delay does not always captures the
time taken for an EM pulsed signal to go through a certain structure. To calculate
this time, the energy velocity should be used instead as dened from Eq. 2.61. The
energy velocity equals to the group velocity in many cases, but this is not always
true [70].
Comparison of energy and group velocity
In the case of lossless materials group velocity is exactly equal to the energy velocity
[72{74]. However, when an EM wave travels in a lossy strongly-dispersive material
such as polaritonic media, the pulse shape of the wave distorts signicantly [1] and
the group velocity loses its meaning. It can become negative and superluminal and
dierent from the actual energy velocity for the propagation of light [1, 52]. It
was analytically proven by Ruppin [70], that vg is very dierent from ve for lossy
strongly dispersive materials. To make it evident, in the following, we will compare
the two velocities for SiC within the phonon-polariton gap.
For this purpose, we assume that the EM wave is propagating in the x direction.
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Figure 2.4: Spectral response of the group velocity vgx (blue-solid line), and the energy
vex (red-dashed line) in SiC. Note, both vgx and vex are expressed in terms of the speed
of light in vacuum c. The yellow shading indicates the Reststrahlen band regime of SiC.
Then the x-component of the group velocity is:
vgx =
d!
dRe(kx)
: (2.62)
where kx is the x-component of the wavevector inside SiC. Conversely, the x-
component of the energy velocity is:
vex =
Sx
U
: (2.63)
where Sx is the x-component of the time-averaged Poynting's vector. We plot the
spectral response of vgx in Fig. 2.4 with a blue line. In the same gure, we also
plot the energy velocity, vex with a red dashed line. We notice that the group
velocity matches exactly with the energy velocity in the frequency region outside
the Reststrahlen band. However, it diverges from the energy velocity within the
entire Reststrahlen-band frequency region (the yellow shaded region in Fig. 2.4). In
particular, the maximum discrepancy occurs at 10.8 m and close to the peak of
the Lorentzian function of the SiC permittivity (see the inset in Fig. 2.4). Moreover,
it is obvious from Fig. 2.4 that the group velocity exceeds the speed of light in
vacuum in the Reststrahlen band frequency regime, which is unphysical. Therefore,
we can conclude that the group velocity is not a meaningful quantity in highly lossy
dispersive materials. On the other hand, we can see from Fig. 2.4 that the energy
velocity is always less than speed of light throughout the spectrum and almost zero
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within the Reststrahlen band regime. This is because the decaying EM waves in
the Reststrahlen band regime carry almost negligible energy, as we can infer from
Eq. 2.29.
2.1.8 Transmission, reection, and refraction properties of
EM waves at a plane boundary
When an EM plane wave is incident on a boundary of a medium with an incident
angle i, part of it reects into the incident medium and part of it transmits through
the boundary as shown in Fig. 2.5. In the following, we will present the transmission
and reection results for the two polarization cases depending on the orientation of
the electric eld with respect to the plane of incidence. The plane of incidence is
dened by the incident wavevector and normal to the interface boundary. Therefore,
in Fig. 2.5, the plane of the paper is the plane of incidence.
Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic diagram of transmission and reection of a transverse electric
(TE) polarized light at a boundary separating two mediums. (b) same as (a), but for the
transverse magnetic (TH) polarized light. The electric eld is indicated with a blue arrow
or arrow trace and the magnetic eld is indicated with a green arrow or arrow trace in
both cases.
Transverse Electric polarization (TE) case:
In the TE polarization case, the electric eld is oriented perpendicular to the plane
of incidence and the magnetic eld is parallel to the plane of incidence (see the
schematics in Fig. 2.5(a)). After solving the electric and magnetic elds on either
sides of the boundary by applying the EM continuity conditions (i.e. tangential
component of electric eld and tangential component of magnetic eld are continuous
across a boundary) [1, 5], the transmission amplitude t, and reection amplitude r,
at the boundary can be obtained as [75]:
t =
Er?
Ei?
=
2Z2cosi
Z2cosi + Z1cost
; (2.64)
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and
r =
Er?
Ei?
=
Z2cosi   Z1cost
Z2cosi + Z1cost
; (2.65)
where Z1 =
r
1
"1
and Z2 =
r
1
"2
are the relative impedances of the rst and the
second medium respectively. In Eqs. 2.64 and 2.65, "1 and "2 denote the relative
permittivities of the rst and the second medium respectively and t represents the
angle of the transmitted beam.
Transverse magnetic polarization (TH) case:
In this case, the electric eld is oriented parallel to the plane of incidence and the
magnetic eld is perpendicular to the plane of incidence (see the schematics in
Fig. 2.5(b)). For this case, the transmission amplitude t, and reection amplitude r,
at the boundary are obtained [75] by following the same procedure as done for the
TE case:
t =
Erjj
Eijj
=
2Z2cosi
Z1cosi + Z2cost
; (2.66)
and
r =
Erjj
Eijj
=
Z2cost   Z1cosi
Z2cost + Z1cosi
; (2.67)
where Z1, Z2, i and t have the same meaning as in the TE polarization case.
Now with the use of these transmission and reection amplitudes, we can obtain the
transmission and reection for both polarizations at a boundary [75, 76]:
T =
Z1cost
Z2cosi
jtj2; (2.68)
and
R = jrj2: (2.69)
In the absence of losses, the energy conservation yields R+T = 1. For lossy mediums,
from the energy conservation we get:
R + T + A = 1: (2.70)
where A is the absorption. Since T = 0 for semi-innite media, we have:
R + A = 1: (2.71)
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Snell's law of refraction
Figure 2.6: (a) The refraction of EM waves at a boundary separating two mediums is
depicted schematically. We denote the angle of incidence i, and angle of refraction, t.
We indicate the incident wavevector (black arrow), Kt, refracted wavevector (blue arrow),
Kt and the parallel wavevector (green arrow), Kjj .
In the above, we discussed that when an EM wave incident from medium 1 on
medium 2, part of the EM wave will be transmitted through the medium 2. The
angle of refraction, t (see the schematics in Fig. 2.6) of this transmitted EM wave
is determined by using Snell's law [1, 75]:
sini
sint
=
r
"2
"1
: (2.72)
Note that the Snell's law is another manifestation of the conservation of the
wavevector parallel to interface, Kjj (the green arrow in Fig. 2.6) [76{78].
So far, we briey reviewed the EM propagation in natural materials. In the following,
we will explain the limitations of natural materials for extraordinary control of light
and how we can overcome them with the articial materials.
2.2 Necessity of articial materials
From Eqs. 2.65 and 2.67, it can be understood that if the relative impedances
of both the media are equal i.e. Z1 = Z2, then the reection coecients become
zero for normal incidence. Therefore, the equality of the two impedances is
frequently referred to as the impedance matching condition. Many applications
such as superlensing [79{83], superabsorption [84{87] and superprism [78, 88{91]
eect of light benet by operating in the near-reectionless regime. However,
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natural materials oer little possibility to achieve such reectionless condition,
especially in our frequency regime of interest, i.e. the mid-IR/THz spectrum. For
example, polaritonic materials could be attractive for absorbers because of the large
imaginary part of the permittivity, "00 in their Reststrahlen band spectral regime.
However, these materials are also highly reective in bulk form. Thus natural
materials have limited possibilities as absorbers in their bulk form. In addition,
they oer very little possibilities for extraordinary deection of the refracted beam,
since the angle of refraction inside these natural materials is only controlled by
Snell's law. Therefore, in this thesis, we will go beyond these natural materials
and explore man-made structured materials for superabsorption and extraordinary
deection of light.
The man-made structured materials fall in general into two categories: photonic
crystals and metamaterials.
2.2.1 Photonic crystals
Photonic crystals are periodically arranged structures of material building blocks in
space which can control the ow of photons like semiconductor crystals control the
ow of electrons [92]. The periodicity of building blocks in the PCs is comparable
with the wavelength of operation. The Photonic Crystals (PCs) have allowed and
forbidden frequency bands. EM waves of frequencies within the allowed bands can
propagate through the PCs, but propagation of EM waves with frequencies within
the forbidden band cannot occur [77, 92]. These band gaps in PCs arise from the
interplay between two synergic mechanisms: Mie resonance in the microscopic level,
and coherent Bragg scattering in the macroscopic level [93]. These PCs exist as
one-dimensional (1D), two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D), periodic
arrangements. We show schematically examples of 1D and 2D-PCs in Fig. 2.7(a)
and (b) respectively.
Historically, 1D-PCs were the rst man-made periodic structures known to us
to mold light; hence they are the precursors of the modern more complex three-
dimensional photonic crystals where propagation of light can be controlled in all
three directions to achieve a full bandgap [94, 95]. 1D-multilayers were studied
as early as in 1887 by Lord Rayleigh [96, 97]. Even before Rayleigh, Floquet had
developed a theory of propagation of classical waves in 1D-periodic structures
[98]. Since 1948, Abeles had investigated EM wave propagation in one-dimensional
stratied media [99]. Although, we will not use his formalism, for historical reasons
and to correlate our eective impedance formalism, with other reported impedance
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Figure 2.7: Two varieties of Photonic Crystals 1D (a) and 2D (b) are depicted schemati-
cally. In each case, the wavelength of the impinging EM wave is indicatively shown. The
lattice constant, a, is smaller than but roughly of the order of the free space wavelength,
free.
formalism adopted thus far in the literature based on the Abeles technique, we have
briey recapped this method in Appendix A.
During the 1970s, EM wave propagation in 1D-multilayers have been thoroughly
explored by Yeh, Yariv [73, 100, 101]. However, the term \photonic crystals" was
coined by Yablonovitch [102] only in 1989. Despite three-dimensional periodicity
being thought as necessary to give a full bandgap, light control by 1D-PCs is still
attractive for many applications. Traditionally, 1D-PCs have been employed in dis-
tributed feedback lasers [100] and optical lters [103, 104]. However, in recent years
many other interesting applications have emerged using 1D-PC structures such as
omnidirectional mirrors [105{107], thermophotovoltaic devices [108{110], high qual-
ity factor optical cavities [111{113], Bragg colour sensors [114, 115] and chirped grat-
ings [116{118]. With the exploration of a variety of materials, beyond the standard
dielectrics, including negative index materials [119], these simple lamellar structures
oer interface eects [120, 121], periodicity insensitive bandgap [122, 123] and com-
plete bandgap [124, 125]. Moreover, it is easy to manufacture 1D-PCs in comparison
to 2D and 3D PCs. Therefore, in this thesis, we will explore extreme light control
such as superabsorption and superprism eect in the Mid-IR spectrum with the use
of 1D-PCs based on SiC. It is very interesting from the physics point of view to see
if we can get extreme light propagation phenomena from a material that in bulk
form does not give any interesting eects other than reection.
2.2.2 Metamaterials
Photonic metamaterials are articial structures with eective EM properties not
available in nature or in the frequency range of interest [126{128]. Metamaterials
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have eective constitutive parameters. In other words, these metamaterials behave
as eective homogeneous media, obeying the constitutive relations of Eqs. 2.1
and 2.3 with an eective permittivity, "eff and an eective permeability, eff
[127, 129{131] (in the absence of magnetoelectric coupling). Their feature sizes or
the periodicity of the unit cells should be deep sub-wavelength in such structures,
roughly ten times smaller than the wavelength of operation (see the schematics in
Fig. 2.8) [132]. So the incident radiation \sees" such medium as eectively homo-
geneous and ignores the ne details in its structure. Some of the extra-ordinary
constitutive parameters that were made possible with these metamaterials are
negative refractive index [133{138] and optical magnetism [131, 139{143], which
are achieved by structuring the meta-atom to respond resonantly to the incoming
EM wave.
However, there are other kinds of metamaterials that do not rely on the resonances
of meta-atoms, such as hyperbolic metamaterials, [4, 144{148]. These metamateri-
als, mainly consists of simple multilayer structures with the principal elements of
their eective permittivity tensors having opposite signs, that results in hyperbolic
dispersion [4, 144{147]. These can demonstrate exotic light controlling eects such
as polarization conversion [4], superlensing [149{151] and converting evanescent
waves to propagating waves [152].
In this thesis, we will study a case falling within this second type of the non-resonant
metamaterial, relying on the eective permittivity response of the material. For
this purpose, we will use in Chapter 4 a polaritonic multilayer structure with a
deep sub-wavelength spacing, that acts as an eective homogeneous material with
eective permittivity, "eff . Our aim is to tailor on-demand the phonon-polaritonic
gap region of the eective metamaterial. Therefore, in the following, we will derive
an expression for the eective permittivity, "eff , of a multilayer structure with deep
sub-wavelength building blocks.
Eective medium response of deep sub-wavelength multilayers in the
quasi-static limit
We consider a 1D-PC comprising of alternate layers of two materials designated
with 1 and 2 in Fig. 2.8, and with thicknesses d1 and d2 respectively. The respective
dielectric functions of the two materials are represented as "1 and "2. We denote the
lattice constant of the PC as a = d1+d2 and the lling ratio as fr = d1=a. If a TE-
polarized monochromatic plane EM wave is incident on this PC and its wavelength
is much larger than the thickness of layers d1 and d2 in the PC, then we can consider
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Figure 2.8: Schematic diagram of a deep-subwavelength lattice constant 1D-PC structure
with the geometric and material parameters indicated. Notice that the lattice constant, a,
is much smaller, about an order of magnitude in comparison to the impinging EM wave's
(green curve) wavelength, free.
the EM eld to be uniform across the PC. Since the tangential component of the
electric eld E must be continuous across the boundaries of the two materials in
the PC, its value will be the same inside both the material layers. Therefore, the
respective electric displacements D1 and D2 inside these two material layers can be
expressed as:
D1 = "1E; and D2 = "2E: (2.73)
From the above equation, we can evaluate the mean electric displacement averaged
over the total volume of the PC:
D =
R d1
0
D1 dx +
R a
d1
D2 dxR a
0
dx
=
"1Ed1 + "2Ed2
a
= ("1fr + "2(1  fr))E: (2.74)
Finally, the eective dielectric constant "eff of the PC can be expressed as [4, 153{
159]:
"eff = jDj=jEj = "1fr + "2(1  fr): (2.75)
With this eective dielectric constant, we can describe the macroscopic optical
properties of the 1D-PCs in the eective medium range. We use this expression of
eective permittivity, "eff in Chapter 4 to study metamaterial 1D-PC structures
for tailoring the spectral regime of the eective phonon-polaritonic gap. With these
eective polaritonic media, we are able to control the spectral occurrence of the
near-perfect absorption that was not previously possible with the bulk material
at such frequency. Note that Eq. 2.75 is an approximation derived under the
assumption that the electric eld varies quasi-statically within the constituents of
the multilayer stack. For this to hold, the building blocks in the multilayer stack
should be really much smaller in size in comparison to the wavelength of the incident
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light. In Chapter 4, we conrm that this approximation holds true for a multilayer
with a building block size of  0=10, where 0 is the free space wavelength. We do
this by comparison of the reection/absorption spectra predicted from this eective
medium picture with exact calculations.
So far we discussed natural materials and their limitations. Furthermore, we briey
discussed the articial materials that we are going to investigate in this thesis to
overcome these limitations. In the following, we will describe the methodologies
that we employ to study these articial materials, such as Transfer Matrix Method
(TMM), the wavevector formalism and the Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD)
method. We start from the TMM method, presented in the following section.
2.3 The TMM method
The TMM method is one of the prominent methods used to study the properties of
1D-PCs. This method was developed by Yariv and Yeh's [73, 100, 101, 160]. We
employed this to calculate all pertinent properties of 1D-PCs such as band structure,
transmission, reection and absorption of EM elds.
2.3.1 Determination of dynamical matrices
Figure 2.9: (a) Schematic diagram of an EM wave incident from medium 1 to medium 2
for the TE polarization case. (b) Same as in (a) but for the TH-polarization case.
To start with the TMM analysis, we consider a plane EM wave with frequency, !
incident from medium 1 on a medium 2 at an angle, I as schematically depicted
in Fig. 2.9. We take both the media to be non-magnetic, which will be the case
throughout this thesis. The plane of incidence is the plane of the paper, i.e. the
xz plane. In the following discussion, we will derive the results only for the TE-
polarization case and just present similar results for the TH-polarization case. For
the TE-polarization case depicted in Fig. 2.9(a), we can express the EM eld in both
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medium 1 and medium 2 in the form:
E(r; t) = y^Ey(x)e
i(kzz !t): (2.76)
Here, kz is the z-component of the wavevector in the medium parallel to the interface.
In Eq. 2.76, Ey(x) can be written as a combination of a forward going wave part
and a backward going wave part:
Eyj(x) = E
+
yje
ikjxx + E yje
 ikjxx; (2.77)
where E+yj and E
 
yj are the respective forward and backward going electric eld
amplitudes in medium j, with j=1, 2 for medium 1 and medium 2 respectively.
Then, the EM boundary conditions state that the tangential components of the
electric and magnetic elds at the interface, where x = 0 should be conserved
respectively. The continuity of the electric eld at the interface gives:
E+1ye
ik1xx

x=0
+ E 1ye
 ik1xx
x=0
= E+2ye
ik2xx

x=0
+ E 2ye
 ik2xx
x=0
; (2.78)
where k1x and k2x are the x components of the wavevector inside medium 1 and
medium 2 respectively, given by:
k1x =
p
"1   sin2I !
c
and k2x =
p
"2   sin2I !
c
: (2.79)
From Maxwell's equations for propagation in non-magnetic media, we have:
r E =  @B
@t
) r E =  0@H
@t
; (2.80)
with 0 representing the permeability of the vacuum. That implies:
Hz(x) =
1
i!0
@Ey(x)
@x
: (2.81)
From now on, we will ignore the subscripts y and z for the electric and magnetic
eld amplitudes. Then from Eqs. 2.77 and 2.81, we can obtain the magnetic elds
for x < 0:
k1x
0!
(E+1 e
ik1xx   E 1 e ik1xx); (2.82)
and for x > 0:
k2x
0!
(E+2 e
ik2xx   E 2 e ik2xx): (2.83)
The magnetic eld at x = 0, from both expressions in Eqs. 2.82 and 2.83, should
be the same because of the continuity of the tangential magnetic eld. So:
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k1x
0!
(E+1   E 1 ) =
k2x
0!
(E+2   E 2 ): (2.84)
We can express Eqs. 2.78 and 2.84 together in a matrix form as:"
1 1
 k1x k1x
#"
E+1
E 1
#
=
"
1 1
 k2x k2x
#"
E+2
E 2
#
; (2.85)
which leads to: "
E+1
E 1
#
=
1
2
2641 + k2xk1x 1  k2xk1x
1  k2x
k1x
1 + k2x
k1x
375"E+2
E 2
#
: (2.86)
The above equation can be written simply:"
E+1
E 1
#
=M12
"
E+2
E 2
#
; (2.87)
where
M12 =
1
2
"
1 + 12E 1  12E
1  12E 1 + 12E
#
; (2.88)
with 12E =
k2x
k1x
. M12 is typically referred to as the dynamical matrix [73, 160] that
relates the amplitude of the electric elds, when TE-polarised EM is going from
medium 1 to medium 2. Similarly, we can obtain the dynamical matrix M21 that
relates the amplitude of the electric elds, when a TE-polarised EM wave is going
from medium 2 to medium 1 as:
M21 =
1
2
"
1 + 21E 1  21E
1  21E 1 + 21E
#
; where 21E =
k1x
k2x
: (2.89)
Note that, M12M21 = 1, which implies M12 = (M21) 1 (see Appendix C).
Following similar procedure, the dynamical matrices M12 and M21 for the case of
TH polarization will be:
M12 =
1
2
"
1 + 12M 1  12M
1  12M 1 + 12M
#
; andM21 =
1
2
"
1 + 21M 1  21M
1  21M 1 + 21M ;
#
(2.90)
with 12M =
k2x
"2
k1x
"1
, and 21M =
k1x
"1
k2x
"2
.
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Determination of the propagation matrices
Now let us assume that an EM wave travels a distance, d within the medium 1,
between two points A, and B. If EA+, and EA  represent the respective amplitudes
of the forward and backward going electric eld parts at point A, then after travelling
a distance d, these amplitudes acquire a phase of eik1xd and e ik1xd respectively.
Therefore, the amplitudes of the forward and backward going parts of the electric
eld at point B, EB+, and EB  can be obtained as:
EB+ = EA+eik1xd and EB  = EA e ik1xd: (2.91)
We can write the above equations in a matrix form as:"
EA+
EA 
#
= P 1
"
EB+
EB 
#
; (2.92)
where
P 1(d) =
"
e ik1xd 0
0 eik1xd
#
: (2.93)
P 1(d) is the propagation matrix for a distance d in medium 1. Similarly, the propa-
gation matrix for a distance d in medium 2, P 2(d) is:
P 2(d) =
"
e ik2xd 0
0 eik2xd
#
: (2.94)
In the following, we will analyse the EM wave propagation in a 1D-PC structure
consisting of medium 1 and medium 2, by using the dynamical and the propagation
matrices that we just determined for these two media.
2.3.2 Bandstructure and modal eld distributions in 1D-
PCs
Bandstructure for 1D-PCs: determination and properties
The band structure or the dispersion relation gives the relation between the
wavevector, q inside the periodic structure and the frequency of the impinging EM
wave, !. In the TMM technique, we input the frequency, ! and nd the wavevector,
q. This has the advantage of being able to easily treat dispersive systems, in
comparison to other methods such as the plane wave expansion method, in which
the frequency is found out for a given wavevector [161]. The TMM bandstructure
method is a modal method, meaning that it determines which modes will survive
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Figure 2.10: Schematic diagram of a unit cell in an innitely periodic 1D-PC consisting
of two materials. The electric elds that enter and leave the unit cell are indicated.
inside the PC system. However it does not give any insight of the coupling details
for a specic mode, for which the exact nite extent of the 1D PC structure must
be considered. In this section, we will consider only the building block extending in-
nitely and we will determine the properties of the modes that exist in such systems.
In particular, we consider an innitely extending 1D-PC consisting of medium
1 and medium 2 as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.10. We will represent the
electric eld at a certain location inside the PC, as a column matrix, where the top
and bottom elements denote the forward and backward going parts of the electric
elds. Now, if an EM wave crosses a boundary between the two media within the
PC, then the electric elds on either side of the boundary will be related by the
dynamical matrices: M12 if we go from medium 1 to medium 2 and M21 if we go
from medium 2 to medium 1 (see Eqs. 2.88 and 2.89). Conversely, if an EM wave
travels a distance between two points within the same constituent layers of the
PC, then the electric elds at these two points will be related by the propagation
matrices: P 1 for medium 1 and P 2 for medium 2 (see Eqs. 2.93 and 2.94). With
this information, now we will proceed in deriving the dispersion relation for 1D-PCs.
If we select the ith unit cell, then elds entering
"
Ei;+
Ei; 
#
and leaving
"
Ei+1;+
Ei+1; 
#
that
unit cell can be correlated as:"
Ei;+
Ei; 
#
=M21P 1(d1)M
12P 2(d2)
"
Ei+1;+
Ei+1; 
#
; (2.95)
where M21P 1(d1)M
12P 2(d2) = M
u is the transfer matrix of the unit cell. Let the
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eigenvalues of Mu be 1;2: "
Ei;+
Ei; 
#
= 1;2
"
Ei+1;+
Ei+1; 
#
: (2.96)
We can obtain these eigenvalues of Mu as:
1;2 =
1
2
h
(Mu11 +M
u
22)
p
(Mu11 +M
u
22)
2   4det[Mu]
i
; (2.97)
where
det[Mu] =Mu11M
u
22  Mu12Mu21: (2.98)
In Appendix D, we have shown that det[Mu] = 1 for a general case, including lossy
PCs, since we did not make any assumptions for the material properties of the
constituent media. Therefore, the above equation becomes:
1;2 =
1
2
h
(Mu11 +M
u
22)
p
(Mu11 +M
u
22)
2   4
i
: (2.99)
Since the multilayer system is periodic in nature, the modes should obey the Bloch
condition [162], which implies:"
Ei;+
Ei; 
#
= e iqa
"
Ei+1;+
Ei+1; 
#
: (2.100)
From Eqs. 2.99 and 2.100, we can write:
1;2 = e
 iqa =
1
2
h
(Mu11 +M
u
22)
p
(Mu11 +M
u
22)
2   4
i
: (2.101)
Since the elements in the above equation implicitly depend on the frequency of
the impinging EM wave, this equation directly establishes the relation between the
wavevector, q and frequency, ! of the mode or in other words gives the band structure
of the multilayer stack. Throughout the thesis, we use this dispersion relation to
compute the bandstructure of both lossy and lossless 1D-PCs. Eq. 2.101 can be
written in an elegant form, using the fact that both the eigenvalues, e iqa and eiqa
are possible for a given frequency, !. That implies:
e+iqa + e iqa = (Mu11 +M
u
22): (2.102)
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With the use of the matrix elements Mu11 and M
u
22, the above equation yields:
cos(qa) = cos(k1xd1)cos(k2xd2)  1
2
(12E + 
21
E )sin(k1xd1)sin(k2xd1): (2.103)
Similarly, for the TM case the above relation can be expressed as:
cos(qa) = cos(k1xd1)cos(k2xd2)  1
2
(12M + 
21
M)sin(k1xd1)sin(k2xd1): (2.104)
Note that for lossless PCs, where q is purely real, Eq. 2.103 is more suitable to
calculate the bandstructure in the region of allowed propagation. However, for lossy
PCs, it is easy to use Eq. 2.101 to compute the bandstructure. Eq. 2.101 gives two
roots for q, but only one is permissible, as only one satises the passivity condition.
We will explain this in detail in Chapter 8. This information of choosing the correct
root for q has been missed in the majority of prior works [157, 163{165].
Figure 2.11: Bandstructure (free space wavelength free, versus Bloch wave vector, q)
of a purely dielectric-air 1D-PC with a lattice constant, a= 3 m and lling ratio 0.05.
The permittivity of the dielectric layer is 11.56. The shaded regions indicate the bandgap
regimes of the PC. An impinging EM wave along the +x direction is assumed, hence the
positive Im(q) value is taken to assure decaying waves within the PC in the bandgap.
As an example, we show the bandstructure for a dielectric-air 1D-PC with a lattice
constant, a = 3 m and lling ratio, fr = 0.05. The permittivity of the dielectric
layer is 11.56, which is close to the realistic value of Si in the THz/Mid-IR regime
[60]. We show the bandstructure of this PC in Fig. 2.11. We plot the free space
wavelength free versus the real and imaginary parts of the Bloch wavevector, q in
Fig. 2.11(a) and (b) respectively. In both panels we highlight the PC bandgaps.
From Fig. 2.11(a), we notice that the bandstructure is symmetric, in the band
regions, where Im(q)=0. Since, we assume an impinging wave along the +x
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direction, we take only positive values for Im(q) in Fig. 2.11(b) to ensure decaying
waves inside the photonic crystal (growing wave solutions are unphysical) in the
bandgap region. Notice also that in the band gap regime Re(q) is either equal to
zero or =a, which means the Bloch envelope from the real part of the wavevector,
q is just 1.
Modal EM elds in 1D-PCs
In Chapter 3, we will require the EM elds in innitely extending 1D-PCs to
calculate the energy velocity averaged within the SiC layers using Eq. 2.61. The
latter will be useful to design 1D-PCs with superabsorption properties. For this
purpose, in the following, we will describe the TMM method to evaluate these EM
elds in innitely extending 1D-PCs.
To start with, we dissolve the matrices in Eqs. 2.95 and 2.100 into the following set
of equations:
Ei;+ =Mu11E
i+1;+ +Mu12E
i+1; ; (2.105a)
Ei;  =Mu21E
i+1;+ +Mu22E
i+1; ; (2.105b)
Ei;+ = e iqaEi+1;+; (2.105c)
Ei;  = e iqaEi+1; : (2.105d)
By rearranging the above equations, we have:
Ei;+ =Mu11e
iqaEi;+ +Mu12e
iqaEi;  (2.106a)
Ei;  =Mu21e
iqaEi;+ +Mu22e
iqaEi; : (2.106b)
That implies:
Ei;+(1 Mu11eiqa) =Mu12eiqaEi; ; (2.107a)
Ei; (1 Mu22eiqa) =Mu21eiqaEi;+: (2.107b)
This process is equivalent to nding the eigenvectors as was performed in Ref. [73,
100]. From Eqs. 2.107(a) and 2.107(b), the ratio between the elds Ei;  and Ei;+
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can be expressed as:
Ei; 
Ei;+
=
(1 Mu11eiqa)
Mu12e
iqa
= 1; (2.108a)
Ei; 
Ei;+
=
Mu21e
iqa
(1 Mu22eiqa)
= 2: (2.108b)
This means  = 1 = 2 and assuming E
i;+ to be equal to one, Eq. 2.108 implies
Ei;  will be , in other words we would have the eigenvector:"
Ei;+
Ei; 
#
=
"
1

#
=
"
1
(1 Mu11eiqa)
Mu12e
iqa
#
: (2.109)
Now with the use of this eigenvector, we can evaluate the electric eld at any point
inside the unit cell of the PC, as we will explain below. The total electric eld at
any point x between 0 and d1 in the medium 1 in Fig. 2.10 can be expressed:
E1(x) = E
i;+
1 (x) + E
i; 
1 (x): (2.110)
In the above equation, the forward and backward going electric eld parts, Ei;+1 and
Ei; 1 are related to the eigenvector as (Fig. 2.10):"
1

#
=M12P 2(x)
"
Ei;+1 (x)
Ei; 1 (x)
#
; (2.111)
which implies: "
Ei;+1 (x)
Ei; 1 (x)
#
= [M12P 2(x)] 1
"
1

#
: (2.112)
Similarly, the electric eld within the medium 2 in Fig. 2.10 can be obtained by:
E2(x) = E
i;+
2 (x) + E
i; 
2 (x); (2.113)
with "
Ei;+2 (x)
Ei; 2 (x)
#
= [M12P 2M21P 1(x)] 1
"
1

#
: (2.114)
In this manner, electric elds are calculated within the entire unit cell. Furthermore,
to calculate the time-averaged Poynting vector S in Eq. 2.25 and the time-averaged
energy density, U in Eq. 2.58, we also require magnetic elds of the innitely ex-
tended PCs. These magnetic eld components can be calculated from the above
calculated electric elds by using Faraday's law. In particular, we get for medium
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1:
H1z(x) =
k1x
0!
(E+1 (x)  E 1 (x)); (2.115a)
H1x(x) =
 k1z
0!
(E+1 (x) + E
 
1 (x)); (2.115b)
and for medium 2:
H2z(x) =
k2x
0!
(E+2 (x)  E 2 (x)); (2.116a)
H2x(x) =
 k2z
0!
(E+2 (x) + E
 
2 (x)): (2.116b)
2.3.3 Transmission, Reection and Absorption of 1D-PCs
As we mentioned before, superabsorption with lossy PCs is one of the main
objectives of this thesis. To evaluate the absorption performance of the 1D-PCs,
we require spectral information on their absorptance A. We can calculate A with
the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) as A = 1   T   R, where T and R represent
the transmittance and reectance of the 1D-PC respectively. Therefore, in the
following, we will describe the TMM Method to obtain T and R of a 1D-PC.
General formulation
Figure 2.12: A nite sized 1D-PC consisting of N slabs of dierent materials is shown
schematically. Notice that the incident medium and the outgoing medium are the same,
which we designate with medium 1 (salmon region). Therefore, the incident angle, I
and the transmitted angle, I are also same. In each material slab, we denote its relative
permittivity and thickness. Furthermore, we designate the forward going EM wave part
and the backward going EM wave part in each layer, j, as A(j) and B(j). We indicate
the incident (blue arrow), reected (red arrow) and transmitted (black arrow) EM waves.
The polarization direction of the electric eld is also indicated.
In this thesis, we study periodic and terminated PCs in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 8 and
aperiodic 1D-PCs in Chapter 6. Therefore, we will try to present the TMM method
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for calculating transmission properties for a general case that encompasses all the
cases that will be studied in this thesis. For this purpose, we consider a 1D-PC
constructed from N slabs that could be of dierent materials and thicknesses as
schematically shown in Fig. 2.12. We take the incident medium and exit medium
to be same and a purely dielectric medium and designate this medium as medium 1.
Therefore, if a plane EM wave is incident on the stack, in the positive x direction,
at an angle, I , it will exit the stack with the same angle, I as shown in Fig. 2.12.
Now the column elements representing the forward going and backward going parts
of the electric eld at the entrance of the stack is
"
EI
ER
#
. Similarly, the column
elements representing the forward going and backward going parts of the electric
eld at the exit of the stack is
"
ET
0
#
. Note that the backward going electric eld
part at the exit of the stack is zero, since there will be no EM waves coming from +
innity towards the stack in the opposite direction of the incident EM wave. These
electric eld parts at the two ends of the PC can be related by a total transfer matrix
M total as: "
EI
ER
#
=M total
"
ET
0
#
=
"
M total11 M
total
12
M total21 M
total
22
#"
ET
0
#
: (2.117)
By applying the TMM method, M total can be expressed as a combination of the dy-
namical matrices and propagation matrices corresponding to the dierent materials
of the stack and the incident and exit media as:
M total =
 
NY
j=1
M j;j+1P j+1(dj+1)
!
MN+1;1; (2.118)
where M j;j+1 represents the dynamical matrix that relates the amplitude of the
electric elds, when an EM wave is going from medium j to medium j + 1, while
P j+1 designates the propagation matrix of medium j + 1, with a thickness of dj+1.
After knowing the transfer matrix from Eq. 2.118, we can obtain the transmis-
sion amplitude, t and reection amplitude, r of the multilayer stack as (see Ap-
pendix E)[73, 100]:
t =
ET
EI
=
1
M total11
; (2.119a)
r =
ER
EI
=
M total21
M total11
: (2.119b)
Now, if we assume that the incident and exit media are the same and are a purely
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dielectric medium, then the transmittance T , and reectance R of the entire stack
can be determined as (see Appendix E):
T = jtj2; (2.120a)
R = jrj2: (2.120b)
In the above, we considered that the EM wave is incident on the stack from the left
side. However, if we assume that the EM wave is incident on the stack from the
right-hand side, then we can obtain the transmission amplitude, t0, and reection
amplitude, r0, of the multilayer stack as (see Appendix E) [73, 100]:
t0 =
1
M total11
; (2.121a)
r0 =  M
total
12
M total11
: (2.121b)
Then the transmittance, T 0, and reectance, R0, of the stack can be determined as:
T 0 = jt0j2; (2.122a)
R0 = jr0j2; (2.122b)
if the incident and exit media are the same material that is a lossless dielectric.
Because det[M total] will be equal to 1 (see Appendix F) [73], since the incident and
exit media are the same, T = T 0 in such cases, meaning that the transmittance
of a multilayer stack does not change, whether light is incident on the left side of
the stack or light is incident on the right-hand side of the stack. Note that this
is true for both lossy and lossless lamellar structures. Therefore, transmittance is
symmetric in both lossy and lossless layered structures. However, from Eqs. 2.119(b)
and 2.121(b), it is obvious that for general cases r 6= r0. Therefore, we expect that
the reectance to be dierent in lossy multilayer stacks when light incident from the
left side and when light incident from the right side. In the following, we will present
an example for the asymmetric behaviour for the reection of lossy multilayer stacks.
Lossy multilayer stacks and asymmetric reection
In the above, we discussed that transmittance is symmetric for both lossy and
lossless media, but reectance can be dierent, depending on the incident EM
wave's direction. To make it evident, we consider two multilayer stacks that
are embedded in air, and each of these stacks consists of three layers as shown
schematically in the bottom of Fig. 2.13. We take the thicknesses of the rst,
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Figure 2.13: (a) and (b): The spectral response of the transmittance, T and reectance,
R of a three layer purely dielectric lamellar structure. The rst and third layer are con-
structed from a material with permittivity, " = 11:56, while the second layer is air, as
shown in the left-hand-side schematics. (c) and (d): same as (a) and (b), but for the lossy
multilayer stack, with the rst and the third layers constructed from SiC. The second layer
is air, as shown in the right-hand-side schematics. In both the lossless and lossy stacks,
the thicknesses of the layers are taken to be d1 = 0:5m, d2 = 5m and d3 = 1:0m.
second and third layers in each of the multilayer structures to be d1 = 0:5m,
d2 = 5m and d3 = 1:0m respectively.
Now in the rst type of the multilayer, we consider the rst and the third slabs
to be made of a lossless material with a relative permittivity of " = 11:56 and
the second layer to be air (see the schematics on the left-hand side in Fig. 2.13).
Therefore, this is a purely dielectric structure. We show the spectral response
of the transmittance and the reectance of this structure in Fig. 2.13(a) and
(b) respectively. In each panel, the black-solid line (red-dashed line) indicates
the case when the light incident on the stack from the left side (right side).
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We notice that both the transmittance and the reectance of this purely di-
electric layered structure is the same for both the incident cases considered. We
stress that this comes as result ofM total12 =M
total
21 for lossless PCs (see Appendix E).
On the other hand, we consider that in the second type of multilayer, the rst and
the third layers are made up of SiC, which is a lossy material as we discussed before
(see Fig. 2.2). We consider the second layer to be air, as in the previous case (see
the schematics on the right-hand side in Fig. 2.13). The permittivity of the SiC,
is modelled by using the Lorentzian function given by Eq. 2.14 with the tting
parameters taken from Ref. [49]. We plot the transmittance and reectance versus
free space wavelength, for this lossy structure in Fig. 2.13(c) and (d) respectively.
Here also we notice that the transmittance is the same whether the EM wave is
incident from the left side or from the right side, as we expected from the analysis
in Appendix E. However, we can see that the reectance is not the same for the two
incident directions considered. This is because M total12 here is not equal to M
total
21 ,
and thus leads to R 6= R0.
We have exploited this asymmetric property of reectance in Chapter 3, to achieve
a reectionless condition in lossy 1D-PCs for one of the incident cases. In particular,
we will terminate the input interface of a SiC-air 1D-PC to achieve a near-zero
reectance, thereby achieving a near-perfect absorptance. Furthermore we also used
this asymmetric property of reectance in Chapter 6, to obtain the absorptance
of more than 90% covering almost the entire phonon-polariton gap of SiC with a
SiC-air aperiodic 1D-PCs. In particular, we will nd the crucial importance of the
building block arrangement in an increasing order of thickness in these aperiodic
PCs.
So far, we discussed the transmission properties of a special case of multilayer stack
that consists of dierent material slabs with dierent sizes. In the following, we will
describe the transmission properties of multilayer stacks that consists of just two
types of material slabs, which are periodically repeated in space to form 1D-PCs.
Transmission properties of nite sized 1D-periodic structures
In this special case, the 1D-PC consists of medium 1 and medium 2 (see the schemat-
ics in Fig.2.14) with the respective relative permittivities, "1 and "2 and embedded
in medium 2 with relative permittivity "2. We take the thicknesses of the constituent
layers to be d1 and d2. We consider a total N number of building blocks, each con-
sisting of medium1 and medium 2. The total transfer matrix of this stack, M total
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Figure 2.14: Schematics of a nite sized 1D-PC consisting of two materials, medium 1
and medium 2. The material and geometrical parameters of the PC are designated. The
forward going and backward going electric eld parts are denoted, at the entrance, and at
the exit of the stack.
can be obtained from Eq. 2.118 as:
M total = [M21P 1M12P 2]N = [Mu]N ; (2.123)
where Mu = M21P 1M12P 2 is the transfer matrix of the unit cell. In Appendix D,
we have shown that Mu is a unimodular matrix. Therefore, we can express [Mu]N
in terms of the elements of Mu using the Chebyshev identity [73, 76, 100, 159] as:
M total =
"
Mu11 M
u
12
Mu21 M
u
22
#N
=
"
Mu11UN 1   UN 2 Mu12UN 1
Mu21UN 1 M
u
22UN 1   UN 2
#
; (2.124)
where
UN =
sin((N + 1)qa)
sin(qa)
; (2.125)
with q and a= d1+ d2 representing the Bloch wavevector and lattice constant of the
PC respectively. Furthermore, q is related to the elements of the transfer matrix of
the unit cell in the PC as:
cos(qa) =
1
2
(Mu11 +M
u
22): (2.126)
Now from Eqs. 2.119(b) and 2.124, we can obtain the reection amplitude of a
1D-PC with N unit cells, r(N) as:
r(N) =
Mu21UN 1
Mu11UN 1   UN 2
: (2.127)
With the use of Eq. 2.125, we can rewrite Eq. 2.127 as:
r(N) =
Mu21
Mu11   sin((N 1)qa)sin(Nqa)
: (2.128)
After mathematical simplication, we get:
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r(N) =
Mu21
Mu11   cos(qa) + sin(qa)tan(Nqa)
: (2.129)
We use the above equation later in this Chapter to show that the reectance within
the bandgap regime of a lossless 1D-PC is unity. In addition, we use this equation
in Chapter 8, to obtain the eective impedance of a lossy 1D-PC.
EM elds in actual nite sized 1D-PCs
In the previous section, we described the TMM method for calculating the EM
elds in innitely extending PC systems. However, EM eld distributions in the
actual nite sized systems is not expected to be the same as the eld distributions
in innitely extending systems. This is because of back and forth reections at the
interfaces of the nite systems. These calculations are very important to evaluate
nite size eects on the energy velocity of the EM waves in lossy PCs as we will
see in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. Also they will be crucial to understand where EM
power gets absorbed inside lossy PCs. Therefore, in the following, we present the
methodology to obtain the EM elds in nite-sized PC system.
For this purpose, we consider the same nite sized 1D-PC we studied in the previous
section. i.e. the case shown in Fig. 2.12. As we can see from the schematics of
Fig. 2.12, the total electrical eld at any point x inside a material j can be expressed:
Ej(x) = [A(j)e
ikjx(x lj) +B(j)e ikjx(x lj))]; (2.130)
where A(j) and B(j) designate the forward and backward going electric eld parts
in medium j (see schematics in Fig. 2.12), and kjx represents the x-component of
the wavevector in medium j. In Eq. 2.130, lj =
j 1P
i=2
di for j  3 and lj = 0 for j = 2.
In order to nd out the forward and backward going electric eld parts A(j) and
B(j) in Eq. 2.130, rst we will calculate the forward and backward going electric
eld parts in the last material slab N + 1 as:"
A(N + 1)
B(N + 1)
#
= PN+1MN+1;1
"
ET
0
#
: (2.131)
After nding A(N +1) and B(N +1) in the last layer, the electric eld parts in any
preceding layer j can be determined by the following recursive relation:"
A(j)
B(j)
#
= P jM j;j+1
"
A(j + 1)
B(j + 1)
#
; (2.132)
with 2  j < N+ 1.
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As mentioned before, along with these electric elds, we will also require the mag-
netic eld components within each layer of the lamellar stack for evaluating the time-
averaged values of the energy density and Poynting vector respectively. Therefore,
by using the above calculated electric elds, we will now calculate the corresponding
magnetic eld components for the TE-polarization case by using Faraday's law. The
magnetic components inside a layer j can be obtained as:
Hjz(x) =
kjx
0!
[A(j)eikjx(x lj)  B(j)e ikjx(x lj)]; (2.133a)
Hjx(x) =
 kjz
0!
[A(j)eikjx(x lj) +B(j)e ikjx(x lj)]; (2.133b)
(2.133c)
where kjx, kjz are the x- and z-components of the wavevector within a j
th layer of
the lamellar structure.
Similarly, to obtain the EM elds for the TH-polarization case, we start from the
expression for the total magnetic eld at a location x inside the jth layer:
Hj(x) = [A(j)e
ikjx(x lj) +B(j)e ikjx(x lj))]; (2.134)
where A(j) and B(j) are the forward and backward going magnetic eld parts
in material slab j of the multilayer stack. In a similar manner like for the TE-
polarization case, we will rst obtain the magnetic elds in the last material slab
N + 1 as: "
A(N + 1)
B(N + 1)
#
= PN+1MN+1;1
"
ET
0
#
: (2.135)
Note, here MN+1;1 is the dynamical matrix for the TH-polarization, when going
from medium (N + 1) to medium 1 given by Eq. 2.90. Now we can determine A(j)
and B(j) in any preceding layer j using the following recursive relation:"
A(j)
B(j)
#
= P jM j;j+1
"
A(j + 1)
B(j + 1)
#
; (2.136)
where similarly M j;j+1 is the TH-polarization dynamical matrix when going from
medium (j) to medium (j+1). With the use of these magnetic elds we will evaluate
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the electric elds in the jth layer, by using the Ampere's law as:
Ejz(x) =
kjx
"0"j!
[A(j)eikjx(x lj)  B(j)e ikjx(x lj)]; (2.137a)
Ejx(x) =
 kjz
"0"j!
[A(j)eikjx(x lj) +B(j)e ikjx(x lj)]; (2.137b)
where "j is the relative permittivity of the j
th layer in the stack.
In Chapters 8 and 9, we will investigate lossy 1D-PCs for ultra-refraction and ex-
treme bending of EM waves. In order to understand these propagation properties in
such lossy structures, we will rst require to understand the propagation properties
in lossless PCs. For this purpose, in the following section, we will present the EM
wave propagation theory in lossless 1D-PCs.
2.4 Propagation properties in lossless 1D-PCs
2.4.1 Propagation properties in Photonic bandgaps
In the above, we discussed that in the bandgap regime of a lossless PC, the Bloch
wavevector, q is imaginary. Now we proceed in showing that the EM waves falling in
this frequency regime will be completely reected from the 1D-PC. For this purpose,
we will consider q= ip, where p is real. So we can express Eq. 2.129 as:
r(N) =
Mu21
Mu11   cos(ipa) + sin(ipa)tan(iNpa)
: (2.138)
Since tan(iNpa) can be expanded as:
tan(iNpa) =
e Npa   eNpa
i (e Npa + eNpa)
: (2.139)
For a semi-innite PC, N ! 1, and we have e Npa ! 0. That means, we can
approximate tan(iNpa) as:
tan(N ipa)   e
Npa
i (eNpa)
= i: (2.140)
Therefore, the amplitude of the reection of a semi-innite PC, rsemi can be deter-
mined from Eq. 2.138 as:
rsemi  M
u
21
Mu11   e-pa
: (2.141)
From the above equation, the reectance, R of a semi-innite 1D-PC can be obtained
as:
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Rsemi = rsemir

semi =

Mu21
Mu11   e{pa
 
Mu21
Mu11   e{pa

: (2.142)
That implies:
Rsemi =
 jMu21j2
jMu11j2   e{pa(Mu11 +Mu11 ) + e{2pa

: (2.143)
Now from the trace of the transfer matrix Mu in Eq. 2.126, we can write:
(Mu11 +M
u
22) = 2cos(ipa) =) (Mu11 +Mu11 ) = epa + e{pa; (2.144)
since we have shown in Appendix E that Mu22 =M
u
11 for lossless lamellar structures.
From Eq. 2.143 and Eq. 2.144, we get:
Rsemi =
 jMu21j2
jMu11j2   e{pa(epa + e{pa) + e{2pa

: (2.145)
After some mathematical simplication, we have:
Rsemi =
 jMu21j2
jMu11j2   1

: (2.146)
Since jM total21 j2 + 1 = jM total11 j2 for lossless multilayer stacks (see Eq. E.13 in Ap-
pendix E), the above equation yields:
Rsemi = 1: (2.147)
From the above equation, it is obvious that EM waves with frequencies that fall
within the bandgaps, will be completely reected from the PC. In the following,
we will proceed in understanding the propagation properties in the allowed band
regions of lossless 1D-PCs.
2.4.2 Propagation properties in Photonic bands: Forward
and backward waves
First we will analyse the important implications of the sign of the real part of the
Bloch wavevector, Re(q) in the band regime, on the type of wave propagation. We
consider the reference direction of the wave propagation inside the PC as the energy
propagation direction, which should be along the +x direction (since energy cannot
propagate towards the source due to causality [77, 78, 166]) for an impinging wave
along the +x direction. Then if Re(q) is positive, the mode is referred to as a
forward Bloch wave since the phase velocity, vp will be also in the the +x direction,
which means that the energy velocity, ve and phase velocity, vp are parallel [78, 167{
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170]. On the other hand, if Re(q) is negative, then it is referred to as a backward
Bloch wave, since the phase velocity, vp will be in the the  x direction, which
means that the energy velocity, ve and phase velocity, vp are anti-parallel [78, 167{
170]. However, just by solving Eq. 2.101, we cannot immediately know the sign of
Re(q), since we cannot exclude any root from the two roots obtained from Eq. 2.101.
Therefore, we plot both the branches in Fig. 2.15, for the rst two bands of the
dielectric lossless PC of Fig. 2.11. To choose the appropriate root, we should study
more carefully the PC's band properties.
Figure 2.15: (a) First band of the bandstructure (dimensionless frequency fa=c, versus
Bloch wave vector, q) of the PC of Fig. 2.11. (b) same as (a), but for the second band.
The direction of the impinging EM wave, the energy velocity, ve, the group velocity, vg
and the phase velocity, vp of the wave that has coupled into the 1D-PC are indicated for
the corresponding bands. The part of the dispersion band that is relevant is highlighted
for each case.
If we assume an impinging EM wave along the +x direction, then the energy velocity
will be always in the +x direction. The group velocity, vg is always equal to the
energy velocity, ve in any 1D-lossless PC [74]. This means that the direction of the
group velocity would also be xed along the +x direction. In a 1D-PC system, with
impinging wave along the +x direction, the group velocity, vg can be expressed in
the band region as:
vg =
@!
@q
x^; (2.148)
with @!
@q
being the band slope, and q being real. From the above equation, we can
infer that @!
@q
will be always positive for an an impinging wave along the +x direction,
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to satisfy the causality. Further, the phase velocity of the wave will be:
vp =
!
q
x^: (2.149)
Note, it is the sign of vpvg that determines whether the Bloch wave inside the PC
is forward type or backward type [78, 168{170]. For an impinging wave along the
+x direction, we can express vpvg as:
vpvg = !
q
@!
@q
(2.150)
It becomes evident from the above equation that !
q
@!
@q
should be positive for a
forward-type wave, and should be negative for a backward-type wave. Therefore, q
must be positive for a forward-type wave and negative for a backward-type, since
@!
@q
will be always positive for an an impinging wave along the +x direction, to
satisfy the causality as discussed above. By causality here we mean that the EM
wave that couples inside the medium must have its energy propagation pointing
away from the source [166].
To explain this further, we look at the rst two bands in the bandstructure of the
dielectric PC shown in Fig. 2.15. Note that we plot the dimensionless frequency,
fa=c versus q in Fig. 2.15 to make it easy for determining the sign of the band slope.
It is evident from Fig. 2.15(a) that !
q
@!
@q
is positive, thus q must be positive. Thus
the coupled Bloch wave in this band is forward type. Accordingly, we highlight the
positive branch in Fig. 2.15(a) with the yellow shaded region.
On the other hand, we can see from Fig. 2.15 (b) that !
q
@!
@q
is negative, thus q must
be negative, from the above analysis. Thus the Bloch wave emanating from this
band is backward type. Hence we highlight the negative branch in Fig. 2.15(b)
with the yellow shaded region. Below each panel of Fig. 2.15, we also indicate the
corresponding direction of the energy velocity, ve, the group velocity, vg and the
phase velocity, vp.
So far, we understand how to determine the rightness of the Bloch wave inside
the PC for normal incidence. The term \rightness" here is used in analogy with
Veselago's denition [119] in negative index media. The purpose of the use of this
term in photonic crystals [168] is to describe an averaged EM wave behaviour
within the PC unit cell with a Poynting vector and Bloch phase that are antiparallel
[119, 168]. The understanding of the \rightness" property of the PC at a certain
frequency will be crucial to determine the angle of propagation inside PCs when an
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Figure 2.16: Oblique incidence of light at an angle  at the dielectric-air PC interface.
The incident wavevector, kinc, transmitted wavevectors, kt, Bloch wavevector, q and the
parallel component of the incident wavevector, kjj = !=c sin z^ are indicated.
EM wave incident on the PC at a certain angle. Note that, in the case of oblique
incidence (see schematics of Fig. 2.16), the wave is referred to as forward type if the
angle between the transmitted wavevector, kt and the group velocity, vg is acute.
On the other hand, if the angle between them is obtuse, we refer to that Bloch
wave as backward type [78, 168]. For general incidence at the interface of 1D-PCs,
kt = kjjz^+q, where kjj = !=c sin z^ is the parallel component of the wavevector,
that is conserved across the 1D-PC interface. We will see how the information on
the type of wave (forward or backward) is crucial in determining the refracted angle
in the following section.
2.5 Refraction at the interface of lossless 1D-PCs:
Wavevector diagram formalism
Here we will present the methodology on how to determine the refraction angle at
the interface of a lossless 1D-PC. For this purpose, we will apply the wavevector
diagram formalism [77, 78, 89, 104, 168, 169]. The important part of this formalism
is the equifrequency surfaces (EFSs). EFSs are the graphical representation of the
set of all the propagating modes within the rst Brillouin zone (BZ), at a particular
frequency, !. Since, we have translation symmetry in the y-direction for our PC
and have chosen the xz to be the plane of incidence (see schematic of Fig. 2.16), we
represent these EFSs in the xz plane only. Thus EFSs are essentially equifrequency
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Figure 2.17: (a) Equi-frequency contours (EFC) for the case of Fig. 2.15(a), at dimension-
less frequencies fa=c equal to 0.15 (blue curves), 0.25 (red curves) and 0.3 (green curves)
respectively. (b) Same as (a), but for the case of Fig. 2.15(b) at dimensionless frequencies
fa=c equal to 0.5 (blue curves), 0.6 (red curves) and 0.7 (green curves) respectively.
contours in the 2D plane that we will denote as EFCs from hereon.
We obtain the EFC of the PC, by solving the dispersion relation given in Eq. 2.101
for q, for dierent kz (kz = kjj conserved) components by employing the TMM
method [73, 100, 101, 160]. In Fig. 2.17, we show the EFCs of our dielectric-air
PC of Fig. 2.11. Note that both q and kz are expressed in terms of the vacuum
wavevector, k0 = !=c. In particular, in Fig. 2.17(a) we show three EFCs at
dimensionless frequencies, fa=c equal to 0.15, 0.25 and 0.3 respectively. These
frequencies are in the band of Fig. 2.15(a), that corresponds to forward-type Bloch
wave. We notice that the shape of all these EFCs is elliptical-like and almost
isotropic (i.e. circle). On the other hand, in Fig. 2.17(a), we show the three EFCs
at dimensionless frequencies, fa=c equal to 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 respectively, that are
in the band of Fig. 2.15(b). As we discussed above, this band corresponds to the
backward-type Bloch wave. We notice that the shape of these EFCs are concave,
from the BZ center with q=0.
The sign of the band slope and shape of the EFCs are crucial in determining the
correct refraction angle. This is because, the gradient rk!, of an EFC at a point
in the k space, gives the group velocity vg. From the mathematical properties of
the gradient, the direction of vg will be in the direction of the normal to the EFC
at that point pointing towards increasing values of frequency.
To proceed with the wavevector formalism, we consider a plane EM wave of frequency
! incident from air onto the PC at an angle . First, we represent the EFC of the
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incoming medium i.e. air. The dispersion relation for the air medium at the xz
plane, which is the plane of incidence is given as:
kx
2 + kz
2 =
!2
c2
; (2.151)
which is an equation of a circle, with radius equal to !=c. Next, we indicate the
EFC of the PC at the frequency of the incident wave. To determine the increasing
frequency direction, we should also plot the EFC of the PC at a higher frequency
than the operating frequency. Then we draw a line parallel to the normal of the PC
interface at a distance equal to the kz, from the origin of the wavevector space. This
kz represents the conservation of the parallel component of the incident wavevector,
kjj = !=c sin at the PC interface. We refer to this line as the construction line in
accordance with Ref. [104].
The intersection of the construction line with the EFC of the air medium with
a positive kx component equal to !=c cos, represents the incident wavevector,
kinc. Similarly, the intersection of this line with the EFC of the PC, gives all the
possible refracted wavevectors kref . Furthermore, from the gradient of the EFC, we
obtain the direction of vg, which is identical to direction of the energy velocity, ve.
Depending on the vg direction, we select the refracted wave that has vg pointing
away from the source, to satisfy the causality condition. In the following we will
apply this formalism to our dielectric-PC of Fig. 2.15(a) to determine the direction
of the refracted wave inside the PC for such case.
Figure 2.18: Wavevector diagram for the PC of Fig. 2.15(a). The red curve represents the
EFC at dimensionless frequency fa=c = 0:25. The black circle represents the EFC of the
air. The normal to the PC interface and the construction line are indicated with a black-
dashed line and a green-solid line respectively. The incident and refracted wavevectors are
designated with kinc and kref respectively. The energy propagation direction of the wave
given by vg is indicated with the orange arrow, drawn normally to point B and pointing
outwards in the direction of increasing frequency.
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For this purpose, we show the wavevector diagram of the PC in Fig. 2.18 at a
dimensionless frequency, fa=c equal to 0.25. We consider an angle of incidence
of 300. We represent the EFC of the PC and the air at this frequency with a
red-curve and a black curve respectively. To determine the increasing frequency
direction, we also plot the EFC of the PC at a dimensionless frequency, fa=c
equal to 0.3 and represent it with a brown dashed curve. We represent the
construction line with a green vertical line, that intersects the z-axis of k-space
at kz = !=c sin 30
0, which is the parallel component of the wavevector that must
be conserved. We indicate the incident wavevector, kinc with a black arrow at
the intersection of the construction line with the EFC of air. We notice that
the construction line intersects with the EFC of the PC at two points A and B.
This suggests that there are two possible directions for the refracted wavevector kref .
Since the EFC of the PC corresponds to a frequency in the forward-type band (see
Fig. 2.15(a)), the group velocity, vg which is given by the normal to the EFC at the
intersection, must point towards the increasing frequency direction and away from
the source. From Fig. 2.18, it is evident that the point A, has vg pointing towards
the source, while the point B, has vg pointing away from the source. This means
only point B, gives the propagating wave inside the PC, while the other possibility
is non-causal. We indicate this propagating wave with an orange arrow in Fig. 2.18.
It is clearly seen that the Bloch wave gets positively refracted at the PC interface.
Figure 2.19: Same as Fig. 2.18, but for the dimensionless frequency fa=c = 0:6, that cor-
responds to a backward wave band. The non-causal possibilities for refracted wavevector
and group velocity that were rejected are shown with the dotted blue and orange arrows.
In the above, we discussed the propagation of the refracted beam for a frequency
that corresponds to a forward-type wave. In the following, we analyse the case
where the operating frequency corresponds to a backward-type wave. For this
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purpose, we show the wavevector diagram of the PC in Fig. 2.19 at a dimensionless
frequency, fa=c equal to 0.6. From Fig. 2.15, we know that this frequency corre-
sponds to a backward-type wave. To determine the increasing frequency direction,
we also plotted the EFC of the PC at a dimensionless frequency, fa=c equal to 0.7
and represent this with the brown dashed curve. We consider the same 300 angle
of incidence as in the case of Fig. 2.18, thus the construction line intersects the z
axis in the k-space at kz = !=c sin 30
0.
We notice from Fig. 2.19 that this construction line intersects with the EFC of the
PC at two points, A and B. We indicate the two possible refracted wavevectors kref
with solid and dotted blue arrows respectively. We also indicate the direction of the
corresponding vg with solid and dotted arrows, chosen to be normal to the EFC at
the intersection with the construction line towards the point and pointing towards
increasing frequency values. It is evident from Fig. 2.19, the point B has the vg
propagating towards the source, while the point A has the vg propagating away
from source. Thus only the latter represents the actual refracted beam direction
inside the PC, as the other possibility is non-causal. It is clear from Fig. 2.19, that
this EM wave is also positively refracted, even though propagation inside the PC is
backward-type.
From the above analysis, we can understand that backward propagation in PCs does
not immediately imply negative refraction. One would need isotropic and backward
type of modes to have negative refraction. This is not typically possible with
1D-PCs. However, we will see the important implications of having backward-type
Bloch waves for 1D-PCs in a wedged type structure in Chapter 9. In particular, we
will be able to design a system where the incident light will undergo a 900 angle of
bending, based on the existence of backward Bloch waves within a 1D-PC.
From section 2.4 and section 2.5, we have presented the theory of propagation
for lossless 1D-PCs. However, the theory of propagation for lossy PCs is not
systematically presented in the literature. Therefore, in Chapter 8, we will expand
this propagation theory of lossless 1D-PCs appropriately to include 1D-PCs with
lossy constituents.
In Chapter 7, we will study the superabsorption in a pyramid shaped 2D-PC design.
In Chapters 8 and 9, we will explore the ultra-refraction properties of the nite sized
lossy 1D-PCs such as superprisms. These higher dimensionality structures cannot
be modelled with the TMM formulation of 1D PCs. Therefore, we have used a
commercial-grade simulator based on the Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD)
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method [171] to simulate these structures. In the following, we will briey review
the basic principles of the FDTD method as well as dierent kinds of set-ups that
must be implemented in such solver to investigate the desirable properties for the
system under study.
2.6 The Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD)
method
The Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD) method has been a very useful tech-
nique in electrodynamics, since the time evolution of electric and magnetic eld maps
can be obtained for realistic structures as the EM wave propagates through these
structures. In addition, transmission, reection and absorption properties of realis-
tic structures can be studied with the FDTD method. For the FDTD calculations
described throughout the thesis, we have used a commercial-grade simulator based
on the Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD) method [171]. In the following, we
will briey review the basic principles of the FDTD method as well as dierent kinds
of set-ups that must be implemented in such solver to investigate the desirable prop-
erties for the system under study. We employed the Lumerical solutions [171] FDTD
method, in Chapter 7, to study the superabsorption in a 2D pyramid design. We
employed the FDTD method in Chapters 8 and 9 to study refraction and extreme
bending in structures made from 1D-SiC PCs.
Figure 2.20: (a) and (b): Schematics of two possible eld locations in the staggered grid
approach for the TE-polarization case. (c) and (d): same as (a) and (b), respectively but
for the TH-polarization case. The green square represents the basic elements of the mesh
sizes x and y in the x and y directions respectively.
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2.6.1 Overview of the FDTD method
The FDTD method is a grid based numerical technique that solves the time-
dependent Maxwell's equations. In this method, Maxwell's equations are
discretised both in time and space by using the central-dierence formulation
[172, 173]. These dierential equations are solved by using Yee's staggered grid
approach (see schematics in Fig. 2.20) that preserves the divergence-free nature
of the EM elds in free space [174]. These staggered grids are shown for cases
of translational symmetry in one direction, i.e. for so called 2D EM problems in
Fig. 2.20. For these 2D problems, Maxwell's equations decouple into two sets of
equations. We studied such 2D type problems in Chapters 7-9, with the FDTD
method for non-magnetic media. Therefore, we present below Maxwell's equations
for 2D problems with non-magnetic media.
i) When electric eld is parallel to the direction of translational symmetry: TE
polarization case (see Fig. 2.20(a) or (b))
@Hx
@t
=
1
0

 @Ez
@y

; (2.152)
@Hy
@t
=
1
0

@Ez
@x

; (2.153)
@Ez
@t
=
1
"0"r

@Hy
@x
  @Hx
@y
  (JESz + Ez)

; (2.154)
ii) When magnetic eld is parallel to the direction of translational symmetry: TH
polarization case (see Fig. 2.20(c) or (d))
@Ex
@t
=
1
"0"r

 @Hz
@y
  Ex

; (2.155)
@Ey
@t
=
1
"0"r

@Hz
@x
  Ey

; (2.156)
@Hz
@t
=
1
0

@Ex
@y
  @Ey
@x
  JMSz

; (2.157)
In the above equations JES and JMS are the sources used for the TE and TH
polarisation cases respectively. Also, "0 is the permittivity of vacuum and 0 is
the permeability of vacuum. Moreover,  and "r are the electric conductivity and
the relative permittivity of the medium at a certain location of the structure to
be simulated. The imaginary part of permittivity, "00r , and the conductivity  of a
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material are related by [1]:
 = "0"
00
r!: (2.158)
According to Yee's scheme, by using the electric elds at a given time between two
adjacent positions in the x and y directions, x and y apart, the magnetic elds
are obtained in the next instant in time. Subsequently, in the next time instant
the electric elds are calculated from the just obtained magnetic elds. This cycle
continues until the steady-state solutions to the Maxwell's equation are obtained.
Note, that time progresses in a discrete manner with a step t. This time step
value should be carefully chosen with respect to the spatial discretisation, otherwise
the algorithm is not stable [173]. This is determined by the Courant condition
[173, 175] given from:
t <
1
c
s
1
x
2
+

1
y
2 ; (2.159)
where c represents the speed of light in vacuum. i.e.
t =
fstab
c
s
1
x
2
+

1
y
2 ; (2.160)
where fstab is the Courant stability factor.
2.6.2 Principles and implementation set-up in Lumerical
FDTD software for calculation of electric and mag-
netic elds in periodic systems for EM waves at nor-
mal incidence
In Chapter 7, we will investigate the absorption performance of SiC pyramid-shaped
2D-PCs. To gain more insight into the absorption performance in these PC systems,
we will require the electric and magnetic eld maps of these PCs. In Fig. 2.21, we
show the appropriate simulation set-up to obtain the eld plots in 2D periodic struc-
tures, that extend innitely in one direction. We assume that this periodic direction
is along the x-direction and that the structure has also translational symmetry in
the z-direction as shown in Fig. 2.21. The blue rectangle in Fig. 2.21 represents a
building block of arbitrary shape that repeats periodically along the x-direction.
In order to simulate this periodic structure, we specify a 2D-FDTD spatial region in
the xy-plane, with its length in the x direction equal to the lattice constant of the
PC, thus it represents one unit cell of the PC. We apply periodic conditions in the
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Figure 2.21: (a) Schematics of the simulation set-up in the FDTD simulator to calculate
electric and magnetic elds of periodic systems for the TE-polarization case. The boundary
conditions in each direction are indicated. The spatial prole of the plane wave EM
source is indicated with the brown line in the gure. The polarization of the incident EM
wave is also indicated. The frequency domain monitor encompasses the region bounded
with the magenta box. The blue block represents the structural element that is repeated
periodically in the x-direction. For simplicity we show one block, but more complicated
structures can be considered. The yellow shaded region represents the regime where a user
dened mesh was used. The brown region represent the region where the default Lumerical
simulator [176] mesh has been used. (b) same as (a) but for the TH-polarization case.
x-direction (the aqua lines in the gure) in the software, which eectively simulates
an innitely extending PC along the x-direction. On the other hand, we apply
open boundary conditions in the y-direction (the black lines in the gure). These
open boundary conditions allow the propagation of elds without reection at the
boundary. We use a plane wave spatial prole for the source. The source is an
electric current source (see Eq. 2.154) designated by the brown line in Fig. 2.21(a)
for the TE-polarization case. Conversely, we use a magnetic current source (see
Eq. 2.157) designated by the brown line in Fig. 2.21(b) for the TH-polarization case.
Within the specied FDTD simulation region, we build the rectangular block (see the
blue-block in Fig. 2.21) with the desired structural parameters using the Computer
Aided Design (CAD) tool provided with the commercial software [177]. Further,
we assign the desired material properties to this rectangular block by representing
its permittivity in the material base interface of the software, where a user de-
ned Lorentzian [51] can be introduced for SiC with the precise parameters used in
Eq. 2.14 of Section 2.1.
Now we use a user dened mesh that encompasses the structural elements (yellow
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Figure 2.22: Schematic diagram of the part of the frequency-domain prole monitor
to show the computation of the electric and magnetic elds in the FDTD method (TH-
polarisation case). x and y designate the discretisation in space, that dene the nu-
merical mesh.
region in Fig. 2.21). This allows us to manually control the grid size within the
structure to ensure that we use a suciently small grid. The grid should be smaller
than the wavelength of the EM wave within the structure, and also much smaller
than the smallest structural element [4]. Outside this user dened mesh region, we
use the software's default mesh which produces a non-uniform mesh. The mesh size
gradually increases as we move away from the structural elements but is at least
of the order of free=30 [176], which is adequate for vacuum. Furthermore, we set
the t stability factor, fstab, to be 0.9, to ensure that the stability condition in
Eq. 2.159 is satised. Then, we place an EM plane wave source above the PC that
injects energy into the simulation region along the y-direction. Such plane wave
source, can be set-up with a Gaussian frequency prole, centred around !0 [77, 172]
as:
Jz(t) = Ae
 (t td)2=22t cos(!0(t  td)); (2.161)
where A, td, t represent the amplitude, centre of the time prole, and temporal
width of the source respectively. The current, Jz(t) in Eq. 2.161, (the electric or the
magnetic type depending on polarization) is generated in each mesh point along
the brown line in Fig. 2.21. Note, that a larger t in Eq. 2.161 results in smaller
spectral width of around !0, and vice versa. The simulator typically considers a
fast pulse with a spectral interval that contains information for a high number of
frequencies. The parameters in Eq. 2.161 are controlled by a special input window
of the FDTD Lumerical software. The pulse signal increases and goes to zero, while
interacting with the structural elements in the simulation region. The simulation
time should be suciently large, so that the signal completely passes through the
structural elements. This means the elds should be near zero at the end of the
simulation in the entire simulation domain. Therefore, we run the simulation until
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most of the energy in the simulation region is decayed.
Now, in order to record the eld values throughout the simulation region, we use
a two-dimensional frequency domain monitor (the magenta box in Fig. 2.21), with
its size larger than the simulation region. In this monitor, using a designated input
window of the software we can specify the desired frequency/frequencies at which
we are interested to plot the elds of the structure. One should avoid choosing
frequencies outside the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) range of the pulsed
signal of Eq. 2.161.
Below we explain further the process of computing these elds during the simulation.
In Fig. 2.22, we show the part of the frequency domain monitor schematically. i; j
represent the co-ordinates of a grid point in the simulation region. The electric-eld
values will be updated in each grid point (i; j) of the monitor, at every time step, n
and stored by the software. At the end of the simulation, the software performs a
Fast Fourier Transform [178] at each grid and stores the result for the frequencies
specied in the input frequency domain monitor. By using a special script in the
Lumerical software, we retrieve the electric or magnetic elds at each grid point
for these initially specied frequency/frequencies [179]. After that we plot the 2D-
landscape of these elds at each frequency by using standard visualisation software
(MATLAB) [180].
Figure 2.23: Same as Fig. 2.21, but the simulation set-up for systems of nite extent.
The main dierences from the periodic systems set-up in Fig. 2.21 are the open boundary
conditions in both x- and y-directions and the source that has Gaussian spatial prole.
The incident angle, inc is also indicated.
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2.6.3 Implementation set-up in Lumerical FDTD software
for calculation of electric and magnetic elds in sys-
tems with a nite extent
In Chapters 8 and 9, to understand the EM wave propagation in lossy 1D-PCs, we
will investigate PC structures that are nite in extent in both directions. For this
purpose, we will require the electric-eld maps in these nite-sized PC structures.
Therefore, we discuss below the appropriate set-up for simulating such structures
in the FDTD Lumerical software [171]. These nite-sized simulation set-ups are
useful, since they closely resemble the actual experimental set-ups. For example,
with this nite system FDTD simulation set-ups, it is possible to simulate realistic
experimental eldmaps such as a eldmap from a microwave PC superlens obtained
from a raster-scan with a monopole antenna [83] or a eldmap obtained from a PC
cavity from Scanning Near-Field Optical Microscopy (SNOM) experiments on PC
cavities [181].
Figure 2.24: The eldmap of the z-component of the electric eld, Ez obtained for a
Gaussian beam propagating in free space, at an angle inc = 45
0 with the x-axis. The
direction of the beam can be clearly seen and has been designated with the incident
wavevector, Kinc (white arrow).
In Fig. 2.23, we show the simulation set-up for a nite in extent system. We notice
that this simulation set-up is similar to the above discussed periodic systems set-up,
expect for the two important settings: the boundary conditions and the EM wave
source. Since, the nite-sized systems are not innitely periodic, we use the open
boundary conditions in both x- and y-directions. Furthermore, to simulate realistic
type of light sources used in experiments, we set-up a source with a Gaussian spatial
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prole. The control parameters to inject a fully vectorial Gaussian beam source
are specied through an articial thin-lens set-up in the software's beam options
interface [182, 183]. To launch a highly collimated Gaussian beam, we select the
distance from the focus of this articial lens to be zero. Further, we specify the
width of the Gaussian beam by adjusting the numerical aperture and diameter of
the lens and the source width size [182, 183]. We show an example of such source
incident at 450 for a TE-polarised wave in Fig. 2.24.
2.6.4 Principles and implementation set-up in the Lumer-
ical FDTD software for calculation of transmission
properties of EM waves at normal incidence on pe-
riodic structures
As mentioned before, in Chapter 7, we will study the absorption performance of the
SiC pyramid-shaped 2D-PCs. For this purpose, we will require the transmittance,
T and reectance, R calculations of these periodic structures. In the following, we
will describe the appropriate simulation set-up in the software for such calculations.
Figure 2.25: Same as Fig. 2.21, but here the simulation set-up aims to calculate the
transmittance and reectance of the structure. The transmission and reection monitors
are designated with the violet lines and the orange lines respectively.
In Fig. 2.25, we show the simulation set-up to calculate the transmission properties
of a periodic system. We can see that this set-up is the same as the periodic system
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set-up shown in Fig. 2.21 for calculation of the eldmaps, but now we have two
frequency-domain power monitors (violet lines and orange lines in Fig. 2.21) [184]
instead of a frequency-domain prole monitor that we used in Fig. 2.21 [184]. These
frequency-domain power monitors record the Poynting vector data, through which
we can calculate the transmittance and reectance of the structure as we explain
below.
For this purpose, in Fig. 2.26, we show schematically the process of evaluating the
Poynting vector, at the transmission power detector positioned at the j = jdt line in
the 2D simulation region. Notice the grid area highlighted with a green-dashed-line
box in Fig. 2.26 which is positioned at co-ordinate (i; j = jdt) of the simulation
region. The electric and magnetic elds are obtained as real values during the
simulation, and the time series corresponding to these are stored 2. Subsequently,
a Fast Fourier Transformation [178] is performed by the simulator to obtain the
complex eld values as, Ex(i; j = jdt; ) and Hz(i; j = jdt; ) respectively, where
 represents the frequency. By using these complex elds, we can evaluate the
y-component of the Poynting vector, Sy(i; j = jdt; ) as:
Sy(i; j = jdt; ) = Re(Ex(i; j = jdt; )H

z (i; j = jdt; )) (2.162)
Figure 2.26: Schematic diagram of the frequency-domain power monitor to show the
computation of the Poynting vector in the FDTD method, for the TH-polarization case.
x and y designate the discretisation in space. (see also footnote).
Then transmittance, T [185] is evaluated from:
T () =
1
2
R
Re(S()mt)  Ldl
sourcepower
; (2.163)
where S()mt is the Poynting vector at the monitor plane at j = jdt, L is an out-of-
2Because of the Yee updating cycle there is half a time step apart between the electric eld and
magnetic eld values [174]
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plane length unit and dl is a length element normal to the monitor line. We can
observe from Fig. 2.25, that dl will be along the y direction. In Eq. 2.163, the source
power designates the amount of the power injected into the simulation region [186],
which would be given by:
sourcepower() =
1
2
Z
Re(S()sc)  Ldl; (2.164)
where S()sc designates the Poynting vector at the source line (brown line in
Fig. 2.21). Note that out-of-plane length unit, L is in place to preserve units in
Eqs. 2.162 and 2.164, but its value is of no consequence in the calculation of the
expressions in both the equations. Note that the integrals in Eqs. 2.162 and 2.164
would essentially be a summation of the individual Poynting vector values evalu-
ated at each of the grid points given by Eq. 2.162, along the detector source lines.
Therefore, we obtain T () as:
T () =
1
2
Pi=nx
i=1 Sy(i; jdt; )
1
2
Pi=nx
i=1 Sy(i; js; )
; (2.165)
where js is the y-axis position of the source line. In similar manner we obtain the
reectance R() as:
R() =
1
2
Pi=nx
i=1 Sy(i; jdr; )
1
2
Pi=nx
i=1 Sy(i; js; )
; (2.166)
where jdr is the y-axis position of the reection monitor.
Finally, by using the transmittance and reectance, we can evaluate the absorptance,
A() of the 2D-PC in this FDTD simulation set-up as:
A() = 1  T () R(): (2.167)
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3
Mid-IR near-perfect absorption with a SiC
photonic crystal with angle-controlled
polarization selectivity
3.1 Chapter overview
In this Chapter1;2, we present our rst theoretical investigations of absorption en-
hancement with SiC microstructures. In particular, we demonstrate a near-perfect
absorption with a SiC 1D-PC in the phonon-polariton mid-gap of SiC. As we
explained in the previous Chapter, in this frequency region most of the light will be
reected from bulk SiC. However, we show that high absorption can be obtained
in this highly reecting spectrum, by carefully tailoring the energy velocity of the
EM wave at the input interface to satisfy the theoretically derived reectionless
conditions, that we present in Section 3.5 of this chapter. We demonstrate that
1Per Section 2.2 of code of practice for presentation of Theses, this chapter is presented as
published in the paper: Ganga Chinna Rao Devarapu and Stavroula Foteinopoulou, \Mid-IR near-
perfect absorption with a SiC photonic crystal with angle controlled polarization selectivity," Opt.
Express 20, 13040-13054 (2012) [ c Optical Society of America. See http://dx.doi.org/10.
1364/OE.20.013040].
2This paper was published in Optics Express and is made available as an electronic reprint
with the permission of OSA. The paper can be found at the following URL on the OSA website:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OE.20.013040. Systematic or multiple reproduction or distribution
to multiple locations via electronic or other means is prohibited and is subject to penalties under
law.
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such high control of energy velocity can be achieved by appropriately terminating
the SiC layer at the entrance of the PC. In addition, we will also explore the angular
and polarization dependency of the near-perfect absorptive property in these SiC
1D-PCs. Although the thickness of the PC absorber presented in this Chapter is
larger than the operating wavelength by a factor of 20, we will show in Chapter 5
that the insights gained by the investigations in this chapter will lead to a compact
absorber with a total thickness of just one-third of the impinging wavelength.
Before proceeding to our results and analysis we briey recap the methods employed
in this chapter. The results in this chapter have been calculated with computer
programs that have been developed based on Yariv and Yeh's Transfer Matrix
Method (TMM) [1, 2] that we have presented in Chapter 2, adapted to the specic
parameters of the structures studied here.
Abstract
We theoretically investigate mid-IR absorption enhancement with a SiC one-
dimensional photonic crystal (PC) microstructure at the frequency regime of the
phonon-polariton band gap, where ecient absorption is unattainable in the bulk
material. Our study reveals an intricate relationship between absorption eciency
and the energy velocity of light propagation, that is far more complex than hitherto
believed. In particular, our ndings suggest that absorption peaks away from the
photonic-crystal band edge where energy velocity is minimum. While ecient
absorption is still associated with a slow-light mode, the latter is faster by at least an
order of magnitude in comparison to the bulk material. Moreover, our calculations
suggest that absorption becomes optimal when light gradually slows down as it
enters the PC. Relying on this insight, we achieved near-perfect absorption around
the phonon-polariton mid-gap frequency with a PC with a suitably terminated end
face. We further demonstrate that the near-perfect absorptive property can be
tuned with the incident light angle, to be polarization insensitive or polarization
selective. We believe our proposed non-metallic paradigm opens up a new route for
harnessing infrared absorption with semiconductor and ionic-crystal materials.
3.2 Introduction
Harnessing absorption at visible frequencies with nanostructured materials has
been a subject of numerous current research eorts [3{11] driven by the strong
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interest to enhance the performance of photovoltaic devices. The design principles
employed by these works to optimize the photon absorption involve enhancement
of the near-eld by excitation of surface or waveguide electromagnetic (EM) modes
[5, 7, 8, 10], engineering lossy material surfaces with ultra-low reectivity [4, 6, 11],
or directing the EM energy into slow waveguide modes that would imply a large
interaction time between light and matter [9]. However, manipulating photonic
absorption at mid-IR frequencies is also an extremely desirable functionality
pertinent to biosensing and medical diagnostic applications. Typical pathogens
have their absorption ngerprint around 10 m [12]. Also, infrared imaging systems
[13, 14] have been recently proposed for cancer diagnosis at early stages [13, 15].
Thus far, mainly metallic microstructures have been employed to achieve absorption
enhancement at mid-IR frequencies. The pioneering proposal of S. Y. Lin [16] et
al. reported an absorptance as high as 50% with a tungsten (W) three-dimensional
layer-by-layer PC. The latter was attributed to a large photon-matter interaction
time emanating from a slow Bloch mode [17], occurring at the PC band edge, and
a long material path within the PC.
Metallic PCs are typically highly reective at mid-IR frequencies, and accordingly
have signicant limitations with respect to absorption enhancement. In particular,
at this frequency range bulk metals are near-perfect reectors, with a skin depth of
the order of 0=300, with 0 being the free space wavelength, and essentially a 100%
reectivity. Only very recently, J. A. Mason et al. [18] achieved a 100% absorption
with an Au-SOG (spin-on glass)-Au periodic strip structure, and demonstrated its
potential as a bio-sensing platform [19]. The latter perfect absorbing system relied
on the excitation of the composite waveguide modes, and exploited absorption in
both the Au and SOG layers [18]. Given the immense need for mid-IR absorption
manipulation, it is of utmost interest to explore alternate schemes that can yield a
near-perfect absorption in this frequency range.
Here we report for the rst time a non-metallic route to near-perfect mid-IR
absorption by employing a semiconductor-based PC. We will analyze carefully the
design principles that lead to such a near-perfect absorption in a one-dimensional
PC structure. Semiconductor materials have their phonon-polariton gap in the
infrared spectrum [20] and have a high loss-tangent within this frequency region.
The bulk structures are still highly reective, but considerably better impedance
matched with vacuum than metals are. Also their respective skin depth in the
mid-IR spectrum is at least an order of magnitude higher, which means they can
oer a larger eective light-matter interaction path in comparison to their metallic
counterparts.
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In particular, we present the periodic SiC PC system under study in Section 3.3 and
briey discuss the theoretical method employed in our calculations. We present the
results obtained for the absorptance in Section 3.4, and discuss their correlation to
intensity enhancement in the SiC layers. In Section 3.5 we analyze the intricate role
of the energy velocity of the in-coupled electromagnetic (EM) wave in association
to absorptance. Based on the insight gained by this analysis, we propose in Section
3.6 a suitable PC with a terminated end face that exhibits a near-perfect mid-IR
absorption. This result essentially represents a dramatic absorption enhancement,
about 30 times larger in comparison to the bulk SiC structure. We further explore
the capability of this paradigm to demonstrate polarization insensitive as well as
polarization selective near-perfect absorption in Section 3.7. Finally, we discuss our
conclusions in Section 3.8.
3.3 The one-dimensional SiC photonic crystal sys-
tem modeled with TMM
We choose SiC (Silicon Carbide) for the semiconductor constituent, because its
phonon-polariton mid-gap is around 11m, where the absorption ngerprint of
many biological substances lies [12, 21]. The periodic one-dimensional (1D) PC
comprises of alternating SiC and air slabs, of widths d1 and d2 respectively and
has a unit cell size a = d1 + d2. The ratio f = d1=a represents the SiC lling
ratio [22]. In all of the following, we consider a structural unit cell with a=10.3m.
In Fig. 3.1(a), the rst two unit cells of the structure are depicted. As seen in
the gure, we consider normal incidence along the x-direction, which is also the
stacking direction, with the electric eld E polarized along the y-direction. To
model the optical response of the SiC layer we consider a suitable Lorentzian t to
the experimental optical data, as reported in Ref. [23]. So, we take the permittivity
"1 of the SiC layer to be:
"1(!) = "1

1 +
!2L   !2T
!2T   !2   i! 

(3.1)
with "1=6.7, !T =223.79 THz, !L =229.07 THz and   =20.1428
THz and ! representing the cyclic frequency of the incoming EM wave. The
spectral region between !T and !L is generally known as the phonon-polariton
gap [20], where propagation within the bulk material is prohibited. So, SiC has a
phonon-polariton gap region that extends roughly from 10.3 to 12.6 m (free space
wavelength). We note that the form of permittivity dispersion given in Eq. 3.1 corre-
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sponds to EM waves varying in time as e i!t [24, 25]. We take "2=1 for the air slabs.
The absorptance, A, will be calculated with the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM)
of Yeh, Yariv and Hong [1, 2], as A=1-R-T with R and T being the reectance
and transmittance respectively. We will see in the following, that to interpret and
understand the absorptance behavior, the calculation and analysis of additional
PC properties will be needed. We will also calculate the electric and magnetic eld
across the actual 1D PC of nite thickness with the TMM method. The band
structure of the 1D PC, representing the dispersion relation for the propagating
EM modes will be calculated with TMM by considering Bloch boundary conditions
across the structural unit cell[1], thus modeling an innitely extending 1D PC.
Note, we will refer to the associated electric and magnetic eld distributions for the
innite extending PC as modal elds.
3.4 Results and discussion on absorptance en-
hancement with the periodic SiC 1D PC
We consider the absorptance, A, through a 20 cell-thick PC for dierent lling
ratios, f. We show the results versus free space wavelength, free, in Fig. 3.1(b)
as red dashed lines for f=0.07, green dot-dashed lines for f=0.15 and blue dotted
lines for f=0.30. The magenta vertical lines represent the spectral limits of the SiC
phonon-polariton gap. The black solid line corresponds to the absorptance through
a SiC block with thickness of 14.42 m, which is equal to the total SiC thickness of
the PC with f=0.07. Note, the latter represents a saturated absorptance value for
bulk SiC in the phonon-polariton gap region, i.e. a thicker SiC slab won't yield a
higher absorptance.
For the cases of Fig. 3.1(b) we show the corresponding reectance in Fig. 3.1(c).
It is clear that reectance is the major limiting factor of absorption. Our results
suggest that parting a SiC block into thin slices can reduce the reectance and
in this manner enhance the absorption3. We observe that the thinner these slices
are the larger the absorption enhancement is, which also peaks more towards
the center of the phonon-polariton gap. The higher lling ratio PC (f=0.30),
3SiC is highly reective in bulk form. However, 1D-PCs constructed from thin SiC layers, i.e.
\SiC slices", will have a low reectance as we can see in Fig. 3.1(c). Due to this low reectance,
light will enter inside these PCs and get absorbed in the SiC layers if the total PC structure is
thick enough. We explore the limits of how small we can make the thickness of the PC structure
in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Normal incidence at the 1D SiC-air PC structure (rst two unit cells are
shown). The geometric and material parameters of the PC system are indicated. (b)
Absorptance versus free space wavelength, free, for a 20-unit-cell SiC-air PC with lling
ratio 0.07 (red dashed lines), 0.15 (green dotted-dashed lines) and 0.30 (blue dotted lines)
(a=10.3 m). The absorptance of a bulk SiC block of thickness equal to 14.42 m is
shown for reference as a black solid line. The magenta vertical lines encompass the SiC
phonon-polariton spectral gap region. (c) Same as in (b), but for reectance versus the
free space wavelength.
is very little dierent from the bulk SiC structure. In other words, lower ll-
ing ratio polaritonic PCs are better absorbers in the frequency regime of the
phonon-polariton gap. Our ndings are consistent with observations on visible
spectrum absorption with a plasmonic nanowire PC in the work of Ref. [6]. Ac-
cordingly, in the following we focus only in the lower lling ratio structure of f=0.07.
The work of S. Y. Lin et al. [16] suggests that in PCs with lossy material constituents,
absorption would be expected to peak around the PC band edge, were propagating
modes are ultra-slow allowing for a larger interaction time between light and matter.
We show the band structure for the SiC PC in Fig. 3.2(a). We plot the free space
wavelength, free, with the photonic crystal (Bloch) wavevector q in dimensionless
units [real part is shown in left panel and imaginary part is shown in the right panel].
The PC band edge in polaritonic PCs is actually not as sharply dened as for the
case of lossless PCs. We will identify as the band-gap region the regime where the
real part of the wavevector is in the vicinity of the Brillouin zone boundary (i.e.
close to /a), with a correspondingly large imaginary part. Accordingly, the result
in Fig. 3.2(a) suggest an allowed band within SiC the phonon-polariton gap up
until 11.5 m, which we designate with the yellow shaded region. Notice the band
edge is in agreement with the onset of a large reectivity as we see in Fig. 3.1(c).
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It is very interesting to note that, absorptance actually peaks at about 10.9 m,
which is around the middle of the allowed propagation band, well away from the PC
band edge. The absorptance at the peak wavelength is about 60%, representing an
enhancement factor around 15 with respect to bulk SiC.
Figure 3.2: (a) Band structure of the SiC PC with a lling ratio 0.07 within the SiC phonon-
polariton gap spectrum. The left (right) panel depicts the modal free space wavelength
free, with respect to the real (imaginary) part of the Bloch wavevector q (dimensionless
units). We nd an allowed propagation band for the SiC PC, with spectral limits desig-
nated with the shaded region in the gure. (b) Corresponding spectral response of the
averaged normalized intensity at the rst (black line), second (red line) and third (green
line) SiC layer for the semi-innite SiC-air PC. (c) Energy velocity in the innite PC
structure averaged within the SiC layer (red solid line). Energy velocity within bulk SiC
is shown for comparison (green dashed line). The blue solid vertical line designates the
PC band-gap edge, while the vertical blue dotted line designates the free space wavelength
where absorptance peaks [see Fig. 3.1(b)].
In the following, we attempt to understand better the factors underpinning the
occurrence of the absorptance peak away from the band edge. In plasmonic-based
nanostructures intensity enhancement within the metal has been quoted as a
criterion to optimize asborptance [5, 7, 8, 10]. Therefore, we calculate here also the
spectral behavior of the normalized electric-eld intensity within the SiC layers in
the PC. In order to do that we consider a long {two-hundred-cell{ PC structure
that emulates a semi-innite PC [17]. We consider the averaged intensity within
the rst, second and third SiC layer (counting from the interface) and normalize
it with the intensity I0 of the incoming EM wave. Thus, the normalized averaged
intensity enhancement Ienha is given by:
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Ienha =
1
I0
1
d1
Z d1
0
jEy(x)j2dx; (3.2)
where x=0 in Eq. 3.2 is taken at the front SiC face of the rst, second and third PC
cell in each case. Ey(x) represents the electric eld distribution that is calculated
with TMM for the two-hundred-cell-thick PC system.
We plot the results in Fig. 3.2(b), with black, red and green solid line for the
normalized intensity average within the rst, second and third SiC layer respectively.
Interestingly, throughout the allowed band the normalized intensity enhancement
seems to peak toward the band edge in the rst cell, while its response gets relatively
at at the third unit cell. The results in Fig. 3.2(b) imply that the absorptance
peak does not coincide spectrally with the intensity enhancement peak. Note, the
latter is less than one implying that throughout the allowed band the normalized
averaged intensity in the SiC layer is less than the incident light intensity. The
intensity in the air layers is about 3 times larger but with similar spectral response
as in the SiC layers.
We proceed now to shed light into the relationship between the energy velocity
of the propagating mode and absorption. Frequently, the group velocity is used
to characterize the energy velocity of the propagating mode. However, the energy
and group velocities are equal only in the case of lossless constituents [17, 26].
Actually, these can be quite dierent when constituents with anomalous dispersion
are considered, such as polaritonic media [27]. Also, the group velocity captures the
average energy velocity within the unit cell [17, 28]. However, the energy-velocity
denition allows for spatial resolution within the individual SiC and air layers [28],
which is crucial to obtain a measure of the light-matter interaction time within the
SiC layer. We will consider in the following the energy velocity averaged within the
SiC layer of an innitely extending PC structure. This will be given by [27, 29]:
ve =
< Sx >
< U >
=
1
2
R d1
0
Re[Ey(x)H

z (x)]dx
1
4
R d1
0
["0("10 +
2!"
00
1
 
)jEy(x)j2 + 0jHz(x)j2]dx
; (3.3)
where the bar on Sx and U indicates the time-averaged quantities of the Poynting
vector and energy density respectively while the brackets <> denote the spatial
average within the SiC layer. Ey(x), and Hz(x) are the modal electric and magnetic
eld distributions, that we obtain with the TMM for the innitely extending
PC (unit cell with Bloch boundary conditions). Also, "0 and 0 are the vacuum
permittivity and permeability, "
0
1, "
00
1 and   are the real part, imaginary part and
dissipation parameter of the SiC permittivity given in Eq. 3.1. Note, that the
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proper form for the EM energy density is used here for the polaritonic SiC medium
[27] that is consistent with Loudon [29].
The energy velocity result from Eq. 3.3 is plotted versus free space wavelength,
free, as a solid red line in Fig. 3.2(c). The result is shown in units of the speed
of light, c. We see that the energy velocity drops to almost zero from the band
edge at about 11.5 m { designated with the blue solid vertical line in the gure.
However, as also discussed above the absorptance peak{ designated with the blue
dotted vertical line{is well away spectrally from this point. This result is contrary
to the observations in Ref. [16], where absorptance maxima and energy velocity
minima overlap spectrally at the PC band edge. We observe that in our polaritonic
PC system the PC band edge ceases to be sharply dened [30]. As a result, the
energy velocity does not also sharply reduce to zero, but there is rather an extended
region with a low ve. For the periodic PC, absorptance is peaking within the latter
frequency regime but away from the point where ve almost drops to zero. We stress
that the propagation mode at the absorptance peak wavelength is much faster in
the SiC layer of the SiC-air PC, by at least an order of magnitude, in comparison
to the one in bulk SiC. The energy velocity of the latter is shown with the green
dashed line in Fig. 3.2(c).
We argue that the role played by the energy velocity in absorption is bi-fold. In
particular, we assert that while slow light is conducive to absorption, due to a
longer light-matter interaction time, at the same time it is an adverse factor causing
an elevated reectance. Accordingly, a slower mode with a larger interaction time
does not necessarily imply also a greater absorption enhancement. We investigate
further this aspect in the following section.
3.5 Energy velocity and reectance
We attempt in this paragraph to develop a relationship between the energy velocity
of light inside the SiC layers of the 1D PC and reectance on the air-PC interface.
We will consider again the semi-innite PC medium. Note that, while in a PC
with lossless constituents the energy velocity does not vary spatially within the
individual constituent layers [28] this is not the case for lossy constituents. Inside
the lossy SiC layers the energy velocity, ve has a spatial variation. We depict
the spatial variation of ve in Fig. 3.3(a) within the rst SiC PC layer, of the
eectively semi-innite PC for a free space wavelength of 10.9 m. This represents
a wavelength falling close to the absorptance peak in Fig. 3.1(b) for the twenty-cell
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Figure 3.3: (a) Energy velocity at the interfacial SiC layer as a function of position, x, for
the periodic PC at 10.9 m free space wavelength. (b) The same but for a terminated PC,
with a half-sized SiC end face at 11.4 m free space wavelength (red dashed line). The
black solid line represents the corresponding periodic PC case. Note, in all cases x=0 was
taken at the front face of the second PC cell.
PC [Note as we approach the semi-innite limit the absorptance peak shown in
Fig. 3.1(b) is inhomogeneously broadened]. We nd that this spatial variation of ve
within SiC remains exactly the same for layers inside the semi-innite PC. Also we
nd that throughout the allowed PC band region [shaded region in Fig. 3.2(a)], the
ve within the SiC layers retains this characteristic increasing-decreasing ve prole
shape.
In the following we attempt to get a relation between the energy velocity, ve, at
the interface of the semi-innite PC and reectance, R. Let  and  represent the
electric eld contributions just after the air-PC interface, propagating along the
+x and  x directions respectively [where the axis system has been dened in Fig.
3.1(a)]. It can be easily shown with TMM that:
 =
1
2
[(1 + ) + (1  )r]; (3.4)
and
 =
1
2
[(1  ) + (1 + )r]; (3.5)
with r being the reection coecient (i.e. reectance, R = jrj2) and  = k2=k1
with k1, k2 being the wavevectors inside SiC and air respectively. Then with the
use of Maxwell's equations and the ve expression [see Eq. 3.3 without the spatial
average], after some math manipulations we obtain for the energy velocity at the
air-PC interface:
ve, int =
2c(1  R)
("fac + 1)(1 + R) + 2Re(r)("fac   1) ; (3.6)
with c being the velocity of light,
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"fac = "1
0 +
2!"
00
1
 
; (3.7)
and the parameters "1
0, "
00
1 ,   have the same meaning as dened below Eq. 3.3.
Equation 3.6 implies that when ve = 0 then R=1. In other words, zero energy
velocity signies the photonic band gap. Now if we require zero reection, the
energy velocity from Eq. 3.6 becomes:
ve, int(R = 0) =
2c
"fac + 1
: (3.8)
If a reectionless mode couples into the PC, then eectively all energy can get
absorbed for a suciently thick structure. Such a mode would need to be slow
at the interface, as implied by Eq. 3.8 ("fac ranges between roughly 50 and 175
within the allowed PC band regime). However, a comparison of ve, int from Eq. 3.8
and the energy velocity in the bulk SiC [27] yields that the PC medium would
need to actually speed-up the light propagation inside the SiC material, in order
to absorb the incoming light eciently. We found that depending on the free
space wavelength within the SiC polariton-gap regime, this speed-up factor ranges
between 5 and 15.
Since we observe a rather smooth spatial variation of ve within the SiC layer, it is
a fair assumption that the value of ve at the interface is close to the value averaged
within the entire layer. Then, based on the expectation for the energy velocity of the
reectionless PC, and the spectral response of ve shown in Fig. 3.2(c), one would
predict a near-perfect absorption around 11.35 m. We however have not observed
such near-perfect absorption for the periodic PC. This leads us to understand that
there may be also a correlation between the type of energy velocity spatial prole
at the interface (growing or decaying) and the reectance R. We thus explore the
existence of such correlation. The electric eld expressions from the TMM method
within the SiC interface layer, after some extensive math manipulations, yield the
following expression for the energy velocity slope at the interface:

dve
dx

int
= ve, int
"
00
1!
c

 1 + R + 2Re(r)
1  R + 2
1  R  4!
 
Im(r)
("fac + 1)(1 + R) + 2Re(r)("fac   1)

:
(3.9)
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Figure 3.4: (a) Normal incidence at the 1D SiC-air PC, with the rst SiC layer truncated.
The geometric parameters of the PC system, and truncated layer, are indicated. (b)
Absorptance versus free space wavelength, free, and termination ratio, tratio = dint=d1, for
a twenty-cell SiC-air PC with a lling ratio 0.07. The two vertical white lines designate the
phonon-polariton gap region. (c) Same as in (b) plotted for the case with tratio=0.5. The
inset shows the absorptance versus the number of total cells, N, for the peak wavelength
of 11.4 m.
Now from Eq. 3.9 at the reectionless condition, we obtain the following value for
the energy velocity slope at the PC interface:
dve
dx

int
(R = 0) = ve, int
"
00
1!
c

 1 + 2
"fac + 1

< 0; (3.10)
since "fac > 1. Equation 3.10 suggests that for the reectionless PC light should
gradually slow down when entering the SiC-air PC. We note that this observation is
not specic to SiC, but is general and applies to any air-layered-structure interface,
comprised of any absorbing material including metals.
However, as we observe in Fig. 3.3(a) light initially speeds up and then slows down
while coupling into the SiC-air PC. As we nd this increasing-decreasing spatial pro-
le for ve throughout the allowed PC-band region, this seems to pose a substantial
limiting factor to the reection minimization and accordingly to the optimization
of absorptance. We therefore subsequently focus on investigating the possibility
to manipulate the spatial ve prole at the PC-structure entry. For this reason we
explore a PC design, where the rst face is truncated. We note, that truncation of
end faces has been considered before in lossless PCs as a route of transmission con-
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Figure 3.5: Spectral response of the averaged normalized intensity, Ienha at the rst (black
line), second (red line) and third (green line) SiC layer for the semi-innite truncated SiC
PC with tratio = 0:5. The result for the rst layer of the corresponding full periodic PC is
also shown as dashed blue lines.
trol [31, 32]. Our TMM based calculations for ve in the semi-innite PC shows that
the truncation leaves the energy velocity intact for layers well inside the PC medium.
Then, at the interface SiC layer, the ve spatial prole follows exactly the same
functional form as in the overlapping periodic PC. As an example we show such
ve prole for a truncated PC at 11.4 m free space wavelength in Fig. 3.3(b) for
a PC structure with a total of 20 cells. The SiC end face has half the width of a
SiC layer within the bulk PC structure. We clearly observe a decaying ve prole
from the interface, shown as a red dashed line in the gure. For comparison, the
corresponding ve prole for the periodic semi-innite PC is also shown as a black
solid line. Note that in the gures we have taken x =0 at the front face of the
second cell, that is the same for both periodic and truncated PC. The latter result
essentially arms that truncating the PC end face provides a route to manipulate 
dve
dx

at the interface. Equation (9) implies that this translates into manipulating
the reectance, R, and thus the absorptance of the PC structure. We explore such
truncation based optimization route in the section that follows.
3.6 Near-perfect mid-IR absorption in the trun-
cated PC design
We truncate the rst layer to a thickness dint, while the remaining PC remains
intact, as we depict in Fig. 3.4(a). We plot the absorptance, A, versus the free space
wavelength, free, and the termination ratio tratio = dint=d1 in Fig. 3.4(b). The latter
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represents the thickness ratio of the truncated SiC layer and the SiC layers in the
remaining periodic PC. The results suggest that the optimum absorptance occurs
at a termination ratio close to 0.5 yielding essentially a near-perfect absorption. We
depict the absorptance versus free space wavelength for the latter case separately in
Fig. 3.4(c), where we can see clearly the near-perfect absorption at free  11:4 m.
Figure 3.6: (a) TE-polarization incidence on the truncated PC design (b) TH-polarization
incidence on the truncated PC design
This results represents essentially an absorptance enhancement factor of 30, i.e. an
increase of  2900%, in reference to the bulk SiC structure. For the peak wavelength
we show also in the inset the absorptance versus the total number of photonic crystal
cells. We see that with just three cells, corresponding to a total SiC thickness of
 0:15free, we can obtain absorptance exceeding 50%. Thus, our paradigm structure
achieves essentially the same IR absorption as a metallic PC [16], with a photon-
matter interaction path that is more than an order of magnitude smaller. This
is because the eective interaction path in metallic PCs is much smaller than the
material thickness that is crossed by the EM wave, due to the ultra-small metallic
skin depth at IR frequencies.
Thus, the truncation of the PC end face introduces a propagation mode where light
gradually slows down as it enters which seems to facilitate the ecient in-coupling
of slow light of ve, int  0:0115c, in this manner optimizing absorptance. We note
that while the absorptance peak red-shifts towards the band edge for the truncated
PC, it still remains spectrally away from it 4.
Also, still the absorptance peak does not coincide spectrally with the intensity
enhancement maximum, as we show in Fig. 3.5. The calculation was again
performed with TMM for the semi-innite truncated PC with tratio = 0:5. The
averaged normalized intensity, Ienha is shown as black, red and green solid lines
for the rst, second and third SiC layer respectively. For comparison we show
4In other words the absorptance peak is closer, but still quite far away from the PC-band-
edge frequency. This implies a large number of building blocks are necessary for the light to get
absorbed.
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Figure 3.7: Absorptance versus incident angle, I and free space wavelength free for TE-
polarization (gures in the left) and TH-polarization (gures in the right) for dierent
termination ratios: tratio=0.5 in (a) and (b), tratio=1.0 (implying a fully periodic PC) in
(c) and (d) and tratio=0.25 in (e) and (f)
also in Fig. 3.5 the corresponding result for the rst SiC layer of the periodic
PC as the dashed blue lines. Evidently, the truncation does not have any impact
on the spectral response of the intensity enhancement. The actual value of the
latter increases across spectrum with the truncation, as more light couples into
the structure. This is true for both SiC and air layers. This arms our previous
assertion that the truncation facilitates the in-coupling and thus optimizes the
absorptance by manipulating the spatial prole of the light's energy velocity at the
entry.
It is very interesting to explore the angular and polarization dependency of the
near-perfect absorptive property of the truncated SiC PC. We do so in the following
section.
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3.7 Angular and polarization response of the
truncated PC design: Achieving polarization
insensitive and polarization selective ecient
absorptance
Figure 3.8: (a) Polarization insensitive absorptance when incident angle is 30 deg. (yellow
shaded region) (b) Polarization selective absorptance when incident angle is 65 deg. (cyan
region for a TE-mode absorber and salmon region for a TH-mode absorber). In all cases,
the black solid and dashed green lines represent the absorptance for the TE- and TH-
modes respectively, while the red dashed and blue dotted represent the reectance for TE-
and TH-modes respectively.
At normal incidence, TE and TH polarization are degenerate. However, for
o-normal incidence these decouple. We depict TE and TH polarization incidence
at the truncated PC in Figs. 3.6(a) and 3.6(b) respectively. We calculate then
with the TMM for a truncated PC with tratio = 0:5 and thickness of 20 cells, the
absorptance versus the angle of incidence I , and free space wavelength, free, and
we show the results in Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b) respectively. We note that at each
incident angle and frequency the truncation with tratio = 0:5 may not be always
the optimum one. However, we nd that overall that the optimum termination
is close to a termination ratio of tratio = 0:5 across the spectrum of incident
angles and frequencies within the phonon-polariton gap regime. Indicatively, we
show for comparison the respective absorptance versus incident angle and free
space wavelength for the fully periodic structure (tratio = 1:0), and a truncated
PC with tratio = 0:25. The respective TE-polarization cases are shown in Figs.
3.7(c) and 3.7(e) and the respective TH-polarization cases in Figs. 3.7(d) and 3.7(f).
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Indeed, looking closely we observe a near-perfect absorptance for the truncated PC
design with tratio = 0:5 for dierent frequency-angle regimes. This implies that by
tuning the angle of incidence we can manipulative the absorptive response of the
PC structure. To see this more clearly we highlight this behavior by showing the
absorptance versus free space wavelength for two particular incident angles: 30 deg.
shown in Fig. 3.8(a) and 65 deg. shown in Fig. 3.8(b). At normal incidence, the
two polarizations are degenerate, which means that we would get a near-perfect
absorptance for both polarizations. The results in Fig. 3.8(a) suggest that this
polarization insensitivity of the absorptance seems to survive even for a larger
incident angle, but blue-shifts spectrally. The yellow shaded region in Fig. 3.8(a)
represents a spectral regime where we can obtain more than 80% absorptance for
both polarizations.
Figure 3.9: Energy velocity, ve along the propagation direction x versus free space wave-
length, free for the innite PC, with a non-zero wave vector along z [dened in Fig. 3.1(a)]
, kz. In (a), (b) kz corresponds to the mode that couples at an incident angle of 30 deg.
and 65 deg. respectively. In all cases, the solid black line represents the TE polarization
result and the dashed red lines represents the TH polarization result.
Now for an incident angle of 65 deg., the PC band-gap frequency regimes do not
spectrally overlap for the TE and TH polarization cases. We can conrm this
by calculating the innite-PC energy velocity along the propagation direction (x)
versus the free space wavelength, for cases having a wavevector component along the
z-direction [dened in Fig. 3.1(a)] that corresponds to an angle of incidence of 30
deg. and 65 deg. The results for the former case are shown in Fig. 3.9(a) while the
results for the latter in Fig. 3.9(b) with a solid line for TE-polarization and a red
dashed line for TH-polarization. As discussed in Section 3.5, the band-gap region
can be identied by regions where ve is ultra-slow approaching zero. Thus, we
observe in Fig. 3.9(a) that the band-edge is close for both TE and TH polarizations.
This made it possible to get an ecient absorptance at about 10.9 m, which is in
the vicinity but away from the band-edge for both polarizations, as we saw in Fig.
3.8(a). On the other hand, this is not true for the case that corresponds to a 65 deg.
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incidence. We observe in Fig. 3.9(b) a spectral region until a free space wavelength
of 11 m where we have allowed TE-modes but forbidden TH modes. Conversely,
within the spectral region of  11.5-12 m the results of Fig. 3.9(b) suggest the
existence of forbidden TE-modes but allowed TH modes.
These angle- and polarization-dependent allowed-band regions translate into an
angle- and polarization-dependent absorption eciency. We see clearly in Fig.
3.8(b) in the regime around 10.9 m (cyan shaded region) an absorptance of more
than 95% for TE-polarization and less than 10% for TH-polarization. Conversely,
we observe around 12 m (salmon shaded region) an absorptance of more than
95% for TH-polarization and less than 10% for TE-polarization. The later result
demonstrates that our proposed truncated SiC PC can act as a polarization
selective absorber at an angle of incidence of 65 deg.
3.8 Conclusions
In conclusion, we report here for the rst time a non-metallic route to mid-IR
near-perfect absorption with a SiC one-dimensional photonic crystal around the
frequency of the bulk SiC phonon-polariton mid-gap. We have achieved the
near-perfect absorption by considering ultrathin SiC slices{that allow for reduced
reectivity{and in addition by tailoring the width of the input interface. Our
careful investigation reveals that a slow light propagation simultaneously facilitates
and impedes absorption, by allowing a larger light-matter interaction time and
inducing a high reection respectively. We nd that ecient absorption occurs
when the coupled mode is slow, but yet at least an order of magnitude faster than
in the bulk SiC material. Also, we nd that the absorptance peak can be spectrally
well away 5 from the PC band edge contrary to previous reports in metallic PCs [16].
Moreover, we demonstrate that a proper interface truncation manipulates the spa-
tial distribution of the energy velocity at the interface. Our results show that a
slow mode with decreasing energy velocity in the interface facilitates an ecient
in-coupling and thus induces near-perfect absorption. We further show that by con-
trolling the angle of incidence our proposed structure can act both as a polarization
5This means constructing a PC with lossy constituents is not sucient to achieve a high ab-
sorption enhancement at the PC band-edge as suggested in Ref. [16]. The quick EM wave die-o
within the PC{characteristic of near-band-edge frequencies{actually competes with having a low
reection. In other words, only EM energy that is not reected will be quickly absorbed inside the
lossy PCs. This inevitably pushes the absorption peak away from the band-edge where reection
is lower. We will explore this limitation in detail for the construction of a compact PC-based
absorber in Chapter 5.
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insensitive and as a polarization selective absorber. Our truncated PC paradigm
opens a new avenue for absorption engineering within the phonon-polariton gap re-
gion of semiconductor and ionic crystal materials. We believe our study will inspire
new highly ecient non-metallic absorber designs pertinent to mid-IR detection
devices.
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4
Photonic Crystal absorbers: Bragg vs.
Eective medium regime
4.1 Chapter Overview
In the previous Chapter we achieved near-perfect absorptance with low-lling-ratio
semiconductor photonic crystals (PCs) with a lattice constant roughly of the order
of the free space wavelength of operation. In the following, we will refer to these
larger lattice constant PCs as PCs in the Bragg regime. In this Chapter, we will
investigate the absorption performance of PCs with a deep-subwavelength lattice
constant. These PCs essentially behave as eective optical materials. Our objective
is to evaluate and compare the Bragg and the eective medium PC routes to
absorption enhancement and gain insight for further designs of superabsorbing
structures.
Before proceeding to our results and analysis we briey recap the methods employed
in this chapter. The results in this chapter have been calculated with computer
programs that have been developed based on Yariv and Yeh's Transfer Matrix
Method (TMM) [1{4] that we have presented in Chapter 2, adapted to the specic
parameters of the structures studied here.
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4.2 Absorption control with natural polaritonic
materials
The superabsorbing structures should have a large extinction coecient that coexists
with a small reection. The latter allows most of the incident light to enter inside
these structures. Once the light is inside, the large extinction coecient ensures light
absorption within a small distance within the structure by providing a strong power-
loss rate. Therefore, it is advantageous to construct such superabsorbing structures
from strongly absorbing constituents such as polaritonic materials. The latter have
a large extinction coecient in the Reststrahlen-band frequency regime. However,
due to the extreme permittivity values of the polaritonic materials in this frequency
regime, they are also typically highly reective in bulk form. This high-reection
behaviour can be explained after considering the frequency dependent permittivity
of the polaritonic materials. The polaritonic material permittivity can be described
with a Lorentzian function [5],
" = "1

1 +
!2L   !2T
!2T   !2   i! 

; (4.1)
where ! is the angular frequency of the incident EM wave,   is the intrinsic damp-
ing parameter, !T is the transverse optical (TO) phonon frequency and !L is the
longitudinal optical (LO) phonon frequency. The latter two frequencies are related
by the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation (LST) [5] as:
!2L
!2T
=
"st
"1
; (4.2)
where "st and "1 are the static permittivity and permittivity at very high frequencies
of the polaritonic material respectively. We can separate the real and imaginary
parts of the permittivity of the polaritonic material as:
" = "
0
+ i "
00
; (4.3)
where
"0 = "1

1 +
(!L
2   !2T )(!2T   !2)
(!2T   !2)2 + (! )2

; (4.4)
and
"00 = "1

1 +
(!L
2   !2T )! 
(!2T   !2)2 + (! )2

: (4.5)
We can identify from Eq. 4.4, that "0 becomes negative in the frequency regime
between !T and !L (see also Fig. 2.2 in Chapter 2). Therefore, propagation of
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light is prohibited in this region, implying a very high reection. This frequency
regime is referred to as the phonon-polariton gap or the Reststrahlen band [5] of
the material. The precise reectance, R, of a semi-innite block made from this
polaritonic material, can be evaluated from [6]:
R =
(n  1)2 + 2
(n+ 1)2 + 2
; (4.6)
where n and  are the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of the
polaritonic material. From this reectance, R we can evaluate the absorptance, A
as A = 1   R, since T = 0 for the semi-innite block. As an example, we plot
in Fig. 4.1 the reectance and absorptance of a semi-innite block made of SiC
versus the free space wavelength, free, with red and black lines, respectively. We
indicate the wavelengths corresponding to the LO and TO phonon frequencies with
the green dashed lines in Fig. 4.1. As discussed above, the spectral region between
these two frequencies represents the Reststrahlen band of SiC, indicated with the
yellow shading in Fig. 4.1. We notice the high, near-unity reectance in most part
of this spectral region as expected.
Figure 4.1: Spectral response of absorptance A (black line), reectance R (red line) and
extinction coecient,  (blue line) of a semi-innite SiC block. The green dashed lines
indicate the wavelengths corresponding to the LO and TO phonon frequencies in Eq. 4.1.
The low and high reectance region are indicated with the orange and yellow shadings
respectively.
Now we draw the attention of the reader to the orange shaded region in the left
side of the LO phonon wavelength, L =
2c
!L
, in Fig. 4.1. In this spectral regime,
polaritonic materials have low values of "0 and negligible values of "00, (see Fig. 2.2
in Chapter 2) and  as we see in Fig. 4.1. As a result, the reectance becomes low
according to Eq. 4.6. This low reectance regime typically exists for polaritonic
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Figure 4.2: Spectral response of absorptance, A of a semi-innite SiC block (black-solid
line), and a 20 m thick SiC block (red-solid line). The corresponding reectance results of
these two structures are shown with a black-dotted line and a red-dotted line respectively.
The orange colour shading indicates the low reectance spectral regime corresponding to
0 < "0  1. The green dashed lines indicate the wavelengths corresponding to the LO and
TO phonon frequencies in Eq. 4.1.
materials in the frequency regime where 0 < "0  1, with the minimum reectance
occurring at "0 = 1. From now on, we refer to this particular frequency regime, as
the low reectance regime. In Fig. 4.1, we can see that for SiC this low reectance
regime spans between 10 m and 10.3 m. If we take a suciently thick material,
then absorptance becomes very high in this low reectance regime and the peak
of the absorptance coincides with the reectance minimum. In Fig. 4.1, we can
observe this near-perfect absorptance peak for SiC at 10 m.
If we take a thinner layer of polaritonic material, then the peak of the absorptance
red shifts towards the higher values of "00 away from the reectance minimum. To
make this evident we plot the spectral response for the absorptance (reectance)
from a semi-innite SiC block and a 20 m thick SiC block in Fig. 4.2, with a
black solid (dotted) line and a red solid (dotted) line respectively. We can clearly
observe that the absorption peak of the narrower SiC block is red-shifted towards
the LO phonon frequency, !L. For practical reasons thinner structures are desirable.
Accordingly we should expect in these thinner structures a red-shifted absorption
peak away from the frequency where "0 = 1. Still, as Fig. 4.2 suggests, a large
absorptance can be obtained, of more than 80% for the case of SiC.
So far we have discussed that natural polaritonic materials have a low reectance
regime, where absorptance can be as high one. However, for a specic natural
polaritonic material this low reectance window is xed. Therefore, we cannot
tailor the spectral position of the absorption window on demand. Therefore, in the
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following, we will investigate the possibility to construct SiC metamaterials with an
on-demand absorption window based on judicious design.
4.3 Eective polaritonic PC metamaterials for
tunable absorption control
Figure 4.3: Schematics of the 1D-PC metamaterial with the geometric and material
parameters indicated. The lattice constant, a, is much smaller than the impinging EM
wave's (green curve) wavelength, free.
In Section 2.2 of Chapter 2, we discussed that we can treat the 1D-PCs with a
deep-subwavelength lattice constant as eective homogeneous media. Consequently
we can assign a frequency dependent eective permittivity value "eff (!), [7{15] as:
"eff (!) = "1(!)fr + "2(1  fr); (4.7)
where "1(!) and "2 are the dielectric functions of the polaritonic medium and
vacuum respectively, that comprise the PC (see schematics of Fig. 4.3). In the
above equation, fr =
d1
a
represents the lling ratio and a= d1 + d2 represents the
lattice constant of the PC, where d1 and d2 are the respective thicknesses of the
constituent materials. As we mentioned in Chapter 2, Eq. 4.7 is an approximate
relation valid when electric elds vary quasi-statically within the building blocks of
the PC. This is a valid assumption for the geometry and size-scale of the building
blocks which are less than ten times the wavelength of operation [14]. Furthermore,
validation of this assumption is veried by comparing the absorption/reection
spectra corresponding to the eective medium model with exact calculations, which
we discuss in detail in section 4.5.
With the use of the polaritonic material permittivity from Eq. 4.1, Eq. 4.7 yields
the eective permittivity of the PC metamaterial [13]:
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"eff (!) = "1

1 +
!2L   !2T
!2T   !2   i! 

fr + (1  fr): (4.8)
The above equation can be expanded as:
"eff (!) =
(!2T   !2   i! )"1fr + (!2T   !2   i! )(1  fr)
!2T   !2   i! 
: (4.9)
By rearranging the terms in Eq. 4.9 we get:
"eff (!) =
("1fr + (1  fr))( !2   i! ) + !2L"1fr + (1  fr)!2T
!2T   !2   i! 
: (4.10)
With the use of LST relation from Eq. 4.2, the above equation can be rewritten as:
"eff (!) =
("1fr + (1  fr)) ( !2   i! ) + !2L

"1fr + (1  fr) "1"st

!2T   !2   i! 
; (4.11)
and simplied to:
"eff (!) =
"1;eff ( !2   i! ) + !2L
!2T   !2   i! 
; (4.12)
where "1;eff and  are given by the following equations:
"1;eff = "1fr + (1  fr); (4.13)
and
 = "1

fr +
(1  fr)
"st

: (4.14)
Finally, by introducing !L;eff as:
!L;eff = !L
r

"1;eff
; (4.15)
we obtain the dielectric permittivity of the eective PC metamaterial as:
"eff (!) = "1;eff

1 +
!L;eff
2   !2T
!2T   !2   i! 

: (4.16)
We can identify from Eq. 4.16 that the permittivity of the eective metamaterial
has a similar Lorentzian response as the constituent polaritonic material, with a
new "1;eff and a new LO phonon frequency !L;eff , but with the same TO phonon
frequency, i.e.
!T;eff = !T ; (4.17)
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and the same intrinsic damping parameter:
 eff =  : (4.18)
Furthermore, after applying the LST relation, we get for the static permittivity
"st;eff of the eective PC metamaterial:
"st;eff = "1;eff
!2L;eff
!2T;eff
: (4.19)
With the use of !L;eff = !L
q

"1;eff
and !T;eff = !T in the above equation, we get:
"st;eff = 
!2L
!2T
=) "st;eff =  "st
"1
: (4.20)
Now with the use of  from Eq. 4.14, Eq. 4.20 yields for "st;eff :
"st;eff = "stfr + (1  fr): (4.21)
From Eqs. 4.13 and 4.21, we can infer that both the static permittivity, "st;eff and
the high frequency permittivity "1;eff of the eective medium PC obey the same
mixing rule as the eective permittivity of the PC, "eff in Eq. 4.7.
Moreover, we notice that the LO frequency of the eective PC metamaterial,
!L;eff , is smaller than the original LO frequency, !L of the constituent polaritonic
material, since the value of
q

"1;eff
is always less than one for any lling ratio.
As a result the phonon-polariton gap spectrum of these structures, !L;eff   !T ,
is narrower than that of the constituent polaritonic material. That means the
deep-subwavelength PCs behave as homogenized metamaterials with a narrowed
engineered phonon-polariton gap determined by their lling ratios. This implies
that a frequency regime that would be within the Reststrahlen band of the natural
polaritonic material and thus repel light may now allow light propagation and in
this manner enable absorption.
Note that as we mentioned in Chapter 2, the longitudinal phonon frequency,
!L;eff , in Eq. 4.16 represents the frequency where the real part of the eective
permittivity, "0eff , becomes zero, but does not emanate from a physical coupling
between the phonon and photon modes as the EM modes couple to the transverse
optical phonon modes only. On the other hand, !T represents the frequency of
the transverse optical phonon that couples with the transverse incident EM waves
resulting in the phonon-polariton dispersion. When we consider normal incidence,
the direction of the transverse-phonon-oscillation amplitude would be along the
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interface (i.e. parallel to the electric eld of the incident EM waves) as seen in the
schematics of Fig. 4.3. In this direction, there is no structural boundary perceived
in both the cases of the bulk medium and the multilayer structures. Therefore,
the !T value is the same for both the bulk material and the multilayer structures.
However, the !L;eff value will be dierent for the bulk material and the multilayer
structures, since the net polarization, P, averaged within the layers changes in
the case of multilayer structures giving rise to a dierent permittivity and thus
a dierent spectral position where such permittivity, "0eff is zero, i.e. a dierent
value for !L;eff . We see how the value of !L;eff depends on the PC parameters in
Eq. 4.15 with the use of Eqs. 4.13 and 4.14.
In section 2, we have discussed that a low reectance regime exists for polaritonic
materials between the LO phonon frequency !L and the frequency at which "
0
equals one. In the following we will show that the frequency at which "0eff becomes
one does not change with the lling ratio of the eective medium PC and remains
the same as for the original polaritonic material. This would imply that the
absorption window that extends between the frequency where "0 = 1 and the LO
frequency, has only one tunable bound, that of the LO frequency that can change
with the lling ratio of the PC metamaterial.
For this purpose we rewrite the expression for "0eff here:
"0eff = "1;eff

1 +
(!L;eff
2   !2T )(!2T   !2)
(!2T   !2)2 + (! )2

: (4.22)
Suppose "0eff becomes one at ! = !0. That means:
"1;eff

1 +
(!L;eff
2   !2T )(!2T   !20)
(!2T   !20)2 + (!0 )2

= 1: (4.23)
We can rewrite the above equation as:
"1;eff
 
1 + (!L;eff
2   !2T )F (!0)

= 1; (4.24)
where
F (!0) =
(!2T   !20)
(!2T   !20)2 + (!0 )2
: (4.25)
Notice that F (!0) is independent of the lling ratio of the eective medium PC
and depends only on the parameters of the constituent polaritonic material. From
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Eq. 4.24, if "0eff is to be equal to 1, we see that F (!0) should be equal to
F (!0) =
1  "1;eff
"1;eff (!L;eff 2   !2T )
: (4.26)
Thus, if we show that F (!0) in the above equation is independent of the lling
ratio of the eective medium PC, then we essentially show that the frequency where
"0eff = 1 is independent of the lling ratio of the eective metamaterial PC. By
using that !L;eff = !L
q

"1;eff
in Eq. 4.26, we get:
F (!0) =
1  "1;eff
("st;eff   1  "1;eff )!2T
: (4.27)
Finally, with the use of the respective expressions for "1;eff and "st;eff from Eqs. 4.13
and 4.21, we get from Eq. 4.27:
F (!0) =
1  "1
("st   "1)!2T
: (4.28)
Indeed, the term on the right hand side of Eq. 4.28 depends purely on the parameters
of the constituent polaritonic material and is independent of the structural parame-
ters of the eective PC metamaterials of Fig. 4.3. So, the frequency where "0eff = 1
is the same as the frequency where "01 = 1. This implies that the low-reectance
regime is widened for the eective metamaterial PCs, as the low wavelength bound
remains the same, but the high wavelength bound extends to higher values within
the phonon-polariton gap. In this manner, eective medium polaritonic PCs oer us
a route to enhance the absorption within the Reststrahlen band of the constituent
polaritonic material.
4.4 Absorption enhancement with SiC based po-
laritonic metamaterials
To investigate the absorption potential of these eective metamaterial PCs that we
discussed in the previous section, we study a SiC-air 1D-PC in the Reststrahlen
band frequency range of SiC. The permittivity of SiC is given by Eq. 4.1 with
parameters "1=6.7, !T =223.79 THz, !L =229.07 THz and   =20.1428
THz in accordance with Ref. [16]. We have chosen this particular SiC PC system to
compare the absorption results of the eective metamaterial PCs with that of the
SiC Bragg PCs we studied in the previous Chapter.
We consider three SiC-air 1D-PCs with a deep-subwavelength lattice constant a
of 1m. We consider three lling ratios 0.05, 0.15 and 0.30 respectively. Since
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Filling ratio of the
q

"1;eff "1;eff "st;eff !L;eff !T;eff  eff
metamaterial PC (2 THz) (2 THz) (2 THz)
fr=0.05 0.87 1.285 1.45 25.27 23.79 0.1428
fr=0.15 0.92 1.85 2.35 26.78 23.79 0.1428
fr=0.30 0.96 2.71 3.70 27.80 23.79 0.1428
Bulk SiC 1.0 6.7 10.00 29.07 23.79 0.1428
Table 4.1: Parameters in the eective permittivities of the SiC eective metamaterial PCs.
Corresponding values of bulk SiC are also given for comparison.
Figure 4.4: (a) The dielectric function of bulk SiC. (b), (c) and (d) same as (a), but for
the eective medium PC corresponding to the three lling ratios: fr = 0:05, fr = 0:15 and
fr = 0:30. The shaded region in panel (a) indicates the phonon-polariton gap of SiC. The
shaded regions in panel (b), (c) and (d) indicate the phonon-polariton gap of the eective
homogenised PC metamaterials. Note, that the dielectric function values are scaled down
100 times relative to their original values.
the lattice constant of these PCs is about ten times smaller than the operating
wavelengths in the Reststrahlen band of SiC, we can determine the eective
permittivity of these PCs from Eq. 4.7. We plot the eective permittivity results
of these PCs versus the free space wavelength, free, in Figs. 4.4(b), 4.4(c) and
4.4(d) respectively. We also show the permittivity of bulk SiC in Fig. 4.4(a) for
comparison. We designate the Reststrahlen band regimes for each of the eective
PC metamaterials with a yellow shaded region in Fig. 4.4. We can identify that the
eective permittivities of these PCs have similar Lorentzian proles to that of bulk
SiC as we expected. Furthermore, we can see that the width of their Reststrahlen
band is reduced compared to the bulk SiC Reststrahlen-band width. We present
the parameters of the eective polaritonic metamaterial PCs in Table 4.1, where
we also include the eective static permittivity, "st;eff , and eective permittivity
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at very high frequencies, "1;eff . As we explained in the previous section, the !T
values of both bulk SiC and the eective metamaterial PCs are same. However, the
!L;eff values change with the lling ratio of the PCs as given by Eq. 4.15. We see
some specic values for !L;eff for specic lling ratios in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: (a) Absorptance A, versus free the space wavelength, free, for three 200 m
thick homogeneous media corresponding to the metamaterials constructed from the PCs
with lling ratios fr = 0:05 (black circles), fr = 0:15 (red circles) and fr = 0:30 (green
circles) respectively. We show the respective TMM absorption results of the corresponding
precise PC structures with a lattice constant a, of 1m as black-dashed line, red-dashed
line and green-dashed line respectively. (b) same as (a), but for the reectance R, versus
the free space wavelength.
In order to investigate the absorption properties of the three eective metamaterial
PCs, we evaluate their absorptance and reectance from the analytical relations in
Appendix. G, by using their corresponding eective permittivities from Eq. 4.16
with the parameters of Table. 4.1. We consider a total thickness of 200 m which
is close to 20 times the free space wavelength. We show the results in Figs. 4.5
(a) and 4.5(b) respectively. We plot the results versus the free space wavelength
free, as black, red and green circles for fr = 0:05, fr = 0:15 and fr = 0:30 cases
respectively. In Fig. 4.5, we also indicate with black, red and green dotted lines the
respective bounds of the Reststrahlen bands of the polaritonic PC metamaterials
corresponding to fr = 0:05, fr = 0:15 and fr = 0:30.
We can clearly see that all these PC metamaterials have a low reectance outside
their respective Reststrahlen band wavelength regime until "0 becomes one as
we predicted above. It is remarkable to observe more than 90% absorptance
in this low reectance regime in all cases. However, it is important to note
that the absorption maxima for these eective media do not coincide with their
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corresponding reectance minima. This is because the thickness of these eective
polaritonic metamaterials is not sucient to completely absorb the light passing
through them. As a result the absorption peak red shifts as we also observed in
section 2 for bulk SiC.
We notice that simply by changing the lling ratio of the PCs, we can shift the
absorptance peak of the corresponding eective metamaterial anywhere within the
Reststrahlen band of SiC. These results demonstrate that we can achieve near-
perfect absorptance within the highly reecting Reststrahlen frequency regime of
natural polaritonic materials by creating new articial PCs behaving as polaritonic
eective metamaterials. In the following section, we will verify that indeed such
absorption in these subwavelength structures is purely an eective medium eect
and not a photonic crystal eect.
4.5 Verication of the eective medium be-
haviour for the polaritonic PC metamaterials
Figure 4.6: (a) Absorptance A, versus the free space wavelength free, and the termination
ratio tratio =
dint
d1
, for the 200 m thick homogeneous metamaterial PC of lling ratio
fr = 0:05. (b) same as (a), but for the reectance R, versus the free space wavelength
free, and the termination ratio tratio.
To verify the claimed eective medium behaviour of the polaritonic PC metamate-
rials, we evaluate the absorptance and reectance of the underlying PC structures
by employing the TMM [1{4] method described in Chapter 2, and plot them
also in Figs. 4.5 (a) and 4.5(b). We indicate the results corresponding to the
underlying PCs with fr = 0:05, fr = 0:15, and fr = 0:30 and lattice constant
a, of 1m as black, red and green dashed lines respectively. We notice a perfect
match between results of the exact PC structures and the eective homogeneous
polaritonic metamaterials, given by the corresponding circles in the gure.
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Furthermore, in the following we provide additional evidence that the high absorp-
tion of the deep-subwavelength PCs arises from their eective medium behaviour,
and is not a photonic crystal eect. We found in Chapter 3 that terminating the
rst SiC layer of the Bragg PCs can dramatically alter their absorption performance
[17]. Therefore, we evaluate the inuence of termination on the absorptance A, by
employing the TMM method [1{4] for the PC metamaterial with fr = 0:05. We
show the results in Fig. 4.6 (a), versus the free space wavelength, free, and the ter-
mination ratio tratio =
dint
d1
. Here dint is the thickness of the terminated SiC layer at
the input layer of the PC. We show the similar plot for the reectance in Fig. 4.6 (b).
We notice that the termination of the rst SiC layer has essentially no eect on both
the absorptance and reectance across the spectrum. These results attest that the
mechanism for absorption control in these eective polaritonic metamaterial PCs is
distinctly dierent from the Bragg regime PCs.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Absorptance, A of homogeneous media corresponding to the metamaterials
constructed from the PCs with lling ratios fr = 0:05 (black line), fr = 0:15 (red line) and
fr = 0:30 (green line) is plotted versus the SiC cumulative thickness. (b) and (c) same as
(a), but for the absorption enhancement, Aenha, and the reectance, R respectively versus
the SiC cumulative thickness. The free space wavelengths, free, at which we evaluated
each of these cases are indicated. These wavelengths are chosen at the absorption peak
values of the 200 m thick homogeneous metamaterial PCs of Fig. 4.5. We also indicate
the extinction coecient values, SiC of bulk SiC at these wavelengths.
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4.6 Performance evaluation of the SiC based po-
laritonic metamaterial absorbers
We saw that near-perfect absorption can be achieved with all the three eective
PC metamaterials that we considered, with parameters given in Table 4.1. Here
we evaluate and compare their performance. For this purpose, we calculate the
absorption, and the absorption enhancement of the above three metamaterial PCs
with respect to a 200 m thick block of bulk SiC at the wavelengths of their
corresponding absorption peaks seen in Fig. 4.5. We show the results in Fig. 4.7(a)
and (b) versus the cumulative SiC thickness that the EM wave crosses through each
of these structures. We designate the fr = 0:05 case with a black line, fr = 0:15
case with a red line and the fr = 0:30 case with a green line respectively.
We notice from Fig. 4.7(a) and (b) that the eective medium PC with fr = 0:05
demonstrate both the highest absorption and the highest absorption enhancement
among the three PCs. Moreover, we can see that both the absorption and the
absorption enhancement of this low lling ratio PC reach their saturation values
by employing less SiC material. This is due to the larger extinction coecient of
SiC at the absorption peak wavelength of this low lling ratio PC compared to the
other two PCs with larger lling ratios (see the labels in Fig. 4.7).
We also plot the corresponding reectance versus the cumulative SiC thickness in
Fig. 4.7(c). We can observe that all the three eective metamaterial structures
have reectance lower than 10%. Note, the high slab thicknesses results converge
with the semi-innite results shown as dotted lines in the same gure. This
clearly conrms that the slower saturation for the fr = 0:30 case is due to the low
extinction coecient,  for SiC at that frequency and not due to a higher reectance.
4.7 Comparison of the absorptance performance
between the eective metamaterial and the
Bragg regime polaritonic photonic crystals
We saw that the eective metamaterial PCs can yield near-perfect absorptance, cor-
responding to an absorption enhancement as high as 30. Therefore, it is interesting
to compare the absorption performance of this low lling ratio eective metamate-
rial PC with the large lattice constant PCs of the Bragg regime that we studied in
Chapter 3. In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that we can achieve near-perfect absorp-
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tance with a SiC PC within the Reststrahlen band frequency regime of SiC. Our
approach was based on exciting the quickly-vanishing lossy Floquet-Bloch modes
together with carefully manipulating the energy velocity and the energy velocity
gradient at the interface of the PC [17].
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Figure 4.8: Absorption, A versus SiC cumulative thickness for an homogeneous medium
corresponding to the metamaterial constructed from a PC with a lattice constant of 1
m and a lling ratio of 0:05 (black-solid line), a terminated Bragg PC with a lattice
constant of 10 m and a lling ratio of 0:05 (red-dashed line), and a periodic Bragg PC
with a lattice constant of 10 m and a lling ratio fr = 0:05 (green dot-dashed line). (b)
and (c) same as (a), but for the absorption enhancement, Aenha, and the reectance, R
respectively, versus the SiC cumulative thickness. The free space wavelengths, free, at
which we evaluated each of these cases are indicated. These wavelengths are chosen to
coincide with the absorption peak values of the PCs with 200 m total thickness. We also
indicate the extinction coecient values, SiC of bulk SiC at these wavelengths.
For this comparative study, we consider two Bragg PCs with a lattice constant
of 10 m and a lling ratio of 0.05. The rst Bragg PC has its front SiC layer
terminated to half of its original size, while the second Bragg PC is completely
periodic. We refer to these PCs as terminated Bragg PC and periodic Bragg PC
respectively. In Fig. 4.8(a), we show the absorption versus the cumulative SiC
thickness for these two Bragg PCs as well as for the eective metamaterial PC
with fr = 0:05 we studied in the previous section at their respective absorption
peak wavelengths. We notice that the absorptance of the periodic Bragg PC is
oscillatory and lower than the other PCs. We attribute its oscillatory behaviour
to the Fabry-Perot reections. However, when we terminate the front SiC layer
of the Bragg PC, we achieve a reectionless conditions at the absorption peak, as
explained in Chapter 3. As a result, the terminated Bragg PC exhibits a better
absorption performance than the periodic Bragg PC. More importantly, we observe
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that the peak absorptance performance of the terminated Bragg PC is almost the
same as the one demonstrated by the eective metamaterial PC with fr = 0:05.
We can also make a similar observation for the absorption enhancement of these
three PCs from Fig. 4.8(b).
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Figure 4.9: (a) Dissipated to incident power ratio in the individual SiC layers, versus
the position of the center of the SiC layer xc, for three SiC-air 1D-PCs: a two-hundred-
unit-cell eective metamaterial PC with a lattice constant of 1 m and a lling ratio of
0:05 (black circles), a twenty-unit-cell terminated Bragg PC with a lattice constant of 10
m and a lling ratio of 0:05 (red diamonds) and a twenty-unit-cell periodic Bragg PC
with a lattice constant of 10 m and lling ratio of 0:05 (blue triangles). The free space
wavelengths, free, at which we evaluated the power dissipation ratio for each case are
same as in Fig. 4.8.
These results imply that the eective medium PC route does not appear to surpass
the performance at peak wavelength of the Bragg PC route, when the reectionless
condition is engineered. In fact, for a given thickness of SiC material, we would
require more number of SiC layers in the eective metamaterial PC to obtain
the same absorption or absorption enhancement with that of the terminated
Bragg PC at the peak wavelength. Furthermore, the corresponding reectance
results shown in Fig. 4.8(c) indicate that the terminated Bragg PC has the lowest
reectance. To understand better the absorption performance of these PCs, in the
following, we will also evaluate where the power is absorbed inside each of these PCs.
For this purpose, we evaluate the ratio of dissipated to incident power within
each SiC layer of these PCs by using Eq. 2.52 and employing the TMM method
[1{4] as we explained in Chapter 2. We plot the results versus the position xc
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of the centre of the SiC layer of these PCs at their peak wavelengths in Fig. 4.9.
We notice that power is dissipated throughout the eective metamaterial PC and
the periodic Bragg PC as indicated with black circles and blue triangles respec-
tively. However, inside the terminated Bragg PC, most of the power is dissipated
within the rst few building blocks as shown with red diamonds. These results
explain that eective metamaterial structures require large number of building
blocks to achieve high absorption enhancement, while the terminated Bragg PC
requires fewer building blocks. This implies the latter would be a more appropri-
ate route for compact designs that we will explore further in the subsequent Chapter.
4.8 Conclusion
We explored a polaritonic PC-based eective medium route to absorption enhance-
ment. We found that near-perfect absorptance can be achieved within the highly
reecting Reststrahlen band regime of SiC with deep sub-wavelength SiC-air PC
structures that behave as eective media. Other variations can be considered with
Mid-IR transparent materials such as BaF2 or ZnSe [18, 19] as the spacer mate-
rial. We demonstrated that simply by changing the lling ratio of the eective
medium PCs, we can create new articial polaritonic materials with tailored phonon-
polariton gap regime, and thereby control the spectral location of the absorption
peak. Our results suggest that for a given SiC material thickness, we require many
thin SiC layers to achieve the high absorption enhancement with eective medium
PCs. Recent advances in self-assembly type of fabrication methods could make
such eective medium approach to absorption possible with other polaritonic mate-
rials such as LiF [20]. However, with semiconductor microstructures the fabrication
of several layers appears rather challenging. On the other hand, the large lattice
constant photonic crystal route seems promising where a strong absorption perfor-
mance eect is observed with a fewer number of SiC layers. We therefore explore
this latter PC route further in the next Chapter entitled \Compact photonic-crystal
superabsorbers from strongly absorbing media".
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5
Compact photonic-crystal superabsorbers
from strongly absorbing media
5.1 Chapter overview
In the previous Chapter, we compared the absorption performance of SiC Bragg
PCs and eective metamaterial PCs. We found that from fabrication point of
view, the former structures are advantageous as they require fewer SiC layers to
achieve a high absorptance. However, still the Bragg PC we studied in Chapter
3, has a total thickness of roughly twenty-free-space-wavelengths, which makes it
quite bulky. Therefore, in this Chapter1;2 we optimise the SiC 1D-PC design to
make it compact and practically realisable, by tuning its structural parameters,
so that the reectionless conditions that was derived in Chapter 3 occurs very
close to the PC-band edge, leading to a quick absorption within the photonic crystal.
1Per Section 2.2 of code of practice for presentation of Theses, this chapter is presented as
published in the paper: Ganga Chinna Rao Devarapu and Stavroula Foteinopoulou, \Compact
photonic-crystal superabsorbers from strongly absorbing media," J. Appl. Phys. 114, 033504
(2013). [ c 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. See http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4811521].
2Copyright 2013 American Institute of Physics. This article may be downloaded for personal
use only. Any other use requires prior permission of the author and the American Institute of
Physics. The following article appeared in J. Appl. Phys. 114, 033504 (2013) and may be found
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4811521.
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Before proceeding to our results and analysis we briey recap the methods employed
in this chapter. The results in this Chapter have been calculated using computer
programs that have been developed based on Yariv and Yeh's Transfer Matrix
Method (TMM) [1{3] that we have presented in Chapter 2, adapted to the specic
parameters of the structures studied here.
Abstract
We present a route to near-perfect absorption in compact photonic-crystal (PC)
structures constructed from strongly absorbing media that are typically highly re-
ective in bulk form. Our analysis suggests that the key underlying mechanism in
such PC superabsorbers is the existence of a PC-band-edge reectionless condition.
Although the latter is by default uncharacteristic in photonic crystals, we propose
here a clear recipe by which such condition can be met by tuning the structural
characteristics of one-dimensional lossy PC structures. Based on this recipe we con-
structed a realizable three-layer SiC-BaF2-SiC PC operating within the Reststrahlen
band of SiC. We demonstrate near-perfect absorption in this prototype of total thick-
ness smaller than =3, where more than 90% of the impinging light is absorbed by
the top deep-subwavelength layer of thickness  =1100. We believe our study will
inspire new photonic-crystal-based designs for extreme absorption harnessing across
the electromagnetic spectrum.
5.2 Introduction
Absorbers are crucial components in photovoltaic and bolometric light detectors
[4{6], and thus invaluable for a wide range of applications such as energy conversion
systems [7, 8], IR imaging devices [9, 10] for early-stage cancer diagnosis [14{16]
as well as bio-sensing [11{13]. This immense applications potential has spurred
intensive research eorts for new ecient absorber designs across the EM spectrum.
Traditional architectures may involve a top anti-reection coating [6] to enhance
the in-coupling of light and a back-reector that facilitates a second light pass
[5]. Many current works go beyond the latter approach with focused eorts
around absorption optimization by nano/micro-structuring the absorber and/or its
environment [17{20], including structures aiming for plasmon-mediated near-eld
enhancement in the vicinity of the absorber [7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 21].
Photonic-crystals have been researched for absorption control both as back-reector
components [22{24] and directly as the absorptive medium [25{29]. The latter
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cases seem promising schemes for one-step absorption platforms where the lossy
photonic crystal could facilitate the in-coupling of all impinging light and at the
same time would mold the coupled mode in a fashion that enables all light to
get absorbed. This one-step process is highly attractive, but also particularly
challenging, even more so for thin sub-wavelength structures. Compact PC-based
superabsorbers should demonstrate a strong power-loss rate; so they should be
constructed from strongly absorbing media. Yet strong absorbers, i.e. media with
a large extinction coecient , are typically highly reective as bulk materials.
In Ref. [29] Devarapu and Foteinopoulou derived theoretically a condition for
zero reection at the interface of a lossy one-dimensional (1D) PC3. Relying on
this condition they demonstrated a SiC-air PC paradigm which is reectionless
even within the Reststrahlen band of SiC. This feature had been subsequently uti-
lized to achieve a near-perfect absorption with a thick structure of about  20 [29].
In this paper, we investigate control of the spectral occurrence of the aforementioned
reectionless condition with the structural characteristics of 1D PCs. Relying on the
insight gained from the analysis of the latter design principle we propose compact
realizable PC structures exhibiting dramatic absorption enhancement. In particular,
in Section 5.3 we explore how the PC's structural features should be tuned for the
spectral control of the reectionless condition. In Section 5.4 we analyze the key
importance of the spectral position of the reectionless condition with respect to
the PC band-edge on extra-ordinary absorption control. By applying the insight
gained by this analysis, we explore extreme absorption harnessing with a compact
three-layer PC in Section 5.5. Finally, we present practically realizable compact
designs in Section 5.6 and discuss our conclusions in Section 5.7.
5.3 Photonic Band-edge and reectivity
In Ref. [25] S. Y. Lin et al. presented a metallic photonic crystal absorber, where
the observed optimal {close to 50%{ absorption was attributed to the low energy
velocity, ve at the PC band-edge, providing longer light-matter interaction times.
However, very recently the theoretical analysis [29] of Devarapu and Foteinopoulou
uncovered a complex relation between energy velocity and reection 4. They showed
that actually optimal absorption occurs when the PC is reectionless, which is
atypical for band-edge frequencies. In this section, we explore whether it is possible
by tuning the PC's characteristics to push such reectionless condition very close
to the band-edge.
3Please refer to Eqs. 3.8 and 3.10 in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
4Please refer to section 3.5 in Chapter 3 of this thesis.
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For this purpose, and for completeness, we briey recap the reectionless condition
that was derived in Ref. [29]. For a one-dimensional lossy PC to be reectionless,
the energy velocity at its interface should be equal to:
ve0 =
2c
"0 + 2!"
00
 
+ 1
; (5.1)
with c being the speed of light. The quantity "
0
+ 2!"
00
=  appearing in the
denominator of Eq. 5.1 is characteristic of a Lorentzian absorber [30] of dispersive
permittivity "(!), with ! and   being the impinging electromagnetic (EM) wave's
and material's damping frequencies respectively. This factor is correlated with
the lossy medium's stored electric energy density [31]. Note that throughout this
paper the prime and double-prime will designate the real and imaginary part of the
permittivity respectively. Eq. 5.1 suggests that the optimal energy velocity value
at the interface that is required for the PC structure to be reectionless is dictated
only by the lossy material that is placed at the interface. However, tailoring the
energy velocity at the interface of the PC does depend highly on all its constituents
and its structural particulars.
For the PC to be reectionless, Eq. 5.1 is a necessary but not a sucient condition.
In addition, the impinging light must be slowing down as it enters the PC with a
negative spatial energy velocity gradient that is given by:
dve
dx

0
=
"
00
!
c
ve0
h
 1 + ve0
c
i
; (5.2)
where ve0 is the required optimal interface-energy-velocity value given by Eq. 5.1.
We proceed by studying a SiC-air 1D PC system as in Ref [29], depicted in the
schematics of Fig. 5.1(a) with all relevant geometric features designated in the
gure- with \1" and \2" labeling the properties of the SiC and air layer respectively.
The corresponding permittivities are "1 = "(!) and "2 = 1, with the dispersive
dielectric "(!) given by:
"(!) = "1

1 +
!2L   !2T
!2T   !2   i! 

; (5.3)
where "1=6.7, !T =223.79 THz, !L =229.07 THz and   =20.1428 THz
in accordance with Ref. [32]. Eq. 5.3 with these parameters gives a permittivity
model close to the experimental optical Palik data [33] for SiC that is appropriate
for EM waves varying as e i!t with time, t[34, 35]. The SiC permittivity is shown in
Fig. 5.1(b), where we have highlighted the Reststrahlen band where our subsequent
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematics of the SiC-air 1D-PC with the geometric parameters indicated.
(b) Spectral response of the real (solid) and imaginary (dashed) parts of the SiC permit-
tivity model of Eq. 5.3. (c) Absorption (dashed line) and reection (solid line) for a thick
bulk SiC block.
investigation focuses. In the Reststrahlen regime, light does not couple eciently
inside the bulk material. It gets reected with very little light getting absorbed as
one can see in Fig. 5.1(c).
For the SiC-air 1D PC there are two main structural characteristics that can be
tuned to control its behavior. One is its inter-layer separation, a, known as lattice
constant, and the other the SiC lling ratio, f , given by d1=a. We focus in the
following only on a low lling ratio PC, with f = 0:05. This is because we found
that as the PC's lling ratio increases it start resembling the behavior of bulk SiC
[29]. So the primary \tuning knob" to control the PC's properties will be the lattice
constant, a. We alert the reader that the familiar scalability law applicable to
dielectric PCs [36] does not extend to our PC system under investigation, because
it is made of dispersive constituents. In other words, changes in the PC's lattice
constant can in principle aect very dierent PC behaviors in contrast with a mere
frequency shift of the same behavior which one expects for dielectric PCs.
Accordingly, we investigate in the following the interface energy velocity ve, int with
changing lattice constant a for a semi-innite PC [37]. It can be shown that it can
be evaluated by the following expression [31]:
ve,int =
1
2
Re[Ey(0)H

z (0)]
1
4
["0

"0 + 2!"
00
 

jEy(0)j2 + 0jHz(0)j2]
; (5.4)
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where "0 and 0 are the vacuum permittivity and permeability respectively. Ey and
Hz represent the relevant y  and z  components of the electric and magnetic eld
[see Fig. 5.1(a)]. The elds are evaluated at the interface, i.e at x = 0, using the
Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) [1{3].
Three characteristic cases for the spectral response of the energy velocity at the
PC interface, ve,int, are shown as solid lines in Figs. 5.2 (a), 5.2(b) and 5.2(c), that
correspond to PCs with lattice constants a=5 m, 8 m and 10 m respectively.
Note, ve,int is expressed as a fraction of the speed of light, c and is plotted versus
the free space wavelength free of the incoming EM wave. We can identify the PC
band-edge in each case of Fig. 5.2 with the region where the energy velocity drops
to nearly zero, but we note that this is not sharply dened for lossy media. We also
show the reectionless condition by plotting the required interface-energy-velocity
optimum, ve,0, with the dotted lines. The intersection between the ve,int and the
ve;0 curves signies the free-space wavelength where the PC can be reectionless.
We highlight more clearly this region in the insets of each gure.
Figure 5.2: Spectral response of the energy velocity at the interface ve,int of a semi-innite
SiC-air PCs structure is shown as solid lines. The dashed lines depict the corresponding
values for the same PCs but with 50% of their entry face being cut-o. The results in (a),
(b) and (c) represent the PC cases with a lattice constant of a equal to 5 m, 8 m and
10 m, respectively. In all cases, the interface-energy velocity value of the reectionless
condition, ve,0 of Eq. 5.1, is depicted with dotted lines. Note, all energy velocity values
are expressed in terms of the speed of light c. The vertical solid lines represent the spectral
position of the absorption peaks that we will observe in Fig. 5.5.
We observe three distinct behaviors with respect to the relation between the ve,int
and ve;0 curves. The eight-micron structure case, seems to be completely dierent
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from the case of the ve- and ten-micron structures5 . In particular, we see that
the two energy velocity curves pass close together without intersecting, at an
extended wavelength region around 10.5 m and far from the band-edge. Based
on this observation, we predict that the eight-micron design would not be the
most suitable for an enhanced absorption performance, which we will conrm
in Section 5.4. The behavior of the ve-micron and ten-micron designs looks
similar where we see that the ve,int and ve,0 curves intersect, which means both
can potentially operate as reectionless PCs at the intersection wavelength. Yet,
there is a small, but very important dierence. For the ve-micron PC design
the intersection between ve,int and ve,0 curves occurs at the close vicinity of the
band-edge. On the other hand, this intersection occurs somewhat further from
the band-edge for the ten-micron PC design, whose behavior is similar to the case
studied in Ref. [29]. We will see in the following section, that even this seemingly
small spectral dierence in the intersection occurrence with respect to the band-
edge will have an enormous impact on the respective PCs performances as absorbers.
We would like to remind the reader, that the existence of an intersection between
ve,int and ve;0 is only a necessary condition. Light should also slow down as it enters
the PC structure with an appropriate spatial gradient given by Eq. 5.2. Altering
only the entry-layer thickness, without modifying the remaining PC characteristics,
tunes the interface energy velocity gradient [29] without changing much the value
of ve,int. We can see that by observing the dashed line curves in Fig. 5.2, which
correspond to the same semi-innite PCs, but with 50% of their entry SiC layer
being cut-o.
This eect can be clearly seen in Fig. 5.3, where dve=dx is calculated [1{3] as a
function of the location, x within the entry SiC layer of the semi-innite PC. This is
done at the free space wavelength where the ve,int and ve,0 curves intersect. This is
12.20 m for the PC with a=5 m and 11.48 m for the PC with a=10 m. We show
the results for both the cases of complete and terminated|missing 50% of the entry
layer{ structures, as thick and thin solid lines respectively. Fig. 5.3(a) features the
PC case of 5 m lattice constant. Conversely, Fig. 5.3(b) shows the corresponding
result for the PC case of 10 m lattice constant. The dotted lines represent dve=dx
for the terminated PC cases, but plotted with a x coordinate shift that places the
terminated PC's front-layer in the center of the complete PCs front-layer. Notice the
remarkable agreement between the complete PC result and the coordinate-shifted
terminated-PC result. This makes it evident why one can essentially get the desired
5In Appendix H the band structure properties of the SiC-air PC versus the lattice constant are
presented and discussed in more detail.
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Figure 5.3: The energy-velocity gradient is shown for two PC systems with a lattice
constant equal to 5 m and 10 m in panels (a) and (b) respectively.6The horizontal
dashed line represents the reectionless condition value dictated by Eq. 5.2. Note the
coordinate within the PC entry layer, x  is expressed in terms of the lattice constant a,
while the energy velocity gradient is expressed in terms of c=a, with c being the speed of
light.
dve=dx value (seen as horizontal dashed lines), that is dictated by the reectionless
condition of Eq. 5.2, just by \cutting-o" sucient material from the front SiC
layer.
Figure 5.4: Reection (in color-map) versus termination ratio, dint=d1 and free space wave-
length, free calculated from TMM. Panels (a) and (b) represent the result corresponding
to the semi-innite PCs with lattice constant a, of 5 m, and 10 m respectively. Same
is shown in (c) and (d) but for 200 m-thick PCs.
The above theoretical analysis suggests that both PCs with lattice constants
of 5 and 10 m will be reectionless for an impinging wave with a wavelength
6Note that the red and blue solid-lines represent the respective energy-velocity gradient values
inside the rst SiC layer of a full periodic and a terminated PC. To aid the comparison, the black
dotted line is drawn to represent the blue line result, but plotted with an x coordinate shift that
places the terminated PC's front-layer in the center of the complete PC's front-layer.
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of 12.20 m and 11.48 m respectively, when their front-face is terminated at
44% and 50% of its complete size, respectively. To verify the predictions of
our energy-velocity-based design principle we calculate with the TMM [1{3] the
reection for these semi-innite PC cases within the entire Reststrahlen band and
for dierent front-layer terminations, given by the thickness ratio of the truncated
versus complete PC entry layer, dint=d1. We show the results in Figs. 5.4(a) and
5.4(b) for the respective PCs of lattice constants 5 and 10 m. Notice, the complete
agreement for near-zero reectivity between the predictions deduced from the
principles represented by Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 and the actual TMM results. It should
be noted the reectionless PC parameters (free space wavelength and termination)
are relatively robust and do not change while transitioning to a nite 200 m-thick
PC structure. For comparison, we also show the corresponding TMM results for
the 200 m-thick structures in Figs. 5.4(c) and 5.4(d).
To recap, the main \tuning-knob" to obtain a potential near-band-edge reectionless
semi-innite PC is the lattice constant, a. The lattice constant should be tuned,
while maintaining a low PC lling ratio, so that the energy velocity at the interface
equals the optimum value given by Eq. 5.1 at a frequency that is very close to the
band-edge. Near-band-edge near-zero reection can then be achieved, by ne-tuning
the size of the entry PC layer, so that the energy velocity gradient at the interface
becomes equal to the optimum value determined by Eq. 5.2. We will explore in
the following how the aforementioned design recipe can enable extreme absorption
control towards our target of compact realizable PC absorbing structures.
5.4 Near-band edge near-zero reection and ab-
sorption harnessing
Naturally, one would expect near-perfect absorption for the thick 200m-PCs of
Fig. 5.4 at free space wavelength and termination where reection is near-zero. To
compare the two designs of 5 and 10 m lattice constant respectively we adopt from
here-on a common 50% termination, which is near-optimum for both the cases. We
calculate with TMM the absorptance, A=1-T-R, with T and R being transmission
and reection respectively and show the results in Fig. 5.5 as dot-dashed line for
the case of a=5 m and solid line for the case of a=10 m.
Indeed, we observe a near-perfect absorption for both these PC designs with
spectral occurrence in excellent agreement with the intersection-wavelength pre-
diction of Fig. 5.2. This excellent agreement can be easily seen by noticing the
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vertical solid lines in Fig. 5.2 designating the spectral positions of the absorption
peaks observed in Fig. 5.5. For comparison, we also show the PC case with
a=8 m, which did not achieve a near-perfect absorption. For the latter case,
absorption peaks away from the spectral region where the ve,int and the ve;0
curves of Fig. 5.2(b) are close to each other. This is because the aforementioned
spectral regime, is too far from the band-edge. We checked that this remains
true for any termination, and is consistent with our predictions in the previous
section that this design would not be appropriate for dramatic absorption control.
We therefore focus only on the 5 and 10 m lattice constant PC designs from here on.
We discussed in Section 5.3, that although the above mentioned PC designs show
quite a similar behavior, in the sense that the ve,int and the ve;0 curves intersect
spectrally in the neighborhood of the band-edge, there is still a dierence. That is
such intersection being in one case much closer spectrally to the band-edge than in
the other { roughly 0.4% and 1.4% for the respective cases of 5 and 10 m lattice
constant. Although, on a supercial look this dierence may not seem so large we
will nd out that it does make an enormous dierence towards our goal for compact
absorbing structures.
We can understand why by looking at the complex photonic band structures for
the two PC cases in Fig. 5.6. These bandstructure calculations are performed by
using the TMM and applying the Bloch boundary conditions, with a complex Bloch
wavevector q, [1{3]. The free space wavelength versus the real and imaginary parts
of q are shown respectively in sub-gures (a) and (b) for the PC with a=5 m and
Figure 5.5: Absorptance versus free space wavelength, free, for three 200 m thick SiC-air
PCs of 0.05 lling ratio and 50% front layer truncation. The solid, dashed and dot-dashed
curves correspond to PCs with a lattice constant a equal to 10 m, 8 m, and 5 m
respectively. The front SiC layer is terminated to half its original size.
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Figure 5.6: Complex band structure (free space wavelength versus Bloch wavevector q)
for the PC cases of lattice constant a, 5 m [in (a) and (b)] and 10 m [in (c) and (d)]
. The respective reectionless-condition wavelengths are indicated with horizontal dashed
lines. Note, both the real and imaginary parts of the Bloch wave vector q is expressed in
terms of =a.
in sub-gures (c) and (c) for the PC with a=10 m. We also indicate the ve,int-ve;0
intersection wavelength of Fig. 5.2, representing the reectionless condition, with
horizontal dashed lines. Notice, that indeed as we mentioned before the bandedges
are not as sharply dened as in lossless dielectric PCs.
Fig. 5.6 clearly demonstrates the implications of having the reectionless condition
in the close vicinity of the band-edge. At the reectioness condition wavelength
(dashed lines) we nd an Im(q) = 0:094=a for the PC with lattice constant
a= 5 m. Conversely, for the PC with lattice constant a= 10 m we have
Im(q) = 0:024=a. The complex Bloch wave vector q, implies an eiqx envelope for
the electric elds spatial maps across the PC, determining a relative amplitude
and phase between points with a separation that is an integer multiple of the
lattice constant a[38, 39]. Thus we anticipate, that the larger Im(q) is, the quicker
the electric-eld amplitude decay within the PC; hence the merit of having the
reectionless condition as close to the band-edge as possible.
In the following, we evaluate the above two PC candidates potential as compact
absorbers. We further investigate where is the light getting absorbed while crossing
the PC structure. For this purpose, we calculate the ratio of dissipated to incident
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power within the jth SiC layer, P(j), by applying Poynting's theorem [21, 40]:
P(j) =
!"
00
cjE0j2
Z x2
x1
jEy(x)j2dx; (5.5)
where x1; x2 represent the coordinate limits of the j
th SiC layer, given by:
[x1; x2] =
(
[0; d1
2
] j = 1
[(j-1) a  d1
2
; (j-1) a + d1
2
] j 6= 1 :
Ey(x) represents the electric eld distributions in the PC that are calculated using
TMM [1{3] with jE0j being the incident electric eld amplitude.
We briey digress here to note that a thicker slab does not necessarily imply a
higher power loss. By making the crude { yet reasonable for subwavelength blocks{
assumption that the electric eld does not vary too much within a certain slab, and
noting that Pmax = 1 we can obtain from Eq. 5.5 an upper bound for the eld
enhancement jEenhaj. This is given by:
jEenha, maxj2  free
2"00d1
: (5.6)
Basically the above equation implies that thinner slabs may be capable of a higher
eld enhancement. Thus, there is no physical limitation in them yielding a higher
power loss. In fact, we will nd out exactly that in the following, namely a higher
power loss in the thinner-slab ve-micron PC.
We proceed in calculating what fraction of the incident power was dissipated while
the EM wave has crossed through the rst Nc SiC layers of the PC, that we represent
in the following as Pc(Nc). Thus:
Pc(Nc) =
NcX
j=1
P(j): (5.7)
We plot the results for Pc(Nc) for the two candidate PCs; the 5 m lattice constant
case in Fig. 5.7(a) and the 10 m lattice constant case in Fig. 5.7(b). For
reference we plot also the absorptance A (dark solid line). The gure veries, that
absorptance is equal to the dissipated power through the entire PC (dotted line).
Notice, how quicker is power getting absorbed within the ve-micron PC design. It
is actually very impressive to observe that 60% of the impinging light at the peak
wavelength is dissipated within rst two SiC layers.
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Figure 5.7: Dissipated to incident power ratio versus free space wavelength, free, for the
200m thick SiC-air PCs with 50% truncated front layer, within the rst Nc PC unit cells.
The result in (a) [(b)] corresponds to the PC case with 5 m [10 m] lattice constant.
The respective absorptance is shown for reference with the dark solid line. Note, the total
number of PC unit cells, N, is 40 for the case in (a) and 20 for the case in (b).
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Figure 5.8: Absorptance enhancement of the two terminated SiC-air PCs with lattice
constant a, 5 m (dot-dashed line with diamonds), and 10 m (solid line with lled
circles) with respect to the absorption of a SiC block about a wavelength-thick is plotted
against the total thickness of SiC encountered by the EM wave as it travels through the
PC.
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So, the power loss in the 5 m-lattice-constant PC of 200 m thickness is much
higher than in the 10 m-lattice-constant one. This may imply a stronger potential
of the former PC structure as a compact absorber. In order to verify this, we
test the PC's absorbing performance as it shrinks in thickness, comprising from a
smaller number of unit cells. We take the absorption given by a thick bulk slab
of SiC as a measure of comparison and evaluate the absorption enhancement with
respect to that given by the two PC systems under investigation. We let their
respective thicknesses vary, while maintaining the same 50% front-layer termination,
and consider from compact two-unit-cell structures, to multiple-wavelength thick
PCs. We plot our results in Fig. 5.8, versus the cumulative SiC thickness the EM
wave crosses in each case. The dot-dashed line with diamonds designates the PC
case of 5 m lattice constant, while the solid line with lled circles designates the
PC case of 10 m lattice constant. Indeed, the 5 m-lattice constant PC yields a
remarkable absorption enhancement factor over 15 even with just two unit cells,
that quickly reaches saturation at a value of  30. We will further look then
into the properties of such a compact absorbing PC structure in the following section.
5.5 Compact sub- PC-based absorber
Given the favourable results in Fig. 5.8, we take the extreme case of truncating the
5 m-lattice-constant PC down to only two unit cells and analyze it further. This
compact design, depicted in Fig. 5.9(a), is essentially made of just two SiC layers
that are dsp apart, with dsp being equal to d2 { the air-layer thickness of the full
periodic structure depicted in Fig. 5.1(a). The back layer has thickness equal to d1,
the SiC- layer thickness of the full periodic PC, while the front layer is truncated to
thickness dint, that is a percentage of the back-layer thickness.
It is quite remarkable, how thickness-robust the PC system is. We observe in Fig.
5.9(b) that it retains a low reectivity close to the original reectionless condition
of the semi-innite system, i.e at close to 50% termination at about 12.2 m free
space wavelength. In addition, we also observe a near-zero reection at much
smaller termination ratio ( 0:05) at about 12.50 m free space wavelength. If
we look back at Fig. 5.2(a), we identify a second regime where the reectionless
condition applies. The existence of such second regime is unique to the ve-micron
PC design only and we did not observe it for the ten-micron PC case of Fig. 5.4(b).
It emanates from a second intersection between the ve,int and ve;0 curves that occurs
closer to the adjacent band where Im(q) is much larger. This second reectionless
PC regime requires much more SiC material to be \shaved-o" from the front layer
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Figure 5.9: (a) Schematics of the compact PC-based design with all structural information
indicated. (b) Reectance (color-map) versus free space wavelength free and front-layer
truncation ratio dint=d1. (c) Absorptance (solid lines) and reectance (dotted lines), for
the design in (a) with (c) [(d)] showing the case of dint=d1 = 0:5 [dint=d1 = 0:05]. For
comparison absorptance through a single layer is also shown for bulk SiC (dot-dashed)
and an ultra-thin SiC lm as thick as the front layer of the structure of Fig. 5.9(d). The
vertical line designates the SiC Reststrahlen band-edge.
in order to obtain the optimum energy velocity gradient of Eq. 5.2.
Indeed, we can observe clearly a small reection at about 12.2 m free space
wavelength for the compact design of Fig. 5.9(a), with dint = 0:5d1 seen as dotted
line in Fig. 5.9(c). Conversely, we observe a near-zero reection at about 12.5 m
free space wavelength for the compact design of Fig. 5.9(a), with dint = 0:05d1,
that we show with a dotted line in Fig. 5.9(d). The corresponding absorptances
are shown as solid lines in the same sub-gures. The absorptance peak-reection
dip oset observed in Fig. 5.9(c) comes from the fact that reection is small
yet non-near-zero at minimum. The peak-absorptance for the case of Fig. 5.9(d)
correlated with the second reectionless-PC regime is near-perfect, and much
stronger in comparison to the case of Fig. 5.9(c). This is because the second
reectionless regime is associated with a larger imaginary part of the Floquet-Bloch
wave vector, q.
We show in Fig. 5.10 the electric eld proles in the compact PC for the two
aforementioned cases, versus the coordinate x, along the propagation direction; in
(a) the case with dint = 0:05d1 and in (b) the case with dint = 0:5d1. We compare
this prole with the Bloch-phase envelope for the electric amplitude jEj, e Im(q)x,
shown as dotted lines in both sub-gures. The Bloch-envelope captures the relative
phase for PC points that are spaced by integer multiples of the lattice constant,
a [38, 39]. In other words, it provides a prediction for the electric eld amplitude
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Figure 5.10: Electric eld amplitude, jEj, proles (left vertical axis) versus the coordinate
x within the compact superabsorber design. The depicted proles are normalized with the
incident electric eld amplitude jE0j. The dotted lines represent the jEj-decay, from the
front to the back layer, as predicted by the complex band structure of Fig. 5.6. The solid
circles represent the ratio of incident power that is absorbed in each layer (see right vertical
axis for values). Panel (a) and (b) represent the respective cases with front-to-back-layer
truncation ratio of 0.05 and 0.5.
decay as the EM wave propagates from unit cell to unit cell of a semi-innite PC.
It is impressive to observe, how well this prediction captures the electric eld decay
from the front to the back layer for the case of Fig. 5.10(a). This is because the PC
although compact, is reectionless, so it emulates the propagation characteristics of
its semi-innite counterpart. This is not true however for the case of Fig. 5.10(b),
hence the disagreement between Bloch-phase prediction and observed electric eld
amplitude decay.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed compact SiC PC-based
absorber we compare it with that of a single SiC block in the same frequency
regime. We show with dot-dashed line in Fig. 5.9 the absorption from bulk SiC,
being more than a wavelength thick . Conversely, we show with dashed lines the
absorption from an ultra-thin 12.5 nm-thick SiC lm, which is as thick as the
top layer of the structure of Fig. 5.9(d). The two extremes capture the bounds
for the absorptance behavior of a SiC slab of intermediate thicknesses. For the
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ultra-thin slab, we do observe a peak of  40% at 12.6 m free space wavelength,
at the edge of the SiC Reststrahlen band. We emphasize that the physics of such
an absorption peak for the single thin lm slab is entirely dierent from the ones
observed in the design of Fig. 5.9(a). In the latter cases the peaks are a photonic
crystal eect while in the former it is a combination of thin-lm behavior and the
extreme SiC optical parameters at the Reststrahlen band-edge. This can in fact
be easily checked by applying the thin-lm approximation into the expressions [35]
for transmission, T, and reection, R of an absorbing block of thickness L, and
complex refractive index n + i, where n and  are much larger than 1.
Figure 5.11: (a) Schematics of the realizable compact PC with all structural information
indicated. (b) Same as the design in (a) but resting on a substrate made from the spacer
material.
We observe a very large absorption enhancement when compared to the capabilities
of a single SiC slab, in both cases. It is interesting to check where is the power
getting absorbed in our compact system. The lled circles in Fig. 5.10 depict
the ratio of incident power that is absorbed in in each SiC layer of our proposed
compact design. In both the cases of Fig. 5.10(a) and (b) we nd that the thinner
front slab absorbs more light. However, the case of Fig. 5.10(a) attest a truly
astonishing absorbing phenomenon, where more than 90% of the incident light
gets absorbed by the front 12.5 nm-thick layer. This most extraordinary absorbing
behavior would be highly attractive for applications. Thus we explore, in Section
5.6, practically realizable designs.
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5.6 Practically realizable superabsorber designs
Here we investigate some variations of the compact superabsorber of Section 5.5,
that would suggest potential for practical realization. We introduce a transparent
material spacer instead of air, as can be seen in the schematics of Fig. 5.11(a).
As an example for the transparent material spacer we consider BaF2, which has a
refractive index of  1:36 in the frequency regime of interest [41]. In addition, we
will investigate the inuence of a substrate that is made from the same transparent
material as the dielectric spacer [schematics of Fig. 5.11(b)]. In Figs. 5.11(a) and
5.11(b) we have identied symbolically all the pertinent geometric features, that
we intend to \tweak" in the following with the aim towards superabsorbing behavior.
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e
Figure 5.12: Energy velocity versus free space wavelength at the interface of a semi-innite
SiC-BaF2 PC of lattice constant a=3.5 m and SiC lling ratio equal to 0.065 (dashed
lines). The required optimum of Eq. 5.1 is shown with a solid line. The inset highlights
the wavelength region where the interface energy velocity intersects with the required
optimum value.
In order to determine the parameters for which the designs of Fig. 5.11 can act
as a superabsorber we go back again to the corresponding semi-innite PC. i.e.
we consider a SiC-BaF2 photonic crystal and look into the spectral behavior of
energy velocity at the interface, ve,int. We search for parameters that yield an
intersection between ve,int at the theoretically mandated optimum ve;0. Again, this
intersection wavelength should be in the proximity of the PC band-edge, when
targeting absorptance performance with the compact structure.
As a paradigm we present the case of lling ratio f=0.065 and lattice constant a=3.5
m, for which we plot the interface energy-velocity versus free space wavelength
with dashed lines in Fig. 5.12. The required optimum of Eq. 5.1, ve;0, is also
indicated with a solid line. We can clearly identify two intersections between the
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Figure 5.13: Reectance (color-map), versus free space wavelength free, and front-layer
truncation ratio, dint/d1 for the SiC-BaF2 system. In (a) the result of the semi-innite
PC is shown. In (b) the corresponding compact system of Fig. 5.11(a) is shown.
ve,int-v0 curves that are close to each other spectrally, (see blow-up of this frequency
region in the inset), and in the proximity of the PC band-edge. This means that
there are potentially two near-band-edge reectionless frequencies. We note, that
usually one can nd a termination for which both the energy velocity and the
spatial gradient of energy velocity at the interface meet the mandated optimum
values of Eqs. 5.1 and 5.2 at frequencies that nearly coincide, but this may not
always happen. One should also keep in mind that the ve,int values may shift
somewhat with termination as well. This eect is ofcourse stronger for the smaller
termination ratios.
In this SiC-BaF2 PC we nd two regimes of near-reectionless behavior; one near
a half-terminated front-layer and another for a very large front-layer truncation.
These can be seen as the very dark regions in the reectance map of Fig. 5.13(a),
where reectance, R, is plotted versus free space wavelength, free, and front-layer
termination ratio dint/d1. For comparison, the reectance for the compact structure
of Fig. 5.11 is also shown in Fig. 5.13(b). Indeed, these near-reectionless
free-dint/d1regimes are quite robust with shrinking PC size. In particular, we
observe that both near-reectionless regimes survive until the extreme case of the
compact three-layer structure, where the near-zero-reection property emerges at
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Figure 5.14: Absorptance [(a)] and Reectance [(b)] versus free space wavelength free for
the compact SiC-BaF2-SiC system corresponding to a PC with a lattice constant a=3.5
m and a SiC lling ratio of f=0.065. Two cases of front-layer truncation are shown:
the case of 0.05 truncation ratio with solid lines and the case of 0.5 truncation ratio with
dashed lines. The corresponding circles and diamonds represent the respective result when
the compact three-layer system rests on a 40m thick substrate made of BaF2.
front-layer truncation ratios of 0.05 and 0.50.
We show for these above mentioned cases the absorptance, A and reectance, R in
Figs. 5.14(a) and 5.14(b) respectively. The solid lines represent the case of a 0.05
truncation ratio, while the dashed lines represent the case of a 0.50 truncation ratio.
The corresponding symbols {circles and diamonds{ represent the respective result
when the compact three-layer structure is placed on a forty-micron-thick substrate.
We observe that the substrate has almost no inuence at all to the absorptance.
This is a promising result towards the realization of the compact absorber system
depicted in Fig. 5.11.
We nd a remarkable absorption performance for the compact design for both
truncation ratios, which we describe in more detail in Table 5.1. We were able
7The optimal termination value for achieving the reectionless condition is inuenced by the
number of SiC layers in the PC and the wavelength of operation. There is no rule of thumb
regarding a particular value of the front-layer truncation ratio. However, changing the front-layer
truncation ratio allows us to control the Fabry-Perot interference between the PC layers, so that
the reectance at the interface is suppressed at a particular frequency.
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Table 5.1: Outline of performance of the compact superabsorber of Fig. 5.11(a) for two
front-layer truncation ratios [A stands for absorptance, and DPR stands for dissipated
power ratio]
Truncation Total A DPR DPR % of total A % of total A
Ratio at peak in front in back in front in back
wavelength layer layer layer layer
dint=d1 = 0:05
7 0.993 0.925 0.0680 0.93 0.068
dint=d1 = 0:5 0.617 0.428 0.19 0.69 0.30
to observe also with the realizable SiC-BaF2 the extra-ordinary near-perfect
absorption, that we saw in previous section in the SiC-air system. Our proposed
compact SiC-BaF2 system has a total thickness of about  free=3. At the
wavelength of near-perfect absorption, more than 92% of the incoming light is
getting absorbed by the top layer, which is less than  free=1000 thick. This is a
truly astonishing performance for this simple three-layer paradigm. It should be
noted, that we found that by tweaking the geometric parameters of our proposed
compact design for a reectionless condition slightly away from the band-edge, it
is possible to obtain an extra-ordinary absorption enhancement that depending on
front-layer truncation can swap all the phonon-polariton band-gap region8; however
near-perfect absorption was not reached in such a case for any front-layer truncation.
To recap, we demonstrated here a realizable compact superabsorber where almost
all the incoming light is absorbed by the top layer which is less than a thousandth
of the wavelength in thickness. The superabsorber comprises a highly absorbing
(large ) material and a transparent medium. We note, in passing that very
recently compact absorbers in a planar geometry have been also reported by M.
A. Kats et al. [42] and W. Streyer et al. [43], with designs that rely on the
mutual optical properties of two lossy materials in the former work or a high index
dielectric and an engineered metal of "   1 in the latter work. In our proposed
compact design the underlying mechanism is a PC eect, where absorption is
facilitated by a reectionless funneling to a photonic-crystal mode, with a highly
lossy Floquet-Bloch phase. This mechanism leads to compact structures made of
a single-type of highly lossy medium in a planar geometry, and any transparent
8Although reection can be suppressed for a particular termination, this optimal termination
works only for one frequency. Slightly changing the termination will yield a suppressed or near-
suppressed reection at a dierent spectral position. This dierent spectral position of the sup-
pressed reection would be in a dierent position with respect to the PC band-edge, and thus
correspond to a dierent die-o length of the wave within the PC so it may not get fully ab-
sorbed in the compact structure, i.e. absorption would not be near-perfect for all truncation ratios.
Therefore, with the same compact layer structure, by changing the termination value of the front
layer, we can achieve absorption enhancement of dierent values at dierent spectral positions
throughout the phonon-polariton gap of SiC.
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medium, that can function as highly ecient absorbers by suitable adjustment of
the out-of-plane constituent slab thicknesses.
5.7 Conclusion
We have presented here a new paradigm of a practically realizable SiC-BaF2 layered
system. We demonstrated with a compact design, which is a third-of-the wavelength
thick, a near-perfect absorption, where more than 92% of the incoming light is ab-
sorbed in the top SiC ultra-thin layer, having a thickness a thousand times less
than the impinging wavelength. The reported super-absorber eect emanates from
a special photonic-crystal behavior of the corresponding photonic lattice. In partic-
ular, the underpinning mechanism is the achievement of near-zero reection in the
proximity of the photonic 1D lattice band-edge, by a special truncation of the front
layer. This enables funneling all incoming light into an ultra-slow mode, that allows
the rapid decay of the EM elds within the PC, manifested by the large imaginary
part of the complex Floquet-Bloch phase. We believe, our proposed platform oers
new avenues for absorption harnessing across the EM spectrum and will inspire new
designs where absorption occurs in a one-step process without anti-reection coating
and/or back-reector [18] and within a single kind of highly absorbing material.
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6
Broadband Mid-IR superabsorption with
aperiodic polaritonic photonic crystals
6.1 Chapter Overview
In the previous chapter, we have demonstrated near-unity absorption in a sub-
wavelength thick SiC microstructure. However, this structure has a narrow
operational bandwidth. On the other hand, applications such as bolometers require
absorption enhancement over a broadband range of wavelengths. Therefore, in this
chapter1, we propose an aperiodic PC approach to achieve broadband absorption
enhancement, inspired by chirped gratings which are widely used in the optical
bre community to obtain broadband transmittance/reectance. In particular, we
investigate two types of SiC aperiodic 1D-PCs, and evaluate their relative merits in
detail. In addition, we also study the importance of order of the building blocks in
these aperiodic PCs. The insights gained in this chapter will be applied in the next
chapter to design a compact broadband absorber with a total thickness of about
one-third of the wavelength of operation. Moreover, the design insights obtained
by this study are transferable for the construction of broadband absorbers with
dierent materials throughout the EM spectrum.
1Per Section 2.2 of code of practice for presentation of Theses, this chapter is presented as
published in the paper: Ganga Chinna Rao Devarapu and Stavroula Foteinopoulou, \Broadband
Mid-IR superabsorption with aperiodic polaritonic photonic crystals," J. Euro. Opt. Soc. Rap.
Pub. 9, 14012 (2014) [ c The Authors. See 10.2971/jeos.2014.14012].
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Before proceeding to our results and analysis we briey recap the methods employed
in this chapter. Bandstructure and transmission results have been calculated with
computer programs that have been developed based on Yariv and Yeh's Transfer
Matrix Method (TMM) [1{3] that we have presented in Chapter 2, adapted to the
specic parameters of the structures studied here. Particular expressions for the
transfer matrix of the aperiodic system as well as power loss expressions have been
derived based on Yariv and Yeh's TMM method and presented in sections 6.4 and
6.5 of this chapter respectively.
Abstract
We propose an approach for broadband near-perfect absorption with aperiodic-
polaritonic photonic crystals (PCs) operating in the phonon-polariton gap of the
constituent material. In this frequency regime the bulk polaritonic materials are
highly reective due to the extreme permittivity values, and so their absorption
capabilities are limited. However, we are able to achieve absorptance of more than
90% almost across the entire phonon-polariton gap of SiC with a SiC-air aperiodic
one-dimensional(1D)-PC with angular bandwidth that covers the range of realistic
diraction-limited sources. We explore two types of aperiodic PC schemes, one in
which the thickness of the SiC layer increases linearly2, and one in which the lling
ratio increases linearly3 throughout the structure. We nd that the former scheme
performs better in terms of exhibiting smoother spectra and employing less SiC
material. On the other hand, the second scheme performs better in terms of the
required total structure size.We analyze the principles underpinning the broadband
absorption merit4 of our proposed designs, and determine that the key protagonists
are the properties of the entry building block and the adiabaticity of the aperiodic se-
quencing scheme. Further investigation with derivative lamellar sequences{resulting
by interchanging or random positioning of the original building blocks{underline
the crucial importance of the building block arrangement in an increasing order of
thickness. If we relax the requirement of near-perfect absorption, we show that an
averaged absorption enhancement across the SiC phonon-polariton gap of  10 can
be achieved with much shorter designs of the order of two free-space wavelengths.
Our ndings suggest that our aperiodic polaritonic PC route can be promising to
2The structural specics of the building blocks of this type of aperiodic structure can be seen
in Fig. 6.2 (a) and (b).
3The structural specics of the building blocks of this type of aperiodic structure can be seen
in Fig. 6.2 (c) and (d).
4By \broadband absorption merit" here we mean the property of near-perfect absorption with
a wide bandwidth that spans the entire Reststrahlen band of SiC.
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design broadband electromagnetic absorbers across the spectrum.
6.2 Introduction
Absorbers are crucial components in electromagnetic (EM) wave detection and
energy harvesting devices such as photovoltaics [4, 5], thermophotovoltaics [6{10],
bolometers [11{13] and imaging devices [14{16]. Therefore, many current research
eorts are focusing on optimizing EM absorption with dierent mechanisms
such as near-eld enhancement through plasmonic resonances [4, 5, 17, 18] or
impedance-matching by metamaterial structures [19{22]. In all these schemes the
absorptance enhancement in the absorbing material is facilitated by the metallic
structures which are integrated with the absorbing material.
An alternative route has been explored with photonic crystals (PCs) relying solely
on the excitation of lossy Floquet-Bloch modes in a structure with a single kind
of absorbing material [23{28]. In the Mid-IR regime mostly PCs with metallic
constituents have been explored [26]. However, metals have a small skin depth [29],
thus thick PC structures would be required to get high absorption enhancement [26].
On the other hand, polaritonic materials have a larger skin depth in the Mid-IR
region thus oering the possibility of a larger light-matter interaction path.
Therefore polaritonic materials could be a promising constituent materials for
engineering absorption. However, overcoming the ultrahigh reection within the
phonon-polariton gap, also known as the Reststrahlen band [29] is a major challenge.
However, the recent results of Devarapu and Foteinopoulou [27, 28]5 demonstrating
near-perfect absorption with a SiC PC system seem promising in this direction. The
underlying mechanism was a combination of a quickly vanishing lossy Floquet-Bloch
mode [28, 30] and tailoring of the energy velocity at the interface [27, 28]6. Careful
engineering of such phenomena has led to a compact-superabsorber design where
90% of light gets absorbed within the top absorbing layer of thickness =1000 [28]7.
Nevertheless the operation bandwidth in the latter PC structure was narrow. An
important aspect in many applications such as bolometers and thermophotovoltaics,
is to have absorption enhancement over a broad range of wavelengths. Therefore,
here we explore a possibility to obtain a broadband near-perfect absorption by
utilizing polaritonic PCs. For this purpose we employ aperiodic-polaritonic 1D-PCs
5These results refer to the results of Chapters 3 and 5 in this thesis.
6These results refer to the results of Chapters 3 and 5 in this thesis.
7These results refer to the results of Chapter 5 in this thesis.
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with varying building block sizes, inspired by the broadband reection/antireection
property observed in chirped gratings [31{33].
In particular this paper is organized as follows. In Section 6.3, we describe the
aperiodic polaritonic 1D-PCs under study. In Section 6.4, we present the method-
ology we adopted for evaluating the absorptance performance of the proposed
aperiodic PCs. In Section 6.5, we discuss our results of near-perfect absorptance
of the two aperiodic PCs under study and compare their performance. In Section
6.6, we investigate the robustness of the broadband absorption merit under
angular illumination. In Section 6.7, we determine the key operation principles
underpinning the broadband functionality of our proposed designs. In Section
6.8, we analyse the signicance of the particular order of the building blocks in
the aperiodic PC. Based on the determined principles, we present in Section 6.9,
a shrinked aperiodic PC design which demonstrates an averaged{within the SiC
Reststrahlen band{absorption enhancement with a value close to 10. Finally, we
present our conclusions in Section 6.10.
6.3 System under study
Figure 6.1: Schematic diagrams of the two types of aperiodic SiC-air 1D-PC structures.
(a) The thickness of the SiC layer in each building block changes linearly while the thickness
of the air layers remains the same. (b) The lling ratio in each building block changes
linearly while the lattice constant remains the same.
We will consider two aperiodic 1D-PC structures comprising of alternating layers
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of SiC and air as shown schematically in Figs. 6.1(a) and 6.1(b). The respective
thicknesses of the SiC and air layers in the jth building block of the aperiodic PC
are d1(j) and d2(j). We denote the permittivity of air as "2, with its value being one.
The permittivity of SiC is denoted as "1, and modelled with the Lorentzian function
[29],
"1(!) = "1

1 +
!2L   !2T
!2T   !2   i! 

; (6.1)
where ! is the angular frequency of the incident EM wave. The parameters in
the Lorentzian function|taken from Ref. [34]|are "1=6.7, !T =223.79 THz,
!L =229.07 THz and   =20.1428 THz. We have particularly chosen SiC as
the constituent of the aperiodic PCs, since the Reststrahlen band of the SiC spans
from 10.3 m to 12.6 m, where many pathogens and bio-molecules have their
ngerprints [35{37]. Moreover, this frequency regime is an important atmospheric
N-band window that facilitates the study of astronomical objects that are colder
than 500 K [38{40].
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Figure 6.2: Structural parameters of the aperiodic PCs of Fig. 6.1(a) (blue circles) and
Fig. 6.1(b) (red squares) in each building block j. (a) thickness of the SiC layers, (b)
thickness of air layers, (c) lattice constant and (d) lling ratio.
In the rst type of aperiodic PC shown in Fig. 6.1(a), the thickness of the SiC layer
in each building block changes linearly as:
d1(j) = d1(1) +
1
5
(j  1)  d1(1); (6.2)
where d1(1) = 0:125m is the thickness of the rst SiC layer in the aperiodic PC.
The thickness of the air layers d2 is 9.875 m and it remains constant throughout
the aperiodic PC.
On the other hand, in the second type of aperiodic PC shown in Fig. 6.1(b), the
lling ratio for each building block changes linearly. The lling ratio of the jth
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building block is given by:
f(j) = f(1) +
1
100
(j  1); (6.3)
where f(1) = 0.05 is the lling ratio of the rst building block. Note, the lattice
constant a = 5 m is constant throughout the aperiodic PC, implying that
the thickness of SiC and air layer in the jth building block of the PC would be
d1(j) = a  f(j) and d2(j) = a  d1(j) respectively.
In Fig. 6.2, we show the variation of the structural parameters from one building
block to the next one in the rst and second type of the aperiodic PCs as blue
circles and red squares respectively. In Figs. 6.2(a) and 6.2(b), we show the SiC
and air thicknesses respectively in each building block j. In Figs. 6.2(c) and 6.2(d),
we show the lattice constant and lling ratio in each building block j, respectively.
6.4 Methodology
In this section, we present the methodology we adopted to study the aperiodic SiC-
air lamellae sequence. To evaluate the absorption performance of the two types of
aperiodic PCs described above, we need spectral information on their absorptance
A. For this reason we calculate with the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) [1{3] the
absorptance A as A=1-T-R. T and R represent respectively the transmittance and
reectance of the aperiodic lamellar structures, determined from the transmission
and reection amplitudes as T= jtj2 and R = jrj2 since our entire structure is
embedded in air. In particular, 2641
r
375 =M total
264t
0
375 ; (6.4)
where M total is the total transfer matrix through the aperiodic PC with N building
blocks given by:
M total =
 
N-1Y
j=1
M21P 1(j)M12P 2(j)
!
M21P 1(N)M12: (6.5)
In the above equation, M12 and M21 are the transfer matrices that relate the ampli-
tude of the EM waves going from medium 1 (SiC) to medium 2 (air) and vice versa
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Figure 6.3: EM waves incident on a multilayer structure with lamellae along the yz-plane
(a) TE-polarization case (b) TH-polarization case.
and are given by:
M12 =
1
2
2641 + 
12 1  12
1  12 1 + 12
375 ; (6.6)
and
M21 =
1
2
2641 + 
21 1  21
1  21 1 + 21
375 ; (6.7)
where the parameters 12 and 21 relate to the SiC permittivity "1 and angle of
incidence I as follows:
(i) For Normal incidence (I = 0) both polarizations are degenerate and we have,
12 =
1p
"1
and 21 =
p
"1: (6.8)
(ii) For incidence at an angle I 6= 0 and TE polarization [see schematics of Fig. 6.3
(a)] we have,
12 =
s
1  sin2 I
"1   sin2 I
and 21 =
s
"1   sin2 I
1  sin2 I
: (6.9)
(iii) For incidence at an angle I 6= 0 and TH polarization [see schematics of Fig. 6.3
(b)] we have,
12 = "1
s
1  sin2 I
"1   sin2 I
and 21 =
1
"1
s
"1   sin2 I
1  sin2 I
: (6.10)
Then, P 1(j) and P 2(j) in Eq. (6.5), are the respective propagation matrices in the
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SiC and air layers within the jth building block and are given by:
P 1(j) =
"
e ik1xd1(j) 0
0 eik1xd1(j)
#
; (6.11)
and
P 2(j) =
"
e ik2xd2(j) 0
0 eik2xd2(j)
#
; (6.12)
with k1x and k2x representing the x-component of the wavevectors inside the SiC
and air layers respectively. Thus, for normal incidence,
k1x =
p
"1
!
c
and k2x =
!
c
; (6.13)
and for o-normal incidence at an angle I 6= 0,
k1x =
p
"1   sin2 I !
c
and k2x =
p
1  sin2 I !
c
; (6.14)
where ! represents the frequency of the impinging wave and c represents the
vacuum speed of light.
Furthermore, in order to gain insight where the light gets absorbed within the aperi-
odic PC, we will also look into the electric-eld distributions {for the case of normal
incidence. These are given by:
E(x) = eik2xx + re ik2xx; for x  0
E(x) = A(j)eik1x(x Sa(j)) +B(j)e ik1x(x Sa(j));
for Sa(j)  x  Sa(j) + d1(j)
E(x) = C(j)eik2x(x Sa(j) d1(j)) +D(j)e ik2x(x Sa(j) d1(j));
for Sa(j) + d1(j)  x  Sa(j + 1)
E(x) = teik2x(x Sa(N 1) d1(N)); for x  Sa(N  1) + d1(N): (6.15)
With Sa(j), we denote the location of the front SiC face at the j
th building block.
i.e Sa(j) =
j 1P
i=1
a(i) for j > 1 and Sa(j)=0 for j=1, where a(i) is the size of the i
th
building block in the aperiodic PC. Moreover, as indicated in Fig. 6.4, A(j) and B(j)
are the electric-eld amplitudes of the forward and backward going waves within the
SiC layer of the jth building block in the aperiodic PC. Similarly C(j) and D(j) are
the electric-eld amplitudes of the forward and backward going waves within the
air layer of the jth building block. These are determined by the following recursive
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of an aperiodic PC indicating eld amplitudes upon entrance and
exit at normal incidence. The amplitudes within the SiC and air layers of an arbitrary
building block j of the aperiodic PC are also shown. E0 is the incident electric eld
amplitude.
relations, 264A(j)
B(j)
375 = P 1(j)M12P 2(j)M21
264A(j + 1)
B(j + 1)
375 ; (6.16)
and 264C(j)
D(j)
375 = P 2(j)M21P 1(j + 1)M12
264C(j + 1)
D(j + 1)
375 ; (6.17)
with 1  j < N, together with the use of their values at j = N. The latter are given
by: 264A(N)
B(N)
375 = P 1(N)M12
264t
0
375 ; (6.18)
and 264C(N)
D(N)
375 =
264t
0
375 : (6.19)
Moreover, in Section 6.7 we analyze how the properties of the aperiodic photonic
crystals may correlate with the properties of the corresponding periodic photonic
crystals made from the underlying building blocks of the aperiodic lamellae. In
particular, we discuss the correlation of the broadband absorption to the coupling
to allowed modes in the corresponding periodic PCs.
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The photonic modes in a periodic medium are subject to Bloch's theorem just like
electrons in a natural crystal [1{3, 41{43]. This means that the elds at the entrance
of the jth cell of a periodic PC structure would be equal to the elds at the entrance of
the (j+1)th cell times a phase factor e iqa with q being the Floquet-Bloch wavevector
and a the lattice constant of the periodic stack. This means:"
E+(j)
E (j)
#
= e iqa
"
E+(j + 1)
E (j + 1)
#
; (6.20)
where the superscripts (+) and ( ) denote the respective wave amplitudes along
the +x - and  x - direction.
In purely dielectric media the Bloch wave vector q is purely real in regimes of
allowed EM propagation and completely imaginary outside [1, 42, 43]. However,
in lossy photonic crystals the Floquet-Bloch phase, q, is complex throughout the
spectrum and an abrupt distinction between allowed \band\ modes, and forbidden
\gap" modes cannot be made [28, 30]. Typically, forbidden propagation regions in
lossy photonic crystals are characterized by a quick transition to ultra-high Im(q)
values [28].
The elds in the left and right hand side of Eq. 6.20 can be related by the transfer
matrix of the elementary building block, MBB, which is equal to M21P 1M12P 2.
Thus, e iqa should be an eigenvalue of the elementary building block transfer matrix,
which yields:
e iqa =
1
2
(MBB11 +M
BB
22 
p
); (6.21)
with  = (MBB11 +M
BB
22 )
2 4det(MBB) and det(MBB) being the determinant of the
MBB matrix. Eq. 6.21 yields two possible roots for q, with only one being acceptable
that satises the requirement for passivity. As we are looking for modes propagating
in the +x direction the passivity requirement takes the form of Im(q) > 0 [44, 45].
Note that the matrix elements of the MBB matrix are frequency dependent, due to
the frequency dependent permittivity of SiC, as given in Eq. 6.1. Solving Eq. 6.21
is equivalent to obtaining q(!), i.e. the the band structure of the periodic stack.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Absorptance A, versus free space wavelength, free, for the aperiodic PC
of Fig. 6.1(a). We show the results for N = 3 (black solid), 6 (red dashed), 12 (green
dot-dashed), 25 (blue dotted) and 50 (magenta dot-dashed-dot) building blocks. (b) same
as (a), but for reectance R, versus free space wavelength. For comparison we also show
the absorptance and reectance from a bulk SiC block with solid-orange lines.
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Figure 6.6: Same as in Fig. 6.5, but for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(b)
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6.5 Broadband near-perfect absorptance with
aperiodic SiC PCs in the Reststrahlen band:
Results and Discussion
In this section, we present our results for the absorption of the aperiodic PCs
of section 6.3, calculated with the TMM method as we described above. In
particular, in Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) we show the respective spectral response
of absorptance and reectance of the rst type of aperiodic PC depicted in
Fig. 6.1(a). We observe in Fig. 6.5(a) a near-perfect absorptance when we take 50
building blocks that covers most of the Reststrahlen band (dot-dash-dot magenta
line in Fig. 6.5(a)). This is related to the broadband low reectance seen in
Fig. 6.5(b). Conversely, we present the corresponding results of absorptance and
reectance for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(b) in Figs. 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) respectively.
Although we successfully demonstrated the broadband absorptance with the two
aperiodic PCs with large number of building blocks, it is interesting to check
to which extent such broadband absorptance survives when a smaller number of
building blocks are taken. For this purpose, we show in the same gures, the
absorptance and reectance for a lower total number of building blocks, N.
In particular, we take N = 3, 6, 12 and 25 and show the results in Figs. 6.5
and 6.6 for the respective cases of Fig. 6.1(a) and Fig. 6.1(b), as black-solid
line, red-dashed line, green dot-dashed line and blue-dotted line, respectively. We
observe that the low reectance property remains reasonably broadband even with
a small number of building blocks. This is especially true for the rst type of
aperiodic PC. In the second type we see much stronger Fabry-Perot oscillations
in the reectance spectrum. This is because in the latter PC, the lling ratio
increases quite rapidly from one building block to the next one as we have seen
in Fig. 6.2 (d). The results of Ref. [27]8 suggest that the lower the lling ratio
of a PC is, the less the reection is. Actually, in the same work it was shown
that the higher lling ratio PC structures are essentially approaching the bulk
SiC behaviour [27]9. The above ndings imply that the low reectance merit of
the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(a) can be attributed to the low lling ratio. Such
low reectance with the small strength of Fabry-Perot oscillations is important for
a smoother spectral response of the absorption. Obviously, any reection peaks
inadvertently will manifest as dips in the absorption spectrum which are undesirable.
8These results refer to the results of Chapter 3 in this thesis.
9These results refer to the results of Chapter 3 in this thesis.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Cumulative absorptance enhancement CAenha, of the aperiodic PCs of
Figs. 6.1(a) (blue circles) and 6.1(b) (red squares) versus the total number of building
blocks N. (b) Same as (a) but for the absorptance gure of merit FOMA.
In order to obtain a quantitative measure of the performance of the aperiodic PC
schemes, we estimate the cumulative absorptance enhancement CAenha, across the
Reststrahlen band as follows:
CAenha =
1
2   1
Z 2
1
APC()
ASiC()
d; (6.22)
where 1 and 2 represent the bounds of the Reststrahlen band of SiC, and APC()
and ASiC() are the respective absorptance of the aperiodic PC and a 200 m thick
block of SiC at the specied wavelength. We show the results in Fig. 6.7(a) for
the aperiodic PCs of Fig. 6.1(a) and Fig. 6.1(b) indicated with blue circles and
red squares respectively. We notice that both the aperiodic PCs have almost same
cumulative absorptance enhancement for less than 20 building blocks. However,
when the number of building blocks exceeds 20, we can clearly observe that the
rst type of aperiodic PC exhibits a higher cumulative absorptance enhancement.
We attribute this result to the better reectance performance of the rst type of
aperiodic PC due to the consistently lower lling ratio throughout the aperiodic
PC as we discussed.
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It is also interesting to see which of the two aperiodic PC schemes exhibits a high
cumulative absorptance with less absorbing material. Therefore we introduce an
absorptance gure of merit FOMA, as follows:
FOMA = CAenha
(1 + 2)
2  dthick ; (6.23)
where dthick is the total thickness of the SiC in the entire aperiodic PC structure
and 1, 2, and CAenha have the same meaning as in Eq. 6.22. We plot the FOMA
in Fig. 6.7(b) for the aperiodic PCs of Fig. 6.1(a) and Fig. 6.1(b) indicated with
blue circles and red squares respectively. We can clearly identify the advantage of
the rst aperiodic PC scheme where a higher FOMA is achieved consistently with
the same number of building blocks.
Figure 6.8: Spatial electric-eld distributions (red solid lines) and dissipated to incident
power ratio in the individual absorbing layers (blue circles) versus the location x, within
the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(a), with 50 building blocks. Results for these are plotted at
three free space wavelengths, free as indicated in the above individual panels (a), (b) and
(c).
We note in passing that we did explore another type of aperiodic PC in which
the lattice constant changed linearly, while keeping the lling ratio constant. We
explored this route and found that the aforementioned aperiodic PC does not
perform any better than the aperiodic PCs of Fig. 6.1(a) and Fig. 6.1(b) that we
discussed above. We attribute this result to the large Fabry Perot reections
arising from the increased air layers thickness between the absorbing SiC layers.
Accordingly, we did not pursue this scheme further, and we will focus only on the
schemes of Fig. 6.1(a) and Fig. 6.1(b) from now on.
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To gain more insight into the performance of the two aperiodic PCs, we also calcu-
late the spatial electric-eld distributions inside the two aperiodic PC structures
and indicate the results with red-solid lines in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. The
panels (a), (b) and (c) in both Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, represent wavelengths around
the blue edge, middle and red edge of the SiC Reststrahlen band. We notice from
Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, that around the blue edge of the SiC Reststrahlen, electric elds
are oscillating across the aperiodic PC structure and attenuated nearly at the end
of the aperiodic PC. On the other hand, around the middle wavelength of the SiC
Reststrahlen band, the oscillating electric elds are slowly decreasing and strongly
attenuated when reaching the middle of the PC. Finally, around the red edge of the
SiC Reststrahlen band, the electric eld is rapidly attenuated within the rst few
building blocks of the aperiodic PC.
Figure 6.9: Same as in Fig. 6.8, but for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(b). First 40 building
blocks are zoomed.
In order to understand how these electric-eld variations correlate to the overall
absorption, we evaluate the ratio of dissipated to incident power within the SiC
layers. From Poynting's theorem [46] it can be shown that such dissipated to incident
power ratio for the jth layer inside the aperiodic PC is given by:
P(j) =
!"
00
1
cjE0j2
Z Sa(j)+d1(j)
Sa(j)
jE(x)j2dx; (6.24)
where "
00
1 represents the imaginary part of "1. With the use of the expressions for
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the electric-eld distributions E(x) within the SiC layers given by Eq. 6.15, we
obtain:
P(j) =
!"
00
1
cjE0j2
 jA(j)j2
2k1x00
(1  e 2k001xd1(j)) + jB(j)j
2
2k1x00
(e2k
00
1xd1(j)   1)
+2Re[
A(j)B(j)
2ik
0
1x
(e2ik
0
1xd1(j)   1)]

; (6.25)
where k1x
0 and k1x00 are the real and imaginary parts of the wavevector k1x, inside
SiC. The A(j) and B(j) coecients in the above equation are calculated from
Eqs. (16)-(19).
We plot the results calculated from Eq. 6.25, for the power dissipation ratio within
the jth SiC layer versus the position of the center of this layer{ xc(j) = Sa(j)+d1(j)=2{
with the blue circles in Fig. 6.8 for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(a). Conversely,
we show the respective result for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(b) in Fig. 6.9. It is
interesting to notice in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, that the power dissipation ratio variation
does not follow the electric-eld variations. This at rst seems rather odd. However,
we should keep in mind that the power dissipation ratio applies only to the SiC
layers. On the other hand, electric elds are plotted for both the SiC and air layers.
Moreover, the SiC layer thickness increases from one building to the next one
throughout the structure. Therefore, thick SiC layers at the far end of the aperiodic
PC will absorb more light due to the larger light-matter interaction length for the
same electric-eld amplitudes in comparison to the thin SiC layers at the front end
of the aperiodic PC.
We notice from Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 that for the wavelengths around the blue edge
of the Reststrahlen band, power is dissipated throughout the aperiodic PC. For
wavelengths in the middle of the Reststrahlen band, power dissipation is high at the
front end of the PC. For the wavelengths around the red edge of the Reststrahlen
band, most of the power is dissipated within the rst few SiC layers of the aperiodic
PC. These results explain why the presence of a large number of building blocks is
more important for the blue side of the Reststrahlen band spectrum, as we have
seen in Figs. 6.5 and 6.6.
We assert that there is a strong correlation between the location of where most
power is getting absorbed and the propagation properties of the corresponding
building block at such location. Such propagation properties can be characterised
by the imaginary part of the Bloch phase q, Im(q), of the corresponding periodic PC.
The imaginary part of Bloch phase, Im(q), would signify regions of \forbidden\ and
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Figure 6.10: Band structure properties of the aperiodic PC building blocks versus the
location xc of their respective centres. The imaginary part of the Floquet-Bloch phase of
the corresponding periodic structure, Im(q), is plotted at a certain free space wavelength
that is designated inside each panel. Im(q) is scaled with a= with a being the respective
building block size. The panels in the left [(a), (b), and (c)] represent the case of the
aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.5. Conversely, the panels in the right [(d), (e), and (f)] represent
the case of the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.6.
\allowed" EM propagation, although such distinction is not as sharp in the case
of lossless PCs [28, 30]. In order to uncover such a correlation we calculate the
Im(q) versus xc {for the same wavelength values of the impinging EM wave as in
Figs. 6.8 and 6.9{ for the case of periodic PCs that correspond to the building
blocks located at the xc position.
We plot the results, in Figs. 6.10(a), 6.10(b) and 6.10(c) at these specied wave-
lengths (indicated within each panel) for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.5. Conversely,
in Figs. 6.10(d), 6.10(e) and 6.10(f) we plot the corresponding results at the same
wavelengths for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.6. Note that Im(q) is shown scaled with
a=, with a = d1 + d2 being the building block size, which is constant and equal to
5 microns for the PC of Fig. 6.6 but varies with building block location for the case
of Fig. 6.5. Clearly, the results in Fig. 6.10 suggest that at a certain free-space wave-
length most power is getting absorbed at the vicinity of building blocks with high
Im(q) values, i.e. in the vicinity of the gap regime of the corresponding periodic PCs.
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Figure 6.11: Angular response of the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.5. The absorptance, A
and reectance, R are shown versus the impinging's wave angle of incidence I and wave-
length free for both polarisations. The results in (a) and (b) represent absorptance and
reectance for the TE-polarisation case while the results in (c) and (d) represent absorp-
tance and reectance for the TH-polarisation case.
6.6 Angular robustness of the broadband super-
absorption
Realistic beams are nite in lateral extend; they are not plane waves. For example
a diraction-limited beam with a Gaussian lateral prole would be equivalent to
a superposition of impinging waves at dierent incident angles, I , within a range
spanning roughly between  100 to 100. It is therefore interesting to check the
robustness of the superabsorptance bandwidth we observed for normal incidence
with a plane wave under angular illumination conditions.
While the two polarisations are degenerate for normal incidence they are not so
for the case of non-normal incidence. For this reason we explore the angular ab-
sorptance response of our designs under both TE- and TH- illumination conditions
that we depicted in Fig. 6.3. We show in Figs. 6.11(a) and 6.11(b) respectively
the absorptance and reectance versus incident angle and free space wavelength
for a TE-polarised impinging wave on the aperiodic PC structure of Fig. 6.5 The
corresponding results for the case of a TH-polarised wave are shown in Figs. 6.11(c)
and 6.11(d). The results were calculated with the TMM method, as we described
in the methodology section for the case of a general incidence with I 6= 0. Likewise,
we also investigate o-normal incidence for the PC of Fig. 6.6 and show our results
in an analogous manner in Fig. 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Same as in Fig. 6.11 but for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.6.
All cases demonstrate an impressive angular bandwidth10. throughout the
phonon-polariton spectrum that well exceeds the angle-span of a diraction-limited
Gaussian beam. These results suggest that our proposed aperiodic PC platforms
would be entirely functional under realistic illumination conditions.
6.7 Broadband aperiodic superabsorbing PCs:
Design operation and optimisation
In the previous section we considered two particular aperiodic PC designs. We
constructed these two designs based on the intuition we obtained from the study
of corresponding periodic structures [27, 28]11. We considered for the rst building
block such parameters that give a low lling ratio and a total size equal to
the lattice constant of some of the high performing PCs that were previously
investigated [28]12. In fact, the rst building block of our second aperiodic PC
design is exactly the same as one of such periodic designs reported in Ref. [28]13.
Subsequently, we construct the aperiodic sequence of lamellae with two dierent
10The abrupt increase in reectance, R and decrease in absorptance, A at near-grazing incidence,
i.e. incidence with an angle close to 900 with the interface normal, observed for TH-polarized light
in Figs. 6.12 (c) and 6.12 (d) respectively, is not uncommon in optics. It typically also occurs for
grazing incidence of TH-polarized light at the interface of a dielectric bulk material [e.g see C. A.
Balanis, Advanced engineering electromagnetics, (Wiley, Canada, 1968)]. It is a result of the low
interaction of the EM wave with the PC, as the EM wave essentially passes almost parallel to the
PC interface, with its electric eld almost perpendicular to the interface. This yields a low eld
penetration within the structure resulting from the conservation of the normal component of the
electric displacement vector D and leads accordingly to a high reectance.
11These results refer to the results of Chapters 3 and 5 in this thesis.
12These results refer to the results of Chapter 5 in this thesis.
13These results refer to the results of Chapter 5 in this thesis.
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Figure 6.13: Aperiodic design performance versus degree of adiabaticity, 1, for the
aperiodic lamellar sequencing of Eq. 6.28 [panels (a) and (b)] and versus 2 for the
aperiodic lamellar sequencing of Eq. 6.29 [panels (c) and (d)]. The remaining parameters
are the same as in the respective cases of Figs. 6.5 and 6.6. Both the averaged absorptance,
A, and the averaged reectance, R over the entire Reststrahlen band of SiC are shown.
scenarios {linearly increasing SiC slab thickness with air thickness kept constant
and linearly increasing lling ratio with building block size being kept constant{.
Again, the linear sequencing slope parameters, 1/5 for the rst scenario and 1/100
in the second, were chosen intuitively so that they would produce an adiabatic, yet
reasonably signicant, increase in the SiC slabs thickness.
In this section we investigate further the broadband merit of such aperiodic
polaritonic PCs beyond the intuitive construction of the designs of Fig. 6.5 and
6.6. Our purpose is to gain further understanding on the principles of operation of
such structures. Moreover, we will investigate the structural parameter tolerance of
the broadband absorptance feature of the aperiodic designs and compare our initial
intuitively conceived designs with optimised structures.
First, we study the impact of only the sequencing slope on the broadband absorption
merit. As a quantitative measure of the latter we consider the averaged absorption,
A over the phonon-polariton regime calculated from:
A =
1
2   1
Z 2
1
APC()d: (6.26)
We will also look at the averaged reection, R, given by:
R =
1
2   1
Z 2
1
RPC()d: (6.27)
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In the above equations, APC() and RPC() represent respectively the absorptance
and reectance of the aperiodic PC structures at a certain free space wavelength .
Also, 1 and 2 represent the blue and red edge of the phonon-polariton spectrum
of SiC.
We essentially start from the same building blocks as in the designs of Fig. 6.5 and
6.6 and change only the slope of the monotonically increasing functions of Eqs. 6.2
and 6.3. In particular we take:
d1(j) = d1(1) +
1
1
(j  1)  d1(1); (6.28)
and
f(j) = f(1) +
1
2
(j  1); (6.29)
with d1(1) = 0:125m, and f(1) = 0:05 as in the designs of Fig. 6.5 and 6.6. We
will refer in the following to 1 and 2 as adiabatic parameters since they control
how adiabatic is the increase in SiC thickness as we progress within the lamellae
sequence. The larger the  parameters are the more adiabatic such change is.
We plot our results for A and R versus the adiabatic parameter 1 in Figs. 6.13(a)
and 6.13(b) for the aperiodic sequence of the type of Eq. 6.28 with the remaining
structural parameters taken the same as in Fig. 6.5. Conversely, we show the
corresponding results for A and R versus the adiabatic parameter 2 in Figs. 6.13(c)
and 6.13(d) for the aperiodic sequence of the type of Eq. 6.29 with the remaining
structural parameters taken the same as in Fig. 6.6. We do so for three dierent
cases of total building blocks, N. We take N=10, 50 and 100 and show the
corresponding results in Fig. 6.13 with solid black, dashed red and dot-dashed
green lines respectively. Note that there is a minimum value for the range of the 2
parameter that depends on the total number of building blocks as the lling ratio
cannot exceed the value of 1 for any building block.
As our intuition would have expected the averaged reection, R, monotonically
decreases with increasing  parameters i.e. with increasing adiabaticity of the
aperiodic lamellae sequencing. However, clearly we do not see this behavior for the
averaged reectance to be transferred to the averaged absorptance. A monotonically
decreasing R should perhaps yield a monotonically increasing A with increasing 
values. Indeed, we observe so for the large, hundred-building-block, structures.
However, the other cases typically have a maximum for A at a particular value of
 or even show a decreasing behavior of A with increasing  as for example the
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case of Fig. 6.13(a) for N=10. This is actually not too surprising, as transmission
maybe non-zero for the thinner structures. As the degree of adiabaticity becomes
larger, a larger number of building blocks are required to completely absorb the
EM energy passing through.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of the absorptance spectra [in (a)] and reectance spectra [in
(b)] between the cases of the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.5 with 50 building block (black solid
lines) and its periodic counterpart constructed from the entry building block. The red-
dashed lines represent the result for the periodic PC with 50 building blocks while the
green dot-dashed lines represents the result for the periodic PC with 295 building blocks
which corresponds to the same total SiC thickness as the aperiodic structure.
Evidently, as 1 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 the aperiodic lamellar sequences of Eq. 6.28
and 6.29 fall back to a periodic photonic crystal having an elementary unit cell the
same as the rst building block of these sequences. The asymptotic behavior of
the averaged absorptance versus the adiabatic parameters then suggests that these
corresponding periodic photonic crystal structures should be capable of a broadband
low-reective and high-absorbing behavior. However, we had not observed that in
our prior investigations14 in Refs. [27] and [28] . This has prompted us to look into
this further.
We replot in Fig. 6.14 the absorptance and reectance versus the free space
wavelength for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.5 for fty building blocks as black
solid lines to compare it with the corresponding periodic PC constructed from
the rst building block of the aperiodic structure (shown as red-dashed lines in
14These results refer to the results of Chapters 3 and 5 in this thesis.
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Figure 6.15: Same as in Fig. 6.14 but for the case of the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.6 and the
corresponding periodic PC counterparts.
the same gures). We will refer to such structure simply as the \corresponding
periodic PC" from hereon. These results clearly manifest that fty building blocks
sequenced according to Eq. 6.28 for 1 = 5 absorb almost all impinging EM energy
in most of the spectral range within the Reststrahlen band. Nevertheless, fty
identical building blocks with the same parameters as the rst building block of
the aperiodic sequence do not. The result is even worse for periodic structures with
a unit cell corresponding to any other building from the aperiodic lamellar structure.
Yet, the analysis of Fig. 6.13 suggests that the corresponding periodic PC should pos-
sess broadband near-perfect absorptance as well. We do in fact notice a broadband
low reectance in Fig. 6.14(b). This clearly points out that the lack of absorptance
bandwidth in the corresponding periodic PC is because of insucient SiC material
in the fty-cell structure. Thus, we subsequently consider a corresponding periodic
PC that would have as much SiC material as the aperiodic structure of fty building
blocks, N. This means that such periodic PC would need to have a N eq number of
unit cells given by:
N eq = N +
1
10
N(N   1); (6.30)
where N = 50, i.e. it should be comprised of 295 unit cells. We show the
corresponding spectra for this long periodic PC in Fig. 6.14 with green dot-dashed
lines. Indeed, a broadband absorptance behavior is now observed.
We make a similar comparison in Fig. 6.15 for the corresponding periodic PC case
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Figure 6.16: (a) Spectrally averaged absorptance, A, of the aperiodic lamellar sequence of
Eq. 6.28 versus thickness of the entry lamella, d1(1), and inter-lammelar spacing, d2, kept
constant throughout the sequence. The adiabaticity, 1, equals to 5. (b) Same as in (a) but
for the spectrally averaged reectance, R. (c) Spectrally averaged absorptance, A, of the
aperiodic lamellar sequence of Eq. 6.29 versus lling ratio of the entry building block, f(1),
and unit cell size, a, kept constant constant throughout the sequence. The adiabaticity,
2, equals to 100. (d) same as in (c) but for the spectrally averaged reectance R.The
white triangles designate the parameters of the respective aperiodic PCs of Figs. 6.5 and
6.6.
Table 6.1: Performance evaluation and comparison of the aperiodic PCs of Figs. 6.5
and 6.6 and their periodic counterparts constructed from their entry building block. The
absorptance gure of merits, FOMA and FOMA
0
as dened in Eqs. 6.23 and 6.32 respec-
tively, as well as the cumulative enhancement, CAenha as dened in Eq. 6.22 are employed
for such purpose.
Type of Building Total structure SiC FOMA FOMA
0 CAenha
Lamellar Block No thickness thickness
Structure (m) (m)
Aperiodic PC 50 530.625 36.875 5.56 0.387 17.92
of Fig. 6.5
Corresponding 50 500 6.25 26.12 0.326 14.26
periodic PC
Corresponding 295 2950 36.875 5.80 0.073 18.69
periodic PC
Aperiodic PC 50 250 73.75 2.47 0.730 15.93
of Fig. 6.6
Corresponding 50 250 12.5 11.94 0.597 13.03
periodic PC
Corresponding 295 1475 73.75 2.46 0.123 15.85
periodic PC
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of the aperiodic lamellar sequence of Eq. 6.29, with the parameters of Fig. 6.6.
We show the results for the absorptance and reectance for this aperiodic PC and
its periodic counterpart with N=50 buildings blocks as black solid lines and red-
dotted lines respectively. As in the case of Fig. 6.14 we also see here that fty cells
are inadequate to absorb the incoming EM energy over a broad bandwidth in the
Reststrahlen band for periodic PC structure. The number of N eq unit cells we need
here in order to have the same amount of SiC material in the corresponding periodic
PC as in the aperiodic structure of Fig. 6.6 is given by:
N eq =
1
f(1)

f(1)N +
1
200
N(N   1)

; (6.31)
with N=50 and f(1)=0.05, which also is equal to 295. We plot in Fig. 6.15 the
spectra for the corresponding periodic PC with 295 unit cells as green dot-dashed
line.
Figure 6.17: Same as in Fig. 6.16(a) and 6.16(c) but for Im(q) evaluated from Eq. 6.33.
The Im(q) is scaled with a=, with a being the lattice constant of the corresponding
periodic PC. For the case in (a) a = d1(1) + d2. For the case in (b) a is explicitly given in
the vertical axis.
Indeed, the results in Figs. 6.14 and 6.15 verify that the corresponding periodic PC
counterparts exhibit broadband absorptance behavior when a very large number
of unit cells is taken that provides a sucient amount of SiC material. Thus, the
above analysis suggests that if we take a block of SiC material and slice it to equal
very thin slices suciently spaced apart at equal distances we can obtain ecient
broadband absorption in the Reststrahlen band of SiC. Note that the total length
L of such periodic structure is really very large. In particular, it is close to 300 free
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space wavelengths for the case of Fig. 6.14 and close to 150 free space wavelengths
for the case of Fig. 6.15. On the other hand, if we allow to slice the same amount of
SiC material in unequal slices and position them so that their thickness gradually
increases we can obtain a similar absorption over a broad spectral range with much
more compact structures. In particular, the length of the structures in Fig. 6.5 and
6.6 are close to 50 and 25 wavelengths respectively.
From the practical point of view, it is important to also consider the total length
of the structure when evaluating the merits of a certain design. Hence, it becomes
then clear that FOMA, we dened in Eq. 6.23 may not by itself be an adequate
measure of performance of a certain design. We therefore introduce an additional
gure of merit, FOMA
0
dened as follows:
FOMA
0
= CAenha
(1 + 2)
2L
; (6.32)
with L being the total thickness of the structure. We emphasize that these gures
of merit are useful for a comparative analysis between designs, in the sense that
they help to identify the advantages and disadvantages of a certain design. How-
ever, one should bear in mind that they are always trade-os to consider in each case.
For example it appears that the periodic structures can yield smooth broad spectra
of ecient absorptance but they involve a much higher number of lamellae and are
much longer (about six times) than their aperiodic counterparts. The more compact
we try to make a broadband design, the thicker SiC blocks we need to introduce
which inevitably lead to more prominent Fabry-Perot fringes and less smooth
spectra. For example, the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.5 shows more interference fringes
than its ultra-long corresponding periodic PC counterpart but less interference
fringes in comparison with the more compact aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.6. Table 6.1
encapsulates such comparisons, where both introduced absorptance gure of merits,
FOMA and FOM
0
A, are given for the designs we analysed above.
We proceed below in evaluating further the robustness of the broadband absorptance
merit of the aperiodic PCs. Fig. 6.13 attests that the adiabaticity parameter values
of 1=5 and 2=100 are near the optimum values that yield the maximum averaged
absorptance, A when fty building blocks are taken in the lamellar sequences of
Eqs. 6.28 and 6.29 respectively. Accordingly, below we x these parameters at
these values.
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Then for the lamellar sequence emanating from Eq. 6.28, we calculate how the
averaged absorptance changes with d1(1) and inter-SiC lamellae spacing d2 which
is kept constant throughout the entire sequence. Conversely, for the lamellar
sequence emanating from Eq. 6.29, we calculate how the averaged absorptance is
changing with the lling ratio of the entry building block, f(1), and the building
block size, a, which is kept constant throughout the entire sequence. We plot
the results in Figs. 6.16(a) and 6.16(c) respectively. The accompanying results
for the averaged reectance, R, are shown in Figs. 6.16(b) and 6.16(d) respectively.
We observe that there is a wide range in parameter space of near-optimum perfor-
mance in both cases attesting for the robustness of the designs. This is especially
true for the designs emanating from the sequence of Eq. 6.28. We observe that the
performance of both designs deteriorates with increasing lling ratio. The white
triangles in the parameter space designate the parameters of the designs considered
in Fig. 6.5 and 6.6. It is impressive to observe that both designs that we conceived
intuitively are very close to the optimised aperiodic PC designs.
In the following, we try to understand further the particular structure of the
absorptance behavior we observed in Fig. 6.16 in the parameter space of the
lamellar sequences. We argue that the performance of the aperiodic PC designs is
strongly correlated to the properties of their entry building block. In particular, we
argue that the spectral extend of the allowed modes of a periodic PC constructed
from the entry building block is of crucial signicance. As a measure of the latter
we consider the average value of the imaginary part of the Floquet-Bloch phase q,
Im(q). The larger this is the lower the extend of allowed modes within the SiC
Restrahlen band for the periodic PC comprised of the entry building block of the
aperiodic structure. In other words it would be the minima of Im(q) that would
suggest a strong absorptance performance.
We evaluate Im(q) from:
Im(q) =
1
2   1
Z 2
1
Im(q; )d; (6.33)
where Im(q; ) is calculated with the TMM method as we discussed in the method-
ology section. The parameter space of Figs. 6.16 denes dierent entry building
blocks and for each we calculate such Im(q) value for the corresponding PC medium.
We plot the result in Fig. 6.17(a) for entry building blocks corresponding to the
sequencing of Eq. 6.28. Conversely, we show in Fig. 6.17(b) the result for entry
building blocks corresponding to the sequencing of Eq. 6.29. Fig. 6.17(c) is a zoom
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of Fig. 6.17(b) around the region of lower lling ratios. It is remarkable to observe
that the landscape of Im(q) in the parameter space resembles closely that of the
averaged reectance R we observed in Fig. 6.16.
This strongly supports our claim that the properties of the entry building block
strongly dene the broadband absorption performance of the periodic structure
provided a proper adiabatic parameter in the lamellar sequence is taken. We stress
that the behavior of a certain building block well within the aperiodic sequence
can be dramatically dierent from the corresponding periodic photonic crystal. For
example let's take the 41th building block of the aperiodic structure of Fig. 6.5
located at xc  425m. An EM wave incident with a wavelength of 10.9 m
wavelength would fall in the vicinity of the band-gap for the corresponding periodic
PC made from such building block. As a result at this wavelength the latter PC is
highly reective, more than  80%. Yet, at the same impinging wavelength light
is directed with a high eciency to the same building block within the aperiodic
sequence to get absorbed thereafter15.This further supports our claim that it is the
entry unit cell that most crucially inuences the absorptance performance of the
aperiodic designs.
These observations simultaneously imply that the spatial order of the building
blocks of the lamellar sequence would be of crucial signicance. We investigate this
in detail in the following section.
6.8 Signicance of the aperiodic PCs building
block sequence
We have seen that a large number of absorbing layers is necessary for optimising
cumulative absorption enhancement. Both the aperiodic PCs of Fig. 6.1(a) and
Fig. 6.1(b) employ these building blocks in an increasing order of thickness.
Accordingly, it is natural to wonder how important is the sequence of building
blocks in these microstructures. For this reason, we will explore changing the
building block sequencing of the aperiodic PC structures and its impact on the
absorption spectra.
We start from the case of Fig. 6.1(a) and we just interchange the rst two SiC
15In other words, a building block that can be highly absorbing when embedded in an aperiodic
sequence, actually leads to high reectance, when a part of a periodic PC that is made of such
building block.
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layers of our original aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(a). We show the absorptance and
reectance of this modied aperiodic PC structure with the green-dashed lines in
Figs. 6.18(a) and 6.18(b) respectively. We compare these results with those of the
original aperiodic PC seen with red-solid lines. We notice that the absorptance is
decreased at the higher wavelength end of the absorptance spectra, corresponding
to the converse increase in the reectance.
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Figure 6.18: (a) Spectral response of the absorptance for the modied PCs from the
original aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(a). We show the results for the modied PCs in which
the rst two and the rst three SiC layers are interchanged with green-dashed line and
violet-solid line respectively. The results for two random multilayer structures, comprised
of the same building blocks of the original aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.5(a), are represented with
blue-dotted line and black dot-dashed line. (b) same as (a), but for the reectance versus
free space wavelength. For comparison, we also show the absorptance and reectance of
the original aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(a) with red-solid lines.
Subsequently, we interchange the SiC layers of the rst three building block so that
original rst, second and third layer are placed in the third, rst and second building
block respectively of the new modied aperiodic PC. We can clearly identify a
further dip in the absorptance and converse increase in the reectance of this PC
as indicated with the violet-solid lines in Figs. 6.18(a) and 6.18(b) respectively.
These results suggest that even slightly altering the order of the absorbing layers in
the original aperiodic PC negatively aects the cumulative absorptance within the
SiC Reststrahlen band.
Now we consider the extreme case where the original building blocks are randomly
located. In particular, we apply the Knuth shue algorithm [47] on the original ape-
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Figure 6.19: SiC lamellae thickness in the random sequences versus building order j.
(a) case of the blue dotted line of Fig. 6.18. (b) case of the black dot-dashed line of
Fig. 6.18. In both cases, the corresponding values of the SiC lamellae thickness of the
original aperiodic PC are shown for comparison with a red solid line.
riodic PC building blocks. We show the absorptance of such two random multilayer
structures in Fig. 6.18(a), indicated with blue-dotted and black dot-dashed lines
respectively. The corresponding reectance is shown in Fig. 6.18(b). We also show
the SiC lamellae thickness at each building block with the building block order j for
these two random sequences in Fig. 6.19. In panel (a) the case of the blue dotted
line of Fig. 6.18 is shown with blue circles. Conversely, in panel (b) the case of the
black dot-dashed line of Fig. 6.18 is shown with black circles. In both cases, the
corresponding values of the SiC lamellae thickness of the original aperiodic PC are
shown for comparison with a red solid line.
Table 6.2: Performance evaluation and comparison of the structures of Fig. 6.20. The
absorptance gure of merits, FOMA and FOMA
0
as dened in Eqs. 6.23 and 6.32 respec-
tively, as well as the cumulative enhancement, CAenha as dened in Eq. 6.22 are employed
for such purpose.
Type of Building Total structure SiC FOMA FOMA
0 CAenha
Lamellar Block No thickness thickness
Structure (m) (m)
Aperiodic PC 5 22.80 5.14 18.10 4.081 8.13
of Fig. 6.20
Corresponding 5 22.80 1.140 50.52 2.526 5.03
periodic PC
Corresponding 5 22.686 1.026 78.79 3.563 7.06
Terminated PC
We can identify multiple high absorptance peaks in the absorptance spectrum of
these random multilayer structures. However, these do not exhibit a broadband
absorption. Thus the cumulative absorption is much lower than the one exhibited
by their aperiodic PC counterpart. This is because of the high reectance exhibited
by the structures with randomly sequenced building blocks. We carried out the
same investigations for the aperiodic PC of Fig. 6.1(b) and we observed similar
results. Therefore, our ndings suggest that although SiC layers with dierent
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thicknesses absorb best dierent wavelengths of light, these should be arranged in
the increasing order of thickness in order to obtain large cumulative absorption
within the entire SiC Reststrahlen band.
6.9 Shrinking the size of the broadband aperiodic
PC superabsorbers
Table 6.1 clearly suggests that the rst aperiodic scheme [from Eq. 6.28] is
better performing with respect to the amount of SiC material used; hence it is
characterised by higher FOMA values. However, the second aperiodic scheme
[from Eq. 6.29] performs better with respect to the total structural size. Hence it
is characterised by higher FOMA
0
values. We clearly see when we compared the
aperiodic PCs of Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 that the absorption enhancement of the latter
saturates quicker with a smaller number of total building blocks [See Fig. 6.7], and
performance would not be increased further by adding more building blocks. We
see in Figs. 6.9 that for the PC of Fig. 6.6, essentially no more power is getting
absorbed after the 35th building block.
In other words, the second aperiodic scheme uses more SiC material, but allows
to pack it closer to the entry face yielding a smaller total structural size. On the
other hand the rst aperiodic scheme uses less SiC material and disperses it within
a larger structural size. In the extreme case of a periodic structure at broadband
absorption conditions, we found out in Section 6.7 that the SiC material must be
very dilute throughout, requiring structures as long  300 free space wavelengths.
For practical purposes, it is advantageous to pack as much SiC material as possible
to the entry face to obtain compact designs with a fewer number of total building
blocks. Yet, that poses a challenge because the more we pack SiC material close to
the entry face the higher the reectance is.
We investigate in the following the possibility to obtain a more compact absorber
based on the second lamellar sequencing scheme generated from Eq. 6.29. We
would need more SiC material distributed over a smaller number of building
blocks which implies the need for a less adiabatic design which unavoidably would
be more reective. We therefore need to relax the requirement of near-perfect
absorptance. Thus, we investigate whether it is possible to obtain a good, yet not
near-perfect16, absorption performance throughout the Reststrahlen band with the
16Naturally, one should aim for the best absorption performance as close to one as possible.
However, there are other constraints such as the practical realisation and utilisation of the structure.
Therefore, there is a trade-o between the absorption performance and how compact can the
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Figure 6.20: Two-wavelength long aperiodic PC structure from the lamellar sequence of
Eq. 6.29 with a = 4:56m and 2 = 11:4. The absorptance and reectance are shown with
black solid lines in (a) and (b) respectively. For comparison the corresponding spectra of
a periodic PC made from the entry building block and with the same total thickness are
shown with red long-dashed lines. In addition, we show the eect of a 50% termination in
the entry face of the latter periodic PC with green dot-dashed lines.
lamellar sequence of Eq. 6.29. We set a = 4:56m, and f(1) = 0:05 which represent
near-optimum parameters for the entry building block as we can see in Fig. 6.16.
For these parameters we look for the optimum adiabaticity value when a total of
ve building blocks are considered and we nd that to be 2 = 11:4.
We show the results for the absorptance and reectance versus free space wavelength
as black solid lines in Figs. 6.20(a) and 6.20(b) respectively. We observe a strong
absorption performance that spans throughout most of the SiC Reststrahlen band,
yielding a cumulative enhancement factor of close to 10. We clearly see that
this aperiodic scheme outperforms the corresponding periodic PC made from the
entry building block{represented with the dashed red lines in the gure. We also
compare this performance with the performance of the latter periodic PC with its
front face terminated by removing 50% of SiC material. We see that the latter
optimisation route, that we discussed in detail in Ref. [27, 28]17, leads to overall
comparable absorption enhancement. However, the strong absorption performance
of the terminated periodic PC is restricted to a narrow part of the SiC Reststrahlen
absorber structure be. Where the compromise of such trade-o should be met, depends on the
particulars of the practical device and application. Here, our aim is to explore the possibility of
such trade-o, with a more compact aperiodic structure of ve building blocks. Indeed we found a
quite high average absorption above 34% that corresponds to cumulative enhancement of 8.13 as
dened in Eq. 6.22, throughout the phonon-polaritonic gap of SiC.
17These results refer to the results of Chapters 3 and 5 in this thesis.
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band. On the other hand, the cumulative absorption enhancement is more evenly
distributed across the Reststrahlen band for the aperiodic PC design. We outline
the absorption performance comparison between these three designs in Table
6.2. This underlines the strong potential of the aperiodic PC structures for high
performing broadband absorbers.
6.10 Conclusions
We proposed an aperiodic absorbing PC route to engineering broadband EM
absorption. Our results suggest that this approach is promising even when the PC
constituent building blocks have a high extinction coecient and high reectance,
as the case of the SiC paradigm explored here. In particular, we demonstrated a
broadband near-perfect absorption with two types of SiC 1D-aperiodic PCs, one
in which the thickness of the SiC layer increases linearly, and one in which the
lling ratio increases linearly throughout the structure. Our results suggest that
the broadband near-perfect absorption merit is tolerant under angular illumination
within a span of at least 200. We found that the rst aperiodic PC scheme has
better performance in terms of smooth absorption prole and high cumulative
absorption enhancement with less SiC material. On the other hand the second
aperiodic PC scheme has better performance in terms of structural size and is
promising for broadband superabsorption with designs of the order of the impinging
wave's wavelength
Our analysis indicates that the key structural features leading to the broadband
near-perfect absorption functionality are the properties of the entry unit cell and
the adiabaticity of the lamellar sequence. Moreover we found, that the particular
arrangement of these building blocks in increasing order of SiC thickness is crucial
in obtaining the near-perfect broadband absorption. We believe that our aperiodic
PC broadband superabsorber paradigm with non-metallic constituents will inspire
the design of EM absorbers that can have applications in devices such as bolometers
and thermophotovoltaics.
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7
Subwavelength broadband near-perfect
SiC pyramid absorber
7.1 Chapter Overview
In Chapter 6, we demonstrated broadband absorption with an aperiodic 1D-PC.
This approach allowed us to increase the absorptance bandwidth to encompass most
of the Reststrahlen band of SiC. However, we required very thick PC structures
to achieve such broad absorption bandwidth. For example, we showed that a
two wavelength thick aperiodic PC can yield cumulative enhancement of  10
[1]. In this Chapter, we propose a SiC near-perfect absorber design that is of
subwavelength thickness and has a large bandwidth in the Reststrahlen band of
SiC. We aim to achieve cumulative enhancement factor of at least 5, across the
entire Reststrahlen band spectrum. To achieve that we would require a higher-order
dimensional patterning in the absorber design in order to enable EM control
beyond what the multilayer structures can oer. We present in the following our
investigations in this direction.
Before proceeding to our results and analysis we briey recap the methods employed
in this chapter. Results in this Chapter have been calculated by setting up the
micropyramid structure, as we detailed in the methodology section of this chapter,
in a commercial Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD) solver, in particular the
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Lumerical EM simulator [2]. Details of the underlying physical principles of such
solver have been presented in section 2.6 of Chapter 2.
7.2 System under study: Design conception and
specics
Figure 7.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the grating structure consisting of periodically
spaced SiC pyramid absorbing units with all the structural parameters of the pyramid
and the grating indicated. Each SiC layer and its structural parameters are indicated
with a specic number.
Through our 1D-broadband absorber design discussed in Chapter 6, we understand
that absorbing building blocks of dierent thicknesses eectively absorb the light of
dierent wavelengths. This is what enabled us to extend the absorption bandwidth
with aperiodic PCs [1]. Moreover, in Chapter 3, we have seen that a high
absorption enhancement is achieved with low lling ratio PCs, as high lling ratio
PCs approach the bulk SiC behaviour [3]. Relying on these insights, we conceive a
grating absorber design that consists of pyramid shaped SiC building blocks. It has
been known that periodic structures with subwavelength pyramid building blocks
have low reectance. In nature, nocturnal Moth insects have pyramid shaped
subwavelength structures in their corneas, which suppress reection of visible light
in the night, that enable them to see well while being invisible to their predators
[4{8]. This is because, the pyramid shape provides smoothly varying refractive
index gradient between the air and the cornea, thus acting as an index-matching
anti-reex [4{8].
Inspired from this pyramid shape, many microstructures are proposed for light
harvesting applications both in the role of anti-reecting structures [6, 8{10] and as
direct light absorbers [11{13]. However, mostly these pyramid absorption structures
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are explored in the visible regime [6, 8, 10{12] with a few works considering pyramid
type of structures in the Mid-IR regime [9, 13]. However, the work in Ref. [9]
employs a pyramid structure from non-absorbing material to funnel light into the
absorbing material enclosed or below the pyramid. In Ref. [13] the authors use
two types of materials one being metal, and the absorptance region is away from
the 10 micron regime of interest for biosensing applications. Here, we investigate a
SiC-based pyramid design for the Mid-IR regime, made only from the absorbing
material. The structure absorbs in a one-step process, acting simultaneously as an
impedance-matcher and absorber.
In particular, we consider SiC pyramid building blocks as schematically shown
in Fig. 7.1. This micropyramid design is envisaged to mimic the conical shape
of the moth-eye structure known for its anti-reective merits [11]. Moreover, we
have particularly chosen the stepped version of the moth-eye structure taking into
consideration its easier experimental realisation with certain techniques, such as
direct wafer-bonding [14]. At the same time, each block of the micropyramid would
behave as a microantenna with emission/absorption spectra in the Mid-IR regime
[15]. Combining all the microantenna blocks in a moth-eye type of arrangement
would yield enhanced EM in-coupling properties to each SiC block microantenna.
This is expected to result in a broadband response. In other words, the design is
envisioned to operate simultaneously as a moth-eye antireector and a broadband
micro-antenna.
Now the particular sizes of the blocks are chosen so that to maintain a gradual
size variation from one block to the next block and to have a total structural
thickness less than m=2, with m = 11:45m being the mid-wavelength of the
Reststrahlen band of SiC. At the same time, it is also advantageous from the
fabrication point of view to have only a few layers in the structure. Here we
have chosen a rst exploratory design with a total of four blocks with structural
parameters that satisfy the aforementioned criteria. The schematics of such
design are shown in Fig. 7.1 with the four SiC layers in the pyramid labelled
as 1, 2, 3 and 4. The structural parameters of this design, as designated in the
schematics are chosen to be: wx1 = 0:5m, wy1 = 1m; wx2 = 1m, wy2 = 1m;
wx3 = 2m, wy3 = 1m; wx4 = 4m, wy4 = 1m. We also express them below
in terms of the mid-wavelength of the Restrahlen band, m: wx1 = 0:044m,
wy1 = 0:087m; wx2 = 0:087m, wy2 = 0:087m; wx3 = 0:175m, wy3 = 0:087m;
wx4 = 0:349m, wy4 = 0:087m. These micropyramids are separated periodically
with a lattice constant of 10 m in the x-direction and extend innitely in the
y-direction to form the structure as shown inFig. 7.1. Of course, a substrate
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would be required. However to understand the response of the structure better, we
initially do not consider a substrate, but will consider the eect of the substrate later.
Figure 7.2: Schematic diagram of the set-up for the simulation in the FDTD simulator.
The yellow shaded region represents the user-dened mesh region. The brown region
represents the default-mesh region in the Lumerical simulator [2]. We designate the lattice
constant of the micropyramid grating structure, with a.
7.3 Methodology
To study the absorption potential of the grating absorber, we evaluate the absorp-
tance A, Reectance R and Transmittance T of these structures. Moreover, to gain
more insight into the performance of the absorber, we would require the electric eld
distribution proles across the absorber structure. For this purpose, a commercial-
grade simulator based on the nite-dierence time-domain (FDTD) method was
used [2]. We described the method and its implementation in the simulator in
Chapter 2. In Fig. 7.2 we show our simulation set-up. By applying periodic bound-
ary conditions in the x-direction, we simulate the innitely extending structure in
this direction, that repeats itself periodically. On the other hand, we apply open
boundary conditions in the y-direction. The permittivity of SiC is represented in
the simulator with the following Lorentzian function [16]:
" = "1

1 +
!2L   !2T
!2T   !2   i! 

; (7.1)
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with the parameter values being: "1=6.7, !T =223.79 THz, !L =229.07 THz
and   =20.1428. The latter were taken from Ref. [17].
Moreover, we used a user-dened mesh with a size as small as 10 nm in both
x  and y directions around the pyramid structure. This mesh size is about
free=1000, where free is the free-space wavelength. This is because the required
mesh size for convergent calculations in FDTD must be much smaller than the
wavelength of light inside the material. Given that the refractive index of SiC can
be as large as the 20, the wavelength inside SiC can be 20 times smaller than in
vacuum. Therefore, we require and considered such a small mesh size for simulating
the SiC pyramid structure in FDTD [18]. Furthermore, the mesh size of 10 nm,
gives an integer number of grids in all layers of the SiC pyramid, that ensures the
accurate representation of the pyramid structure in the simulator. We indicate
this user-dened mesh in Fig. 7.2 with the yellow shaded region. The SiC pyramid
is surrounded by vacuum. So further away from the pyramid structure, we used
Lumerical's default mesh which produces a varying grid size, increasing as we move
further away from the pyramid. This mesh has a size of the order of free=30 [2],
which is adequate for vacuum. We represent this mesh in Fig. 7.2 with the brown
shaded region. By using this FDTD set-up, we evaluate the performance of the
SiC pyramid grating structures. In the following, we present and discuss our results.
7.4 Results and discussion
For this purpose, we will calculate the absorption, A, and reection, R, of the mi-
cropyramid grating with a lattice constant of 10m under TE- and TH-polarization
illumination conditions. The two dierent polarizations are schematically shown in
Fig. 7.2(a) and Fig. 7.2(b) respectively. We plot the results in Fig. 7.3. The red
and blue lines in Fig. 7.3(a) represent the absorption of the respective TE- and
TH-polarization cases. It is remarkable to see more than 60% of absorption be-
tween 10:3m and 11:2m for the TH-polarization case. This yields a cumulative
absorption enhancement, CAenha, of 3.971, as evaluated from:
CAenha =
1
2   1
Z 2
1
Apyr()
ASiC()
d; (7.2)
where 1 and 2 represent the bounds of the Reststrahlen band of SiC, and Apyr()
and ASiC() are the respective absorptances for the micropyramid structure and a
200-m-thick-block of SiC at the specied wavelength. We show the corresponding
reectance results of the pyramid absorber in Fig. 7.3(b). We notice the low
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reectance for the TH-polarization case in the wavelength regime corresponding to
the high absorption in Fig. 7.3(a). However, we see also a low reectance for the
TE-polarization case throughout the SiC Reststrahlen band.
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Figure 7.3: Spectral response of the absorptance, A, of the pyramid structure of Fig. 7.1
for the TE- and TH-polarizations are represented with the red and blue lines respectively.
(b) same as (a) but for reectance, R.
This is because in the case of TH-polarization, the phonon-polaritons of SiC are
driven by the strong electric elds in the x-direction. That results in coupling of
the electric elds between the yz-plane faces in each SiC building block. As a result,
more electric eld will be pushed inside the SiC building blocks, thus resulting in
high absorption. On the contrary, electric elds are zero for the TE-polarization in
the x-direction. The length in the y-direction where the electric eld is oriented is in-
nity, meaning that such coupled face-to-face modes cannot exist. Therefore, we see
much less absorption for the TE-polarization, as the elds interact very little with
the SiC material. Therefore, from now on we focus only on the TH-polarization case.
In order to understand the high absorptance in the TH-polarization
case, we evaluate the electric eld distributions of the pyramid absorber,
jE(x; y)j2 = jEx(x; y)j2 + jEy(x; y)j2 at three dierent free-space wavelengths, free,
within the Reststrahlen band of SiC: free = 10:5m, free = 11:2m and free =
12m, respectively. We show the respective spatial electric eld distributions at
these three wavelengths in Fig. 7.4(a), (b) and (c). In addition, in order to be
able to clearly see the distribution of these electric-elds, we also plot them in
logarithmic scale. We show these logarithmic-scale electric-eld plots in Fig. 7.4(d),
Fig. 7.4(e) and Fig. 7.4(f) for the same three wavelengths we considered before. We
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Figure 7.4: (a), (b) and (c) Spatial electric-eld distributions of the pyramid structure
at three free-space wavelengths free as indicated in the respective panels. (d), (e) and (f)
same as (a), (b) and (c) respectively, but are plotted in logarithmic scale, after multiplying
the electric-elds by a factor of 104. (g), (h), (i) Normalised power dissipation ratio from
Eq. 7.3 at the three wavelengths.
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can identify from Fig. 7.4 that the electric elds of the three dierent wavelengths
are concentrated at dierent parts of the the SiC absorbing pyramid building block.
For the impinging wavelength of 10:5m, there is a high electric elds intensity in all
four SiC layers of the pyramid. Consequently we observe a high absorption at this
wavelength. For the wavelength of 11:2m, there is a high concentration of elds
only in the last two layers of the pyramid, thus we observe moderate absorption
at this wavelength. Finally, for the wavelength of 12:0m, there is an overall low
electric eld intensity.
Figure 7.5: Schematic diagram to illustrate the power absorption within the ith SiC layer
in the pyramid building block. The geometrical parameters of the SiC layer are indicated.
The incident surface area, Ainc = lz  a and the lattice constant, a of the pyramid grating
structure are indicated. We also designate the shifted coordinate system, (x0i; y
0
i), and its
origin, O, that we used to compute the power dissipation numerically.
To understand further how these electric-eld distributions correlate to the absorp-
tion, we evaluate the ratio of dissipated to incident power at each mesh point location
of the SiC pyramid structure. From Poynting's theorem [19] it can be shown (see
Eq. 2.52 in Chapter 2) that such dissipated power per unit volume at a point (x; y)
inside the pyramid, normalised by the incident power per surface area is given by:
Pnorm(x; y) =
"
00
r!
c
jEenha(x; y)j2; (7.3)
where "
00
r represents the imaginary part of the relative permittivity and c represents
the speed of light in vacuum. We plot the spatial maps of such normalised power
dissipation per volume from Eq. 7.3 in Fig. 7.4(g), Fig. 7.4(h) and Fig. 7.4(i) for im-
pinging wavelengths of 10:5m; 11:2m and 12m respectively. Note, these results
are plotted in logarithmic scale for clarity. For a wavelength of 10:5m, we observe
a high power loss in each layer of the SiC pyramid. For a wavelength of 11:2m, we
see a high power loss in the last two layers of the SiC pyramid. For a wavelength
of 12:0m, we notice a signicant power loss only in the bottom layer of the pyramid.
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Table 7.1: Absorption in each layer of the SiC pyramid, evaluated from Eq. 7.4. Here
A(1), A(2), A(3) and A(4) represents the absorption in the rst, second, third and fourth
SiC layer in the pyramid and
4P
i=1
A(i) indicates the cumulative absorption from all four SiC
layers together. We also represent the corresponding absorption results evaluated from
the transmission calculations for comparison.
To quantify these observations, we also evaluate the absorption in each layer of the
SiC micropyramid from the normalised power dissipation per volume in that layer.
The absorption in ith layer, A(i) is given by:
A(i) =
1
a
Z wxi
0
Z wyi
0
Pnorm(x
0
i; y
0
i) dx
0
idy
0
i; (7.4)
where (x0i; y
0
i) is a shifted coordinate system such that, the rst grid point is always
at the bottom left corner of the ith SiC layer in the pyramid with i varying from
1 to 4. The derivation of the formula in Eq. 7.4 is given in Appendix B. The
derivation relies on considering the incident power through an area, Ainc, designated
in the schematics of Fig. 7.5, and the total power dissipated through the volume V
enclosed by the SiC log below the specied area, as seen in schematics of Fig. 7.5.
The integral in Eq. 7.4 is evaluated numerically by considering the summation of
the quantity in the integral on all grid points within the specied SiC slab. The
results for the absorption from Eq. 7.4 at the three wavelengths in each layer of
the SiC pyramid are shown in the Table. 7.1. We compare the total absorption
resulting from all the four layers together and with the corresponding absorption
evaluated from the transmission calculations. We notice a very good agreement
between the two results [20].
To understand the absorption bandwidth of the pyramid absorber, we evaluate the
absorption capabilities of each of the constituent layers in the SiC pyramid, when
by itself. For this purpose, we show the spectral response of the absorption of
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Figure 7.6: Absorptance versus free-space wavelength free of the dierent layers in the
SiC pyramid. The black, red, green and blue lines represent the results for the respective
rst, second, third and fourth SiC layers of the SiC pyramid, when on their own. The
orange line indicates the value when the individual absorption of the all four layers is
added together. For comparison, the absorptance of the micropyramid structure is shown
with the magenta line.
these individual layers, repeated along x-direction with a periodicity a, forming a
grating type of structure, in Fig. 7.6. We represent the absorption of these gratings
consisting of the rst, second, third and fourth SiC layers with black, red, green
and blue lines respectively. We indicate in Fig. 7.6 the added absorption of the
all the four individual gratings with the orange line. In addition, we also show
for comparison the absorption of the corresponding SiC pyramid design with the
magenta line. It is evident that the cumulative absorption of the four individual
gratings is close to the absorption of the pyramid absorber. This observation
suggests that we can understand the absorption bandwidth of the pyramid building
block by analysing the optical response of its constituting building block layers.
A more thorough comparison of the absorption between the isolated layers and the
micropyramid at each wavelength of 10:5m, 11:2m and 12:0m are shown in
Table. 7.2. Note, also that the data of Table. 7.2 suggest that there is a vertical
interference between each layer, when they are put together into a pyramid, that
they aect the strength of the coupling to the individual layers, with some becoming
stronger and some becoming weaker. This can be seen by looking at the electric
eld distribution at each individual layer and when that layers are part of the
pyramid, that we show in Fig. 7.7.
To understand the behaviour of the pyramid absorber further, we show the
spectral response of the transmittance, T, of the four underlying grating structures
in Fig. 7.8(a). The black, red, green and blue lines represent the respective
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Table 7.2: (a) Ratio of absorption in each SiC layer of the pyramid to the cumulative
absorption of all four layers together. These absorptions are obtained from transmission
calculations. Here A(1), A(2), A(3) and A(4) and
4P
i=1
A(i) have same meaning as in
Table. 7.1. We also represent the corresponding absorption ratio results evaluated from
power dissipation calculations with Eq. 7.4.
Figure 7.7: (a), (b) and (c) Spatial electric-eld distributions of the pyramid absorber at
three free-space wavelengths free as indicated in the respective panels. The electric-eld
distributions of the isolated SiC layers in the pyramid are presented below the respective
panels. Note, all the electric-eld are plotted in logarithmic scale.
transmittance of the rst, second, third and fourth SiC grating structures in the
SiC micropyramid design. We notice that in the wavelength regime beyond 11m,
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each layer is clearly transparent. However, between the wavelengths of 10m and
11m, we notice multiple dips of various strengths in the transmission spectrum of
these layers. These dips signify localised resonances that result from the interaction
of the phonon-polaritons at each SiC face edge of the layer. When these layers are
arranged together as a pyramid, then the collective excitation of these localised
resonances in each of these layers leads to a reduced transmittance for the pyramid
structure in the wavelength regime from 10m to 11m, which combined with the
near zero-reectance (see Fig. 7.3(b)) gives high absorption.
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Figure 7.8: (a) Transmittance versus free-space wavelength free of the dierent layers in
the SiC pyramid. The black, red, green and blue lines represent the results for the rst,
second, third and fourth SiC layers in the SiC pyramid respectively. (b) Transmittance of
the micropyramid structure versus the free-space wavelength free.
Indeed, we show such low transmittance of the pyramid structure in Fig. 7.8(b).
In Fig. 7.8(a), we clearly see a spectral regime with structure in the transmission
and a spectral regime of relatively smoother high transmission separated by a dip
reaching almost zero for layers 3 and 4. The transmission of the entire pyramid
shows a similar behaviour as indicated by the magenta line in Fig. 7.8(b). That dip
is a characteristic signature of a Fano type of interaction between extended and
localised modes [21{23]. The localised modes arise from scattering of light by the
SiC layers, while the extended modes arise from the light that is transmitted via
the voids between the SiC layers [23]. This Fano type of interference in the same
wavelength regime was also observed in perforated SiC layers with subwavelength
holes by P. B. Catrysse et al. [17]. However, the authors used such structure to
achieve transparency and did not focus in the regime where the localised type of
resonances dominate to achieve absorptance. On the other hand, our interest lies
in the regime where the localised resonances dominate in order to exploit a high
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interaction between the SiC material and EM elds that will lead to absorption.
We will further analyse this spectral transition from localised resonant behaviour
to transparency behaviour below.
To understand better the transition from localised resonances to a broad transparent
type of behaviour, we evaluate the x-and y-components of the Poynting vector
Sx and Sy respectively at the three wavelengths specied before, for this pyramid
structure. We show the results in Fig. 7.9, normalised with the vacuum Poynting
vector S0. In Fig. 7.9(a), (c) and (e) the red and blue regions in the x-component
of the Poynting vector Sx, signify the energy propagation of the EM wave in the
positive and negative x direction respectively. Conversely, in Fig. 7.9(b), (d) and
(f) the red and blue regions in the y-component of the Poynting vector Sy, signify
the energy propagation of the EM wave in the positive and negative y direction
respectively. The x-and y-components of the Poynting vector plotted across the
pyramid structure gives us insight how the energy ows through the pyramid
at each wavelength. We can see that at wavelength 10:5m in Fig. 7.9(a), and
Fig. 7.9(b), the energy ow forms a vortex around each edge of each SiC layer in
the pyramid.
To see this vortex energy ow clearly, we focus on the right side of the top SiC layer
in the pyramid, where we can see that energy ows towards the right side at the top
edge of the layer and towards the left side at the bottom edge of the layer. At the
same time, Fig. 7.9(b) suggests that energy ows from top to bottom outside the
SiC layer and ows from bottom to top inside the same SiC layer. Now if we look
at the combined eect for the energy ow in the x and y directions together, we
see clearly a vortex type of energy circulation in each side of the top SiC layer. We
can identify the similar vortex energy ow for the other SiC layers of the pyramid
at a wavelength of 10:5m. This vortex type of energy ow suggests that localised
types of cavity modes are excited in each of the layers of the pyramid.
We can see a similar strong vortex type of energy ow only around the third and
fourth SiC layers for wavelength of 11:2m. This evidence of a resonant behaviour of
the dierent blocks, in combination with the low reectance of the structure in this
frequency region, conrms our initial intuition when envisioning this design regard-
ing its simultaneous operation as a moth-eye type of anti-reector and a broadband
micro-antenna. However, at wavelength 12:0m, we see that energy ows around
the pyramid edges without forming any vortex, thus completely avoiding interac-
tion with the pyramid. In conclusion, there is a correlation between the formation
of vortex type of modes and absorption performance. The stronger these vortex
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Figure 7.9: (a) and (b) x and y-components of the normalised Poynting vector of the
pyramid absorber at a wavelength of 10:5m. (c) and (d) same as (a) and (b) respectively
but at a the wavelength of 11:2m. (e) and (f) same as (a) and (b) respectively but at a
wavelength 12:0m.
modes in each of the participating layers, the higher the absorption is. When these
modes are not excited, the EM wave just avoids the structure, leading to trans-
parency. We assert that this interaction between the localised vortex modes with
the extended transparency modes leads to the Fano-interference signature as seen
by the transmission dip of Fig. 7.8(b).
7.5 Weakly versus strongly coupled micropyra-
mid modes
So far we achieved absorptance over 60% with the micropyramid grating structure,
that we saw was a result of the interaction between the localised vortex modes
and SiC. In the following, we will explore whether it is possible to engineer the
absorption further without increasing the thickness of the structure. We will
therefore investigate whether it is possible to achieve a stronger coupling into this
localised vortex type of modes that naturally will result in a larger absorption. One
possibility to do so is by changing the lattice constant of the grating structure. To
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Figure 7.10: (a), (b), (c), (d) Spectral response of absorptance, A of the rst, second,
third and fourth layers in the SiC pyramid in a grating arrangement. The green, red and
black lines indicate the results for the gratings with a lattice constant of 5m, 7:5m
and 10m respectively. (e), (f), (g) and (h) same as (a), (b), (c) and (d) but for the
transmittance, T.
investigate this, we decompose the pyramid structure into layers and study their
individual optical response by varying the lattice constant. For this purpose, we
consider three dierent values for the lattice constant: 5m, 7:5m and 10m.
We show in Fig. 7.10 the absorptance, A and transmittance, T of the individual
blocks in the SiC pyramid in a grating arrangement for these three lattice constants.
The green, red and black lines indicate the results for a lattice constant of 5m,
7:5m and 10m respectively. In Fig. 7.10, we can identify that both the spectral
prole of the absorptance and transmittance do not vary a lot with the lattice
constant of the grating structure. However, we notice that the strength of the dips
in the transmission, or peaks in the absorption increases. This is because, when we
decrease the lattice constant, the SiC layers get closer to each other. That results in
a stronger coupling of the localised modes of the SiC layers in the lateral direction,
that enhances their strength.
We will now check, to see the eect of the stronger coupling of the local resonances
in the single layer grating structures, when these are put together to form the
micropyramid structure of Fig. 7.1. It is important to achieve that stronger coupling
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to the cavity mode, while maintaining the low reectance property. To check this
we evaluate the absorptance and reectance of the micropyramid grating structure
for three dierent lattice constants, 5m, 7:5m and 10 m. We plot the results
versus the free-space wavelength free in Fig. 7.11. We indicate the case of 5m,
7:5m and 10m grating structures with green, red and black lines respectively.
Indeed, we see an increase for the absorptance with decreasing the lattice constant
in the same wavelength regime between 10:3m to 11:2m. It is also evident from
Fig. 7.11(b) that the reectance of the small lattice constant grating structures is
almost the same as the 10m lattice constant micropyramid grating in this spectral
regime. We achieve more than 80% of absorptance with the 5m lattice constant
structure, which is quite a remarkable enhancement.
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Figure 7.11: (a) Absorptance versus free-space wavelength free of the micropyramid
grating structure with the three lattice constants. We indicate the results of the 5m,
7:5m and 10m grating structures with green, red and black lines respectively. (b)
Same as in (a) but for the reectance, R.
To obtain a quantitative measure of the performance of these three lattice con-
stant micropyramid gratings, we estimate the cumulative absorptance enhancement
CAenha, across the Reststrahlen band using Eq. 7.2. It is also interesting to see
which of the three lattice constant gratings exhibits a high cumulative absorptance
for the given SiC material. Therefore, we introduce an absorptance gure of merit
FOMA1, as follows:
FOMA1 = CAenha
(1 + 2)
2
4S
; (7.5)
where S is the total area occupied by the SiC material in the micropyramid building
block and 1, 2, and CAenha have the same meaning as in Eq. 7.2. We show both
these CAenha and FOMA1 results in Table. 7.3. We can identify that the smallest
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lattice constant grating structure has both the highest CAenha and FOMA1 values,
owing to the strong coupling of the localised modes between the neighbouring
micropyramids in the grating structure as explained before, that maintains the
low reectance. We argue that the low reectance comes through the gradual
introduction of the SiC material in the pyramid. Therefore, we will study the eect
of the order of the participating layers in the micropyramid.
Table 7.3: Comparison of the cumulative enhancement CAenha and the gure of merit
FOMA1 of the three micropyramid grating structures with three lattice constants.
7.6 Impact of the order of the building blocks
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Figure 7.12: (a) Spectral response of the absorptance, A of the reverse micropyramid
grating absorber, of lattice constant a = 5m, in which the SiC layers are arranged in the
exact reverse order of the original micropyramid (black-solid lines). Result of the original
micropyramid is shown for the comparison (red-dashed lines). (b) Same as in (a) but for
the reectance, R.
We have already seen in Chapter 6 that it is very important to arrange the
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absorbing blocks of the 1D-PC in the increasing order of their thickness to achieve
high absorptance [1]. Therefore, in the following we will change the SiC layers
sequence within the the micropyramid grating structure and explore its impact on
the absorption performance.
For this purpose we investigate a micropyramid grating, in which the the SiC layers
are arranged in the exact reverse order of the original micropyramid. We take
the lattice constant of this grating to be 5m. We evaluate the absorptance and
reectance of this reverse micropyramid grating. We plot the results versus the
free-space wavelength free in Fig. 7.12 and indicate these with black-solid lines. We
also represent the results of the corresponding original micropyramid grating with
5m lattice constant as red-dashed lines in Fig. 7.12. We can clearly see that the
absorption performance of the reverse pyramid structure is very poor in comparison
to the original microstructure. This is due to the increased reection of the reverse
structure as we can see from Fig. 7.12.
In order to understand this increased reective behaviour of the reverse design, we
evaluate the x- and y-components of the normalised Poynting vector, Sx and Sy
at the three wavelengths as we did before. We show the results in Fig. 7.13. We
also show the results of the original micropyramid structure of lattice constant
5m, next to these for an easy comparison. From these Poynting vector plots at
wavelength 10:5m, it is evident that the power strength is more than two times
lower for the reverse structure compared to the original micropyramid structure.
Moreover, we can see all cavity modes in each of the SiC layers can be accessed
in the case of the original pyramid structure. However, we see that in the reverse
structure the modes in the bottom two layers are not accessed by the EM elds. We
can see similar observations for the wavelength 11:2m. However, at wavelength
12:0m, both the reverse and original pyramid designs have similar energy ow
behaviour. If we ip the pyramid, then we barely see the dierence which way the
modes are excited. This is because in this regime, we have extended modes between
the micropyramid structure, thus the EM wave goes around the pyramid structure.
Indeed we see more or less same absorption and reectance performance for these
two structures at this wavelength.
7.7 Impact of the substrate
So far we have explored the micropyramid grating structure grating as a standalone
structure. However, a more realistic absorber design will need a substrate. Hence,
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Figure 7.13: (a) and (b) x- and y-components of the normalised Poynting vector, Sx and
Sy, of the reverse pyramid absorber with lattice constant 5m, at wavelength 10:5m. (c)
and (d) are same as (a) and (b), but for the corresponding original pyramid absorber with
lattice constant 5m. (e), (f), (g) and (h) are same as (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively,
but for wavelength 11:2m. Similarly, (i), (j), (k) and (l) are same as (a), (b), (c) and (d)
respectively, but for wavelength 12:0m
we explore in this section, how the absorptance enhancement of these two designs
will be aected by adding a 10m thick BaF2 block that is fairly transparent in
the Mid-IR. For this purpose, we calculate the absorptance, A and reectance, R
of the pyramid absorber of 5m lattice constant with the added BaF2 substrate,
and compare it with the stand alone structure. We show the results in Fig. 7.14(a)
and Fig. 7.14(b) respectively. We can identify from Fig. 7.14 that the substrate
has almost no inuence on both the absorptance and reectance spectrum of the
original structure. This result is similar to what we already observed in our 1D-PC
absorber case in Fig. 14 of Ref. [24]. These observations suggest that our proposed
micropyramid grating structure design has potential for practical realisation.
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Figure 7.14: (a) Spectral response of the absorptance, A of the micropyramid grating
absorber, of lattice constant a = 5m, resting on a BaF2 substrate (black-solid lines).
Stand alone structure is shown for the comparison (red-dashed lines). (b) Same as in (a)
but for the reectance, R.
7.8 Conclusion
We proposed practically realizable SiC micropyramid grating paradigm for ab-
sorption enhancement within the Reststrahlen band of the SiC. We demonstrated
a total absorption of more than 80% over a broad wavelength regime with our
compact grating that is a third-of-the impinging wavelength thick. The underlying
mechanism for this superabsorption is exciting vortex-like cavity modes in each of
the layers in the SiC micropyramids, that result from the coupling between the
phonon-polariton modes at each face of the SiC layer. Such coupling can become
stronger when the layers are arranged closer in a grating structure of a lower lattice
constant. Furthermore, our ndings indicate that the particular arrangement of
the SiC layers in the increasing order of their lateral width is necessary for a high
absorption, while the presence of the transparent substrate does not alter the results.
We note, in passing that very recently B. Neuner III et al. [25] have also reported ab-
sorption enhancement with a mushroom-like 2D-SiC array in the Reststrahlen band
of SiC. However, the maximum absorption achieved with their SiC metasurfaces is
only 50%. The near-perfect absorption of our pyramid suggests the possibility of
this structure to function as near-perfect thermal emitters according to Kirchho's
law [26]. Further engineering of the particular structure can make them one-way
emitters, given the high asymmetry in the directional absorption of the pyramid
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structure. We believe that our micropyramid paradigm which is easily realizable
using the standard etching based semi-conductor fabrication techniques [14] will in-
spire the design of EM absorbers/emitters across the THz/Mid-IR spectrum with
the utilisation of phonon-polaritonic materials.
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8
Propagation in lossy 1D-PCs: Theory
8.1 Chapter Overview
So far we have investigated one extreme property of lossy PCs namely the capa-
bility to demonstrate near-perfect absorption of light. Specically, in Chapter 5
we demonstrated that more than 90% of light can be absorbed within the top
absorbing layer of thickness =1000. Here, we are interested to investigate whether
an opposite eect is possible. In particular, we aim to explore whether light can
demonstrate ultra-refractive eects while propagating through lossy PC structures,
with very little getting absorbed. In other words, we will investigate whether lossy
PCs can act as extraordinary translucent photonic media.
This possibility will be highly desirable for device applications in the IR frequency
regime where suitable materials for constructing bulk optical components are rare.
We will explore and discuss a particular example in the following Chapter. Thus far
mostly lossless PCs have been employed to engineer ultra-refractive eects of light
[1{10]. However the strong Fabry-Perot interference eects in lossless PCs cause
fringes in the transmission, with an oscillatory strength that increases with the ll-
ing ratio and an occurrence frequency that increases with the number of unit cells in
the PC. As a result, transmission can change rapidly within a narrow spectral region.
In the following, we will explore whether it is possible to overcome this limita-
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tion with 1D-lossy PCs. Since the backreection from the lossy PCs will lose
strength due to absorption, we anticipate the strength of the interference fringes
to be decreased. This suggests that lossy PCs can have smoother reection
spectra, which are expected to yield signicant smooth transmission spectra, if
we operate suciently away from the photonic crystal band-edge. By smooth
transmission spectra we mean transmission spectra with Fabry-Perot fringes
[11] of reduced strength, less than 10%. Note, in contrast, the extraordinary
absorption phenomenon we discussed in the previous chapters arose from engi-
neering low reection to occur near the PC band-edge. In order to be able to
utilise the lossy PCs as translucent media, we should understand the propagation
theory of light in them, which is not systematically studied in the literature thus far.
For this purpose, we develop a new alternate approach to understand the ecient
incoupling of light in the lossy 1D-PCs and connect our ndings to the Bloch
impedance formalism as hitherto explored in the literature [12{20]. Furthermore,
we present a complete theory of propagation in lossy PCs with which we can
determine the refracted beam for any given impinging wave. This theory is an
extension of the comprehensive theory for lossless PCs [1{4]. The fundamental anal-
ysis presented here will provide the grounds to extend this theory to 2D and 3D PCs.
Before proceeding to our results and analysis we briey recap the methods employed
in this chapter. Bandstructure and transmission results have been calculated with
computer programs that have been developed based on Yariv and Yeh's Transfer
Matrix Method (TMM) [21{24] that we have presented in Chapter 2. Furthermore,
we have relied on Yariv and Yeh's method to develop a complete framework of the
analysis of propagation properties of EM waves in lossy PCs. The new introduced
aspects of our analysis includes a method of determining the backward and forward
nature of EM waves in lossy PCs, a new expression of Bloch impedance that relies
on the Yariv and Yeh's formalism and a method for calculating the group velocity
in lossy multilayer systems for o-normal incident light. All these methods are
developed based on Yariv and Yeh's TMM method, however they have not been
reported before. In addition, the electric-eld maps have been calculated by setting
up the problem, as we detailed in section 8.3 of this chapter, in a commercial
Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD) solver, in particular the Lumerical EM
simulator [25]. Details of the underlying physical principles of such solver have
been presented in section 2.6 of Chapter 2.
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8.2 Transmittance and Bloch impedance in lossy
1D-PCs
Figure 8.1: Schematics of a 1D-PC structure consisting of two media we designate as
medium 1 and medium 2 respectively. We indicate the geometric and material parameters
of such structure. We assume that EM waves are incident from medium 2.
In order to demonstrate the transmission limitations of lossless PCs that we
discussed above, we consider a dielectric-air 1D-PC system, with the permittivity
of the dielectric material equal to 11.56, which is close to the realistic value of Si in
the Mid-IR [26]. We show this 1D-PC system schematically in Fig. 8.1, with the
dielectric and air medium designated as medium 1 and medium 2 respectively. In
particular, we consider a twenty-unit-cell dielectric-air PC with a lattice constant,
a of 3m. We take three dierent lling ratios, fr, 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 respectively.
We evaluate the transmittance, T and reectance, R by employing the TMM
method [21{24] that we have described in Chapter 2. We show the results versus
the free space wavelength, free in Fig. 8.2. We indicate the results of fr, 0.05, 0.10
and 0.15 with black, red and blue lines respectively for this structures.
In Fig. 8.2(a), we can clearly see the strong Fabry-Perot interference fringes in the
transmission spectrum of these PCs. We notice clearly that the strength of the
fringes sharply increases with the lling ratio, even for these low lling ratio PCs.
We can observe the corresponding fringes in the reectance shown in Fig. 8.2(b).
It becomes evident from Fig. 8.2 that these fringes in the transmission pose a
limitation in utilising the lossless PCs for ultra-refraction applications, since a small
change in frequency will result in a large change in transmission. This aspect is
crucial where operational bandwidth is required.
To see whether this limitation can be overcome with lossy PCs, we consider a SiC-
air 1D-PC system in the Reststrahlen frequency regime of SiC, where the SiC is
a highly lossy material. In this frequency regime, the permittivity of SiC that we
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Figure 8.2: (a) Transmittance versus free space wavelength, free, for three twenty-unit-
cell dielectric-air PCs with lling ratios 0.05 (black line), 0.10 (red line) and 0.15 (blue
line). The lattice constant of these PCs is 3m. (b) Same as (a), but for the reectance
versus free space wavelength.
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Figure 8.3: Same as in Fig. 8.2, but for a SiC-air PC with a lattice constant of 5:5m.
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denote with "1, can be modelled with a Lorentzian function [27] as:
"1(!) = "1

1 +
!2L   !2T
!2T   !2   i! 

; (8.1)
where ! is the angular frequency of the incident EM wave. The parameters in
the Lorentzian function|taken from Ref. [28]|are "1=6.7, !T =223.79 THz,
!L =229.07 THz and   =20.1428 THz. The lling ratio and the number
of unit cells of the these SiC-air are the same as the above discussed lossless PC,
except the lattice constant, which is taken to be 5:5m. We show the transmittance
and reectance results of these PCs in Fig. 8.3(a) and (b) respectively. From
Fig. 8.3(a), we can observe that the transmittance is relatively less oscillatory
and near-unity for the lowest lling ratio PC, compared to the lossless PCs. This
suggests that lossy PCs can be translucent with little spectral structure in the
transmission spectra, hence promising for broadband optical device applications.
As we discussed above, the smoother spectra are anticipated because of the partial
absorption of the backreected EM waves in the lossy PCs.
In order to understand this further, we consider in the following, the reectivity of
a 1D-PC of N unit cells, r(N), in the case where the incoming and the outgoing
medium are the same as the second constituent of the PC (see Fig. 8.1). The
expression for r(N) is given by Eq. 2.127 derived from the TMM method [21{24] as
described in Chapter 2:
r(N) =
Mu21UN 1
Mu11UN 1   UN 2
; (8.2)
where
UN =
sin((N + 1)qa)
sin(qa)
; (8.3)
and Mu is the 2  2 transfer matrix of the PC unit cell in the Yariv and Yeh
formulation [21{24]. Note that in Eq. 8.3, q and a represent the Bloch wavevector
and lattice constant of the PC respectively. Furthermore, q is related to the elements
of the transfer matrix of the unit cell in the PC as:
cos(qa) =
1
2
(Mu11 +M
u
22): (8.4)
With the use of Eq. 8.3, we can rewrite Eq. 8.2 as:
r(N) =
Mu21
Mu11   sin((N 1)qa)sin(Nqa)
: (8.5)
After mathematical simplication, we get:
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r(N) =
Mu21
Mu11   cos(qa) + sin(qa)tan(Nqa)
: (8.6)
Thus far, we still have made no assumption about the nature of the PC's constituent
material whether lossy or lossless, thus Eq. 8.6 is general, provided medium 2 is the
same as the incoming and outgoing medium.
Now, we consider the case of a semi-innite lossy PC, where the EM waves have
a complex Bloch wavevector q = q0 + iq00 where q0 and q00 represent the real and
imaginary parts of the Bloch wavevector respectively. In such a case, we can express
tan(Nqa) in Eq. 8.6 as:
tan(Nqa) =
eiNq
0a:e Nq
00a   e iNq0a:eNq00a
i (eiNq0a:e Nq00a + e iNq0a:eNq00a)
: (8.7)
Since we consider the +x direction as the propagation direction (see Fig. 8.1), q00
should be always positive to satisfy the passivity requirement. Therefore, for a semi-
innite PC, in the limit of N ! 1, we have e Nq00a ! 0. That means, we can
approximate the tan(Nqa) as:
tan(Nqa)   e
 iNq0a:eNq
00a
i (e iNq0a:eNq00a)
= i; (8.8)
and obtain from Eq. 8.6:
rsemi  M
u
21
Mu11   eiqa
; (8.9)
where q is complex valued and rsemi is the reectivity of the semi-innite PC where
one of its constituents is the same with the incoming medium.
Now the reectivity, r at the interface between two homogeneous media designated
as medium 1 and medium 2, with the EM incident from medium 2, can can be
written as:
r =
Z1   Z2
Z1 + Z2
; (8.10)
where Z1 =
1p
"1
and Z2 =
1p
"2
are the relative impedances of medium 1 and medium
2 respectively, with respect to the vacuum impedance Z0 =
q
0
"0
, since we consider
these media to be non-magnetic. Here "0 and 0 represent the permittivity and
permeability of the vacuum respectively.
It is desirable to characterize the semi-innite lossy PC medium with an eective
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impedance Zeff that yields the PC's reectivity. Equating the semi-innite PC's
precise reectivity with that of a semi-innite homogeneous medium with an eective
impedance Zeff , we get:
Zeff   Z2
Zeff + Z2
= rsemi; (8.11)
since EM waves are incident from medium 2. That implies:
Zeff = Z2

1 + rsemi
1  rsemi

: (8.12)
With the use of rsemi from Eq. 8.9, we will get:
Zeff = Z2

Mu11 +M
u
21   eiqa
Mu11  Mu21   eiqa

: (8.13)
We would like to compare this eective impedance that we derived with our approach
with the dierent Bloch impedance ZB, denitions used thus far in the literature
[12{17]. One approach is proposed by Boscolo et al.[13]. If the PC has translational
symmetry at the interface, their relative Bloch impedance is dened as:
ZB =
1
Z0
Ey(x = 0)
Hz(x = 0)
; (8.14)
where Ey(x = 0) and Hz(x = 0) are the y-axis electric and z-axis magnetic eld
components at the interface of the 1D-PC (see schematics in 8.1). With the use of
the EM boundary conditions at the PC interface, it is clear that:
Ey(x = 0) = E0 + rE0 = (1 + r)E0; (8.15)
where E0 designates the incident electric eld along the y-axis. From Maxwell's
equation, the magnetic eld at the interface will be:
Hz(x = 0) =
(E0   rE0)k2
!0
=
(1  r)E0p"2
Z0
; (8.16)
where k2 represents the incident wavevector, while "2 represent the permittivity of
the incident medium respectively.
From Eqs. 8.14-8.16, we obtain for the Bloch impedance according to Boscolo et
al.[13]:
ZB =
1 + r
1  r
r
1
"2
) ZB = Z2

1 + r
1  r

: (8.17)
We see by comparison from Eqs. 8.12 and 8.17, that our derived eective impedance
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from the TMM properties is consistent with the Bloch impedance introduced by Bos-
colo et al.[13], if we substitute r in Eq. 8.17, with the rsemi of a semi-innite lossy PC.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Bloch impedance, ZB (red-solid line) from Eq. 8.18 and eective
impedance, Zeff (black-dashed line) from Eq. 8.13 are plotted versus free space wave-
length, free, of a SiC-air PC with lling ratio 0.05 and lattice constant of 5:5m. (b)
Reectance versus free space wavelength, free, of the same SiC-air PC. Black-dashed line
indicates the reectance obtained from considering the PC as a homogeneous semi-innite
medium with Zeff , and the red-solid line indicates the reectance from the actual SiC-air
PC from TMM method with a large number of unit cells (500) to emulate a semi-innite
structure.
Another approach commonly used in the literature [12, 17{20], denes the relative
Bloch impedance as:
ZB =   1
Z0

T u12
T u11   e iqa

; (8.18)
where T u11 and T
u
12 are the elements of the 2 2 characteristic matrix in the Abeles
formulation [29, 30]. This matrix is frequently also referred to as the transfer matrix
[31, 32]. However, we alert the reader that this matrix is distinctly dierent from
the Yariv and Yeh's transfer matrix [21{24], with the top and bottom elements
being the total electric-eld and total magnetic-elds components, rather than the
forward and backward propagating electric-elds. For the interested reader, we
briey recap the Abeles formulation for the characteristic matrix in Appendix A.
Although the expression for ZB in Eq. 8.18 looks dierent from our dened eective
impedance, Zeff in Eq. 8.13, it yields the identical result. We plot both these
impedances ZB and Zeff in Fig. 8.4(a), for a SiC-air PC with a lattice constant of
5:5m and lling ratio 0.05. Indeed, they coincide exactly. Therefore, from now on
we refer to our derived eective impedance also as Bloch impedance. Now with the
use of this impedance, we evaluate the corresponding reectance Rsemi = jrsemij2
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of the semi-innite PC. We plot the result versus free space wavelength, free
in Fig. 8.4(b) with a black-dashed line. We compare this with the reectance
from the actual ve-hundred-unit-cell SiC-air PC from TMM [21{24], indicated
with red-solid line. We consider such a large number of unit cells to emulate a
semi-innite structure [3]. It is remarkable to see from Fig. 8.4(b) that indeed the
Bloch/eective impedances from both approaches give the exact reectance for the
semi-innite lossy PCs.
The importance of introducing our alternative approach is that it makes it clear
that the Bloch/eective impedance is expected to give the precise reectivity for
the case of a semi-innite lossy PCs only. Although not within the subject matter
of this section, it might be interesting to look into the meaning of the Bloch/eective
impedance for the case of lossless PCs. We present that in Appendix I. Furthermore,
our approach allows the denition of a Bloch impedance from the popularly adopted
Yariv and Yeh's transfer matrix formalism [21{24]. However, we alert the reader that
the denition from Eq. 8.13 is valid only when the incident and outgoing medium
are the same as one of the constituents of the PC. In the following, we expand our
approach to encompass a general case.
Figure 8.5: (a) Same as Fig. 8.1, but we assume that EM waves are incident from medium
3.
For this purpose, we consider a semi-innite PC consisting of medium 1 and medium
2. We assume that EM waves are incident from medium 3 in this case, that is
dierent from any of the constituent media of the PC as schematically depicted in
Fig. 8.5. The transfer matrix, M 0(N) of this PC with N unit cells, can be expressed
by employing the TMM method [21{24] as:
M 0(N) =M31P 1M12P 2M(N   1); (8.19)
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since we consider the outgoing medium as medium 2, where M31 is the dynamical
matrix from medium 3 to medium 1 and M12 is the dynamical matrix from medium
1 to medium 2, dened [21{24] as:
M31 =
1
2
"
1 + 31 1  31
1  31 1 + 31
#
; and M12 =
1
2
"
1 + 12 1  12
1  12 1 + 12
#
; (8.20)
with 31 = k1x
k3x
, and 12 = k2x
k1x
. Here k1x, k2x and k3x represent the respective
wavevectors of the medium 1, medium 2 and medium 3 in the stacking direction
along the x-axis. By considering N !1, we can emulate a semi-innite structure.
In Eq. 8.19, M(N) is the total transfer matrix of a PC with N unit cells and the
same constituents for the PC with transfer matrix M 0(N), but with the incident
and outgoing medium being medium 2. Note in the case of Fig. 8.5 we have medium
3 as the incoming medium.
With the use of M12M21 = I, where I is the unity matrix (see Chapter 2), we can
express the above transfer matrix from Eq. 8.19 as:
M 0(N) =M31M12M21P 1M12P 2M(N   1): (8.21)
That implies:
M 0(N) =M31M12M(N); (8.22)
since, M21P 1M12P 2 is the transfer matrix of the PC unit cell. Further, with the
use of M31M12 =M32 (see Appendix J), we can simplify the above equation as:
M 0(N) =M32M(N): (8.23)
Therefore, we can write M 0(N) as:
M 0(N) =
1
2
"
(1+32)M11(N)+(1 32)M21(N) (1+32)M12(N)+(1 32)M22(N)
(1 32)M11(N)+(1+32)M21(N) (1 32)M12(N)+(1+32)M22(N)
#
;
(8.24)
From the above equation, we can obtain the reectivity r0(N) of the PC of Fig. 8.5
as:
r0(N) =
(1  32)M11(N) + (1 + 32)M21(N)
(1 + 32)M11(N) + (1  32)M21(N) : (8.25)
After rearranging the terms in the above equation, we get:
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r0(N) =
(1  32) + (1 + 32)M21(N)
M11(N)
(1 + 32) + (1  32)M21(N)
M11(N)
: (8.26)
In the above equation, if we let N ! 1 we can identify that M21(N)
M11(N)
to be the
reectivity of the semi-innite PC, rsemi, when the incoming medium is medium 2.
That implies:
r0semi =
(1  32) + (1 + 32)rsemi
(1 + 32) + (1  32)rsemi : (8.27)
Thus the eective impedance, Z 0eff for this PC will be:
Z 0eff   Z3
Z 0eff + Z3
= r0semi; (8.28)
since EM waves are incident from medium 3. In the above equation Z3 =
1p
"3
is
the relative impedance of the incident medium, with relative permittivity "3. From
Eq. 8.28, we can obtain an eective impedance Z 0eff , with the use of Eq. 8.27 and
Eq. 8.9, for the general case where the incident medium can be dierent from one
of the constituents:
Z 0eff =
Z3
32

Mu11 +M
u
21   eiqa
Mu11  Mu21   eiqa

; (8.29)
To verify the applicability of the above dened eective impedance, we consider a
SiC-BaF2 1D-PC with a lattice constant of 5:5m and lling ratio 0.05 and assume
that the incident medium is air. We consider this particular PC, because we will
employ it in the next chapter to construct a superprism that yields a 900 bending
of light. We plot the Bloch impedance, ZB obtained from Eq. 8.18 and the eective
impedance Z 0eff obtained from Eq. 8.29 in Fig. 8.6(a), with red-solid line and black-
dashed line respectively. We can clearly see that both the results are identical. This
conrms that our new approach for the eective impedance based on the Yariv and
Yeh formalism, applies to the general case where the incoming and outgoing medium
are dierent than the constituents of the PC.
Furthermore, we also compare the corresponding reectance of the semi-innite
PC obtained from the Bloch/eective impedance and with the actual ve-hundred-
unit-cell SiC-BaF2 PC from the TMM method. We plot these results in Fig. 8.6(b).
Notice the remarkable agreement between the two results. Also, notice that re-
ectance is low as well as smooth in the spectral regime where the Bloch impedance
is close to the impedance of the incident medium in this case air. As we discussed in
section 8.1, this low reectance spectral regime is key to the design of optical devices.
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Figure 8.6: (a) Same as Fig. 8.4, but for the SiC-BaF2 PC when the incident medium is
air.
Note that the Bloch/eective impedance exactly predicts the reectance for semi-
nnite lossy PCs. This is not the case with lossless PCs where the Bloch impedance
can only predict a mean reectance within strong Fabry-Perot oscillations (see
Appendix J). This is because a thick lossy PC emulates a semi-innite medium,
since EM wave loses its energy as it propagates inside a semi-innite structure.
Thus as an EM wave gets fully absorbed, there is no reection from the back
interface of the PC. As a result, there are no Fabry-Perot interference fringes in the
reection spectra of semi-innite lossy PCs. Mathematically, we see that in Eq. 8.6,
where for lossy PCs the reection amplitude, r(N) has a limit as N !1, but r(N)
does not converge to a limit for lossless PCs. These details are further discussed in
Appendix J.
Now that we understood how to analyse the transmission properties of lossy 1D-PCs
with the Bloch impedance, we proceed in understanding their propagation properties
in the following section.
8.3 Propagation analysis of lossy PCs
8.3.1 Classication of propagation in lossy PCs: band ver-
sus gap regions; forward versus backward propagation
In Chapter 2, we presented the propagation theory for lossless 1D-PCs. In the
following, we will expand this theory for the case of lossy 1D-PCs. For this purpose,
we will study as an example a SiC-BaF2 1D-PC with a lattice constant of 5:5 m
and lling ratio 0.05, since this is the PC design that we will use for the 900 bend
structure of Chapter 9.
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Figure 8.7: Complex bandstructure (free space wavelength, free versus Bloch wave vector)
of SiC-BaF2 1D-PC with a lattice constant of 5:5m and lling ratio 0.05. An impinging
EM wave along the +x direction is assumed, hence the positive Im(q) value is taken to
satisfy the passivity requirement. We indicate the bandgap-like region with the yellow
shaded region. For the band region, we designate the type of propagation inside the PC,
which is backward-type for both bands.
Similar to the case of lossless PCs the dispersion relation i.e. the bandstructure can
be evaluated with the TMM method as described in Chapter 2 from:
e iqa =
1
2
(Mu11 +M
u
22
p
); (8.30)
with  = (Mu11+M
u
22)
2 4det(Mu) and det(Mu) being the determinant of the 22
transfer matrix of the unit cell of the PC, Mu. Note that unlike the case of lossless
PCs, here we cannot have an abrupt separation between the allowed \band" modes
and forbidden \gap" modes, for lossy PCs. This is because, the Bloch wavevector,
q is complex throughout the spectrum [33{36]. We typically observe regions in
the bandstructures that are characterized by a gradual transition from low to high
Im(q) values. This implies that the limits of the bandgap region are approximate
rather than sharply dened. Therefore we refer to these regions as bandgap-like
regions, rather than bandgaps [34], which is the case for lossless PCs, where q
transitions from purely real value in the bands to a purely imaginary value in the
gaps as we discussed in Chapter 2.
For example we observe in Fig. 8.7, where the bandgap-like regime is shown with
yellow shading, that Re(q) is not at the Brillouin Zone (BZ) edge, which was the
case for lossless PCs (see Fig. 2.11 in Chapter 2). Also we see that Im(q) increases
gradually rather than abruptly. It is also important to note, that a major dierence
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in the bandgap-like regions is as follows. In lossless PCs in the bandgap, reectance,
R is equal to unity as we discussed in Chapter 2. However, even for a semi-innite
lossy PC, reectance, R is high, but not equal to unity. We can see it clearly in the
yellow shaded region of Fig. 8.8, where we plot the spectral response of reectance,
R for the SiC-BaF2 1D-PC of Fig. 8.7 with ve-hundred-unit-cell, thus emulating a
semi-innite PC.
Figure 8.8: Reectance, R versus free space wavelength, free of an essentially semi-innite
SiC-BaF2 1D-PC with the structural parameters same as Fig. 8.7 (we take 500 unit cells).
Bandgap-like region is indicated with the yellow shading.
Now we have understood the bandstructure properties of lossy PCs in the bandgap-
like regions, we proceed in understanding the band regions in the bandstructure of
lossy PCs. We remind the reader that in the case of lossless PCs as we described
in Chapter 2, we could not immediately know which is the sign of q in the band
regions, as in principle both roots of Eq. 8.30 were possible. For the choice of the
proper root of Eq. 8.30, we had to further look into the group velocity. The proper
root choice was based on which root gives a causal propagation direction for the
group velocity which is equal to the energy velocity in the lossless PC case. The
causal propagation direction is a propagation direction that points away from the
source, i.e. along the +x direction for an impinging wave propagating along the +x
direction.
In contrast, here in the case of lossy PCs we can immediately determine the sign
of Re(q). We can do so, because the Bloch wavevector, q is complex for lossy PCs
throughout the spectrum. Thus, if we assume the impinging wave along the +x
direction, the wave couples into PC in the +x direction. This means we should
accept only the eigenvalue solution, that has a positive Im(q) value, out of the two
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possibilities in Eq. 8.30. This is required by passivity, otherwise we would have an
increase of EM wave energy while the wave is propagating, which is unphysical. As
a result, the bandstructure cannot be symmetric with Re(q) for lossy PCs, contrary
to what we know for lossless PCs as we discussed in Chapter 2 (see Fig. 2.11).
The choice of one root from Eq. 8.30 by employing the passivity condition, leads to
an immediate determination of the type of EM wave propagation inside the lossy
PC. For an impinging wave along the +x direction, if the root with Im(q)> 0 has a
positive Re(q), that implies a forward-type EM wave, since the energy velocity, ve
and phase velocity, vp will be parallel [3, 4, 7, 8, 37]. On the other hand, if the root
with Im(q)> 0 has a negative Re(q), that implies a backward-type EM wave, since
the energy velocity, ve and phase velocity, vp will be anti-parallel [3, 4, 7, 8, 37].
We plot the bandstructure of our considered SiC-BaF2 PC in Fig. 8.7, by taking the
correct choice of root with Re(q) that corresponds to positive Im(q) values. Notice
that Re(q) is negative in both the branches, which implies that the propagation
inside the PC is backward-type for both these bands.
We emphasise that except for the isolated case of Ref. [34], there is a tendency
in the literature [12, 35, 36] to show Re(q) in the bandstructure of lossy PCs,
without discussing its sign and the selection of the proper root. In particular, in
the majority of prior works [12, 35, 36] the bandstructure is plotted with both
Re(q) and Im(q) showing positive, although this may not be the case. Even in
Ref. [34], where the passivity requirement is applied and the correct the sign of
Re(q) is chosen, its importance and implications on the type of wave propagation
are not discussed further. However, the information of the sign of Re(q), has very
important implications both in designing photonic device applications as well as
from the theoretical point of view. From the applications point of view, we will
see that the wedged structure in Chapter 9, which bends light through 900, relies
on the existence of backward-type EM wave propagation, with a Re(q)< 0 for an
impinging wave along the +x-direction. From the theoretical point of view, the sign
of Re(q) is important as it captures the correct Bloch phase as the wave propagates
from unit cell to unit cell inside the PC [3].
To demonstrate this latter point pictorially, we plot the real and imaginary parts of
the y-component of the electric eld, Ey, for an essentially semi-innite SiC-BaF2
1D-PC with its structural parameters being the same as the SiC-BaF2 1D-PC of
Fig. 8.7 (we take 500 unit cells, after which almost all the EM energy is absorbed
that makes the structure acting as semi-innite). We do so for two wavelengths:
free = 13:5m that corresponds to band I and free = 11:0m that corresponds to
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Figure 8.9: (a) Real part of the y-component of the electric eld, Re(Ey), at free space
wavelength, free = 13:5m versus the position, x within an essentially semi-innite SiC-
BaF2 1D-PC with lattice constant, a = 5:5m and lling ratio, fr = 0:05. The open circles
represent the result obtained from the TMM method. The black-solid line represents the
Bloch phase envelope from Eq. 8.32 with the correct root incorporated for the Bloch
wavevector having Re(q)< 0 and Im(q)> 0. The green dashed line represents the Bloch
phase envelope from Eq. 8.32, if one takes the positive counterpart of Re(q) that many
authors typically use in the literature in lossy-PC bandstructures [12, 35, 36]. (b) Same
as in (a), but for the imaginary part of the y-component of the electric eld, Im(Ey).
band II. Specically, we calculate the y-component of the electric-eld, Ey using the
TMM method (see Section 2.3 in Chapter 2), at the centre of the each SiC layer
in the PC. In other words at the jth layer of the PC the eld is calculated at the
location xc(j) with:
xc(j) = d1=2 + (j   1)a: (8.31)
We represent these TMM results with the red-open circles in Figs. 8.9 and 8.10.
Then we evaluate the Bloch phase envelope from:
Ey(x) = Ey(d1=2)e
iq(x d1=2); (8.32)
where q is the Bloch wavevector at the chosen wavelength, free. We show such
Bloch phase as black-solid lines in Figs. 8.9 and 8.10.
Note that both the wavelengths considered here correspond to a backward-type EM
wave propagation, since Re(q) is negative as we have seen in Fig. 8.7. Thus, we have
a negative Re(q) and positive Im(q) in Eq. 8.32. It is remarkable to observe that
the Bloch phase captures exactly the actual electric eld variation from unit cell to
unit cell. However, if we do not carefully incorporate the sign of Re(q), and use its
positive counterpart, which is commonly adopted for lossy-PC bandstructures thus
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far [12, 35, 36], the Bloch phase completely misrepresents the electric eld variation
from unit cell to unit cell (see the green dashed lines in Figs. 8.9 and 8.10). These
observations emphasise the importance of determining and using the correct sign
of Re(q) in lossy PC systems, that is consistent with the passivity requirement. In
other words it is important to plot a bandstructure with the correct sign info for
Re(q) as plotted in Fig. 8.7.
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Figure 8.10: Same as Fig. 8.9, but at free space wavelength, free = 11:0m.
Now that we have understood the correct mode regime, for the wavevector that
couples into the lossy PC, we proceed in understanding the velocity of the energy
propagation of these modes.
8.3.2 Propagation velocity of EM modes in lossy 1D-PCs:
group versus energy velocity
In the case of lossless PCs, we have discussed in Chapter 2 that the energy velocity
is equal to the group velocity and that both represent the propagation velocity of
EM energy. However, also discussed in Chapter 2 when an EM wave travels even in
a bulk-lossy strongly-dispersive material, the pulse shape distorts signicantly [38]
and the group velocity loses its meaning. In particular, we have compared the group
and energy velocity for the particular case of SiC and found that these signicantly
disagree within the entire Reststrahlen-band frequency region. Therefore, it is
interesting to check how the group velocity and energy velocity relate in a PC that
has lossy strongly-dispersive constituents, and evaluate within which conditions the
use of group velocity is meaningful in such media.
We note that a large number of works just use naively the group velocity as
a measure of the propagation velocity without regard of its relation to energy
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velocity. Given that highly dispersive constituents are increasingly used in periodic
media such as polaritonic PCs [40] and metamaterials with Lorentzian-type of
permeability [41{43], it is very important to evaluate the conditions where group
velocity can still represent the true energy velocity.
We attempt such comparison for the PC of Fig. 8.7. We make a rst inspection
by looking at the bandstructure. We remind the reader that in the case of lossless
PCs, we discussed that the sign of !
q
@!
@q
determines the directionality of the EM
wave, forward versus backward-type. Here our intention is to check if this analysis
based on the sign of !
Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
agrees with the determination of the directionality
based on the passivity requirement for lossy PCs. For this purpose we plot again
the bandstructure with dimensionless frequency, fa=c versus Re(q) and Im(q) in
Figs. 8.11(a) and (b) respectively, to make it easy to determine the band slope. We
denote the band regions in Fig. 8.11 as band I and band II and highlight them with
the red and blue shading respectively. We indicate the bandgap-like region with
the yellow shading.
Figure 8.11: Complex bandstructure (dimensionless frequency, fa=c versus Bloch wave
vector) for the SiC-BaF2 1D-PC of Fig. 8.7.
Furthermore, we evaluate !
Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
for the frequency regimes of band I and band
II and plot the results in Figs. 8.12(a) and (b) respectively. To aid the reader to
identify these two band regimes, we use the same shading for panel (a) and (b) as
the shading used for the corresponding band regions in Fig. 8.11. We can clearly
observe that the sign of !
Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
is negative for both the band regions. This
means that based on the analysis of Chapter 2, we determine that Re(q) should be
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Figure 8.12: (a) !Re(q)
@!
@Re(q) versus dimensionless frequency, fa=c for the SiC-BaF2 1D-PC
of Fig. 8.7 in the frequency regime of band I. (b) Same as (a), but for band II. In both
the panels, B.W. designates that this should be a backward wave based on the analysis
from the passivity requirement. The sign of !Re(q)
@!
@Re(q) agrees with this analysis in both
the bands.
negative for these two bands. This observation suggests that the determination of
directionality based on the sign of !
Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
agrees with the analysis based on the
passivity requirement in the band regions for lossy PCs that we presented in the
previous section.
In order to see whether the sign of !
Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
still predicts the directionality in
the bandgap-like region, we plot !
Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
for this region and show the result in
Fig. 8.13. Note in Fig. 8.13, the orange (green) shaded region represents a frequency
regime, where the analysis based on the use of the passivity requirement predicts
a backward-type (forward-type) propagation inside the lossy PC. In other words
the orange (green) regime corresponds to a negative Re(q) (positive Re(q)) Bloch
wavevector. Thus if the analysis of Chapter 2 were valid, we should nd a positive
!
Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
in the green shaded region and a negative !
Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
in the orange
shaded region. We draw the attention of the reader to the two marked spectral
regions with a red-dashed box and an unmarked spectral region in Fig. 8.13. Note
that in the unmarked spectral region, the directionality of the EM wave determined
from the sign of !
Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
agrees with the directionality determined based on the
passivity requirement. However, in the marked region, the sign of !
Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
clearly
suggests the opposite directionality for the EM wave to the one determined from
the passivity requirement.
So we can conclude that the method described in Chapter 2 for determining the
directionality of the wave is no longer in general valid for lossy PCs, as it violates
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Figure 8.13: Same as Figs. 8.9, but in the bandgap-like region of bandstructure. The red-
squares indicate the region where the directionality suggested by the sign of !Re(q)
@!
@Re(q)
disagrees with the determination we have made based on the passivity requirement.
passivity, in some cases. This is because the group velocity is not in general a
meaningful quantity for lossy PCs. We will see that further in the following, where
we will compare the two velocities quantitatively.
For this purpose, from the dispersion relation, ! (q) we obtained from Eq. 8.30, we
numerically evaluate the group velocity, vg at each frequency !(i), by taking central
dierences as:
vg = vgxx^ =
@!
@Re(q)
(i) =

!(i+ 1)  !(i  1)
Re(q(i+ 1))  Re(q(i  1))

x^; (8.33)
where vgx represents the component of the group velocity along x, which is the
direction of the propagation. Since we consider normal incidence, we expect both
vg and ve completely aligned in the x-direction. Furthermore, the energy velocity,
ve can be evaluated [39, 44] with the TMM method as described in Chapter 2 from:
ve = vexx^ =
< Sx >
< U >
x^; (8.34)
where Sx represents the time-averaged x-component of the Poynting vector, U rep-
resents the time-averaged energy density and vex represents the component of the
energy velocity along x. Here < :: > denotes the spatial average of these quantities
within a unit cell of the PC. These are calculated from:
< Sx >=
1
2
Z a
0
Re[Ey(x)H

z (x)]dx (8.35)
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and
< U >=
1
4
Z a
0
["0("1
0 +
2!"
00
1
 
)jEy(x)j2 + 0jHz(x)j2]dx; (8.36)
where "0; 0 denote the vacuum permittivity and permeability respectively, while
"01; "
00
1 and  e represent the real part, imaginary part and dissipation parameters
of the SiC relative permittivity respectively. The y-component of the electric eld,
Ey and the z-component of the magnetic eld Hz are calculated as functions of
the location x within the PC by using the TMM method as we have described in
Chapter 2.
Figure 8.14: Spectral response of the group velocity vgx (blue-solid line), and the energy
vex (red-dashed line). Note, both vgx and vex are expressed in terms of the speed of light in
vacuum c. The orange shaded region represents the part of the Reststrahlen-band regime
where vgx agrees with the vex.
Now we proceed in comparing vgx and vex. For this purpose, we plot vgx obtained
from Eq. 8.33 versus the free space wavelength free in Fig. 8.14, with a blue-solid
line. In the same gure, we also plot vex obtained from Eq. 8.34 with a red-dashed
line. Note that both vgx and vex are expressed in units of the speed of the light
in vacuum c. It is evident from Fig. 8.14 that vgx is equal to vex only well within
the band regions. However in the band-gap like regions, where Im(q) is high, vgx
diverges completely from vex with its value exceeding the speed of light in vacuum,
c, in the wavelength region between 11:4m and 12:8m. So in such cases clearly
the group velocity cannot possibly represent the velocity of the energy propagation
which is well bounded by the speed of light in vacuum, c. It is important to notice
that it is not only the magnitude of vg that is dierent from ve, but the sign of
vgx is also dierent from vex in the wavelength region between 12:1m and 12:6m
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(see inset in Fig. 8.14). Since we assume an impinging wave in the +x direction,
causality requires the energy propagation to be towards the +x direction. Thus
a negative sign of vgx in Fig. 8.14 is a clear indication that vgx misrepresents the
energy propagation direction.
We notice that the large deviation of vgx from vex in Fig. 8.14 coincides with the
large Im(q) for the Bloch mode inside the 1D-PC. We alert the reader that in
the case of bulk SiC the imaginary part of the wavevector, Im(k1) is very large
throughout the phonon-polariton gap. Hence we have a large deviation of vgx
from vex for the entire phonon-polariton gap (see Fig. 2.4 in Chapter 2). The PC
eect enables allowed modes even within the phonon-polariton gap with a low
Im(q). Therefore, we have vgx agreeing with vex in a wide spectral region within
the Reststrahlen band between 10:3m and 11:4m, that we show with the orange
shading in Fig. 8.14. For reference we compare the imaginary part of the Bloch
wavevector of the SiC-BaF2 1D-PC of Fig. 8.7, Im(q), with the imaginary part of
the wavevector of bulk SiC, Im(k1), in Fig. 8.15. We indicate these with a blue line
and a red line respectively.
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Figure 8.15: Spectral response of the imaginary part of the wavevector inside a bulk SiC,
Im(k1) (red-line), and the imaginary part of the Bloch wavevector, Im(q) (blue-line) for
the SiC-BaF2 1D-PC of Fig. 8.7. Note, both Im (k1) and Im(q) are expressed in the units
of c=! and Im(k1) is scaled down 10 times to its original value, to aid the comparison with
Im(q).
Furthermore, notice in Fig. 8.14 that the energy velocity is nearly zero in the
bandgap-like region. This suggests that the energy velocity can be used to identify
the bandgap-like regions for lossy PCs. Remember that in lossless PCs both vgx
and vex are equal and exactly equal to zero in the bandgap region. This is because
the Bloch wavevector is purely imaginary in this region for lossless PCs, implying
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that only evanescent waves exist inside these PCs, which do not carry any energy.
On the other hand, the Bloch wavevector is complex in the bandgap-like regions
of lossy PCs. Thus we have wave propagation even in the bandgap-like region.
However the wave strongly attenuates as it propagates inside the PC due to the
large imaginary part of the Bloch wavevector in this frequency region. However,
the EM waves still carry through some energy even in the band-gap like region,
hence the small, non-zero energy velocity that we observe in this regime. We have
exploited such phenomena successfully to achieve the near-perfect absorption of
light in Chapters 3, 5 and 6.
To recap, the group velocity is not always a good measure to capture the energy
propagation in lossy PCs. Although the group velocity agrees with the energy
velocity in the band regions of lossy PCs, in the bandgap-like regions disagreement
can be huge to the point that it suggests the wrong direction for the EM wave
propagation. Therefore the general reliable measure of energy propagation will be
the energy velocity. We thus conclude that the energy velocity should be used for
the propagation analysis of lossy PCs.
8.3.3 EFCs in 1D-lossy PCs
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Figure 8.16: Equi-frequency contours of SiC-BaF2 1D-PC of Fig. 8.7 at wavelengths 10m
(black lines), 10:5m (red lines) and 11m (green lines).
We saw in Chapter 2 that the propagation of EM waves at oblique incidence at the
interface of lossless PCs can be studied using the Equi-frequency contours (EFCs),
which represent the distribution of modes for a given frequency. In this case, we
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used the group velocity obtained from the gradient of these EFCs to predict the
direction of the refracted beam inside a lossless PC. However, we have seen in the
previous section that vg does not always captures the direction and magnitude
of the propagating wave for lossy PCs. Therefore, we cannot use the wavevector
diagram formalism to predict the angle of the refracted beam inside the lossy PCs.
However, EFCs would still portray the distribution of modes in the wavevector space.
Thus we plot these to discuss which properties can be understood for the system
based on the EFCs. For this purpose, we evaluate the EFCs for our SiC-BaF2
1D-PC by solving the dispersion relation in Eq. 8.30, for q, for dierent wavevector
values along the z direction, kz by employing the TMM method [21{24]. Note,
kz is the parallel to the interface component of the incident wavevector i.e.
kz = kjj = !=c sin and is conserved at the PC interface. We plot the Re(q)
and Im(q) versus the parallel component of the incident wavevector, kz at three
wavelengths in Figs. 8.16(a) and (b) respectively. The black, red and green lines
represent the EFCs at wavelengths 10m, 10:5m and 11m respectively. Just as
we did when determining the bandstructure for normal incidence, we consider the
modes that have a positive Im(q), since we assumed the normal direction of the
impinging wave to be along the +x direction. Therefore, we do not expect, and
indeed do not obtain, mirror symmetric EFCs as we have seen in the case of lossless
PCs. Notice that the sign of Re(q) in Fig. 8.16(a) changes with the incident angle.
This implies that a mode which is backward-type at normal incidence, can become
forward-type at a certain angle of incidence.
Furthermore, we also observe in Fig. 8.16(b) high Im(q) regions for certain
incident angle range. These regions are also similar to the bandgap-like region we
discussed in the previous section for normal incidence. In other words, very little
light will couple inside the PC for angles falling in the range of this region. In
these non-normal incidence bandgap-like regions, we would expect to have very low
energy velocity just like in the bandgap-like regions we observed at normal incidence.
To make it evident, we show the energy velocity versus the angle of incidence,  in
Figs. 8.17(a), (b) and (c) respectively for the three wavelengths we considered above.
We indicate the results with the same coloured lines that we used in the EFC plot
in Figs. 8.17 for these three wavelengths. We can clearly see the low energy velocity
in the bandgap-like region and we have indicated that with the yellow shading.
Indeed we also observe very high reectance in these regions, at the interface of a
semi-innite PC, as can be seen in Figs. 8.17(d), (e) and (f). Note, reectance is
not exactly equal to unity, similar to what we observed for the normal incidence case.
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Figure 8.17: (a), (b) and (c) Magnitude of energy velocity, ve versus the angle of incidence
 for SiC-BaF2 1D-PC of Fig. 8.7 at three wavelengths 10m (black-lines), 10:5m(green-
lines) and 11m (red-lines) respectively. (d), (e) and (f) are same as (a), (b) and (c)
respectively, but for the reectance, R from an essentially semi-innite SiC-BaF2 1D-PC
(500 unit cells are taken). The yellow shaded region designate the angular bandgap-like
region.
We discussed before that the spectral transition from allowed to bandgap-like region
is not abrupt for normal incidence. Likewise the angular transition from allowed
bands to bandgap-like behaviour is also not abrupt. It may be useful to attempt
to have a quantity to determine which modes fall within a bandgap-like region and
which within the band region. Therefore, we use the gure of merit, FOM that has
been used in metamaterials [45{48] and photonic crystals [40]. For the particular
case of PCs it is dened as [40]:
FOM =
jRe(q)j
Im(q)
: (8.37)
We show the results of the FOM versus the angle of incidence in Figs. 8.18(a), (b)
and (c), for the same three wavelengths considered above. We indicate the angular
bandgap-like regions in Fig. 8.18 with yellow shading, where reectance was high
and energy velocity was small in Fig. 8.17. Although the FOM is much smaller in
these shaded regions than the band regions, it is still quite high. Therefore, we nd
that the FOM may not be a good measure for classication of a photonic crystal
region as band-like or bandgap-like. On the other hand, energy velocity is consis-
tently near-zero in the bandgap-like region. Therefore, we are going to rely on the
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energy velocity, to make the determination of a region as a band or a bandgap-like
region. This low energy velocity regime coincides with the existence of a high Im(q).
Figure 8.18: (a), (b) and (c) Figure of merit, FOM versus the angle of incidence 
for SiC-BaF2 1D-PC of Fig. 8.7 at three wavelengths 10m (black-line), 10:5m(green-
line) and 11m (red-line) respectively. The yellow shaded region represents the angular
bandgap-like region as in Fig. 8.17.
So although EFC may not be appropriate to be employed in a wavevector type of
formalism for the determination of the refracted angle, they provide a quick picture
for the angular range where one can expect a bandgap-like behaviour, by observing
the high Im(q). In the following, we will calculate the predicted angle of refraction
by calculating the group velocity, and by calculating the energy velocity, and make
a comparison between the two.
8.3.4 Propagation analysis in 1D-loss PCs for non-normal
incidence: group and energy velocity predictions
We depict the refraction process in the schematic diagram in Fig. 8.19. In this
gure vinc represents both the group velocity and the energy velocity of the incident
wave, since both are the same in air. However, we let the refracted wave velocity
vref to represent either the energy velocity or the group velocity, which we note can
be dierent inside a lossy PC. This means that the refracted angles  determined
from the group velocity and the energy velocity will in general be dierent. In the
following we will calculate both and compare them.
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Figure 8.19: Angle of refraction,  inside a lossy 1D-PC for an EM wave incident at an an-
gle  at the PC interface. The incident wavevector, kinc (black-arrow), Bloch wavevector, q
(red-arrow) and the parallel component of the incident wavevector, kjj = !=c sin z^ (green-
arrow) are indicated. The propagation velocity of the incident wave vinc, (orange-arrow)
is indicated. We represent the velocity of the refracted wave, vref with the blue-arrow
that we let it to represent either the group velocity or the energy velocity.
First we evaluate the angle of refraction,  calculated from the group velocity for
an EM wave incident on a lossy PC at an angle, . From the schematic diagram in
Fig. 8.19, the angle of refraction,  can be obtained as:
tan() =
vgz
vgx
; (8.38)
where vgx =
@!
@Re(q)
and vgz =
@!
@kz
are the x and z components of the group velocity
respectively.
Although, the calculation of such angle  from Eq. 8.38 may be quite straightforward
for lossless 1D-PCs, it is somewhat more elaborate for lossy 1D-PCs. We will start
by splitting the dispersion relation of lossy 1D-PCs into its real and imaginary parts,
which was previously adopted in Ref. [49] to calculate the complex dispersion relation
of lossy 1D-PCs. However, the group velocity calculations were not performed in
Ref. [49] for such case. The dispersion relation of lossy 1D-PCs for angular incidence
at angle , is given by Eq. 2.104 in Chapter 2:
cos (qa) = cos(k1x) cos(k2x)  1
2

k1x
k2x
+
k2x
k1x

sin(k1x) sin(k2x); (8.39)
where k1x and k2x represent the wavevectors along the stacking direction x inside
the two PC constituents, medium 1 and medium 2 respectively. These are given by:
k1x =
p
"1   sin2 !
c
and k2x =
p
"2   sin2 !
c
: (8.40)
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Since the Bloch wavevector is complex for lossy PCs, we have q = q0 + iq00 where q0
and q00 represent the real and imaginary parts of the Bloch wavevector respectively.
Therefore, we can rewrite the above equation as:
cos(q0a) cos(q00a)  isin (q0a) sin (q00a) = A+ iB; (8.41)
where A and B represent the real and imaginary parts of the right-hand-side of
Eq. 8.41. In the above equation, by separating the real and imaginary parts, we get:
cos(q0a) cos(q00a) = A = Re

cos(k1x) cos(k2x)  1
2

k1x
k2x
+
k2x
k1x

sin(k1x) sin(k2x)

:
(8.42)
 sin (q0a) sin (q00a) = B = Im

cos(k1x) cos(k2x)  1
2

k1x
k2x
+
k2x
k1x

sin(k1x) sin(k2x)

:
(8.43)
By dierentiating the left-hand-side expressions of the above two equations with
respect to angular frequency, !, we will obtain:
sin(q0a)
@(q0a)
@!
cosh(q00a) + cos(q0a) sinh(q00a)
@(q00a)
@!
=
@A
@!
: (8.44)
 

cos(q0a)
@(q0a)
@!
sinh(q00a) + sin(q0a) cosh(q00a)
@(q00a)
@!

=
@B
@!
: (8.45)
The above two equations are a system of linear equations with variables @(q
0a)
@!
and
@(q00a)
@!
. Therefore, we can solve for @(q
0a)
@!
, by expressing these equations in a matrix
form as:"
sin(q0a) cosh(q00a) cos(q0a) sinh(q00a)
 cos(q0a) sinh(q00a)  sin(q0a) cosh(q00a)
#
:
"
@(q0a)
@!
@(q00a)
@!
#
=
"
@A
@!
@B
@!
#
: (8.46)
That implies:
@(q0a)
@!
=
 @A@! cos(q0a) sinh(q00a)@B
@!
 sin(q0a) cosh(q00a)
 sin(q0a) cosh(q00a) cos(q0a) sinh(q00a) cos(q0a) sinh(q00a)  sin(q0a) cosh(q00a)

; (8.47)
where j::j designates the determinant. Since the denominator in the above equation
is equal to one, we can simplify the above equation as:
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@(q0a)
@!
=  @A
@!
sin(q0a) cosh(q00a)   @B
@!
cos(q0a) sinh(q00a): (8.48)
Now by multiplying both sides with @!
@kz
, we get:
@!
@kz
@(q0a)
@!
=   @A
@kz
sin(q0a) cosh(q00a)  @B
@kz
cos(q0a) sinh(q00a): (8.49)
That implies:
a
vgz
vgx
=   @A
@kz
sin(q0a) cosh(q00a)  @B
@kz
cos(q0a) sinh(q00a): (8.50)
So we get from Eq. 8.38:
 = tan 1
 
  @A
@kz
sin(q0a) cosh(q00a)  @B
@kz
cos(q0a) sinh(q00a)
a
!
: (8.51)
In the above equation, we calculate @A
@kz
and @B
@kz
numerically by taking the central
dierences of A, B in the right-hand-side expressions of Eqs. 8.42 and 8.43 at each
kz respectively. By using the above equation, we evaluate the angle of refraction
 for wavelengths 10m, 10:5m and 11m. We plot the results versus angle of
incidence  in Fig. 8.20 with red-solid lines.
Figure 8.20: (a), (b) and (c) Angle of refraction , versus angle of incidence  for
SiC-BaF2 1D-PC of Fig. 8.7 at three wavelengths 10m, 10:5m and 11m respectively.
Red-solid and blue-dashed lines indicate the results obtained from Eq. 8.51 and Eq. 8.53
and respectively.
We will compare these angles of refraction, , results obtained from the group
velocity with the angle of refraction determined from the energy velocity in the
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following. Similar to Eq. 8.38, the angle of refraction from the energy velocity can
be obtained as:
tan() =
vez
vex
; (8.52)
where vex =
<Sx>
<U>
and vez =
<Sz>
<U>
are the x- and z-components of the energy velocity
respectively. That implies:
 = tan 1

< Sz >
< Sx >

; (8.53)
where < Sx > and < Sz > represent the x- and z-components of the time-averaged
Poynting vectors respectively, which we evaluate using the TMM method. Here
< :: > designates the spatial average of these quantities within a unit cell of the
lossy PC taken similarly as in the case of Eq. 8.35. Now from Eq. 8.53, we evaluate
the angle of refraction,  for the same three wavelengths considered above and plot
the results in Fig. 8.20 with the blue-dashed lines.
We can clearly notice that the angle of refraction predicted from the group velocity
deviates from the angle of refraction predicted from the energy velocity in the
angular regimes that correspond to the bandgap-like region identied in Fig. 8.17
and here with a yellow shaded region. However, we can observe that in the angular
band regions the refracted angle calculated from the group velocity agrees well with
the refracted angle calculated from the energy velocity.
In the following, we will set-up a Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD)-based
numerical simulation to verify the predicted results for the angle of refraction.
We attempt to conduct these numerical simulations only for the angles in the
band regions, since the angles in the bandgap-like region have a very high reec-
tivity and thus it is not possible to clearly observe these in the numerical simulation.
8.3.5 Propagation analysis in 1D-lossy PCs for non-normal
incidence: Numerical observations
For this purpose, a commercial-grade simulator based on the Finite-Dierence
Time-Domain (FDTD) method was used [25] as we described in the Chapter 2.
In this set-up, we simulate a thirty-unit-cell SiC-BaF2 1D-PC of Fig. 8.7 with a
lateral width of 900m embedded in vacuum as shown in Fig. 8.21. We apply open
boundary conditions in both x- and z-directions. The permittivity of the SiC is
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Figure 8.21: Schematic diagram of the simulation set-up in the FDTD simulator. The
yellow shaded region represents the region where a user dened mesh has been used. The
brown region represents the region where the default mesh of Lumerical simulator [25]
has been used. The incident angle, , refracted angle, , incident wave (grey-arrow) and
refracted wave (black-arrow) are indicated.
represented in the simulator with a Lorentzian function [27], same as the one in Eq.
1.1, and with the same parameters we used in the TMM method. The permittivity
of BaF2 is taken to be 1.8496. Further, we used a user dened mesh of size 25 nm
and 200 nm in the x- and z-directions respectively around the 1D-PC-slab structure.
The mesh size of 25 nm in the x-direction allows a sucient integer number of
grids within the SiC layer and BaF2 layer, that ensures accurate representation
of the 1D-PC structure in the simulator. However, in the lateral direction the
PC structure is not changing. Therefore, a 200 nm grid size is adequate in this
direction. We indicate this user dened mesh in Fig. 8.21 with the yellow shaded
region. For the simulation region outside the yellow region, we used the software's
default mesh which produces a varying grid size of the order of free=30 [25], which
is adequate for the vacuum region. We represent this mesh with the brown shaded
region in Fig. 8.21.
We use a highly collimated Gaussian EM wave incident on this PC at an angle ,
with the interface as shown in Fig. 8.21. We repeat the simulation for dierent
angles of incidence by changing the angle of incidence for this Gaussian source. We
chose the particular angles to span the band region observed in Fig. 8.20(b). In each
simulation, we obtain the y-component of the electric-eld Ey(x; z), throughout the
simulation region for free = 10:5m with a procedure explained in Section 2.6 of
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Figure 8.22: The magnitude of the y-component of the electric-eld, jEy(x; z)j in the
numerical refraction simulation for a SiC-BaF2 1D-PC with a lattice constant of 5:5m
and lling ratio 0.05. The lateral width of the PC is 900m. Panels (a)-(f) represent
results for an angle of incidence , equal to 100, 250, 450, 500, 550, and 82:50 respectively.
The white-line rectangle indicate the PC bounds. The grey-arrow and white-arrow indicate
the propagation direction of the incident and refracted wave respectively.
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Chapter 2. We show these electric-eld results in Fig. 8.22. Except for the case of
82:50, we measure the angle of refraction for the incident angles that we indicated
in Fig. 8.22. However, for the case of an 82:50 angle of incidence, the Gaussian
beam spread in the lateral direction inside the PC is very large as we can observe in
Fig. 8.22(f). The wave essentially creeps almost parallel to the interface hitting the
top PC bound which distorts the beam prole. As a result an accurate evaluation
of the refraction angle cannot be made for this case.
Figure 8.23: (a) Spatial electric-eld distributions, jEy(x; z)j versus the location, z at
the entrance (black-dotted line), middle (red-dotted-line) and exit (green-dotted line) of
the SiC-BaF2 1D-PC in the FDTD simulation for the case of an angle of incidence 50
0.
(b) Schematics of the refraction process. We indicate the distances x1 and x2 on the
x-axis and beam shifts z1 and z2 on the z-axis that we used to determine the angle of
refraction  from Eq. 8.53.
For an accurate measurement of the angle of refraction, , we plot the lateral
Gaussian beam prole along z within a distance x, just after the rst PC interface,
in the middle of the PC and just before the end interface of the PC. i.e we plot the
z-prole of the electric-eld at x = 0:0125m, x = 82:4815m and x = 164:9755m
with x = 0:0m designating the entrance interface of the PC. We show the results
for the case of an incident angle of 500 in Fig. 8.23 (a) with a black, red and green
line respectively. In the schematic diagram of Fig. 8.23 (b), we indicate the lines
where we took the Gaussian beam proles as black-dotted line, red-dotted line and
green dotted line respectively. We denote the distance between the rst interface
and middle of the PC as x1 and the distance between the middle of the PC to
the end interface as x2 as shown in schematics of Fig. 8.23 (b). We measure the
corresponding beam shifts as z1 and z2 from the peaks of the Gaussian beam
proles as shown in Fig. 8.23 (a). By using the x and z measurements, we can
obtain the angle of refraction  from:
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 =
1 + 2
2
with 1 = tan
 1

z1
x1

and 2 = tan
 1

z2
x2

: (8.54)
By using the above equation, we obtain the angles of refraction for all the angles
of incidence indicated in Fig. 8.22, except for the case of 82:50. Since an accurate
estimation of the refracted angle was not possible in such case due to the large
refracted angle. We represent these numerical simulation results as green circles
in Fig. 8.24 together with the results obtained before from the group velocity and
energy velocity calculations that we represented with the red-solid line and blue-
dashed line respectively. We can observe an excellent agreement of these numerical
results with the theoretically predicted angle of refraction values, up to the angle of
incidence 500. However, for the incident angle of 550 we observe a small deviation
from the FDTD result. We attribute this disagreement to the angular spread of
the Gaussian source, in combination with the steep change in reectance occurring
around 550, as we see in Fig. 8.17(e).
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Figure 8.24: Same as Fig. 8.20(b), but now we overlay the FDTD numerical simulation
results for the refracted angle,  as green circles.
8.4 Conclusions
We proposed a new alternative approach to dene the Bloch impedance even for
a general case of lossy 1D-PCs, where the incident medium is dierent from the
constituents of the PC. Our approach for deriving the Bloch impedance is based
on the popularly adopted Yariv and Yeh's transfer matrix formalism, which was
not done in the literature thus far. This Bloch impedance, allowed us to determine
the spectral regions of translucence for a SiC-BaF2 1D-PC that will be useful for
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engineering optical device applications in the Mid-IR regime.
Furthermore, we presented a theory of propagation in lossy 1D-PCs, to determine
the propagation type of lossy PC waves, backward-type versus forward-type based
on the passivity requirement. We demonstrated the importance of plotting the
bandstructure for lossy PCs with the correct sign of the real part of the Bloch
wavevector, a practice that is not adopted thus far by the majority of prior
studies. In addition, we found that the group velocity is not generally a reliable
measure to represent the propagation of EM wave energy in lossy PCs, contrary
to the case of lossless PCs. This is because the group velocity can be very dif-
ferent from the energy velocity in some spectral regions with bandgap-like behaviour.
We also demonstrated through the energy velocity calculations that although
backward-type modes exist for lossy 1D-PCs, these will not yield negative refraction
inside these PCs due to the anisotropy of the modes in the wavevector space. Indeed
we observed only positive refraction in the tilted source FDTD numerical simulation.
However, we will nd out in the next Chapter that we can achieve a negative deec-
tion in a wedged type structure, where the incident light will undergo a 900 angle of
bending, based on the existence of backward Bloch waves within these lossy 1D-PCs.
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9
Propagation in lossy 1D-PCs: Applications
9.1 Chapter Overview
As we discussed in Chapter 1, there is a need for optical beam manipulation
components in the Mid-IR regime. However, suitable materials for constructing
such optical components are rare in the Mid-IR regime, compared to the visible
regime. This is because, many materials that are transparent in the visible regime
become opaque in the Mid-IR regime. However, in the previous Chapter, we have
demonstrated that we can expand the material base for translucent Mid-IR devices
by smartly designing structures with highly lossy materials, that are opaque in bulk
form.
In particular, we discussed in Chapter 8 that low lling ratio 1D-PCs constructed
with these lossy materials can exhibit translucence over a wide frequency regime
with negligible Fabry-Perot fringes in the spectrum. Furthermore, we found that
even these simple low lling ratio structures can exhibit backward wave propagation.
In this Chapter, we will exploit these two key qualities of the aforementioned lossy
PCs to propose a possible device application in the Mid-IR spectrum. Specically,
we will design a wedged structure that causes an extreme bending of light of 900 or
more.
Currently there is a huge interest for such kind of extreme bending of light
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throughout the EM wave spectrum [1{7]. In particular, in the THz spectral regions
superbending has been demonstrated by employing anisotropic metamaterials [1, 2],
and dispersion engineered plasmonic structures [3]. Similarly in the optical/near-IR
region, this extraordinary deection has been achieved with negative refractive
index metamaterials [4], engineered metamaterial Huygen's surfaces [5], graded
photonic crystals [6] and smartly designed corner waveguides [7]. In the Mid-IR
region Homan et al. [8], showed negative refraction with a semiconductor based
metamaterials, but a large deection angle from the incident direction was not
demonstrated. To our knowledge a 900 bend has not been demonstrated thus far
in the Mid-IR spectral regime, which will be the subject matter of investigation in
this Chapter.
In particular, in this Chapter we design a wedged structure consisting of SiC
1D-PCs that can bend light that beyond 900, by exploiting backward propagation
of EM waves in such lossy PCs. Our design is advantageous as it functions with
lossy semiconductors. Thus it entails exibility for the choice of materials to
be incorporated, beyond the currently available few materials that are widely
used in the Mid-IR frequency regime. Furthermore, our PC-based structure
has certain advantages over the metamaterial structures. The latter are either
deep-subwavelength multilayers [8] or involve resonant structures with complex
designs which are harder to realise. Resonant metamaterials tend also to have
properties that are very sensitive to fabrication defects [9]. On the other hand, PC
multilayer structures have periodicity about a half of the free space wavelength and
are so simpler to fabricate.
Before proceeding to our results and analysis we briey recap the methods employed
in this chapter. Bandstructure and transmission results have been calculated with
computer programs that have been developed based on Yariv and Yeh's Transfer
Matrix Method (TMM) [10{13] that we have presented in Chapter 2. The design
determination of the wedged structure is based on the theoretical framework
developed in Chapter 8. The electric-eld maps have been calculated by setting up
the wedged structure, as we detailed in section 9.4 of this chapter, in a commercial
Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD) solver, in particular the Lumerical EM
simulator [14]. Details of the underlying physical principles of such solver have
been presented in section 2.6 of Chapter 2.
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9.2 Designing the 1D SiC PC superbending
wedged structure
Figure 9.1: Schematics of the wedged structure constructed with a SiC 1D-PC. The blue
block regions represent SiC and the white regions represent air. The polarisation of the
incident EM wave is indicated. The normal, n^ to the slanted interface is indicated with
a black-dashed line. The incident wavevector, Kinc and outgoing wavevector, Kout are
indicated with green and red arrows respectively. The angle of the wedge, , and the angle
of the outgoing wave with the normal, 0 are also designated. We indicate a horizontal
line in the direction 900 to the stacking direction of the PC with a blue arrow. The angle
of the outgoing beam, with this horizontal line is designated with .
We show the schematics of the wedged structure constructed with a SiC 1D-PC in
Fig. 9.1. We consider the angle of the wedge as , as shown in Fig. 9.1. This is the
angle between the slanted interface and the stacking direction x. We consider that
EM waves are incident on the entry face of the wedge along the +x direction. We
represent this with the incident wavevector, Kinc as indicated with a green arrow
in Fig. 9.1. Similarly we represent the outgoing wave with a red arrow with its
wavevector, Kout. We represent the angle of this outgoing wave with the normal to
the exit face of the wedge with 0. Our aim is to get this outgoing wave at an angle
of 900, if not more with respect to the incident wave. This would imply that the
angle, , indicated in the schematics of Fig. 9.1 should be zero or positive. From
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the geometry of the schematics, we can observe that, to achieve such superbending,
light should undergo extreme deection from the wedged structure, which is not
possible, in wedges made from natural materials. In the following, we will discuss
the key requirements and the corresponding controlling parameters for achieving
such extreme bending of light with the 1D-PC superprism.
Figure 9.2: (a) Deection process in a wedged structure is shown schematically for the
case of a forward-type EM wave propagation inside the wedged structure. The red circles
represent the equi-frequency contours of the air medium. The real part of the Bloch
wavevector and the energy velocity are indicated with a blue arrow and an orange arrow
respectively. The normal, n^ to the slanted interface is indicated with a black-dashed line.
The incident wavevector, Kinc and outgoing wavevector, Kout are indicated with green
and red arrows respectively. The angle of the wedge, , and angle of the outgoing wave with
the normal, 0 are also designated. (b) same as (a) but for the case of a backward-type
EM wave propagation inside the wedged structure.
For a good broadband performance of the superprism, the PC should be as
translucent as possible over a broad frequency regime. We saw in Chapter
8 that this was possible with a low lling ratio SiC-air 1D-PC. The second
key requirement is the existence of a backward-type propagation in these PCs
[15{19]. To understand this requirement, we show the deection process in the
PC-wedged structure of Fig. 9.1. Suppose, a normally incident EM wave with
wavevector, Kinc excites a forward-type propagating wave inside the PC-wedge
with a Bloch wavevector Re(q) as shown in Fig. 9.2(a). Re(q) points in the +x di-
rection since it is a forward type Floquet Bloch mode (see blue arrow in Fig. 9.2(a)).
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Now to determine the outgoing beam direction at the exit face of the wedge, we
apply the conservation principle for the parallel component of the wavevector at
this face, kjj [20]. To represent this kjj conservation we draw a line parallel to
the normal of the slanted interface (see magenta line in Fig. 9.2(a)) at a distance
equal to kjj = Re(q)cos, from the origin of the wavevector space, where the
positive direction of the slanted axis points south-west. From the intersection of
this construction line with the EFC of the air medium (red-circle in the gure),
the wavevector Kout, of the outgoing beam is determined. We indicate this with
a red-arrow, in Fig. 9.2(a). We see that this outgoing beam is in the positive
hemisphere from the surface normal, just as in the case of any wedge made from
a conventional dielectric. Clearly then PC-wedges that enable forward-type EM
waves do not oer superprism capabilities.
Thus we consider the case where a normally incident EM wave excites a backward-
type propagating wave inside the wedged structure as schematically shown in
Fig. 9.2(b). Since we consider a backward-type Bloch wave, Re(q) ips its sign
when it crosses the entry face of the wedge, and points in the  x direction.
As before, in order to determine the outgoing beam direction, we apply the kjj
conservation at the slanted interface. However, now that kjj =  jRe(q)jcos, is
negative, it will result in an outgoing beam with a wavevector Kout in the negative
hemisphere. In other words, the incident beam will make a huge deection beyond
whats possible with natural prisms.
The possibility to have light deection from a prism in the negative hemisphere
has been thoroughly explored both theoretically and experimentally with negative
refractive index prisms [4, 21, 22] and also prisms constructed from PCs where
backward-type Floquet-Bloch waves propagate [16{18]. However, the possibility
to have Mid-IR light superdeecting prisms demonstrating deection beyond 900,
that are made from 1D-PC structures, which are simple to fabricate, has not been
reported. This is what we plan to investigate in the following.
In the above analysis we made the silent assumption that only the primary beam
emanating from the Floquet Bloch wave outcouples into the outgoing area, after the
slanted interface. The truth is that higher order Bragg beam couplings commonly
exist whenever periodic interfaces are considered [16, 23, 24]. Therefore it is
important that the backward EM mode condition is met concurrently with the
condition of suppression of the higher order Bragg couplings [16, 23, 24]. The latter
condition is crucial in order to have out-coupling of only a single beam after the
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slanted interface of the wedge and thus obtain the desired superbending prism
eect. Otherwise, one would have multiple outgoing beams in multiple directions
in the area after the slanted interface of the wedge [16].
In the following, we discuss the control parameters of lossy PCs that should be
carefully tuned to satisfy the following three requirements: translucence, existence
of backward waves, and suppression of higher order Bragg couplings. These
are the conditions that must be simultaneously satised in the 900 bending PC
superprism. The main structural parameters of the SiC PC we can change are the
lling ratio and the lattice constant. In Chapter 8, we showed that a high lling
ratio destroys the translucence, due to the increased reectance and absorptance
and the increased oscillatory strength of the Fabry-Perot fringes. Thus, we will
consider only PCs with a low lling ratio. That leaves the lattice constant to be
the only parameter that may control the type of propagation, backward versus
forward in these PCs. Now coming to the third requirement, i.e. higher order
Bragg wave suppression at the exit face, we will demonstrate that the controlling
parameters are the angle of the wedged structure, , and the lattice constant, a.
Therefore, cumulatively the lattice constant and the angle of the wedge appear to
be the key controlling parameters for the design of the 900 light bending superprism.
Before considering specic cases we should rst explore the relation and permissible
values between the wedge angle,  and the lattice constant, a that ensures the
suppression of the higher order Bragg coupling. We will assume the backward-
type propagation inside the 1D-PC since as we discussed this would be needed for
the superprism design. Therefore, from the geometry of the problem as shown in
Fig. 9.2(b), and conservation of the parallel component of the wavevector at the
slanted interface we have:
sin0 =
kjj
kout
=
 jRe(q)jcos
!
c
=
 
Reqa
2
 cos
a

; (9.1)
where kjj =  jRe(q)jcos is the parallel component of the wavevector at the slanted
wedge interface, ! is the frequency of the incident EM wave,  is the wavelength
of the incident EM wave and c is the speed of light in vacuum. The above relation
gives the outgoing angle, 0, of the primary beam after the exit face of the PC
wedge. However, as we discussed above many higher order Bragg beams can also
emerge [16, 23, 24]. Higher order beams may couple after the slanted interface with
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angles, n given by:
sinn =
h
 
Reqa
2
+ ni cos
a

: (9.2)
Here n represents the order of the Bragg beam, thus it is an integer that takes
values from  1 to +1. Note that the negative sign of   jRe (q)j signies that the
primary beam appears in the negative hemisphere.
We note that the existence of higher order Bragg outcouplings is a major hindrance
for the functionality of the left handed metamaterial wedges as well [24]. Overcoming
this problem and having the desirable primary beam in the negative hemisphere,
without having the higher order Bragg couplings is a considerable challenge to meet
[16, 23, 24]. From Eq. 9.2 it is evident that to avoid the coupling to the higher order
Bragg beams, the value of jsinnj should be more than 1 for any n 6= 0. It is easy
to show that:1  Reqa
2
 <  1  Reqa
2
 <  2  Reqa
2
 <   ; (9.3)
and 1  Reqa
2
 < 2  Reqa
2
 < 3  Reqa
2
 <   ; (9.4)
since the maximum value of
Reqa
2
 is 0.5, which is less than 1. From the
above inequalities, it is obvious that, if jsinnj > 1 is satised for n = 1, it will
be automatically satised for any other n 6= 0. This is true for a backward-type
Floquet-wave only. Therefore, to suppress the coupling to the higher order Bragg
beams, it suces to show that:
jsin1j =
h
1 
Reqa
2
i cos
a

> 1; (9.5)
On the other hand, to have the primary beam outcoupled from the slanted interface,
we should have:
jsin0j < 1: (9.6)
In the following, we will investigate the parameter space within which both these
conditions given by Eqs. 9.5 and 9.6 are satised simultaneously.
Normally it is very dicult to have translucence for lossy 1D-PCs in a spectral
regime close to the transverse-phonon frequency, !T , which is at free space
wavelength of 12:6m for the case of SiC. In the previous Chapter we have seen
that for the case of the SiC-air 1D-PC, such translucence regime is possible between
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10:0m and 11:0m, away from the transverse-phonon frequency, !T . Therefore,
we will consider only this 10:0m - 11:0m spectral regime while designing the
wedged structure. As we discussed in Chapter 1, this Mid-IR spectral regime is
especially interesting for bio-sensing applications since pathogens and bio-molecules
have their ngerprints [25{27] in this region. With the operational spectrum xed,
we will explore in the following the values for the lattice constant, a, the wedge
angle,  and the normalised Bloch wavevector Re
qa
2

where the condition in
Eq. 9.5 is satised ensuring the suppression of the higher order beams. At the
same we will look for the subset of values where in addition jsin0j < 1 is satised
to ensure that the primary beam outcouples and does not total internally reect
within the wedge [28].
For this purpose, we consider three wedge angles,  equal to 300, 450 and 600
respectively. For each of these wedge angles, we consider three wavelengths of
operation, 10:0m, 10:5m and 11:0m that cover the spectral regime of interest.
We depict the parametric space of the lattice constant, a and the normalised Bloch
wavevector Re
qa
2

, in Fig. 9.3, for each of the wedge angles,  at these three
wavelengths. Note, in Fig. 9.3 we consider only the negative values for Re
qa
2

,
since we will consider only backward-type Bloch waves inside the PC. In Fig. 9.3,
the white line essentially separates the parameter space (a, q) into regions when
jsin1j < 1, thus higher order bragg beams exist (blue regions in Fig. 9.3) and
regions with jsin1j > 1 i.e. higher order bragg couplings are suppressed (green
and orange regions in Fig. 9.3). Then the orange regions represent the part of the
(a, q) parametric space where also the condition jsin0j < 1 is satised ensuring the
outcoupling of the primary beam. Therefore, we will look to have the structural
parameters falling within this orange region.
We draw the attention of the reader to the left hand side panels (a), (b) and (c)
in Fig. 9.3 that correspond to the case of a wedge with angle,  equal to 300. It
is obvious that the orange region is larger i.e. we have a larger parametric space
where both condition are met for this case, compared to other two cases with larger
wedge angles,  equal to 450 and 600 respectively. This suggests that if we choose
the wedge with a 300 angle, we will have more exibility for the other control
parameters namely the lattice constant, a and the normalised Bloch wavevector
Re
qa
2

when designing the wedged structure. Therefore, in the following we will
explore superprism designs with this angle further.
Accordingly, we now proceed in nding suitable parameters satisfying the condi-
tions jsin0j < 1 and jsin1j > 1, but at the same time yielding a backward wave
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Figure 9.3: The parameter space of the lattice constant, a and the normalised Bloch
wavevector Re
qa
2

is depicted. In the regions above the white line, the higher order
Bragg couplings cannot be avoided. Below the white line, all higher order couplings
are suppressed. The green regions represent the cases where the primary beam cannot
outcouple. Thus the orange regions indicate the part of the parameter space where both
the higher order Bragg beams are suppressed and the primary beam outcouples. The
panels (a)-(c) represent the results for the wavelengths, 10:0m, 10:5m and 11:0m
respectively for the wedge with  = 300. The panels (d)-(f) are the same as (a)-(c), but
for  = 450. The panels (g)-(i) are the same as (a)-(c), but for  = 600.
propagation within the PC. So, we consider SiC-air 1D-PCs with a low lling
ratio of 0.05, to maintain the translucence. The bandstructures of these PCs
are calculated by using the TMM method [10{13] as described in Chapter 2. In
particular in Fig. 9.4, we plot the bandstructures of the SiC-air 1D-PCs with lattice
constants 3:0m, 4:0m and 5:0m with blue, red and green lines respectively.
Note, we assume the impinging EM wave along the +x direction, hence we take
only positive Im(q) value in Fig. 9.4, to satisfy the passivity requirement. We can
clearly see from Fig. 9.4(a) that Re(q) is positive for these three PCs in the spectral
region of interest, which implies a forward-type propagation as we explained in
Chapter 8. This means we cannot have a backward-type propagation with these
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Figure 9.4: Complex bandstructure (free space wavelength, free versus Bloch wave vector,
q) of SiC-air 1D-PCs of lling ratio 0.05. The blue, red and green lines indicate the results
for the PCs with lattice constants 3:0m, 4:0m and 5:0m respectively. An impinging
EM wave along the +x direction is assumed, hence the positive Im(q) value is taken to
satisfy the passivity requirement as we discussed in the Chapter 8.
Figure 9.5: Same as Fig. 9.4, but for the SiC-air 1D-PCs with lattice constant, a equal
to 6:0m (Blue-lines), 7:0m (red-lines) and 8:0m (green-lines).
low lattice constant PCs, suggesting that we should investigate PCs with a larger
lattice constant.
Therefore, we show in Fig. 9.5(a) and (b) the bandstructures of the SiC-air 1D-PCs
with a lattice constant equal to 6:0m, 7:0m and 8:0m with blue, red and green
lines respectively. For the case of 6:0m lattice constant PC, we can observe that
an allowed band barely exists within the Reststrahlen-band of the SiC. Therefore,
this PC is not a useful design for the wedge superprism in the 10:0m-11:0m
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spectral region that we are interested. On the other hand, SiC-air PCs with a
lattice constant equal to 7:0m and 8:0m have Re(q) within the spectral region
of interest. Thus these PCs would look promising for the wedged-superprism
design, since we can have backward-type propagation inside them. However, from
Fig. 9.3, it is evident that these two cases fall mostly in the blue region of the
parametric space (a, q), implying higher order outcouplings, which renders them
also unsuitable for the superprism design.
From the above observations, we can conclude that it is not possible to design a
wedged-superprism with SiC 1D-PCs, just by changing its lattice constant. That
implies, additional control parameters should be sought in designing such wedged
structures. Therefore, we explore the possibility of replacing air with a transparent
medium in these SiC 1D-PCs. Therefore, we consider BaF2 as the transparent
medium since it has a refractive index of 1.36 in the Mid-IR spectral regime [29].
We particularly chose BaF2, since it is transparent in the Mid-IR regime, similar to
glass in the visible regime. By exploring dierent lattice constants, we found that
SiC-BaF2 1D-PC with a lattice constant of 5:5m and lling ratio 0.05 has a good
position in the parametric space yielding only outcoupling of the primary beam
after the slanted interface.
Figure 9.6: (a) and (b): Complex bandstructure (free space wavelength, free versus Bloch
wave vector, q) for a SiC-BaF2 1D-PC with a lattice constant of 5:5m and lling ratio
0.05. (c) The free space wavelength, free versus the transmittance, T for the same PC
with twenty unit cells. The yellow shading indicates the spectral region of interest, where
the PC has a negative Bloch wavevector, Re(q) and high transmittance, T.
In Fig. 9.6 we show the bandstructure for this PC. It is evident that this PC has
a negative Bloch wavevector, Re(q), i.e. pointing towards the  x direction in the
spectral region from 10:0m to 11:4m. Therefore, it supports backward-type
propagation for this broad regime, which is very impressive, while simultaneously
being translucent, between 10:0m to 11:0m. To see this clearly, we show in
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Fig. 9.6(c), the transmittance spectra of this PC with twenty unit cells (see the
yellow shaded region in Fig. 9.6).
Now that we have chosen the precise structure of the 1D-PC for constructing the
wedged superprism, it is interesting to check the limits of the wedge angle,  for
this particular PC where the higher order Bragg beams are suppressed, while the
primary beam outcouples. By taking jsin0j < 1 and jsin1j > 1, it is easy to show
that,  should satisfy the following condition:
a
h
1 
Reqa
2
i
 < cos <

a

Re
qa
2

 : (9.7)
With this equation, we evaluate the upper limit of cos i.e. the right hand side
expression for our chosen SiC-BaF2 1D-PC by using the Re
qa
2

values from the
bandstructure. We show the result in Fig. 9.7(a) with a red line, which indicate
that the right hand side of Eq. 9.7 is always above one throughout the spectrum.
This means that the primary beam can always outcouple at the slanted interface for
any chosen wedge angle . In other words, there is no restriction on the minimum
wedge angle, as far as the outcoupling of the primary beam is concerned. On the
other hand, we evaluate the lower limit of cos i.e. the left hand side expression of
Eq. 9.7 for the same PC, and show the result in Fig. 9.7(a) with a blue line. This
lower limit of cos, gives the maximum of the wedge angle, max as:
max = cos
 1
0@
a
h
1 
Reqa
2
i

1A : (9.8)
To see this clearly, we show the result for max in Fig. 9.7(b). It is evident that
the maximum of the wedge angle allowed in the spectral regime of interest is 360.
Therefore, in the following we chose the wedge angle of 300 for our superprism design.
9.3 Theoretical prediction for the superdeection
angle for the proposed wedged PC superprism
design
Now that we have chosen all the control parameters for the wedged-superprism de-
sign that satisfy all the three requirements explained above, we proceed in evaluating
the performance of the superprism. For this purpose, we determine the direction
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Figure 9.7: (a) The upper limit values (red-line) and lower limit values (blue-line) of cos
in Eq. 9.7 versus the free space wavelength, free for a SiC-BaF2 1D-PC with a lattice
constant of 5:5m and lling ratio 0.05. (b) The maximum permissible wedge angle, max
versus the free space wavelength, free for a wedged design from the PC of Fig. 9.6 without
higher order Bragg couplings.
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Figure 9.8: The angle,  calculated from Eq. 9.9 versus the free space wavelength, free
of a wedged structure of 300 angle (see schematics in Fig. 9.1) that is constructed from a
SiC-BaF2 1D-PC with a lattice constant of 5:5m and lling ratio 0.05.
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of the outgoing beam with respect to the incident beam, by evaluating the angle, 
shown in Fig. 9.1. We can obtain  from the geometry in Fig. 9.1 as:
 = j0j    =

 
Reqa
2
 cos
a

  : (9.9)
In the above equation, if  is zero, the outgoing beam is exactly at 900 with respect
to the incident wave. When  is positive, the outgoing wave bends more than 900,
while when  is negative the outgoing wave bends less than 900. We evaluate the
spectral response for the angle,  from Eq. 9.9, by using the Re
qa
2

values from
the bandstructure in Fig. 9.6. We plot the result in Fig. 9.8. We notice that  varies
from negative to positive values and at wavelength close to 10:5m, it is near zero.
That means, if an EM wave is incident on the wedged structure at this particular
wavelength, it will bend very close to 900. Furthermore, the positive values of  in
Fig. 9.8 imply that bending of light larger than 900 is possible with this wedged-PC
structure.
In the following, we will set-up a Finite-Dierence Time-Domain (FDTD) based
numerical simulation to verify the theoretically predicted super-deection of light
with our proposed wedged 1D-PC superprism design.
9.4 Numerical verication of the theoretically
predicted superdeection for the wedged-PC
superprism
For this purpose, a commercial-grade simulator based on the Finite-Dierence
Time-Domain (FDTD) method was used [14] as we described in Chapter 2. We
simulate a wedged structure constructed with a SiC-BaF2 1D-PC as shown in
Fig. 9.9. We consider that this wedged structure is embedded in vacuum. The
structural parameters of SiC-BaF2 1D-PC are the same as stated in Fig. 9.6.
Following our analysis in the previous section, we consider the wedge angle to be
300. The lengths of the sides of the wedge are taken to be A = 200m, B = 253m
and D = 53:93m, which corresponds to 46 cells along the stacking direction.
Note that in the numerical set-up the slanted interface has a teeth-like prole, as
complete unit cells of dierent lateral sizes are stacked on top of each other. We
apply open boundary conditions in both the x- and z-direction. The permittivity
of the SiC is represented in the simulator with a Lorentzian function [30], same as
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Figure 9.9: Schematic diagram of the simulation set-up in the FDTD simulator. The
blue block regions represent SiC and the grey regions represent BaF2. The polarisation
of the incident EM wave is indicated. We designate the sizes of each side of the wedged
structure, as A, B, C and D. The yellow shaded region represents the regime where a user
dened mesh was used. The brown region represent the region where the default Lumerical
simulator [14] mesh has been used. The direction of the incident wave (green-arrow), and
outgoing wave (red-arrow) are indicated. The angle,  of the outgoing beam with respect
to the horizontal, h^ (orange-dashed line) is also indicated.
the one in Eq. 8.1. of Chapter 8. The permittivity of BaF2 is taken to be as 1.8496
[29], that corresponds to a refractive index of 1.36. This is a realistic value for this
frequency region. For the similar reasons as in the case of the tilted source set-up
in Chapter 8, we used a user-dened mesh of size 25 nm and 200nm in the x- and
z-directions respectively around the wedged structure.
We repeat the simulation for three dierent wavelengths, 10:0m and 10:5m
and 11:0m. In each simulation run, we record the y-component of the electric
eld, Ey(x; z), throughout the simulation region (see Chapter 2). We show these
electric-eld results in Fig. 9.10. We measure the angle,  graphically from the
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Figure 9.10: The magnitude of the y-component of the electric eld, jEy(x; z)j in the
numerical ultra-refraction simulation of a wedged structure constructed from a SiC-BaF2
1D-PC with a lattice constant of 5:5m and lling ratio 0.05. The lengths of the sides of
the wedge are taken to be A = 200m, B = 253m and D = 53:93m. The yellow-lines
indicate the wedged structure bounds. Panels (a)-(c) represent the results at wavelengths,
10:0m and 10:5m and 11:0m respectively. As a guide for the eye, we draw a green-
arrow and a white-arrow to indicate the propagation direction of the incident and outgoing
wave respectively. In each panel we indicate the graphically measured angle,  of the
outgoing beam with respect to the horizontal, h^ (orange-dashed line).
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electric-eld plots, for the three wavelengths that we indicated in Fig. 9.10. We
represent these numerical results in Fig. 9.11 with red circles together with the
theoretical predicted results obtained for a 300 wedge from Eq. 1.10, that we
represented with a black-line. We can clearly observe an excellent agreement
of these numerical results with our theoretical predicted results throughout the
spectrum. Notice the remarkable almost 900 bending of light for incidence at
10:5m free space wavelength. Even more impressively, we observe a 1030 bending
of light for incidence at 11:0m free space wavelength.
The aim of this rst exploratory study is to demonstrate as a proof of concept the
possibility to achieve extreme bending of light beyond 900, based on backward prop-
agation of EM waves in a PC comprising of opaque constituents. We can see in
Fig. 9.10 that multiple reections occur inside the wedged structure resulting in
leaked light from the bottom left-side of the wedged structure. The electric eld
amplitude of this leaked light is quite high, around two times more than that of
the out-coupled bended beam. Although the leaked elecric eld is less for the ex-
treme bending case shown in Fig. 9.10 (c), in comparison to the low bending case in
Fig. 9.10 (a), it is unavoidable due to reection within the wedged structure. How-
ever, the wedged structure can be optimised further by varying the lattice constant
and lling ratio of the PC as well as the angle and shape of the slanted interface of
the wedged structure. For example, based on intuition we could argue that if the SiC
blocks in each PC layer within the wedged structure are tapered in the side of the
wedged interface, then this might lead to better out-coupling of the refracted beam
in the area after the slanted interface. These optimisations would be interesting for
a future study.
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Figure 9.11: Same as Fig. 9.8, but now we overlay the numerical FDTD simulation results
for the angle,  as red circles.
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9.5 Conclusions
We have veried numerically the existence of backward-type waves in lossy 1D-PCs,
in the Mid-IR frequency region. Our ndings demonstrate superbending of light in
the Mid-IR spectral regime by employing a simple multilayer design without the
need to consider complex 3D structures with an eective-negative refractive index.
In particular, we demonstrated more than 900 bending of light with a wedged
structure constructed from a SiC-BaF2 1D-PC in the Reststrahlen-band of SiC.
We found that the key requirements to achieve such high deection of light are
the existence of a translucent spectral regime, the existence of backward-type
Floquet wave propagation through the underlying PC structure and suppression
of the higher order Bragg couplings at the slanted exit interface. We were able
to achieve this by considering a low lling ratio, tuning the lattice constant of
the lossy PC, tuning the angle of the wedge, as well as incorporation of suitable
transparent material between the SiC slabs. The determination of the aforemen-
tioned structural parameters is based on the special quantitative conditions we
derived for the suppression of the higher order Bragg beams and by considering
the bandstructure properties of the underlying PC structure. We believe that our
wedged PC design will inspire engineering of translucent optical devices made of
opaque media throughout the EM wave spectrum.
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10
Conclusions and Future Outlook
Through a series of theoretical investigations on SiC microstructures presented
in this thesis, we have overcome the challenge of controlling light within the
Reststrahlen band of SiC, where the bulk SiC material is highly reective. We
uncovered new routes to absorption enhancement with these naturally highly
reecting materials. In particular, we demonstrated narrow-band near-unity
absorptance with highly compact SiC 1D-PCs and broadband absorption covering
the entire Reststrahlen band with bulky aperiodic SiC PCs. Furthermore, by
combining the insights from both of these designs, we achieved an absorptance of
more than 80% over a broad wavelength regime within the Reststrahlen band of
SiC with a subwavelength thick SiC pyramid structures. Since the emissivity is
directly related to the absorption by Kirchho's law, this SiC pyramid structure
entails promise for highly-directional, polarization-selective IR sources. This
could be an interesting future direction emanating from the line of research
in this thesis. In addition, we demonstrated superabsorption in SiC eective
metamaterials by tailoring their eective phonon-polariton gap at will. Our
absorption controlling mechanisms that we presented in this thesis could be use-
ful for applications such as detectors, Mid-IR sources and energy conversion devices.
There are other applications in the Mid-IR spectrum such as beam deecting devices
that require Mid-IR refractive materials to realise. However, very few suitable natu-
ral materials are available in the Mid-IR regime for such applications. Therefore, in
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the second part of the thesis, we explored the Mid-IR refractive properties of SiC mi-
crostructures. Specically, through an eective Bloch impedance analysis, we found
that highly translucent Mid-IR optical components can be constructed with SiC
1D-PCs. We further conceived a superprism constructed from a SiC 1D-PC, operat-
ing in the Mid-IR, that can deect light beyond 900, which was not reported thus far.
Although we used only SiC as the constituent material, the ndings reported in
this thesis are in general applicable to any phonon-polaritonic material. Therefore,
our ndings in this thesis contribute to the growing area of \polaritonics", by of-
fering new ways of controlling EM waves with phonon-polaritonic materials, which
were otherwise thought to have only reection properties. Furthermore, we mostly
focussed on 1D-PCs since they allowed us to obtain simple analytical relations be-
tween various physical quantities, which was useful to gain fundamental insights for
designing superabsorbers and superbending structures. Since now 1D-PCs are thor-
oughly explored in this thesis, one can expand these investigations to higher order
periodic structures. For example, the micropyramid designs can be extended to two-
dimensional periodicity (2D grating with micropyramids), which could be desirable
for applications requiring polarization independent absorption/emission behaviour.
Moreover, we studied microstructures consisting of only one kind of polaritonic me-
dia. However inclusion of more than one kind of polaritonic media, could open
additional possibilities with multiple operating spectral windows. Therefore, we be-
lieve that our work presented in this thesis will inspire the design of a variety of
absorptive/emissive and superrefractive devices across the THz/Mid-IR spectrum.
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A
Propagation in 1D-periodic media: Abeles
formulation
Figure A.1: Amplitudes of the electric and magnetic elds at the entrance and exit of a
homogeneous block of thickness, x are shown schematically. Geometric parameters and
polarization direction are indicated.
Let us consider a plane electromagnetic (EM) wave with frequency, ! incident nor-
mally on a non-magnetic homogeneous medium with polarisation as schematically
depicted in Fig. A.1. Now the total electric-eld along the x-direction Ey(x), at a
point x inside the medium is:
Ey(x) = E+(0)e
ikxx + E (0)e ikxx; (A.1)
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where E+(0) and E (0) represent the amplitudes of the forward and backward going
electric elds at the entrance, x = 0 of the medium. From Maxwell's equation, we
have:
r E =  @B
@t
) r E =  0@H
@t
; (A.2)
since we consider a non-magnetic medium. Here 0 represents the permeability of
the vacuum. That implies:
Hz(x) =
1
i!0
@Ey(x)
@x
: (A.3)
With the use of Eq. A.1 in the above equation, we get that the total magnetic eld
along the z-direction, Hz(x) is:
Hz(x) = (E+(0)e
ikxx   E (0)e ikxx); (A.4)
where  =  kx
0!
.
By considering E+(0)e
ikxx and E (0)e ikxx as E+ and E , we can rewrite Eqs. A.1
and A.4 in matrix form as:"
Ey(x)
Hz(x)
#
=
"
1 1
  
#"
E+
E 
#
: (A.5)
By inverting we get: "
E+
E 
#
=
1
2
"
1 1

1   1

#"
Ey(x)
Hz(x)
#
: (A.6)
Now we consider two points in the homogeneous medium separated by a distance x,
as shown in Fig. A.1. By using the above equation, we can relate the total electric
and magnetic elds, EL, HL at the entrance of the medium with the corresponding
forward and backward going electric elds,EL+, E
L
  at the entrance as:"
EL
HL
#
=
"
1 1
  
#"
EL+
EL 
#
: (A.7)
The forward and backward electric elds at the entrance of the medium can be
related to the forward and backward electric elds at a distance x, by using the
propagation matrix as: "
EL+
EL 
#
=
"
e ikxx 0
0 eikxx
#"
ER+
ER 
#
: (A.8)
From Eqs. A.7 and A.8, we get:
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"
EL
HL
#
=
"
1 1
  
#"
e ikxx 0
0 eikxx
#"
ER+
ER 
#
: (A.9)
With the use of Eq. A.6 in Eq. A.9, we get:"
EL
HL
#
=
1
2
"
1 1
  
#"
e ikxx 0
0 eikxx
#"
1 1

1   1

#"
ER
HR
#
: (A.10)
The above equation can be written simply:"
EL
HL
#
= T
"
ER
HR
#
; (A.11)
where
T =
1
2
"
1 1
  
#"
e ikxx 0
0 eikxx
#"
1 1

1   1

#
: (A.12)
After some mathematical simplication, we get:
T =
"
cos kxx
 i

sin kxx
 icos kxx cos kxx
#
: (A.13)
The matrix T is the characteristic matrix of the dielectric layer, and establishes the
relationship between the total electric and magnetic elds separated by a distance
x [1, 2].
Now we consider a 1D periodic system consisting of two media A and B. In such
periodic system, the total electric and magnetic elds at the entrance and exit of
the unit cell can be related by the characteristic matrix, T u of the entire unit cell,
which is also referred to as the transfer matrix [3{5]:"
Ei
H i
#
=
"
T u11 T
u
12
T u21 T
u
22
#"
Ei+1
H i+1
#
; (A.14)
where T u = TATB, with TA and TB being the the individual characteristic matrices
of the media A and B respectively. This results from the continuity of the total Ey
and Hz at each boundary, from the EM boundary conditions. Note again that this
unit cell transfer matrix, T u is entirely dierent from the unit cell transfer matrix,
Mu in the Yariv and Yeh formalism that we discussed in Chapters 2 and 8.
By using Bloch's theorem as we discussed in Yariv and Yeh's formalism [6{9] in
Chapters 2, we get:
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"
Ei
H i
#
= e iqa
"
Ei+1
H i+1
#
; (A.15)
where Tr[T u] = 2 cos (qa), with q and a represent the Bloch wavevector and the
lattice constant of the periodic system respectively.
From Eqs. A.14 and A.15, we have:"
T u11   e iqa T u12
T u21 T
u
22   e iqa
#
:
"
Ei+1
H i+1
#
= 0; (A.16)
From the above matrix, we can get:
T u11   e iqaEi+1 + T u12H i+1 = 0: (A.17)
That implies:
Ei+1
H i+1
=
 T u12
T u11   e iqa
: (A.18)
Since the Bloch impedance, ZB is dened [5] as:
ZB =
1
Z0
Ei+1
H i+1
; (A.19)
where Z0 =
q
0
"0
is the impedance of the vacuum. Therefore, we get the expression
for ZB as:
ZB =
1
Z0
  T u12
T u11   e iqa

: (A.20)
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B
Absorption within the SiC building blocks
in the micropyramid
The power absorbed within the ith SiC building block of the micropyramid, A(i) can
be obtained as:
A(i) =
Ploss
Pinc
; (B.1)
where Ploss and Pinc represents the time-averaged power dissipation of the i
th SiC
building block and the time-averaged incident power on the pyramid respectively.
From Eq. 2.46 in Chapter 2, the time-averaged power dissipation per unit volume
of a material, Ploss;v is given by the Poynting's theorem [1] as:
Ploss;v =
!"0"
00
r
2
jEj2: (B.2)
Therefore, the power dissipated within a volume, V of a SiC building block of the
micropyramid, Ploss can be obtained as:
Ploss =
!"0"
00
r
2
Z
jE(x; y)j2 dV: (B.3)
Since we consider that the pyramid structure is invariant in the z-direction (see
schematics in Fig. 7.5), we can consider any arbitrary length, lz in the z-direction
of SiC log. Let's consider the power dissipated in the volume enclosed by lz and the
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SiC face on the xy-plane. This will be:
Ploss(x; y) =
!"0"
00
r lz
2
Z wxi
0
Z wyi
0
jE(x; y)j2 dxidyi: (B.4)
For the respective widths wxi, wyi and lz in i
th SiC log (see schematics in Fig. 7.5)
Similarly, from Eq. 2.51 in Chapter 2, the time-averaged incident power Pinc through
the Ainc surface indicated in the see schematics in Fig. 7.5, is given by:
Pinc =
Ainc
2c0
jEincj2; (B.5)
Note, Ainc designates the surface area normal to propagation direction of the im-
pinging EM wave. In our case of a periodic structure with period a, the surface area
is Ainc = lz  a. Therefore, Eq. B.5 will become:
Pinc =
alz
2c0
jEincj2: (B.6)
Now with the use of Eqs. B.2 and B.6, Eq. B.1 yields:
A(i)=
"00r!
acjEincj2
Z wxi
0
Z wyi
0
jE(x;y)j2dxidyi= "
00
r!
ac
Z wxi
0
Z wyi
0
jEenha(x;y)j2dxidyi;
(B.7)
where Eenha(x; y) =
E(x; y)
Einc
represents the enhanced electric eld, within the SiC
log. The above equation can be written as:
A(i) =
1
a
Z wxi
0
Z wyi
0
Pnorm(xi; yi) dxidyi; (B.8)
where Pnorm(x; y) is:
Pnorm(x; y) =
"
00
r!
c
jEenha(x; y)j2: (B.9)
(see also Eq. 7.3 in Chapter 7)
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C
Proof of M12M21 = 1
From Eq. 2.98 of Chapter 2, det(Mu) can be written as:
det(Mu) = det(M21P 1M12P 2); (C.1)
where M12 and M21 are the respective dynamical matrices given by Eq. 2.88 and
Eq. 2.89 in Chapter 2, which we write again here:
M12 =
1
2
"
1 + 12 1  12
1  12 1 + 12
#
; andM21 =
1
2
"
1 + 21 1  21
1  21 1 + 21
#
: (C.2)
with 12 =
k2x
k1x
, and 21 =
k1x
k2x
. Here, k1x and k2x represent the respective wavevec-
tors of the medium 1 and medium 2 in the stacking direction along the x-axis of the
1D-PCs. In Eq. C.1, P 1(d) and P 2(d) represent the propagation matrices given by
Eq. 2.93 and Eq. 2.94 in Chapter 2 as:
P 1(d) =
"
e ik1xd 0
0 eik1xd
#
P 2(d) =
"
e ik2xd 0
0 eik2xd
#
; (C.3)
where d represents the distance propagated by an EM wave inside the respective
medium.
Now the product of M12 and M21 would be equal to:
M12M21 =
1
4
"
(1+12)(1+21)+(1 12)(1 21) (1+12)(1 21)+(1 12)(1+21)
(1 12)(1+21)+(1+12)(1 21) (1 12)(1 21)+(1+12)(1+21)
#
: (C.4)
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After some mathematical manipulation, the above equation yields:
M12M21 =
1
4
"
4 0
0 4
#
=) M12M21 = 1: (C.5)
since, 1221 =
k2x
k1x
k1x
k2x
= 1. Same way we can show M12M21 = I. That implies:
M12 = (M21) 1; (C.6)
which we intended to show.
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D
Proof of det[Mu] = 1
From Eq. 2.98 of Chapter 2, det[Mu] is expressed as:
det[Mu] = det[M21P 1(d1)M
12P 2(d2)]: (D.1)
Now from the properties of determinant of matrices, if A and B are two square
matrices, then we have:
det[AB] = det[A]det[B]: (D.2)
With the use of the above equation, the determinant of the product B 1AB can be
obtained as:
det[B 1AB] = det[B 1]det[A]det[B] = det[B 1]det[B]det[A]: (D.3)
That implies:
det[B 1AB] = det[B 1B]det[A] = det[A]: (D.4)
With the use of Eq. D.2, Eq. D.1 yields:
det[Mu] = det[M21P 1(d1)M
12P 2(d2)] = det

M21P 1(d1)M
12

det[P 2(d2)]: (D.5)
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Now with the use of Eq. C.6 in Appendix C, the above equation can be written as:
det[Mu] = det

(M12) 1P 1(d1)M12

det[P 2(d2)]
= det

(M12) 1M12

det[P 1(d1)]det[P
2(d2)]
= det[P 1(d1)]det[P
2(d2)]:
(D.6)
Using Eq. 2.93 and 2.94, from Chapter 2, we can obtain det[P 1(d1)] and det[P
2(d2)]
as:
det[P 1(d1)] =
e ik1xd1 00 eik1xd1
 = 1 and det[P 2(d2)] =
e ik2xd2 00 eik2xd2
 = 1:
(D.7)
Finally, from Eqs. D.6 and D.7, we have:
det[Mu] = 1; (D.8)
which we intended to show.
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E
Transfer matrix and Transmission and
Reection amplitudes
Figure E.1: (a) Schematic diagram of an EM wave incident on the lamellar structure from
the left side. (b) same as (a), but for an EM wave incident on the lamellar structure from
the right side. In each panel, we indicate the forward going and backward going electric
eld parts on both interfaces of the lamellar structure.
Let us consider a general case of a multilayer stack that consists of several material
slabs that could have dierent thicknesses and be made from dierent materials.
We assume that this stack is embedded in purely dielectric media from the left and
the right side. Following the discussion in Section 2.3 of Chapter 2, the forward
going and backward going electric eld parts at the entrance of the stack can be
represented as
"
Ea
Eb
#
. Conversely, the forward going and backward going electric
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eld parts at the exit of the stack can be represented as
"
Ec
Ed
#
(see the schematics
in Fig. E.1).
If we assume that a transfer matrixM total correlates the electric elds at the entrance
and exit of the stack, then we have [1]:"
Ea
Eb
#
=
"
M total11 M
total
12
M total21 M
total
22
#"
Ec
Ed
#
: (E.1)
If we consider that the plane EM wave is incident from the left side of the stack, then
Ed will be zero, since there will be no EM wave coming in the direction opposite to
the incident EM wave (see the schematics in Fig. E.1 (a)) [1] . That means:"
Ea
Eb
#
=
"
M total11 M
total
12
M total21 M
total
22
#"
Ec
0
#
: (E.2)
By dissolving the above matrix into equations, we get:
Ea =M total11 E
c; (E.3a)
Eb =M total21 E
c: (E.3b)
From the above equations, we can obtain the amplitude of transmission, t and
reection r as:
t =
Ec
Ea
=
1
M total11
; (E.4a)
r =
Eb
Ea
=
M total21
M total11
: (E.4b)
On the other hand, if we assume that the EM wave is incident from the right side of
the stack (see the schematics in Fig. E.1 (b)), then from Eq. E.1, we can write [1]:"
0
Eb
#
=
"
M total11 M
total
12
M total21 M
total
22
#"
Ec
Ed
#
: (E.5)
Notice that in this case, Ea = 0. That implies:"
Ec
Ed
#
=
1
det[M total]
"
M total22  M total12
 M total21 M total11
#"
0
Eb
#
: (E.6)
By dissolving the above matrix in to equation, we have:
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Ec =   1
det[M total]
M total12 E
b; (E.7a)
Ed =
1
det[M total]
M total11 E
b: (E.7b)
Therefore, we can obtain the amplitude of transmission, t0 and reection r0, for this
right to left EM wave incidence, as:
t0 =
Eb
Ed
=
det[M total]
M total11
; (E.8a)
r0 =
Ec
Ed
=
 M total12
M total11
: (E.8b)
We have proved in Appendix F that det[M total] = 1 when both the incident and
outgoing media are the same and a lossless dielectric which is the case we have here.
Therefore, the expression for the amplitude of transmission t0 in the above equation
will become:
t0 =
1
M total11
=) t0 = t: (E.9)
Furthermore, from det[M total] = 1, we can write:
M total11 M
total
22  M total12 M total21 = 1: (E.10)
Note that for multilayer stacks that have only purely dielectric lossless constituents
and are embedded in a lossless dielectric medium, the following special relation
applies:
R + T = 1 =) rr + tt = 1: (E.11)
The above equation emanates from the conservation of energy [1], that is valid only
for lossless lamellar structures, but not for the lossy lamellar structures. With the
use of Eq. E.4, the above equation yields:
M total21
M total11
M total21
M total11
+
1
M total11
1
M total11
= 1: (E.12)
That gives:
jM total21 j2 + 1 = jM total11 j2: (E.13)
After rearranging the terms in the above equation, we get:
M total11 M
total
11  M total21 M total21 = 1: (E.14)
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From Eqs. E.10 and E.14, we can obtain:
M total11 =M
total
22 ; (E.15a)
M total12 =M
total
21 : (E.15b)
We will explain the consequences of the above relations in Section 2.3 of Chapter
2. In particular, we will see that as the result of the above relations the reectance
is symmetric for lossless multilayer stacks. However, for lossy multilayer stacks
reectance is asymmetric as a result of Eq. E.15(a) and Eq. E.15(b) not being valid.
Reversibility principle for lossless lamellar structures
The lossless multilayer stacks also satisfy the reversibility principle, as we will derive
in the following.
With the use of Eq. E.9, Eq. E.11 yields:
tt0 + rr = 1: (E.16)
Furthermore, from Eq. E.8(b), we can write:
r0 =
 M total12
M total11
: (E.17)
After rearranging the terms, we get:
r0 =
 M total12
M total11
M total11
M total11
: (E.18)
Now for the case of lossless PCs, from Eqs. E.15(b) and E.18, we can write:
r0 =
 M total21
M total11
M total11
M total11
: (E.19)
Finally, with the use of Eq. E.4, the above equation yields:
r0 =
 r
t
t =) tr0 + rt = 0: (E.20)
The Eqs. E.16 and E.20 together are referred to as the principles of reversibility
[1]. Again, we stress that these are valid only for the lossless multilayer stacks, since
Eq. E.15 is valid only for the lossless case [1]. From these principles of reversibility,
we can infer that in the case of lossy lamellar structures, we can expect that the
reection properties will be dierent depending on whether the EM wave incident
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on the stack from the left side or from the right side.
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F
Proof of det[M total] = 1
From Eq. 2.118 of Chapter 2, det[M total] can be expressed as:
det[M total] = det
" 
NY
j=1
M j;j+1P j+1(dj+1)
!
MN+1;1
#
: (F.1)
From the properties of determinant of matrices, if A and B are two square matrices,
then we have:
det[AB] = det[A]det[B]: (F.2)
Therefore, det[M total] can be written as [1]:
det[M total] =
 
NY
j=1
det[M j;j+1]det[P j+1]
!
det[MN+1;1]: (F.3)
Using Eq. 2.93 from Chapter 2, we can obtain det[P j+1] as:
det[P j+1(dj+1)] =
e ikj+1xdj+1 00 eikj+1xdj+1
 = 1: (F.4)
Furthermore, with the use of Eq. 2.89 from Chapter 2, det[M j;j+1] can be obtained
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as [1]:
det[M j;j+1] =
12
"
1 + j;j+1E 1  j;j+1E
1  j;j+1E 1 + j;j+1E
#
=
1
4

(1 + j;j+1E )
2   (1  j;j+1E )2

= j;j+1E
=
k(j+1)x
kjx
:
(F.5)
Similarly, we can determine det[MN+1;1] as:
det[MN+1;1] =
k1x
k(N+1)x
: (F.6)
Now with the use of Eqs. F.4{F.6, Eq. F.3 yields:
det[M total] =
 
NY
j=1
k(j+1)x
kjx
!
k1x
k(N+1)x
= 1: (F.7)
Note that the above relationship is valid only when the entire multilayer stack is
embedded in a lossless dielectric medium.
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G
Transmission and Reection of eective
homogenised PC metamaterials
With the use of the eective permittivity, "eff , we can calculate the absorptance A,
of these eective media as A=1-T-R, where T and R are the respective transmittance
and reectance that can be evaluated analytically [1, 2] as below:
T =
1
1
4
j2 cos keffd  i(p"eff + 1p"eff ) sin keffdj2
; (G.1)
R =
1
4
j(p"eff   1p"eff ) sin keffdj2
1
4
j2 cos keffd  i(p"eff + 1p"eff ) sin keffdj2
; (G.2)
where d = Na is the total thickness of the eective homogeneous medium comprised
of N SiC-air building blocks, with a being the lattice constant, and keff =
p
"eff !=c.
Here, ! and c represent the angular frequency of the incident EM wave and the speed
of light respectively. Note the full complex, "eff and the complex squareroot of "eff
should be incorporated in Eqs. G.1 and G.2 that are consistent with the passivity
requirement.
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H
Dependance of the SiC-air PC band
structure properties on the PC lattice
constant
In Chapter 5, we have mentioned that we can identify bandgap-like regions of lossy
PCs where the spectral response of energy velocity drops almost to zero. Therefore,
to understand how the bandstructure of lossy 1D-PCs changes with the PC lattice
constant, we plot in Fig. H.1 (a), the energy velocity at the interface, ve,int, of
SiC-air PCs versus free space wavelength, free, and the PC lattice constant, a.
Moreover, we also plot the imaginary part of the Bloch wavevector, Im(q), of these
PCs in Fig. H.1 (b). As we discussed in Chapter 2, a high imaginary part signies
band-gap like regimes in lossy PCs. We can see in Fig. H.1 that the landscapes
of a low energy velocity in Fig. H.1 (a) coincide with the landscapes of a high
Im(q) in H.1 (b), thus clearly identifying the bandgap-like regions of SiC 1D-PCs.
Note, we represent the lattice constants of the three PCs that we investigate in
Chapter 5 with the white lines in Fig. H.1. We notice from Fig. H.1 that for the
ve and ten-micron lattice constant PCs, we see allowed modes in most of the
phonon-polariton gap regime. On the other hand, for the case of the eight-micron
lattice constant PC, we see a bandgap-like regime in most of the phonon-polariton
gap. We remind the reader as we saw in Fig. 5.2 that the energy velocity at the
interface of the eight-micron lattice constant PC is lower than the reectionless
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energy velocity, ve0, given by Eq. 5.1 throughout the spectrum. Therefore, the
eight-micron lattice constant PC cannot work as a reectionless PC, thus it is not
suitable to give an enhanced absorption performance.
Figure H.1: (a) The energy velocity at the interface, ve,int, of semi-innite SiC-air PC
structures, versus the free space wavelength, free, and the lattice constant, a. The lling
ratio of the PCs is f = 0.05 and we consider two-hundred unit cells in the PCs to emulate
semi-innite structures. Note, all energy velocity values are expressed in terms of the speed
of light c. The vertical white lines at lattice constants 5 m, 8 m and 10 m represent
the three PCs under study in Chapter 5. (b) Same as in (a), but for the imaginary part
of the Bloch wavevector, Im(q). Note, Im(q) is scaled with a=, with a being the lattice
constant of the PC.
It is important to observe that the bandgap properties do not vary monotonically
with the lattice constant. We can see that for a certain frequency the PC behaviour
changes from band-like to bandgap-like and again to band-like with changing lat-
tice constant. This repetition is expected since the band properties emanate from
interference eects between the backscattered beams from the PC building blocks
and depend on both the sizes and optical properties of the material constituents. In
other words, because of the repetitive nature of the Fabry-Perot interference eects
with frequency and building block size, the band properties of PCs are not a mono-
tonic function of the PC lattice constant. Therefore, it is not an unexpected result
that while for a ve- and ten- micron lattice constant the behaviour of the PC is
mostly band-like in the SiC Restrahlen band regime, it is mostly bandgap-like in
the same frequency region for the case of the eight-micron lattice constant PC.
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Meaning of Bloch impedance in lossless
PCs
In Section 8.2 of Chapter 8, we discussed that the approximation of the reectivity
of a PC in the limit of N ! 1 seen in Eq. 8.9 is exactly valid only for the lossy
PCs. However, it is natural to wonder what is the meaning of the Bloch/eective
impedance for periodic nite lossless PCs. In order to understand that we evaluate
the Zeff from Eq. 8.13 and ZB from Eq. 8.18, for the case of a dielectric-air PC
with a lattice constant 3m and lling ratio 0.05. We take the permittivity of the
dielectric equal to 11.56. We show the results in Fig. I.1(a), indicating ZB and Zeff
with red-solid line and black-dashed line respectively. It is evident from Fig. I.1 (a)
that ZB and Zeff are identical in such case as well. Note that, we should choose
the correct root for the Bloch wavevector, q depending on the bandslope, as we
discussed in Chapter 2, while evaluating the ZB and Zeff from the Eqs. 8.13 and
8.18 respectively.
Now with the use of this impedance, we evaluate the corresponding reectance,
Rsemi and plot the result in Fig. I.1(b) with a black-dashed line. We compare this
reectance with the actual ve and ten-unit-cell dielectric-air PC result evaluated
with TMM. We designate these results with red-solid line and green-solid line
respectively. It is impressive to note that still the impedance captures the average
reectance of the PC, while it ignores the fringes in the band regions. In the
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Figure I.1: (a) Bloch impedance, ZB (red-solid line) from Eq.8.18 and eective impedance,
Zeff (black-dashed line) from Eq. 8.13 are plotted versus free space wavelength, free, of
a dielectric-air PC with " = 11:56 and lling ratio 0.05 and lattice constant of 3m. (b)
Reectance versus free space wavelength, free, of the same SiC-air PC. Black-dashed
line indicates the reectance obtained from Zeff . The red-solid line and green-solid line
indicate the reectance from the actual dielectric-air PC with ve and ten-unit-cells re-
spectively, using the TMM method. The blue-solid line indicate the upper bound value of
the reectivity, that we derived (See Eq. I.2).
bandgap regions, R naturally approaches one for thick lossless PCs as we discussed
in Chapter 2.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to have a check of the bounds for the oscillatory
fringes in the band regions. For this purpose, we write again the reectivity of the
N unit-cell PC, given by Eq. 8.6, for the case when the incoming and outgoing
media are the same as one of the constituents of the PC:
r(N) =
Mu21
Mu11   cos(qa) + sin(qa)tan(Nqa)
: (I.1)
In the above equation, it is obvious that if tan(Nqa)! 0, r(N) will tend to zero, thus
the lower bound of reectance, R would be zero. On the other hand, if tan(Nqa)!
1, the upper bound of reectivity is obtained as:
rbound =
Mu21
Mu11   cos(qa)
: (I.2)
We plot Rbound = jrboundj2 in Fig. I.1(b) with a blue-solid line. We can clearly see
that Rbound captures the upper bound values of the fringes in the band regions.
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Proof of M31M12 = M32
The dynamical matrix M31 relates the amplitude of the EM waves going from
medium 3 to medium 1 [1]. Similarly, the dynamical matrix M12 relates the am-
plitude of the EM waves going from medium 1 to medium 2. From Eq. 2.88 and
Eq. 2.89 of Chapter 2, we can express M31 and M12 as:
M31 =
1
2
"
1 + 31 1  31
1  31 1 + 31
#
andM12 =
1
2
"
1 + 12 1  12
1  12 1 + 12
#
; (J.1)
with 31 = k1x
k3x
and 12 = k2x
k1x
, where k1x, k2x and k3x represent the respective
wavevectors of the medium 1, medium 2 and medium 3 in the stacking direction
along x-axis.
Now the product of M31 and M12 would be equal to:
M31M12 =
1
4
"
(1+31)(1+12)+(1 31)(1 12) (1+31)(1 12)+(1 31)(1+12)
(1 31)(1+12)+(1+31)(1 12) (1 31)(1 12)+(1+31)(1+12)
#
: (J.2)
After some mathematical manipulation, we get:
M31M12 =
1
2
"
1 + 3112 1  3112
1  3112 1 + 3112
#
: (J.3)
Further, we can simplify 3112 as:
3112 =
k1x
k3x
k2x
k1x
) 3112 = k2x
k3x
) 3112 = 32: (J.4)
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So:
M31M12 =
"
1 + 32 1  32
1  32 1 + 32
#
=M32; (J.5)
which we intended to show.
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